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ABSTRACT
This individualized, self -paced course for

independent study in plumbing was adapted from military.curriculum
materials for use in vocational education. The course provides the
theory to accompany on-the-job training in the plumbing trade,. Itef provides basic information on job safety and tools, waste systems,
4nd water.supply systemssand fixtures. The Course is organized in
three volumes, Volume 1, Career Orientation,. Supervision, and
Resource 4nagement, contains chapters on job safety and ,job tools/
and equipment. VOlumea, WaRte Systems, contains chapters on sewage
systems and wastisposal; structural'openkdgs, building drains,
stacks, an gents; roughing -in -vents and waste lines; measuring,
cutting, treading, and assembling pipe; andinspecting and
maintaining waste systemS. The final'volume, Water Supply Systems and
Fixtures, contains seven chapters covering water supply systems and
pipe' assembling; roughing in water supplidtrand installing fixtures;
copper'iubing and brass-pipe; insulation and winterization of
plumbing;. water heaters, dishwashers; steam kettles, sinks, and
auxiliary plumbilg'equipgient; preventive maintenance and corrosion
cOntrolvand fire protection and'laWn sprinkler systems. Each chapter
istorganipd around criterion learning objectives. A numbered
objective is followed by text'and an exercise'with answers provided.
Each volume accoTpgnied; by a volume review exercise-containing
from 107 to 114 multiple choice questions coded to the learning
objeCtivps, without answers. (KC)
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MILITARY CURRICULUM MATERIAL4-..

The military-developed curriculum materials'in this course
package were selected by the National Center for Research 1..n

Vocational Education 14itary Curriculum Project for dissem-
ination to the six regional Curriculum Coordination Centers and
other instructional materials agericies. The purpose of
disseminating these courses was to make curriculum maters
developed by the military more accessible to vocational

' educators in the civilian tatting.

4

The course materials were acquired/evaluated by prbject
staff and practitioners in the field; and prepared for
dissemination. Materials which were specific to the nili-Ory
were deleted, copyrighted'materials were either omitted or appro-
val for their use was obtained. These course packages contain
curriculum resource materials which'Can be adapted to,support
Nocational*instruction and curriculum development. ,
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The. National Center
mission 8tatement
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The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education's mission'is to increase
the ability of diverde agencies, institutions,
and organizations to solve educational prob-
lems relating to-individual career planning,
preparation, and progression. The National
Center fulfills its mission by:

Generating knowledge through research

Developing educationaliprograms and
products

Evaluating individual program needs
and outcomes

Installing edu'caficrnal programs and
products

:Operating iriounation systems and
se ices

Conducting leadership development and
trainig programs

, .

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION-ABOUT
Military Curriculum Materials

WRITE OR CALL
ProgramInformatiori Office
The National Center for Research in Vocational

Education'

4 The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210
Telephone: 614/486-3655 or Toll Free 800/

848-4815 within the continental U.S
(except Ohio)

e "

Military C 'qrriculum
Materials, for

VocatiOnal and
Technical Education

Information and Field
, Services Division

The ?!.?I'ionr11 Center for Research
in Vocr2tional F:cittcation
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Military
turricolum MaterialS
Dissemination Is .

an activity to increase the accessibility of
military developed curriculum materials to
vocational andtechnical educators. .

This project, funded, by the U.S. Office of
Education, includes the identification and
acquisition of curriculum' materials in print
form from the Coast Guard, Air Force,
Army, Marine Corps and Navy.

Access to military' curriculum materials is
provided through, a "Joint Merforandum of
Undeigtanchrig" between ,.the U.S. Office of
Education and theDepartment of Defense.

The acquiled materialS are reviewed by staff
and subject matter specialists; and courses
deemed applicable to vocational and tedh-

-.nice' education are selected for dissemination.

The 6National Center for' Research in
Vocational Education is the U.S.Oftice of
Education's designated representative to
dcquire the materials and conduct the project
activities.

Project'Staff:
0

.

Wesley -E. Budke, Ph.D., Direbtor
National Center Clearinghouse

Shirley A. Chase, Ph.D.'
Project Director
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What-Materials
Are Available?

One hundred twenty courses on microfiche
(thirteen in paper form) and descriptions of
each have been provided to the vocational
Curriculum Coordination Centers and other
instructional materials agencies for dissemi-
nation.

Course materials include programmed
instructiqn, curriculum outlines, instructor
guides, student workbooks and technical
manuals.

The 120 courses represent the following
sixteen vocational subject areas:

Agriculture
* Aviation

Building &
Construction
Trades

Clerical
Occupations

Communications
Drafting
Electronics
Engine Mechanics

Food Service
Health'
Heating & Air
Conditioning

Machine Shop
Management &

Supervision
Meteorology &

Navigation
Photography
Public Service

The number of courses and the subject areas
. represented will expand as additional mate-
rials with application to vocational and
technical education are identified and selected,
for dissemination.
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Wow Can These
Materials .Be Obtained?
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Contact the Curriculum Coordination Center
in your region for information on obtaining
materials (e.g./ availability and cost). They
will respond to your request directly orefer
you to an instructional materials agency
closer to you.
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Director
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Cnurse'Description

This course proles the theory to accompany on-thejob training in the plumbing trade. It provides basic information on job safety and tools, waste
systems, and water supply systems and fixtures.

Volume 1 Career Oriente ?ion, Supervision, and Resource Management contains five chapters, three,of which contain extensive information on
military procedures and forms. The remaining chapters,are suitable for vocational courses.

Chapter 2 Job Safety covers tools and equipment, gases, heating devices and hot materials, gas bt_i_rners and flammables, electrical hazards
and grounds, moving heaVy objectives, and work platform safety. .

Chapter 3 Job Tools and Equipment describes the uses of vrous plumbing tools, and the care of tools and shop equipment.

Volume 2 . . W ste Systems contains five chapters suitable for classroom use.

Chapter 1 Sewer Systems and Waste Disposal contains on exterior sewer systems, installing building sewers, and individual

waste systems.
1.

Chapter 2 Structural Openings, Building Drains, Stac(rs, and Vents covers cutting openings, building waste systems, stacks and vents.

Chapter 3 Roughing-in Vents and Waste Lines discusses waste rough-in for lavatories, urinals, bathtubs and showers, water closets, floor

and roof drains.

Chapter 4 -
Measuring, Cutting, Threading, and Assembling Pipe explains the use of east -iron soil pipe, manual procedures for Steel pipe, the

use of power tools, and procedures for copper, brass, plastic and chromium ptpe.

Chapter 5 Inspecting and Maintaining Waste Systemcdiscusses test specifications, repairing waste systems, grease traps, sanitary sewers,

building draiA, and indiyidual waste systems.

VoluMe 3 , Water Supply Systems and Fixtures contains seven4hapters suitable for vocational courses.

Chapter 1 Water Supply Systems and Pipe Assembling gives background on water supply systems, installing systems, maintaining
systems, temporary water mains, and sweat soldering.

Chapter 2 RoughingIn Water Supplinand Installing Fixtufes discusses roughingin water supplies, instilling various fixtures, testing systems
and.recovering plumbing equipment.

Chapter 3 Copper Tubing and grass Pipe explains fabrication of copper tubing and brass and copper pipe.

Chapte' 4 Insulation and Winterization of Plumbing discusses the selection of proper insulation for pipes and winterizationof plumbing

systems.

Chapter 5 Water Heaters, Dishwashers, Steam Kettles, Sinks, arid Auxiliary Plumbing Equipment covers instaAtion and maintenance of

this equipment.
6

Chapter 6 Prenlimtive Maintenance and Corrosion Control includes inspection, maintenance procedures and repairs.

Chapter 7 Fire Protection and Lawn Sprinkler Systems discusses various kinds of interior and exterior lire protection devices and lawn

sprinkler systems. -

Each chapter is organized around criterion learning objectives. A numbered objective is followed by text and eh xercise. The answers to the exercises are

Provided in the back of each volume and students are encouraged to reread the text sections if they miss an exercise, then continue on tä the next learning

objective. Each volume is accompanied by a volume'review exercise containing from 107 to 114 multiple choice questions coded to the learning objectives.

No answers are given. This course is designed for student self-study to accompany laboratory or °vim-job training.

It
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Preface

THIS VOLUME of CDG 55255, Plumbing Specialist, provides you with general infor-
mation about Civil Engineering orgahization, career 'progression, communications
security, publications, job safety; job tools and equipinent, supervision and training,
resource manageinent,, and project planning.

As a plumbing specialist, you install and maintain many different types of plumbing
systems. By carefully studying the three volumes of this coarse and the illustrations
presented. you acquire the knowledge necessary to perform your assigned tasks.

Code numbers appearing on figures are for use by preparing agency only.
If you have any questions on the accuracy or currency of the subject matter of this

text, or recommendations for its improvements, send them to Tech Tng,Cen/TTOX,
Sheppard AFB TX 76311..NOTE: Do not use the suggestion program to submit cor-
rections for typographical or other errors. A

Iii you have any questions on course enroll ent or administration, or on any of
ECI's instructional aids (Your Key to Career De.velopment,'BehavorialObjective Ex-
ercises, Volume Review Exercises. and Course Examination), consult your education
officer, training officer, or NCO, as appropriate. If he can't answer your questions,
send them to ECI. Gunter AFS AL 36118, preferably on ECI Form 17, Student Re-
quest for Assistance.

This volume is valued at 27 hours (9 points).
Material in this volume is technically accurate, adequate, and current as of October

1975.

f
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MODIFICATIONS

*
4 ,
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for msc in vocational and technical education.



CHAPTER.2

Job Safety

AS A PLUMBING specialist, you are a craftsman.
The mark of a craftsman can be seen by the excellence
of the product he makes and also by the safe manner
and methods he uses in producing It. A master of hiss
trade seldom gep hurt. He knows his tools and
equipment and keeps them in proper working
condition. He understands the dangers of his working
environment and never takes unnecessary chances. He
studies the rules of safety and has the wisdom to apply
them as he works. Don't for one moment think that
your supervisor will think more of you if, to save a
little time, you ignore the rules of safety. He will know
you for what you arefoolish-.- or immature. That
statement in plain, simple language is "To break safety
rules is to be a fool."

Base, safety people know beyond a shadow of a
doubt that unsafe working habits will eventually create
an accident. Recently an operator lost an arm because
he failed to turn the power off while adjusting a power
machine. His loose sleeve was caught in the rotating
machinery. Signs were pOsted in the shop, and on the
machine that hurt him the sign read "STOP
MACHINE BEFORE ADJUSTING."

Develop iii your mind the attitude of following and
obeying safety rules. They were developed first for
your protection and second for the protection of the
equipment you operate. Always operate your
equipment according to the step-by-step procedures
given in technical-orders. If there are no TOs on the
equipmenLtOtow the manufacturer's operating and
maintenance instructions. This chapter covers tools
and equipment safety. gases, heating devices and hot
materials, gas barriers and flammables, electrical
hazards and grounds, moving heavy objects. and work
platforms.

2-1. Tools and Equipment Safety
Many people are under the impression that

handtools are simple devices that can be used by
anyone with little or no training. This idea is untrue,.
Handtools are precision instruments capable of
performing many jobs when used properly. To be safe
in handling handtools, you must have tools of good
quality that are kept sharp and -in good repair.

,
26

Accidents are costly. Money spent on materials and
manpower for recovering from costly accidents is
wasted. It cannot be redeemed. Even if no personal
injury is involved, materials damaged by unsafe acts
are costly,to the Air Forge.

'Injury and material loss are only two of the many
factors which are involved when an accident happens.
Other factors are that the efficiency of the organization
is affected and morale is affected; if enough accidents
happen, that could impair the good relation between
all.organization and the community.

A standard dictionary defines the word "accident"
as "an event that takes., place without foresight or
expectation." This definition means that with adequate
foresight most accidents can be preninted. Only 2
percent of all accidents are caused' by natural
phenbmena such as lightning; 10 percent are caused by
physical hazards; and 88 percent of the accidents are
caused by unsafe acts of people, as shown in figure
2-1, causes of accidents. The publication you use for
safety precautions is AFR 127-101, Accident
Prevention Handbook.

100 ACCIDENT CAUSES
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Figure 2.1. Causes ut accidents
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. Much of the equipment you use to perform your
duties is located in the shop. Oil on the floor can cause
you to slip and bit your head on ,a hard object.
Someone said, "A dirty or disorderly shop breeds
accidents and discontent." Let's look at work area

'safety before looking at tools and equipment safety.

024. From a list of statements relative to work area
74 safety practices, check those that are true.

Your work area may contain many potential
hazards-if you fall to follow the safety rules established
for your protection. The safety rules will make you
conscious of some of the things you should, or should
note do to perform your job safely.

Work Area Safety Practices. Failure to keep your
'work area clean and orderly can result in both major
and minor accidents. Broken bones, cuts,'gouges,
bruises, burns, and many other injuries can .result from
poor housekeeping. The prevention of these injuries is
simply to practice good housekeeping. Here are 12,
important items to consider as safety practices for your
work area (and also your-living area):

(I) Keep all floors and walkways clea', dry, and
free fiorn spilled oil, fuel, or other contaminants. If
fuel, oil, or-grease is spilled, clean it up immediately.

(2) Make sure your shop or other area is
adequately ventilated at all times. Vapors from fuels,
oils, gases, and some types of acids are injurious to
your health. -

(3) Keep all working areas well lighied, if at all
possible. You cannot work efficiently and safely
without sufficient light. Check the lighting system
frequently and report or replace burned-out lamps and
fuses.

(4) Don't leave tools scattered about on floors,
workstands, or other places. Always use the cabinets
and boxes provided for tool storage.

(5) Don't clutter your work area with .unnecessary
equipment. If you do not intend to use an item, store it
in a safe place.

(6) Keep all ropes. chains. cables, hoseg, and
electrical cords properly stored when not in use.

(7) Provide suitable waste containers and make
sure that waste is promptly put into ,the't?roper
container. Mark each container for the material for
which it is to be used.

(8) Use extra care in disposing of scrap metal,
tubing wire. glass, etc. Make sure that all parts of the
materials are well inside the waste container. The
sharp edges of these materials can cut and tear your
skin as well as your clothes.

(9) Inspect all electrical cailes and equipment for
frayed wiring insulation. exposed contacts. and-

condition of switch handles an other controls.
(10) Do not horseplay with yoUr coworkers. You

are no longer in grade school Horseplay can cause
anger which can develop into serious accidents.

(11) Inspect your shop frequently for protruding
nails, bolt ends, and other sharp points that can cause

e

. injury. Also make sure that broken windows and door
glasses are replaced promptly and that the broken glass
is properly disposed of.

(12) Insure thatAwater fountains, lunch areas, and
clothing lockers are clean and sanitary. Illness caused
by con minated water and food can often become
more (erious than Most accidents.

Exer ises (014)

Chec the following statements with a checkmark (.,/)
if they reflect good work area safety practices.

1 Prodding a fellow worker in the ribs is
OK if not done too often._ 2'. Frayed 1 10 -volt wires can be used if bare
wires are not exposed.

3 Since you 'will use a portable drill in 4
hours, leave it on the work bench.

4 Close all shop windows in the'winter to
save on tWheating bill.

5 When a fuSe keeps burning out in a
certain circuit, place a penny behind it.

6 Leave your tools in the places where you
will use them.

7 A clean shop is an inefficient shop.
8 Assure that broken windows are' replaced

promptly.

025. From a list of practices relative tg the general
use of handtools, identify those that are not safety
practices.

Handtools Safety. Poor maintenance and.. the
Improper use of common handtools results in many
accidents which could be avoided if proper safety
procedures are followed. As you cover specific tools
later in this chapter, you will learn safety precautions
about individual tools. This objective covers safety
procedures about handtools In general. These
practices are as follows:

(I) Keep tools sharp.
(2) Keep tools in their proper place.
(3) Replace handles. that become splintered or

loose.
(4) Dress mushroom heads on cold chisels(

punches, drift pins, etc.
(5) Protect the edges of cutting tools with a sheath

or by storing them separately from other tools.
(6) Select a box-end wrench or a socket in

preference to an open enclor 4n adjustable wrench as
the former are less likely to Islip. To help prevent
slippage, always pull the wrench toward you.

(7) Wear goggles or face shields when there is a
possibility of flying chips, sparks, etc.

(8) Hold small items that are being worked on in a
vise.

(9) Never use a tool for anything other than what it
is intended to be used for i.e., using a hammer handle

2'7
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for a pry bar, using as wrench for a hammer, and using
a knife for a screwdriver.

.(10) Use screwdrivers for what they are designed
to drive and rernove screws. Keep the blades ground
and shaped properly at all times. Select the proper type
and size of screwdriver for the'job. Never hold an
object in one hand while working on it with a
screwdriver. Place it in a vise.

(11) rise files and rasps with handles that are
designed for them. Without the proper handle, a tile or
rasp is dangerous, because it is easy for the tang to
injure the palm of your hand.

(12) Keep chisels and punches clean and sharp,
because it is easy for a dull or dirty tool to slip and
injure you.

Exercises (025):

Place an X in the spaces which are not safety practices.
1 Use a screwdriver as a wedge.
2 Use a box-end wrench in preference to an

open-end wrench.
3 Use an adjustable wrench in preference to

an open-end wrench._ 4 Wear goggles when chiseling a hole in
sewer pipe.

_5 Hammer a rusted pipe union with a pipe
wrench.

6 Keep 1001s sharp.
_7 Sharpen screwdriver to a knife edge to cut

wood.

026. Given situations, distinguish between those
that contribute to Unsafe use of power equipment and
those that contribute to safe use.

Power Equipment Safety. You can be severely
.injured by coming in contact wigs moving machine
parts. Although the Air Force has prescribed
standards for safety in the use of machines, you must
use common sense as you work with and around power
equipment. Since machines are developed or changed
frequently, you must be able/to apply general safety
rules to specific machines or specific uses of power,
machines. Some of the general rules that. apply to
equipment safety follow:

(1) Do not wear jewelry, loose clothing, long
sleeves, or gloves while operating Machinery.

(2) Use brushes to remove chips and metal
particles. Do not use your hands. - ,

-(3) Where the possibility of flying particles exists,
wear goggles or a face shield.

(4) Do not remove or block a machine guardwIltlft
the machine is in operation.

(51 You Mist be authorized in writing before you
can overate iInachine.

(6) Do not leave machinery operating unattended.
(7) Do' not 'clean, lubricate, adjust, or maintain

machinery while it is in motion.

28
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..-'(8) Operate machines within recommended speeds.
(9) Inspect a machine before operating it.
(10) Electrically operated machines, will be

grounded.

Exercises (026):'

From the following situations, place a checkmark (V)
if they follow safety rules. Place an (X) in the blank .r
they are unsafe._ I Inspect shop machines._ 2 Machines operated with motors of less

than 2 horsepower require no ground._ 3 Brush off metal cuttings from machines
with gloves._ 4 Use a faceshield when grinding metal.

5 To facilitate lubrication, grease a
machine during operation._ 6 Remove ring and wrist watch \ during
machinery operaticin.

7 Do not leave machine operating
unattended even for 5 minutes.

2-2. Gases Safety

Since your job description states that you connect
pipe sections by welding and using hot lead and that
you attach fittings to pipe by soldering and sweating,
you must be aware of safety rules for the compressed
gases you may rise=- namely, oxygen, acetylene. and
propane. The rules we cover in this chapter Are
general, As we cover specific uses of the equipment in
later chapters, specific safety rules will be covered.

027. From random statements, select those that
contribute to safe, handling, use, and storage of
ccr presseditasest

Safety Rubs for Oxygen, Acetylene, and Propane
Cylinders. These compressed gases are used for
welding, brazing, soldering, and sweating. The
following safety rules apply to the storage. moving, or
use of these gases:

(1) Never drop a cylinder or allow it to fall.
(2) Never bump a cylinder or, otherwise handle it

roughly.
(3) Never lay an acetylene cylinder on its side. In

addition to acetylene, the tank also contains an
absorber, such as fuller's earth, and acetone to absorb
the acetylene, which will get into the regulator and
valves if the tank is placed on its side. Also, safety
plugs in the bottom of the tank will pass harmlessly
into the floor if the cylinder is standing up when they
blow out.

(4) Never allow oil or grease to come into contact
with oxygen,: specifically, never direct a jet of oxygen
at an oil-soaked .surface. Spontaneous combustion
may result.

(5) Never 'Ivy an oxygen cylinder on its side. The
top of the cylinder carries the safety plug. If it blows

18



while the cylinder is on its side, the exhaust pressure
released will propel the cylinder like a rocket.

(6) Never use oil, grease, or any lubricant on a
torch.

(7) Never hang a torch br hoses on regulators or.
cylinder valves.

(8) Never use matches for lighting a torch, as your
hand may be seriously burned as a result. Lige a
friction,tgniter; ksuitable pilot light, or a length of
twisted paper.

(9) Never light the torch from hot metal when
waking in a confined space. Accumulated fumes can
flare or explode.

(10) Always wear, goggles when using flammable
gases.

(I I) Never block yourself from the cylinders when
you are working. make sure that you Can get to them
easily and quickly from your working position.

(12) Never store cylinders in direct sunlight or
near heaters.

,(13) A valve clogged with ice may be thaw-ed with
warm water: however, never use a flame or boiling'
water for this purpose.

(14) Never test for acetylene leaks with a flame
because of the danger of a flareback -and a cylinder
fire Use soapy water, instead. .

(75) Always open valves slowly. .

.(16) Always .keepithe special wrench used to turn
acetylene on and off near the valve so that the valve
can be turned off quickly in an emergency

(17) Never hammer or beat on a valve:
furthermore, do not attempt to adjust a valve or a
gauge whic'h does not wor

(18) Replace protec ve caps on the cylinders
whenever gauges have een removed.

Exercises (027):

From the following statements related to compressed
gases used for-welding. soldering, and sweating. check
(V) those that contribute to safety.

I Handle cylinderszently.
Position acetylene cylinders horizontallyY. during use.. '

3 Never oil oxygen cylinder regulator
valves.

4 Light the torch with a match.
5 Wear goggles when welding.
6 You may store full cylinders in the yard.
7 Tap valves lightly with a wrench to-Oen

them
8 Thaw a frozen valve with marm'water

.028. Given statements relative to health hazards of
the plumber, distinguish between those thalare true
and those that are false.

Toxit Substances. As a plumber you will come in
contact with gases and other substances that can he
harmful to you. bottv internally and externally. You

. -
must be aware of safety precautions when you work in
explosive or toxic gaseous areas. For example, you
may strike a match in a sewer manhole and cause an
explosion. You may inhale toxic vapors ,for a short
period of time and damage your lungs. Long-term
inhalation of noxious gases usually resalts in
abs6rption and transport of toxic materials within the
body and can silently damage organs such as' liver and
kidney Sonie of the toxic areas that can he dangerous
to-you are sewers, welding areas, and areas where there
are paint fumes and vaptirs from many solvents.

Sewer Areas. You have to be extremely careful as
you work around sewer areas, because you can be hurt
physically. you may be infected by disease. or you may
be injured. bylhe sewer gases.

Physical injuries. To prevent physical injuries to
personnel during sewer maintenance,- you should
observe the following safety rules Which are taken
from AFM 85-14, Appendix E:

(1) Remove and replace heavy 'manhole covers
'carefully and only with the proper tools. Heavy covers
involve hazards of finger, wrist. arfd foot injuries
during removal 354 replacement. After removal, lay
the coverflat orf the ground ail last 2 feet away, from
the open ma hoAe.

(2) Des end' into manhole3 cautiously to guard
against sly pery, loose, corroded, broken, or otherwise
defective steps or rungs. Remedy such defects
immediately, together with any cracks or breaks in the
manhole wall. ,

(3) Wear an approved safety belt with attached
lifeline tested before each use when entering deep
sewers. At least two men will stand by outside the
manhole to handle the lifeline 'in case of emer&ency.
Extra lengths of rope must be readily available.
i (4) Assign a trained supervisor to direct the

Cleaning and maintenance of sewers. alerting
4ubordinate personnel to all ha aids and to sowed
precautions against them. The ipervisor will
twined and equipped to administer first-aid. medi
treatment. .

,

(5) Erect barriers-and,,signs,at a suitable distance
,/from open manholes warn traffic coming from any

direction that men are at %ybrk.
Body wiections Safety precautions that apply to

body infections. -as- taken from AFM 854..tt as
follows: .

... (1) Treat 111-8iits. skin abrasions, and similar
injuries promptly. Around sewage plants, 'the smallest
cut or scratch is potentially dangerous and should be
cleaned and treated immediately with 2-percent
tincture of iodine solution.

(2) See a docto'r for all but clearly minor injuries.
(3) K11(4 first-aid procedures. First-aid trainingk,

must be.prFided for all personnel
(4) To prevent waterborne diseases. it is prudent to

keep your immunization status current
' (5 ),Keep fingers out of nose, *mouth, and eyes,
because the hands carry most infections in this field of
work,,
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(6) After work. before eating, and at other

Convenient times. wash bands thoroughly with plenty
pr soap and hot water. Keep the fingernails short and
remove all dirt as often as posible with a nail file or
stiff, soapy brush. Do riot brush fingers when they are
raw and sore.

(7) Keep hands out of sewage. sludge. and other
filth as much as p6ssible: if such contact is
unayoidable. wear rubber gloves wherever practicable

Safety equipment. When you work around sewage
areas, the following safety equipment should be
available:

- ' (1) Emergency firstaid kits to treat minor cuts.
burns, skin abrasions. and similar wounds.

(2) Rubber gloves for workers to use in cleaning
clogged sludge pumps. and handling screenings.
sewage. grit, or other filth. Such protection is
particularly important when the hands are chapped or
burned'o'r the skin broken by a wound

(3) Coveralls or a complete change ot work clothes
*for working }lours.

(4) Rubbers to keep the shoes clean and dry in
sludge pumping or other operations. General use of
boots and rubbers is recommended.

Sewer Gas. The principal gas hazards are
accumulations of sewer gas and its mixture with other
gases or air. which may injure .paintenance and/
operation personnel through explosion or by
asphyxiation as a result of oxygen deficiency. The term
"sewer gas',' is generally applied to the mixture of gases
in sewers and manholes containing ab,pormally high
percentages of carbon dioxide. varying amounts of
methane, hydropn, hydrogen sulfide: and low
percentages of oxygen. Such mixtuks sometimes
accumulate in sewers. especially those'laid on nearly
flat grades. from the fermentation or decomposition of
settled organic matter. The term "sewer gas" is
misleading. because it is a mixture subject to wide
variations. The actual hazard exists in, the explosive
amount of methane or in oxygen'-deficiency.

Do notzSmoke ojkiise open flames in and around
opeil sewer manholes. If you have to have light. use
only lights that are approved by the National Board of
Fire Underwriters for hazardous atmospheres.
Ventilate ewers by allowing air to enter or if
necessary pump air into the system.

Welding Areas. During the welding prOceshsome
metals can produce a fume, a condensed vapor of
metal The primary hazards of welding aro Metal fume
tevzr which causes chest congestion. You Calf also
injure your-eyes due to ultraviolet light. As you weld
or work in a welding area. he certain to wear approved
welding goggles and if necessary. an approved air
put ifyingtiespirator.

Paints. TWo types of paints are of primary health
concern. Polyurethane paints containing di.
isocyanates can induce a permanent allergic reaction
similar to asthma. This compound is also 'rimming to
skin and lungs.Lead-hased paints. rarely used tc;day.

can result in systemic' heavy metal poisoning All oil.
based paints are ot sonic concern because ,ot the
solvents which evaporate as the paint dries It you
work in freshly pgnted areas. pro% ide tresh air into the
strtictuA.s.' You must use an approved chemical
cartridge respirator if you paint fhe National
Institute of Occupational Slife4 and HealthnNIOSH)
apprOves respirators.'

Solvents. A solvent. as used in this text. is adiquid
that is used to dissolve a solid that is toxic. Many toxic
liquids are useam paint and cleaning solvents. Among
thp most toxic solvents are benzene. wood alcohol.
and carbon tetrachloride. The' use, ot benzene and
carbon tetrachloride is prufiihited in the USAF
without specific approval for each issue by the
Director of Base Medical Services These substance
are injurious to the human body in varying de_
Whereas the body can attd a small amount of these
poisonous materials for short peht)ds of time.
overexposure to them may have harmtul ettects. The
effect can be irritation to the membranes irtvour nose.
Wean cause you to tave a headache. dizziness. loss ot
appetite. nausea. fatigue. and irritation to the skin
These poisons can \alsocause damage to the liver and
kidney. Solvents eche in spray cans and other types ot
containers.

To prevent the health hazards ot toxic solvents. you
must use a common sense approach Avoid
unnecessary contact with these hazardous materials.
Read the instructions on the containers and tallow
them. Adhere to safety rules established by your
supervisor. Be sure that ventilation is adequate Wear
goggles. the proper type of respirator. or protective
clothing if conditions require it. Wash hands and tare
thoroughly at the end of the day or before eating. If/it
you develop symptoms of overexposure. get out ot 'the
environment and notify your supervisor.

Exercises (028):

lri the following blanks. place a "T" if the statement is
true andin "P* if the statement is false.

_ I Toxic solvents can cause irritation to
your skin.

._ 2 Smoking is permitted 3 feet trout a sever
manhole.

-1 Sewer gas ys Usually a
gases._ 4 Do not use gloves when cleaning a sludge
pump.

5 Toxic gases can damage your lungs
6 Wear an approved safety ,knelt when

entering a deep sewer_ 7 If an injury is more than ver minor. call
a doctor._ 8 All Air Force sewers a
manhole cover has been
minutes.

mixture ot many
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___._. 9 A light used in a sewer must be approved
by the medical department. - .

_._t 10. Welding areas and freshly painted airs
must he well ventilated before you wsirk
there.

2-3. Heating Devices and Hot Materials Safety
.

The plumbing spcialist uses heating devices to melt
materials so that he can 'fabricate cast-iron and copper
pipe in a plumbing system. A typical heating device is
the propane melting furnace used to melt lead in alead
pot. °You must exercise care when you use this
equipment.

029. Given sit lions concerning melting lead and ,
using compounds and caustics, think through the
problems and specify \rlutions.

Melting Furnace. Tlie plumber uses a melting
furnace for melting lead and keeping it at the proper
temperature for pouring joints. The melting furnace is
an extreTnery 'valuable took but very dangerous. and
must be handled with- extreme caution to prevent
accidents

The best and most effiCient type of melting furnace
uses liquefied petroleum gas as a fuel. This furnace
consists ot,a burner and valve assembly which mounts
directly on a portable propane gas tank. The tank is
detachable and can be recharged with fuel. A propwe
furnace lights inStantly. and burns with a high
temperature blue fla'me. This furnace should not be
subjected to rough treatment. sine there is always the
danger of an explosion from leakage 'of .gas at the
connections and valvei-You should make a thorough
inspedtion for leaks before lighting the furnace. To
light the furnace. fold or twist tightly a lighted length
of paper utrder the burner orifice of the burner
assembly as shown in figure 2-2, lighting a melting
furnace. Carefully open the fuel regulating valve, until
the burner lights. If the valve is opened too muct, or
too rapidly. the pressure of the escaping' as may
extinguish the lighter tlane.sIf this should happen.
close the' fuel valve immediately nd t4en relig
paper before reopening,the valve.

A safe worker will always wear asbestos gloves a'n' d
use a shield for protection when lighting a furnace. as
there is the possibility of receiving burns from a flame
or small explosion as the fuel ignites.

Molte, Metals. The melting pot, shown in figure
2-2,"is used to melt- lead for pouring into cast-iron-
pipe joints. 'he temperature of boiling-Water is 212
F. jilmiiing water will. blister your skin. Can you
imagine what melted lead at 900° F. will do when it
touches your skin? The melted lead can burn you more
severely than the flame of the furnace. Personal
injuries to othersilust also' he avoided when t.arrytogi,
molten lead in .a ladle. as it is easy to bump into
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. Figure 2.2. Lighting a melting furnace

.
another worker or a visitor and spill the lead on them.
Another precaution to take when wiking with molten
lead is.to make certaiipall equipment' is free of water.
as a little water will, make. lead pop and jump.
lands On you. it can cause atevere burn. Lead vapdrs
are very dangerous if you inhale them for long periods.
Be sure of adequate ventilation when you heat lead.

CAUTION., Although most plumbing shops have
phased out the gasOline melting furnace. there are still
a few in use. in addtition to the precautions described
for the propaAne furnace. other safety precautions are
required for the furnace. If you should use
this furnace, read e manufacturer's instructions
thoroUghly and follow those instructions exactly.

ainpounds and Caustics. Most of the Compounds
and caustics you tInd about civil engineering shops are
dangerous .when heated. Do not heat any of these
materials until yid tias;e read ithe' labels on the
containers. After you.nre ttiorougely familiar with the
properties of 'these malls, you may use them as
prescribed by the manufa urer. If it is necestAry for
yoett to work with caustics and cleaning compounds, be
certain that tV ventaation is -adequate. Most caustics
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develop heat when added to water: Caustics, even in
mild solutions, can burn your skin. If you feel a
burning sensation on your hands or other portions of

bocljt, flush them with water. as soon as possible

. -,,Exercises (029):

1 Situation% No. l4 On Monday tnorning% your
supervisor assigned you to pour 48 joints pi, 4-

' inch. cast -iron soil pipe. He assigned two
apprentice plumbers to help you. The following

4.,, 'equipment was available to, ycitf in the shop
Propane melting furnace.
Gasoline melting furnace
Welding equipment.
What equipment Would you use

4

4.

c

PILOT LIGHT.
ADJIING

SCREW

/-

6

. Why?

t

2. Situation No 2. Yourkuperisor assigned you to
.remove oil and grease from ,:bout -- 100 teet of 2-
inch pipe located outside the shop. A number
cleaningicompounds were available in the shop

a. What is your first step?

h, How dt you do the jib''

o.

fr

CONTROL*KNOS FOR
MAIN GAS FLOW

'THERM'OSTAT
ADJUSTING DIAL

COMBINATION SAFFTY
PILOT VALVE AND
THERititALAT

Aift SHUTTER
0 SURNER",.--

ti

\
Figure 2-3 'Automatic safety controls
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2-4: Gas Burners and Flammables Safety

As a plumber. yduay he called on to maintain gas
rners that are .Vintegrari;art of water heaters, cook

stow or building furnaces You may also come in
contact tth flammahles, such as aatural-ias. propane...
gasoline. eating oil. and other petroleum products.
Safety precautions must become a part of you'r makeup
as you deal with gas burners and flammahles because if
you-neglect safety. you can injure yoursell or burn a,
building down

030. From a list of safety precautions, distinguish
+between those that are safe and those unsafe when
checking gas burners, water heaters, or gas leaks.

7
Gas Burners Figure 2-3. auto atic safe y controls

and burner assembly. illustrates type controls
used for gas burners Although this r control
is for a water heater. the prtnciples.of operation the
same for ovens. furnaces. and other gas burners. Yo
should know the, operating principles of safety
controls so apt you are aware when they are not
erating properly

Assume that,you have closed the main gas valve
using the Sntrol knob shown at the top of figure 1-3
Wait approximately 5 minutes before checking out the
unit. To check it out. make sure ,the thermostat is
opening and closing. You do this, by turning the
'thermostat adjusting dial back and forth on the lOw
temperature end ilfthe scale until you heal? click The
Llcking sound to you that the thermostat is opening
properly., After this test. set the thermostat adjusting
dipl to normal. (140°) for ordinary use. Turn-the:pain
gas control knt), to open and light the pilot. The safety
citntrials automatically close the gas to the main burner
when the pilot light is Nit

As long as.the therinciatple is heated by the pilot
light. it will keep the main burner valve open but when
the pilot goes outJhe thermicouple cools off. causing
the gas valve to the main burner to close..The
thermostat extends into the hot Ater tank Italso
controls the gas going 10t be main burner.. ,The

\ thermostat is controlled by_ the temperature of the
water inside the lank.

Otter the pilot light has been burning ton,aboul.-5
minutes. adjust,it so it will have a soft blue flame about
three-fourths ours inch high.

Water heaters made by different companies have
different patents,tOr their heating units and automatic
controls As a phiiliher you will he required to make
certain .adedstruents located in different positions on
the heating-units Fellow thei step-by-step procedure
given ion the metal service plate mounted ,o1i each
vater,beater and always keep in rnind for proper
diluent.), )1 aitY type water heater.-it must be properly
installed and adjusted

Safety of Water Healers.
tank should be salegdarded

an explosion that can he, caused by superheated water
due to the failure of an automatic cutoff or the neglect
of not turning off a manually contrdlled heater. Few
people realize tbett a single poundwater. changed
into steam. under certain pressure and temperature
conditions, can release over 2 million foot-pounds of
explosive energy This is intNe than could be 'released
by a pound of nitroglycerine and is more than enough
force to shatter a building. A safety valve is required to
be installed'on the outlet side of piping to'the water
heater. The valve must be within 3 inches of the top of
the heater The type valve preferred is the temperature
and pressure safety valve. fins valve is. set at 125
pounds wtsa-ing pressure and 210°F. '

Testing fin. Gas Leaks. After the gasoline has been
properly installed and before the system is put info
service. it must be tttsted for leaks. Leakage of gas is
not only wasteful but also constitutes a seQous hazard.
Therefore, check a gas system more closely than a
water system.

In testing a gas system, some element. 'such as
ppermint. is added to the gas to give it an odor.

Possible leaks can then be detected, but frequently
even this type of testinay allow the gas to leak for a
long time before ii is dtected. Do.not te§t for gas leaks
with matches or open flames.

The simplest test for leaks at joints or valves is the'
, application of soapsuds to the suspected surface.'

Bubbles will appear on the pipe surface if there is Ay
indication of a leak.

If a leak is detected. it should be repaired
immediately. If the leak is a defective pipe or fitting, it__
should be replaced. If it is a leaky valve' it must be
repaired.

very type of hot water
ainst the possibility of,
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Exercises (030):

If the follbwing piecautions are safe. place an "S" in
the blanti space. It they are unsafe...use a "U.-

1 Use a length of twisted paper to test for gas
leaks

2 A simple test for gas leaks is soapsuds.
3 When the pilot light goes out, the main gas

valve closes automatically.
4 A thermostat controls the main burner on an

oven.
To light a water heater. follow the rules you
learned in the-CDC.

031. From given information, match the type of
flammable material with the class of fire and state
the extinguishing agent to use on various types of
fires.

Flammables. Materials that burn readily or quickly
are called flammable. These materials may be solids.
liquids. or gases. As a plumbing specialist, you will
Work in areas containing flammable materials. When
flammable materials are combined with hat- and
oxygen 4n certain proportions. a fire results. Although

lb



AVOID FIRES

KEEP OILY RAGS AND
WASTE IN COVERED,

METAL CONTAINERS

Figure '2-4 Fire prevention at work.

firefighting is ;he prime responsibility of the fire.
department, it is your' uty to prevent fires and to help
in extinguishing them if they do start.

Good housekeeping is 'essential in hie effective
prevention o(fires. If you let rubbish; A.A/Este, dust, and
other residue accumulate, they are a source of fire.
Oily rags, for evmple, can ignite$ by spontaneous
combustion. You can prevent fires of this type-by
storing oily rags in a 'covered metal container, as
shown in figure 2-4, fireprevention at work..

Another serious fire hazard is the accumulation 'of
fuel vapors, gases, paint vapors, and other items of this
nature. To eliminate this type of hazard,- keep your
shop Clean and well ventilated. Prevent fires whenever

a-you ean, but also know something about the four
classes of fires and something about how to fight them,

Classes of Fires. You can extinguish fires in each of
the four classes by the ,use of a particular action or
extinguishing agent. Some fire extinguishers do not
work satisfactorily on all classes of fires. Mater,. for
example, may cause 'an oil fire to spread rather than
extinguish the fire. $

Class A fires-are tires-:occurring in wood, clothing,
paper, rags, and Other items of this nature. This type of
tire can usually be handled effectively with water.
Water provides the cooling and quenching effect
necessary to extinguish class A fires. You may also use
the soda-acid typesextinguisher on this class of fire.
A-fluter-Type of extinguisher you ea4use on class A
fires is the foam type. You may also use foam on class
B fires.

Class B fire% are those occurring in flammable
liquids such as gasoline, fuel oil. tube oil. grease. some

40$

solvents, paints. etc. The agents required for
extinguishing thistype tit tire are those which will

.,diluteur eliminate the air by blankdting the surface of
the fire. This action creates a smotheung effect:The
types of fire extinguishers for use on class 13 fires are
loam, carbon dioxide- (COQ), and dry chemical. The
dry chemical units contain a dry powder, usually
sodium biearbonate..and an activating agent in CO, or
nitrogen gas. The dry chemical extinguisher is also
used cui class C and class D tires.

anss fires are tires in electrical equipment and
facilities. The extinguishing agent for this type tit tire
must be .a nonconductor of electricity and must
provide a smothering effect The dry chemical
extinguisher is used tor-this purpose.

Clam D tires occur in combustible metals such as
magnesium, potassium, powdered aluminum, zinc.
'sodium, titanium, ziroconium and lithium. The
extinguishing agent for this type fire must be. a dry-
powd'ered compound. The powder5d compound must
create a smothering effect.

In the case of any fire, There are certain actions
required of the individual wht discovers the fire. His.
first action should he.to sound the iarrn and alert all
personnel. Second. the installat0Nre department
must be called and given exact directions to the
location of the fire. These first two actyons must be
taken quickly. and after they have ben accomplished
the personnel available should apply the most effective

1-measures available to extinguish or to contain the tire.
When assigned to a new section, you should locate the
fire extinguishersin the area. Also determine the types
'Ofqxiinguisher that are available and how to operate
them. This information is' usually printed on the fire

o extinguisher. 4 . 4019

Exercises (031):

1.,M :telf. the class at tire iiNeolumn El with the
flammable Material in column A. by placing the
class letter in the appropriate blank.

(Alum, 4
Flumnuthle %lawful ( sr(

a. Magnesium Class A
-.` b. Electrical equip. Class

Intent 4 Class C
c. Paper and rags Class 0
W Gasoline and grease

2. NI,arite three types -of extinguishing agents that are
used on paper aKood fires.

34
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3 What three 'types of extinguishers. arc used on
gaso,line and oil fires.'

24
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4. What type of extinguisher is used on class C and
class D firs?

2.5. Electrical Hazards and Grounds

/ Each year, scores of workmen have been injured on
the job because of neglect or because of not knowing
that a dangerous situation existed. A plumber using an
ungrounded electrical drill was severely injured when
he fell off a ladder. The plumber grabbed a moist
water pipe as he was drilling a hole in a wall, From his
hospital bed he told this story. As he touched the pipe,

......3.

itli NI trlt....11
ELECTRICAL:

FAULT .
(SHORTI

"el, Me

SYSTEM GROUND

FUSE SLOWS

HOT WIRE

EQUIPMENT GROUNDING

\
EQUIPMENT HOUSING STAYS AT
GROUND PO rENTIAL IN SPITE
OF SHORT CIRCUIT IF CIRCUIT
HAS A GROUNOING CONOuCTOR

1.4\04.1.k....A4
ELECTRICAL";

fi FAULT
SHORT

4. wit.

'GANGER HOT FUSE

he received a severe electrical shock that pasted from
his right hand, through his body near his heart, and,to
his left hand which contacted the pipe. Although the
voltage was only 110, the jolt frightened him. He fell
sideways on a sawhorse, and the body of the drill hit
him on the shoulder. This plumber was off duty for 3
wee*. He stated that% could have killed him. A 110 -

volt charge of electricity is dangerous, especially when
you are working on damp or wet pavements and
grounds. It can kill you. so be aware of electrical t

"hazards and precautions as you use electrical powered
tools.

032. From typical situations distinguish between
those that reflect safe and thdse that' reflect unsafe
procedures for. tools powered by electricity.

FUSE BLOWS

HOT HIRE

SHORT

SYSTEM GROUND

EQUIPMENT GROUND

THIS SYSTEM IS SAFE

LET THE GREEN GROUNDING
CONDUCTOR TAKE THE CHAR3E
NOT YOU

r.

4 6

CC

GROUND

INTACT

HOT WIRE

UNGR'DUNDEC EQUIPMENT IS
CHARGED WITH A.DANGEROuS
VOLTAGE By INTERNAL
ELECTRICAL FAULT

EQUIPMENT GROUNDING

Figure 2-5. How equipmeN grounding works
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Electrical Hazards and Precautions. Ai a
plumber, you will use a variety of tools powered by
electricity because of convenience, speed, and
efficiency. However, because of their source of power,
they are hazardous unless you know how to safeguard
against the hazards. The main hazards are from fire
and shock caused from improper grounding and from
cord abuse.

Fire hivirds. Electric-powered hndtools are a
potential source of ignition for a fire if used near
flammable materials' or in _explosive atmospheres,
unless they areof the explosion-proof type. You must
be continuously aware of this hazard as you work in
areas which have dust kid fumes.

Improper grounding. When you use power tools,
check them to make certain tit they have three-wire
cords,. The extension.sord mint also have three wires
and be plugged into a grounded receptacle. Figure 2-5,
how.. equipment grounding works, shows how a-drill
motor equipped with a three-wife cord can protect the
operator by providing a low-resistance path to ground
for the current from a defective tool. It also shows

'what can happen to you with equipment that is
improperly grounded.

Cord abuse. It is important to protect the cord on
your power equipment. This is also true of the
extension cord. The conductors, in the cord, the
insulation on the cord, and the devices (plugs) must be
protected if you are to have safe operation. Scraping,
kinking, or stretching, as well as exposure to grease
and oil, will damage power toll cords or extension
cords. Use heavy-duty plugs which damp to the cord.

LIFT THIS WAN

1.1 Check weight and size
A Ivilkv, awkward load can
cause more strain than a
compact heavier one

2. Plant your feet firmly, well
apart, and squat down.

a-
3. Watch out for'sharp edges.

Get a Arvid grip.

4. Keep your back as straight as
you can. Lilt slowly (don't
Jerk) by pushing up with your
legs. r

5. Don't twist yqur body with the
load. Shdt your feet.

Figure 2;6, Safe lifting procedures

ou

Do NOT jerk on the cord to unplug the unit from` a'
receptacle. Jerking the cord can damage the cord or
cause the connection in the plug to become loose and
cause a short &unit.

Exercise (032):

I. Check each of the following situations as "S" for
safe or "I)" for unsafe procedures for electric
powered tools.

S or U SIttia;tons
a Using a 2-wire extension cord.
b Jerking plug from receptacle.
c. Ventilating area subject' to petroleurns

. vapors.
d. Operative electric motor in a dust - tilled

room.
e. Using a heavy duty plug which clamps to

cord.

05*
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Figure 2.7 The single ladder
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033. From situations indicating safe and unsafe
operation of electrical power tools, distinguish
between the safe and unsafe practices.

Safe Operation of Electrical Power Tools.
Following is a list of precautions to take when you use
electric power tools:

a. Inspect the equipment. especially the external
wiring, before you use it..

fr Use safety glasses or face shields where chips or
dust could fly or tools could break.

c Do not wear loose gloves or loose clothirig while
using rotating 'equipment.

d. Exchange accessories with the power off and the
cord unplugged. Remove guard if necessary.

e. The guard must be in place before starting the

r. Do not wear rings, metal rimmed glasses.
watches, or other metallic Objects when working with
electrical tools.

g ,If you use equipment in damp locations, stand
on a rubber mat and wear rubber gloves.

h. Be certain the tool is properly 8rounded:
i. Check the operating ,instructions prior to

operating electrical tools. On large equipment these

0

GROUND

WALL OF STRUCTURE

.
-

0

LENGTH/1
OF LADDER

tEtH -043

Figure 2,4 The extension ladder

STEEL
RODS

LOCKING
SPREADER /

Figure 2-9. A step ladder
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instructions are usually located on a djta plate which
is attached to the equipment. On smaller, portable
equipment, go to the manufacturer's manual to find
instructions.

.1. Operate tools in accordance with manufacturer's
instructions.

Exercise (033):

I. Place a check (J) in the blanks for the situations
which are safe and an X in those that are unsafe.

(.,I) or Situations
a Tools operated on 110- volts, need not be

grounded.
h Read operating instructions before

operatihg an electric tool.
Never operate an electric tool in damp
locations.

d Inspect equipment before you use it.
e Remove jewelry when operating electrical

tools.

2-6. Moving Heavy Objects
The Accident Prevention iiandixiok. AFR I 27- I 01.

states that physical differences make it impracticable
to set up lifting limits for workers. In your careerfield.
it is often necessary to move materials which weigh 50
to 200 pounds. Don't be like the airman who lifted
two sacksof cement and walked 60 feet with them. He
was showing offshowing his buddies how strong.he
was. He ended up with a hernia, a reprimand. lost
time. and an unfavorable mark against his unit.

Use commonsense when it comes to moving heavy
objects. If it is too heavy or cumbersome for you to lift.
get a buddy to help you. If that isn't satistactory. use a
mechanical device designed for handling heavy
objects. If you decide that you can litt a heavy or
cumbersome load. use the proper body lifting position
to do it. ,

.1



034. Differentiate between safe and Unsafe lifting
situations and sequence lifting steps in the correct
order.

Lifting Heavy or Cumbersome Loads. When you
must lift a heavy or bulky object from the floor.
remember this advice: USE YOUR LEGS NOT
YOUR BACK. If you are not mindful of this advice.
you can htirt your back. A hurt back is often difficult
to heal and can keep you from taking part in many
athletic activities. Figure 2-6, safe lifting procedures,
illustrates the way you should lift: Study the figure and
pay particular attention to the feet. legs. and back
Lifting and setting down are the first and last
movements performed in handling materials When
done by hand, it is during these movements that most
strains occur. It is important that a plumbing specialist
consider the following basic lifting techniques so as to
reduce the possibility of injury.

a. Consider the size. weight. Qnd shape of the
object to be carried. Do not lift more, than you can
handle comfortably. If necessary, get help.

b. Set feet solidly with one foot slightly ahead of
the other for increased stability. Place the feet far
enough apart to give goo&balance.

c. Get, as dose to the load as possible. Bend legs
about 90° at the knees. Crouch, do not squat. It takes
about twice as much,4ffort to get up" from a squat.

d. Keep the back as straight as possible It need not

A

MINIMUM OF 36"

1/4 LENGTH OF A
CBS -013A

he vertical, but it should not he arched Bend at the
hips. not the middle of the back

e Grip the object firmly Maintain the grip while
lifting and carrying.

f Straighten the legs to lift the object and. atthe
same time, bring the back to a vertical positiOn.

g. Never carry a load that you cannot see over or
'around. Make sure the path of travel is clear. Setting
down an object requires just the reverse procedure.

Exercises (034):

I. Mark the following situation "S" (safe) or "Ur'
(unsafe).

S or U Situation
a Lifting scaffold boards 12 feet long with a

helper.
h Lifting an object 3 teet in' diameter that

weighs 45" pounds by yourself.
c Lifting scaffold horse
ci Lifting a sack of cement (94 pounds) by

yourself.

2. Arrange the following steps for lifting a heavy
load in the proper sequence Place the letters in
the blanks.

a. Keep your back straight.
h. Squat down.
c. Check weight and size.
d. Plant your feet well apart
e. Lift slowly by pushingup with your legs.

Figure 2-10. A properly placed ladder.
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Figure 2-11. Carrying a fadder.
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Figure 2.12. Storing a ladder

2.7. Work Ptatform Safety
Many.modern Air Force buildings are constructed

with plumbing pipes. valves, and fittings above the
ceiling. When you maintain this plumbing, you must
work from ladders or scaffolds. Serious accidents have
been caused by plumbers who use ladders or scaffolds
improperly. A ladder or scaffold which is not erected
properly not only endangers the worker using it but
can cause harm to people who work near it.

035. Given various uses of ladders, match the type
of ladder with the type of use.

Selection of Ladders. It is important for you to
know the right type 4 ladder fOr the job. The most
common types of ladders that you will be using are the
single ladder, extension ladder, and stepladder.

Single ladder. The single ladder used by the plumber
consists of two Side'rails from 8 to 26 feet in length.
with rungs spaced 12 inches apart. A quality ladder
will support up to 500 pounds. The size of a ladder is
determined by its overall length. Figure 2-7. the single
ladders shows a typical single wooden ladder.

Extension ladder. The extension ladder, as shown in
figure 2-8. consists of two or more sections. These
sections overlap and canbe extended by pulling the
rope. They are available in lengths up to 60 feet.
Extension ladders are required by the plumber to do
work of short duration, such as inspect piping. open
and close valves. and check vents on roofs.

Step/adder. A stepladder is a type of ladder that is
self-supporting. Figure 2-9 shows a sturdy stepladder.
This ladder can he used effectively as a portable work
platform. because it has wide rungs to nizkke it easier to
stand on for long periods of time.

Exercise (035):
I. Match the type of ladder in column 2 with the uses

stated in column1.

'Co lumn 1.--Uses
a-. Used to get on a flat

roof that is 30 feet
high.

b. Used in the middle
of a room. Plumber

Column 2 - Ladders
X. Single ladder.
Y. Stepladder.
Z. Extension ladder.

39
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Column I - 1 we

removes a panel
from a 9 -foot
to close a 1,alve

e Used to get on a
platform that is 15

feet chigh.
Used for d job
requiring you to
work for several
hours. Your reach
must extend 2 tees

mare than it can
when you are
standing at ground
level

11)

,s0140,
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036. Using select situations, choose between those
that demonstrate proper ladder raising techniques
and placement and those that are improper.

. .
Ladder Erection. Erect a straight ladder by placing j

the base of the ladder (wide end) against the
foundation of the structure. Raise the toptand walk
under the ladder toward the bottom end. gr4iiigin-if
raising the ladder rung by ruijg akyou proceed. When

MINIMUM 6-
OVERLAP
EACH END, 2.2X1OS

SCAFFOLD HORSE
C -041

'Figure 2.13 A scattold horse



Figure 2.14 An extension plank.

the ladder is perpendicular, pull the bottom out from
the building to a distance of one-fourth its length, as
shown in figure 2;10, a properly spaced ladder. If you
must get on top of the building, the ladder must extend
at least 36 inches, above the eave, as shown in figure
2-10.

Erect extension ladders in the collapsed irsition in
the same manner as the straight _ladder. After the
ladder is against the structure. extend the sections by
the means provided until the ladder reaches the
necessary height.

To erect a stepladder. spread the hack legs away
from the front legs until the locking device locks' This

410

locking device keeps the legs from collapsing %%lien
weight is placed on the ladder.

4ercises (036):
I. Distinguish between the situations that

demonstrate thin proper ladder raising teLhniques
and improper techniques by placing a \ es or No
in the blanks provided.
a The top of a 20-foot ladder extends 4 teet

above the root. The base of the ladder is 4
fee\ from the foundation.

h The top of, a IO-toot ladder: emends 36
inches above the cave

c Extend an extension ladder on the ground
' before raising it.

Spread a stepladder uittil the lees luck in
position.

e Place the bottonT tat a straight ladder against
a foundation IA raise it

2. What part of the straight ladder do you grasp %ttli
your hands when you erect it')

037. In various situations concerning the use of
ladders, match the ;situation with the lappropriate
ladder safet'y precaution.

Ladder Safety. Obseme these satety precautions
vhen using ladders:

a. Always inspect a ladder before using it.
b. Before climbing a ladder. he sure that both rails

rest on solid footing.
c. Equip the ladder side rails with safety shoes. as

shown iii figure 2.7. This is especially necessary. .s hen

- Figure Testing a stAffolil board..
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you use the ladder "n surfaces that would permit the
ladder to slip.

d Under no circumstances use stepladders, as
substitutes for workbenches.

When ascending or descending a ladder, face the
hitIder and hold on to each side rail.

/ When the security of a ladder is endangered by
other activities, rope off the area around a, fasten it
securely, and assign a man to steady the bottom. Ai

e When you use a ladder in front of a door, lock ,
the door or block oft the door and route personnel to
another exit.

It. Never leave a ladder unattended for any length
of time while it is erectedtake it down and lay it on
the ground.

i When working from a ladder. stand no higher
than the third-rung from the top and do not attempt to
reach beyond a normal arm's length.

If you neetrhelp to do the ti/ork, have your helper
get another ladder,--don't allow anyone on the ladder
with you.

A Never climb a ladder while using both hands to
holt1 material: at least one hand must be used while
climbing or descending a ladder.

1 Never place either the topor the bottom of a
ladder against unstable material.

In Before climbing a stepladder. be sureit is fully
open and locked and that all four legs are;on solid
footing.

n Do nut ,leave tools on the top of a stepladder
unless it is equipped with a special h9Ider.

O Do not stand on either of the top two steps of a
stepladder.

p Never use metal ladders where there is a

possibility of coming in contact .with electric current.
ci Get help when erecting long, heavy ladders.

Exercise (037):

I, Match the following situations with the safety
precaution by placing the letter in the blank
provided:

Safety
1.2.

1 3.

4.-

.6.

7.

Precaution
Safety shoes.

Do not stand on
top steps.
Rope off the area.
Do not use near
electrical apparatul.d.
Stand no higher than
third rung from top.
Face the ladder and
use both side rails.
Be sure locking
device is locked.

two

Situation
;7711:73bing a ladder.

b. Working from an
extension ladder.
Before climbing a

stepladder.
Using step ladder.
Be sure ladder rails
are equipped with.
these before climbing.
Using ravel ladder.
Ladder placed in area
of other activities.

c.

e.

f.

8

038. Given ttatements concerning th,c- care of
*ladders. distinguish between the one depicting

,proper care and those depicting improper care.

("arc of 'Ladders. Inspect ladders for defects and
discard a ladder it any defect has developed. When it is

necessari for you to carry a ladder, carry it over your
shoulder with the front end elevated, as shown in'
figure 2-11. Do not drop it or allow it to fall, as the
impact Will weaken it. Store the ladder horizontally on
three hangefi, as shown in figure 2-12, to prevent
sagging. Do not store near heat or expose to the
weather elements.

Exercises (0381:

I. Mark the following situation C or 1, in the blank
provided to dcndte which are correct and which
are incor1ect.

a Carry a ladder with the front end elevated.
b Use two hangers to support a ladder =when

storing.
c Store a ladder near a stove.
cl Let the back end of a long ladder drag.
e Inspect a ladder for defects before using it.
f Store a ladder leaning against a wall.

2. Complete the following sentence: A ladder with a
broken rung must be

039: Given statements pertaining- to scaffold
erection and use, select those that are safe and those
that are unsafe.

41
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Figure 2.16 Aluminum stairway scaffold.
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Erectiiin of ScaffOlds. The plumber as required to
du some of his work tram elevated platforms. There
are many types of scaffolds available for you. The two
most coinmon which you are apt to use are the scaffold
horse and the aluminum stairway scaffold..

a _
te

1-

A SWING THE END FRAME 2700

C LIFT THE OPPOSITE END

,Sattfohl horse A pair ut scaffold horses with
scaffold boards placed across tht.m make a eery useful
scaffold. Ity erected quickly and an he easily moved
as the wptk progresses. The use of this type of saftold
is limited to the height of the scattold horse.

i"

B SNAP THE LOWER' CROSSBAR
INTO THE STAIRWAY HOOKS

D RAISE THE TOP END FRAME
GBH 065

Figure 217 Erecting aluminum stairway scaffold

'42
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Figure 2-13 shows a pail of scaffold horses with
two scaffold boards. Always use at least two boards to
form 'a platthrm on'any scaffold. These boards should
be 2x IOW larger. Instead of using the boards, you
mayluse an, extension plank. as slivwn in figure 2-14.
The extension 01;,inksis vcry strong. You can change its
length by sliding the two movable parts in and out. If
you use the extension plank on scaffold korses. it
Should overlap the horses at least 6 inches:

Scaffold liore Aufet% The following safety
precautions are presented for your use. Think about'
them s that you make safe a part of yo'ur work
habits.

Inspect the scaffold hOrses for split members,
loose knots. and bad nailing.
Set the scaffold horses on firm, even footing for
each leg.
Test scaffold boards Before using by jumping on
them, as show; in figure 245.
Never use a scaffold board that is not a minimum
size of.1 x 91/ inches (2" x 10").
Place the boards close together on the hysesi
Do not overload the scaffold.
Do not step on the end of a plank as your weight
may overbalance the plank.

Aluminum Stairway Scaffold. This typ of
scaffOlding can be setup by one person. It is easy o set
up and, when erected properfy. is very safe. figure
.2.16 shows an aluminum stairway scaffold that is

, ready to use. It is two sections high. If you ere tthe
scaffold three or more sections high, you must first
install outrigger supports to". the first...section. -Figure
2-17 shows four views of how to erect an aluminum
stairway -scaffold. In view "A" you start the first
section on the floor with the stairway threads facing
up. View "B" is the second step of the sequence. You
hook the lower part of the stairway to the lbwer
crossbar. In view "C" you straighten up the scaffold.
Note the braces in the middle of the diagram. They
should snap Ant° a locked 'position. ,Check to make_
sure that the latches on the.braces ars locked. Level the
legs before climbing the ladder rnd lock all caster,'

h View "D" shows how you erect the second
for you try putting up a scaffold of this

ty anufactitrer's instructions and ask your

supe u how to do it.

1

4.
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Stairway Scaffold Safety: Safety rules that apply tce:S."---
stairway scaffolds follows:

Apply all caster brakes before climbing the
scaffold.
Never move a Scaffold when a person or material
is on it.
Scaffold must be level at all times. Never make
leg adjustment whe anyone is on the scaffold.
Don't try to "stret the platform height with
the adjusting lets. If you need additional height,
add another section.
Do not lean a ladder against a scaffold or place a
ladder on the platform of a scaffold.
Never push, pull, or !edit against a wall or ceiling
when standing or sitting on a scaffold, unless it is

c.-securely tied to the building.
Make sure all locking devices are in the sa fety
position.
Always install a safety railing when-2 platform is
to be used at heights of 4 feet or over.

. Never use any scaffold in the vicinity of live
electrical apparatus or near machinery in
operation.
Do not work from scaffold stairways.
Stairways are designed to support a 200-pound
person. Do not overload.
Always use the stairway for access to the
platform, not the structural members;
Do not exceed a maximum distributed load of
750 pounds on the platform.

Exercises (039):

O

Mark the following statements with an "S" if they are
safe or with a "U" if they are unsafe.

1 Use a scaffoldhorse with only one defective
leg. .

2 Cross braces with the locking devtoes
locked.

. 3 Climbing scaffold Gross braces,to reach the
platform.

4 Using three 2 x 8 scaffold boards. ,___i-
- 5 - Ladder on scaffold to reach higher. *
.t.. 6 Scaffold boards extend 8 inches beyotTd

?scaffold horse.
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CHAPT4H 3

Job Tools and Equipment

TOOLS AND equipment play a very importaneparj in
the everyday work .of a_plumber.As a plumbing
specialist, you are helpless without them. In this
chapter, you will cover the common handtools that
you use in your trade and those that you usually carry
in your toolbox. You will also cover the care and
maintenance of special tools. shop tools, and
equipment that you use in the plumbing shop.

3-1. Plumbing Tools

The efficiency of a plumber is determined to a great
extent by his tools and the attention that he gives to
their care. You Can tell an expertfrom-a shade-tree-
mechanic by the manner in which he handles his tools
and the way he cares for them. The shade-tree
mechanic leaves his tools where he uses them. They are
dirty and greasy, and he spends' a lot of time just
looking for the proper tool. He hardly ever cleans the
area in which he works. EverythinYabout his area of
work looks like a mess. On the other hand, the skilled
specialist has a place for every tool and he keeps the
tool in its place until It is ready for use. He cleans his
tools before putting them up, and he keeps them sharp
and ready for work. Also, he keeps the area in which
he works clean .and orderly, The _tools you use are
classed in three groups: common handtools. shop
tools, and special tools.

.\.040. Given situations and a list of plumbing
handtools, match..the appropriate tools with each
situation. .

Common Handtools. Common handtools, such as
hammers, pliers,*sc'rewdrivers, saws, drills, and
wrenches, are usually considered personal tools

Figure 3-1. Pipe wrench.

because you keep them in your toolbox. You should
lock your toolbox when you are not using it. because
you are responsible for,those tools.

Some of the more imp rtant of these handtools are
described in this sectio

Pipe wrench. The pe wrench, shown in figure 3.1.
is probably the mos common wrench you *ill use. Use
it for turning or backing up pipe and kfittings during
assembly when the pipe and fittings offr np gripping
surface for other types of Wrenches. Standard pipe
wrenches can be obtained in sizes from 6 inches to 60
inches. The number stamped or cast on the handle

y indicates the size of the wrench. Do not use a pipe
wrench on chrome pipe fittings where there is danger.
of damage to the surface from the bite of the wrench
jaws. Never exert a hard pull on a wrench until it has a
firm grip on the pipe. You should adjust thejaws of the
wrench to take a full grip on a pipe: but don't allow the
pipe.to slip below the grip in the jaw opening. because
the wrench may "kick off' and irrjore you.

When youiuse a pipe wrench; be sure that the teeth
on the jaws are clean and shatp. When the .teeth
becong dull, sharpen, theni with a grinder or a file.
depending upon their hardness. When the' teeth
become worn, replace them by inserting a new hook
jaw and heel jaw. :Always select the proper pipe
wrench for the particular job. A shim should be used
to make an improper-sized wrench t. A pipe wrench
should never be used as a subsritte for any other
wrench. When using a wrench, place it on the pipe in,
such a pbsition that a pull on the handle will tend to
force the jaws farther onto the pipe: always pull,the
handle rather than push it. Never use a wrench in place
of a hammer: this practice weakens the wrench and is
generally unsafe. A pipe or other &Vice should not be
used to extend the wrench handle for greater leverage.
Do not hammer on a wrench handle, tzecause it will
roughen the handle which will then likely cut your
hand. Defective wrenches, such as those with spread or
distorted jaws, crooked handles. cracks. and other
defects, should not be used.

Pipe taps. Assume that you want to tap a 2-inch
water line to install-a I/4-inch pipe for an evaporative
cooler. You can, drill a 7 /16- inch-diameter hole in the
pipe, re m the hole, then cut threads with a tap. Pipe
laps for c tting internal threads are.availifble Ina wide

44'
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, range of sizes. as shown in figure 3-2. Note too, that
the figure shows the pryper-size drill for boring the
hOle, as well as the number of threads per inch.

jaw trreta lie,. Adjustable jaw wrenchm
like. those shovin in figure3.3. have jaws that can t)e
adjusted to fit square stock or the tlat surfaces-:of a
boithead or nut. These wrenches should always be
snugly adjusted to fit the work in order to' prevent
slippage and injury to the operator. An improperly-
fitted wrench not only rounds off the corners of.a bolt
or nut but also strains' the jaws of the wrench.
Adjustable jaw wrenches should be, used as shown in
figure 3-4 Undue strain on the wrenches is likely to
crack the movable jaws or damage the adjustingscrew.
Keep tI wrench clean and the movable parts oiled.

Slip-Mat pliers. ,C9mbination slip-joint pliers.
illuStrated figure areused.to hold round stock
and hot metal. They are alsoruked to cut and bend
wire. Pliers should never be used to hold chromium,
brass, or copper pipo and fittings, since they are likely
to scratch the surfaces. Neither should pliers be.used
on nuts or bolt heads. because pliers round the corners
on nuts or boltheads so that a conventional wrench
cannot get a firm grip. Never use pliers as a pry bar,
because you will prob'ably bind and break the handles.
Keep the pliers clean and well oiled at the pivot pins.

The teeth of the pliers should be kept sharp. If they
become- dull, they can be sharpened with a bench

inder, as shown in
pin tight. Some pivot pins have a,nut that can -be-

figure 3-6. Always keep the pivot'

tightened. while others havea solid pin that must be
peened to tighten the jaws.

Water pump pliers. The water pump pliers, shown in
figure 3-7. have a larger. jiw opening and longer

' handles than the regular slip-joint pliers. They are
:used or larger materials where, a greater grip is`
required. The precautions and' maintenance
procedures for these pliers are similar to those for slip-
joint pliers. . \

Shears. Shears', or tin snips as they are sometimes
called, are illustrated in figure 3-8, they are useful in
cutting lightweight sheet metal, gasket stock, and other
materials that are easily cut by shearing action. They
should never be used to ,cUt wire or rod stock, because
this use will probably damage the cutting edge of the
blade. Ordinary shears are usually issues; in 6- and 12-

,

NATIONAL
PIPE THREADS

SIZE OF
,TAP

,THREADS
PER INCH

TAP
DRILL

1/8 , 27

1/4 18 ,. 7/16

.3/8 18 37/64

,,1/2 -14 23/32

3/4 , 14
. .

59/64

1 ,11-1/2 1-5/32

1-1/4 , 11-1/2 1-1./2

1 -1 /2 11-1/; 1.-47/64

2

.

11-1/2e, 2-7/32;

2 - 1 /2 8 2 -1/2.

3 ...

.

,

.

3 -1/4

Figure 3-2. Pipe taps for cutting internal threads.

c;*7
inch sizes. The most- commonly used shears are the
straight 13Iade type. The curved blade type-s used to
cut circular shapes. Shears are usually sharpened with
a power bench grinder. Keep t4 shears clean and the
pivot pins well oiled. J

Brace. The plumber frequently will bewequired to

) a
-

Fibre 3.3 Adjustable jaw wrenchs.
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RIGHT WRONG RIGHT WRONG

'DON'T MISUSe ADJUSTABLE WRENCHES

Figure 3.4 Correct and incorrect ways to use an adjustable jaw
wrench,

Fibre 3.5 Shp-Joint pliers

GRINDING WHEEL

Figure 3.6 Sharpting plier teeth.

bore hores in wood during plumbing installation
procedures. This is a simple operation which involves
the use of a brace and an auger hit The brace. shown
in figure 3.9, consists of a knob, crank, and chuck lore
holding the bit. The Chuclt usually has a ratchet
arrangement that all4vs the handle to turn in either
direction while turning the chuck This permits the
boring of holes in places where a full revolution ot the
gant cannot-be made The chuck is designed to hold
only auger bits that have a square tang. The brace
should not be hanated roughly. because the wooden
parts are apt. to break Keep the brace clean and the
movingeparts v:ell oiled.

Ave? bits. Adger bits are the tools that are placed to
the chuck df.. a br a c e to do the drilling,. They, are
available in sizes from. 1/4 inch to 1 incW The point ot
the bit is designed with a spur, nibs. and lips. The nibs
score the circle and cut the fibers is the hit is turned.
The lips act as small chisels which shave the wood and
scoop the shavings into the twist. The spur feeds or
pitlls the hit into the woOd.,,Often the nibs and lips
become dull. Th'ese may Oesharpened with a special
auger bit file. To sharpen the nibs, hold the auger hit
against a solid surface;as shown in figure 3-10. and
Tightly filethe cutting edges on the nibs on the inside
only. Do not file off any more material from the nibs
than is necessary to get them sharp. Stop filing when a
-fine bur appears on.the cutting edge. Remove the spur
from the nibs with a light touch of the tile.

In -sharpening the lips of the bit. hold it against a
solid surface with the spurpointing downward. as
shown iu figure 3-11. File each lip lightly on the top
side only. Use care to keep the original chisel-Eike
shape of the lip edge. Stop filing when a fine bur
appears on the lip edge. Remove the bur with a light
ouch of the file. If the spur of the hit lifetimes

damaged. it is difficult to repair: and.-usually, you v.111
have to turn the bit in to supply for a new one

Elpansion bit. An expansion bit, shown in figure
.3.12, is also used with the_brace. It is an adjustable
boring tool with a movable de that can beadiusted
to cut holes- from 7/8 to 3 i hes in diameter The
expansion bit is sharyened in he same way as the
regular-auger bits,

fianuitirs. There aie two 'general types ot hammers
used by the plumber: the claw hammer and the

)1. .
Figure 3.7 Water pump pliers
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Figure 3-8 Cutting shears

RACHET

CHUCK
C

NIB

SPUP

Figure 3.9 Brace and bit.

Bi T

FILE

C.

Figure 3.10° Sharpening the nibs of An auger hit.
C

0
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Figure 3-11 Sharpening the lips of an auger bit.

Figure 3-12. Expansion bit. .

...11.111.

.

Figure 3.13 Hammers used by plumbers.



figure '3.14 Seating a hancht>in a hammer head

Figure 3.15 Spirit level and plumb bob.

FLEXIBLE STEEL TAPE .

./

FLEXIBLE S!LFL RULE rOtf.4C. STEEL RULE

L---

Figure 3.16. Rules and tapes-
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machinist ball peen hammer, illustrated in-figure 3-13.

The claw hammer is used to drive and pull,nails, and
the ball peen hammer is used to drive calking irons,
chisels, and punches. When you use a hammer, be s e
the head is secured to the handle. If thehandle oose,
install new wedges. If the handle is worn or cra or
if it cannot be tightened, you may belie to replace it
with a new one.

To remove the old'handle from the head if it is
tight, saw off the old handle next to the hammer head,
drill a hole in the pkrtion of the handle left in the
head, and drive it out with a punch. Next, you are
ready to shape the new handle to fit the head. tbu may
shape it with a rasp or spokeshave. Ipsert the new
handle into the head occas%tonally,during the shaping
process to determine if it-fits./After the handle is
shaped, firMly seat the head on thd handle by striking
the end of the handle with a mallet, as shown in figure
3 -14., Saw,off the projecting portion of the handle
close to the hammer head with a hackseb...Drive new
wedges into the handle. As a final operation to make a
smooth job, grind or file the end of the handle even
with the hammer head.

Sometimes the face of the hamper is uneven because
of wear and damagb. It can be reconditioned With a .-

bench grinder. First, inspect the face to determine
if it is to be plain or bell shaped. Then, grind it
to its original shape. Keep the hammer cool by
frequently immersing it in water.

Spirit level and plumb bob. The level, one type of
which is shown in figure 3-15, is used to determine
either the horizontal or vertical trueness of your work. '

The frame oT the revel is made of either woodtor alum-
inum. In the frame are glass tubes which coptain air
bubbles and a liquid. The tubes for horizontal and
vertical leveling are marked to indicate their center
and are aligend with the edge of the frame so that the
bubble will be centered in the tube whenevelthe=frame
is level. She level is used for settiing batterboards,,
digging ditches, and installing fixtures. The glass
tubes are easily broken, so do nothandle the level
careleisly. Keep the level clean and 'Well protected
in your toolbox.

The plumb bob, also shown in figure 3-15, is a
pointed device which weighs approximately 9 ounces.

It ip made with holes at the top by which it can be
hung on a cord. The plumb bob is used to establish
the location for.openillgs in the ceilii and floor.
Keep the cord wrapped neatly around thebob when it
is not in use. Oil the plumb bob with a light coat (
of oil prevent rust. ,

Rule The folding rule, shown in figure 3-16, is
used by-- t plumbers when laying out and measuring
a plumbing iob. The rule is constructed of sections
which are h .ged together so that they can be folded
into a comp ct unit and carried in the pocket. The
folding ru must be unfolded carefully to prevent

the breakin: the sectioni near the joints. If the -

joints bec and to opera", place a few drops of oil on
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each joint. Keep the
protected.

Flexible steel rules
6, ;nay he, used in

you taking larger
I00 -fo
and tapes must be .k.
gets in them. it tqnd
moisture causes. t

le clean and numbers well.

d tapes. also shown in figure
ace of the folding rules. When
measurements. .a 50-foot or a
tape is desirable. Flexible rules

It clean and dry. If dirt or sand
to wear away the numbers. and

surface of the steel to rust. When
4 you use a flexible steel rule or tape, be careful not to

kink it. Usually, it will break at the kink. Use a very
light oil on these nieasuring devices to keep them from

- rusting.
files. Files are used for cutting. smoothing. and

removi small anio4ets of metal. Some of the
1 ferent types are illustrated in figure 3-17..WhenN.,

filing, hold ,the tile handle with yo r right hand and
hold the end of the tile between you thumb and first
finger of your left anti.,Use long, st dy, and uniform

-.0 strokes. Heavy pressure on the file is apt to clog the file
or strip the teeth.

The cutting action of a tile produces small particles
or chips called filings. These filings frequently wedge
between the teeth of the tile and impair the efficiency
of the file. For this reason, frequent cleaning is
necessary A file may he cleaned with 4 spgcial steel
brtish called a card tile. Move it across the file parallel
with teeth. When filing a tab!, be sure that the file is
shaip and that the tool is held securely in a vise. File

- away from thd cutting edge. T h s will prevent injury to
your hand in case the file slips
r Never use a file as a pry bar or hammer. The tang is

nin

tr-

-==i1M111111111ME
SINGLE CUT FLAT FILE

DOUBLE CUT FLAT FILE

.61:1=2:11111111111.111.1=11.11111111.
ROUND DOUBLE CUT(RAT TAIL)

--mcsig:=1=111110".
SINGLE CUT TRIANGULAR FILE

Figure 3.17 Vanous types of files. .

ist5ft and bends easily. The body is hard and very
brittle. and even a slight bend or blow may cause A file
to snap or shatter. Do not strike the file against a vise
or similar object to clean it, because this will probably
ruin the file teeth or break the file. Never use a file
without a file handle.

&row/rolls, Screwdrivers are tools for .driving or
removing screws. Figure 3-18 shows several types of
screwdrivers. The two common types used by the
plumber are the standard and the cross-point
(Phillips). The standard screwdriv-er blade-must have

.sharp corners and fit the slot in the screw closely. It
should be held firmly against the screw to prevent it,

COMMON.1
CROSSPOINT

CABINET

4

SPIRAL-RATCHET

SCREW HOLDER

COMPRESS/ON OF SPRING,
HOLOS SCREW FIRMLY
AGAINST TIP
OF DRIVER ek' TX2EX

a O'

CLOSE QUARTER

J
0

Figure L18 Various types of screv.drivers
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from slipping and injuring' the worker or...marring the

'work. Do not hold the object you are working on in
your hand when you are tiOtening or loosening a
screw. If the blade should slip, it may, injure your
hand. Do not usea screwdriver as a chisel or pry bar.
because such abuse could crack the handle or bend the
blade. If you 'use a screwdriver that is too small. you
will probably ruin -the channel in the head of the
screw. You may also bend or break the screwdriver
blade. Never use pliers or-a wrench to increase the
leverage on a screwdriver. because abusing the
screwdriver in this manner is likely to bend the blade

A

igP AR ALt Et

GROUND
HOLLOW

GROUND

Figure 3.19 Shapes of screwdriver bits.
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-Figure 3-20. Sharpening a screwdriver bit;

to-

Fittur?3:21 Cold chisel

or break the point. Apply only the amount ut pressure
.rbat can be exerted on the handle with the hand

The bit,tip or blade of the screwdriver is extremely
hard. This is necessary for it to hold us shape and resist
the shearing action of the screwslot, The shank of the
bit is softer and tougher than the hard brittle tip.
hecause it has to resist the twisting strain When the tip
becomes rounded or broken, you can usually restore it
to its original shape with a bench grind&

Screwdriver tips should be grounded so that the
sides are parallel to keep them from slipping out of Vie
screw slot. It is also good practice to slightly hollow
the sides of the blade. as

at
in figure 3-19 This

puts the tip of the blade at the bottom of the screw slot
making it easier to drive and remove screws without
damaging the screw head.

To remove the nicks and 10 square the tips ut the
screwdriver correctly. adjust the bench grinder rest to
hbld the screwdriver at right angles to the grinding
surface of the abrasive wheel, as shown in A of figure
3-20. and grind the ends square. Next. adjust the rest
to hold the screwdriver against the wheel to give the
desired parallel or concave shape. as shown in B of
figure 3-20, and grind both sides until the tip h the
correct shape and thickness. Periodicall!,, during the
grinding procedure, dip.the tip of the screwdriver in ,

water to keep it cool so that it will retain its hardness.

Cold chisel. Cold chiseliare tools used to cut or
chip metal. The flat chisel. like the one shown in figure
3-21, is used by the plumber to cut cast-iron soil pipe
and sheet metal. Keep the cutting edge sharp' and
ground to the original angle. The cutting mule is tp4,
determined aCcbrding to the hardness and softness of
the metal to be cut. A cutting edge angle of 70° is fine
for most light metals: however, an angle of 904, is,
recommended for hard and tough metal

Always wear goggles when using a chisel. Keep-the -

hammer and chisel clan and free of grease and oil to
prevent the hammer from slipping and bruising your
hand. When the cutting edge of a chisel becomes dull.
sharpen it with a bench grinder. To Vind a Chisel. set
the rest on the grinder to secure -rhe desired bevel
angle. Move the chisel head from side to side a little
during the grinding operation to slightly 'curve the
cutting edge. Turn'the chisel over and grind the other
bevel. Keep the bevels the same angle. or the cutting
edge will not be cegtered. Dip the chisel in water
frequently to preserve the temper.

Do not use chisel with a mushroomed head. as
shown in figure 3-22. because there is danger of injury
from flying pieces of metal when the chisel is struck
with a hammer.. Use ij bench grinder to restore the -

head of the chisel to its original shape. as 'Shown in
figure 3-23.

. Punches. A center punch. shown in figure 3-1A. is
used to mark the location of a hole that is to he drilled.
When the drill is placed in the center punchmark, it
starts drilling the hole at that particular poiniAlt the
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hole is drilled without first locating 41)with a center
punchhiark, the drill will usually, tend tb move about
on the piece of metal. This is called wandering; and
when- the drill starts tcr wander, the operator has no
control over the exact location of thehole. A center
punch point is usually ground 16 a cone shape of 90°,
as shown in figure 3-24. Sometimes the point of a
center punch becomes worn, and it must be reground.

*This is done with a bench grinder. To grind the center
punch point to the proper angle, adjust the grinder rest
so that the punch meets the wheel at the proper angle.
Place the punch point on the rest and against the
wheel. Rotate the punch during the grinding process to
make the point symmetrical. Dip the punch in water at
frequent intervals to keep it cool. Heating the punch
point excessively will draw the temper out of it. Do not
grind, away more material than is necessary to secure a
satisfactory point.

Never use a punch with a, mushroomed head,
because it will probably cause a hand injury if it slips
through the fingers or a facial injury from flying pieces
of metal broken from the mushroomed portion of the
punch. Grind off the mushroomed portion of the

"punch with a bench grinder.
Saws. The hacksaw, one type of which is shown in

'figure 3-25, is used for cutting metal. Most hacksaws
have adjustable frames.which use blades from 8 to 16
inches in length. A 'variety of hacksaw blades are
available. They differ in the hardness of the blade and
the number of teeth per inch. A hard blade is best for
sawing brass, tool steel, or, cast iron: but a flexible
blade is better for cutting Hollow shapes and metals of
'light cross section. such' .as tubing, tin, or copper.
Always keep the saw in line with the cut being made,

,17
and do not bear down on the back stroke, because you
may cramp and break the blade. The blade may break
if you Push down too Hard on the cut or fail to push the
saw in-a straight line. If the blade breaks, it can cut
you? hand. Do not push down oh a hacksaw to try to
make it cut faster. The weight of the saw should be

146 sufficient to cause -the blade to bite into. he metal.
Keep the hacksaw clean and stored where the blade is
protected from becoming dull or,broken. Dull
hacksaw blades cannot be sharpened: they, dust be
replaced.

S

The keyhole saw, shown in figure 3-26, has la'
narrow, pointed blade: it is used to cut hold in wood
partition's or to make a circular hole to fit a pipe. First.

, make a pilot hole with a brace and bit. Then. insert the
pointed end of the blade into the hole and saw with

..,,short strokes. Do not run the saw into nails when you
are sawing a hole'in astructure, and do not force the
saw because the rfarroWtlade is apt to buckle or lireak'
anti thus cause an injury. Ardull saw is more dangerous
than a sharp saw, because it binds or jams and,is likely
to break. A keyhole saw is sharpened with a single cut
triangtilar file. as is used for any other saw.

In addition to using the ,hacksaw and keyhole saw
mentioned earlier, you will use two others: the ripsaw

a
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Figure 3.22. Mushropined chisel head.

33

Figure 3 -23, Mushroomed chisel head with the mushroomed por-
ton removed.

Figure 3.24 Center punch.

Figure 3;25 Adnistable hacksaw
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Figure 3-26..Keyhold saw.

and crosscut saw. A crosscut saw is illustrated in figure
3-27. A ripsaw is used to cut lumber parallel to the
wood fibers, and the crosscut saw is used to cut at right

- angles to the fibers. Plumbers use saws for cutting
openings in walls, partitions, and ceilings, and for the
required construction on the job.

Saws are ,further identified by the length of their
cutting edge and the number of teeth per inch. They
are usually from 18 to 26 inches long. The number of
teeth or points per inch determines the fineness or
coarseness of the saw. The number of teeth is usually
stamped on the heel of the saw blade.

A saw may be held in either of two ways. One way is
to hold the saw with the four fingers looped through
the handle. The preferred way, however, is to loop
three fingers through the handle and extend the index
finger along the side of the handle to serve as a guide.
When a saw becomes dull, it can be sharpened with a
three- cornered usually. held on a
special saw clamp diiring the filing operation.

Knives. The only knife that the plumber uses is the
conventional folding, pocket type. Exercise care when
using it. Be sure you push it away from the body when
you are cutting with it. When the knife is not in use,
fold and place it in the toolbox. Knives should not be
used as a substitute for screwdrivers, nor should they
be used as pry bars. All knife, blades used for cutting
must be kept sharp.

. 0

Exercises (040):

Fill in the blanks in column A, which contain
situations related to common handtools, with one or
more letters from Column B, which lists plumbing
handtoo13.

Column .4 .Stitiattotir
1. Tighten a nut on a water

closet
2 Cut end oft of, a 2 x 6

hoard
3 Mark Amid uall and cut.

hole for I" ,pipe

4 Establish mark for hole in It.

uood floor directly under t

mark on ceiling and cut t
hole for 4" pipe

/.

pipe 01 01

a

5. Cut cast-iron
specific length

6 Make up two joints 01
I 'It-inch pipe.

7 Cut 4'hinch square piece
of lightweight sheetmetal
and nail over 2inch hole

8 Shorten 1/2" bolt from
4" to 3'/4"

9 Sharpen auger bit
10 Place pipe in vertical posi-

tion

I.

( "Mall! 11 - /loath ma,
Pipe %rem:In.-4
Adjustable lay. µreach
Slipkont pliers
Water pump pliers
Hacksau
Sham
Brace and hit
Brace and expansion hit
Keyhole saw
Clay. hammer
Ball peen hammer
Spirit level
Plumb bob.
Rule
File
Screudrixer
Cold chisel
Ripsas
Crosscut saw
Kane

041. Given statements and a list of plumbing shop
tools, match a tool with each statement.

Shop Toolg. We have covered-some of the more
important tools that the plumber carries to and from
the job in his toolbox. Now let's take alook at some of
the shop tools he uses on his job.

Shop tools are generally large tools that are used
frequently but are too bulky and cumbersome to
transport from one job to another in a toolbox. They
are usually stored in a toolroom and must be checked
out for use. Some of the more important shop tools ai(e
covered in this section.

Pipe vises. There are several types of vies that the
plumber may use when cutting or threading pipe.
Figure 3-28 illustrates a quick-release type that can be
mounted either on a shop bench or on portable 'legs
and carried to the job. Figure, 3-29 shows a chain-type
vise,'which grips the pipe by a attain arrangement.

NUMBER
OF TEETH
PER INCH

HEEL

Figure 3.27 Crosscut saw
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Figure 3-28it:Nickrelease pipe vise.

Another type of vise is the strap vise, shown in
figure 3-30. This vise is designed-to hold the pipe-with
a strap arrangement. It is used .to hold fiber, plastic,
and asbestos pipe which might be damaged by vises,
with steel jaws.

Vises require very little maintenance other than
keeping them clean and the movable parts oiled. Do .

not use the jaws of a vise as an anvil. There is a danger
of breaking the jaws or battering the inserts. Nevef use
a. pipe to increase the handle leverage bealiit4
excessive pressure on the handle may break the Handle
or jaws. .

Pipe cutters. A pipe cutter is'shown in figtire 3-31.

Figure 3.29. Chain vise.

Figure 3-30. Strap vise.

Pipe cutters are available in several sizes. The size is
usually indicated on the frame of the cutter. A pipe
cutter with a range from 1/8 to 2-inches will handle
most requirements on the job. Cutters for pipe over 2
ioches in diameter usually have two handles to allow
two men to rotate the cutter on the pipe. Pipe cutters
for cast-iron pipe have special-shapedjutting wheels,
and ibey should not be used on steel pipe. As for
maintenance, keep the wheel pins and the threads on
the shaft of the handle oiled. When the cutting wheel
becoines dull, you should replace it with a new wheel.
Keep the tool clean at all times.

Pipe\ reamers. The pipe reamer, shoWri in figure
3-32. isused to remove the bur from the inside edge of
a pipe tfiat has been cut with a pipe cutter. The metal is
turned in by the pressure of the cutting wheel and must
be removed to prevent, restriction to the flow through
the pipe after it is installed. Always ream the ends of a
pipe when it has been cut by a pipe cutter. Do not store
the reamer in a position that may cause the cutting
edges to become dull. If the reamer is equipped with a
ratchet. it \ should be kepttlean and oiled.

-Pipe dies. Pipe dies are used to cut threads on pipes.
They vary in size. The die set, illustrated in figure
3-33. is used to cut threads from 1/8 to 2 inches.

43
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CUTTING WHEEL HANDLE

Figure 3.31, Pipe cutter.
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Figure 3-32. Pipe Reamer.

Figure 3-33. Die set.;

Figure 3.34; Tube

54
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['niter pips dies may be geared to rut hreads on pipe
upto 12 inches in diameter.

A die set consists of a Handle, a holder, and a set of A
dies for different sizespf; pipe; Most die holders are
designed with a ratchet ni&hanismS) facilitate thread
cutting.

Dies are cutting tools and must he handled
properly, because they are easily broken. This is due to
their brittleness and hardness: Do-, not attempt to cut
threads on hardened material, because it will break,
chip, or dull the die. Keep the work well ()ilea when
you are cutting threads on pipe and, when you finish,
clean out the chips of metal sticking to the die. Be
careful of the sharp slivers cut from the pipe threads.
Store the,dies in a metal case.

Tube Jutter. A tube cutter., like the one shown in
figure 3-34, is used to cut small sizes of copper tubing
and copper pipe. The tool is designed with a frame,
handle, rollers, and a cutting wheel. When pipe is to he
cut, insert it between the rollers and cutter and apply
sufficient pressure to the handle to force the cutting
wheel into the pipe. Then rotate the complete cutter
around the pipe. A triangular shaped reamer is built
on the frame of the cutter. It is used to ream the bur
from the inside edge of the tubing.

When you use a tube cutter, be sure that the-cutter is
sharp and that the shaft is well oiled. Do not try to cut
hardened pipe with this cutter. The application of too
much pressure or, the handle is likely to break The
frame. 1

Tube bender. The tube bender is detigned to shape
and form smooth bends in soft copper tubing and,pipe
without collapsing the pipe. Figure 3135 illustrates a
small hand tube bender. This tube bender is normally
used to bend pipe up to 1/2-inch diameter. When

Figure 3-15 Small hanettibehender

.
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Figure 3.36. Hydraulic tube bender.

bending large pipe. you should use a hydraulic pipe
bender like the one shown in figure 3-36. Do not try to
bend a section i)f large pipe with a hydraulic tube
bender in one operation, because the tube will
collapse.

Bends in steel and wrought-iron pipe must also be
made so the pipe will yr collapse. Powered tube
benders are considered the most practical way to bend
Steel and wrought iron pipe.

Tube senders for steel and wrought-iron pipe are
manufactured in many different sizes and types.
Powered tube benders should be used for bending steel
and wrought-iron pipe. because they imake accurate
smooth bends and do not kink, wrinkle. or crush the
pipe. Steel and wrought-iron pipe are marked and
placed in the tulle bender. and the bend is made in the
same manner as for other type pipe or tubing.

A. Raring tool., The flaring tool, shown in figure 3-37, Figure 3-37. Flaring tool.
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Figure 3.39 Aceqlene torch
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is used to make flare ends on tubing when Ohre
couplings are used. Assemble the tubing into the
proper size of Opening tn the block. Then slipthe
clamp on the block so that the flaring pm is positioned
directly over the tubing to be flared. Complete the
flaring operation by hitting 'the flaring pin with a
hammer. Very little maintenance is required other
than keeping the tool clean.

Joint runners. Joint runners may be made of
asbestos or rubber. They are, placed around the pipe
next to the bell of a cast-iron soil pipe, when joints are
made in horizontal pipe. before lead is poured irk. the
joint. The runner keeps the lead in plate inside the hell
until it hardens:Figure 3-38 shows a plumber pouring
a joint using the asbestos joint runner. The procedure.
is exactly the same for the rubtxr joint runner. Joint
runners may he used to pour hot bitumiuous
compounds into vitrified clay pipe huh and spigot
joints. Many plumbers like to"use an asbestos runner
that has been soaked in oil. The oil keeps the runner

.flexible and from sticking to the lead and bituminous
material.

Acetylene torch The torch illustrated in figure 3-39
is used to solder copper pipe. It may also he used for
other purposes around the job. You should wear
goggles when using the torch. Never use acetylene at a
pressure greater than 15 pounds per square 'inch.
Never lay the torch down and walk off: leaving it
burning. Never transfer acetylene from one cylinder to
another. A propane torch is similar to the acetylene
torch and is used for soldering small diameter copper
tubing. 1 may also be used to thaw frozen pipe.

Ileltitz Furnace. The melting furnace, shown in
figure 3-40, is used to melt lead when you are making
soil pipe joints. It operates on white gasoline snot
leaded). Many of these furnaces have been used in the
past. There are still some being used in the Air Force
Another type of melting furnace is one that is operated
on propane gas. Yo_u saw it in figure 2-2. It is an
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excellent furnace. end it can be operated on a very low
flame. The lead pot and ladle are used in conjunction
with the melting furnace. Be extremely careful when
using the melting furnace. and always follow the
manufacturer's recommendations for its use.

Lead pot am! ladle. The lead pot. shown in figure
3 -4I is used with the melting furnace as a container in
which to heat lead. It is placed on to of the melting
furnace when in use. A ladle, also shown in figure
3-41, is used to dip the molten lead from the pot and
pour it into the juiht when you are making soil pipe
joints. Although the melting and handling of hot lead
in plumbing work is a commonplace procedure, you
must take all necessary precautions to avoid being
burned.

Calking irons. Calking irons are used for setting the
lead in cast-iron .pipe joints. Different shaped irons,
some of which are shown in figure 3-42, are used in
calking. Yarning irons are used to pack the oakum

, into the pipe joint. chile calking irons are used to pack
the lead. The reason' for having so many different
calking irons is that each one fits a particular kind of
job. For instance, the ceiling calking iron is the only
one that can he used to calk a joint next to a ceiling.
The calking Irons should have a good calking surface
and should be sharpened on a bench grinder to
maintain an even or angular surface. Coat the irons
with.a thin film .of oil to keep them from rusting.

limin wrench. The basin wrench, illustrated in
figure 3-43.1s a tool used to turn nuts that are hard to
get at: for example, the nuts which connect the water
supply line to the faucets under a lavatory or sink. The
jaws of the wrench are adjustable over an arc of 180°-
so that the wrench can be used to loosen nuts ai'Well as
tighten them. Make sure that the jaws are clean and
sharp and that the movable parts are well oiled. When
the teeth become dull, they should he sharpened.

Figur; 3.41

ti°

Lead pot and ladle.

Strap wrench. The strap wrench, illustrated in figure
3-44, is used on brass, copper, and chromium-plated
pipes and fittings. because it will riot scratch or mar the c °

finished sbrfaces. It ilas a thick canvas strap instead of
a chain or jaws to grip jhe pipe. Rdsin is applied to the
surface of tee strarwrench keep the strap from,
slipping. Keep the strap wrench clean. Occasionally it
is necessary to replace tilt scrap in the wrench.

Chain tongs. The chai n' ongs, shown in figure 3-45,
are generally used on pipes and fittings that have a
diameter of 2, insbes or more. They are placed ob the
pipe by wrapping the chain around. the pipe and ,

attaching it to the wrench by a slot #rrangement. One
advantage of a chain. tong is that it will grip and apply

INSIDE PONY CALKER

REGuLA ALK1NG IRON

BEAT CALKING IRON

'STYPE CALKING IRON

CEILING, CALKING IRON

.

SPRING YARNING .GASKET IRON
. ,

DOUBLE CALKING IRON

BROAD CURVEDNOSE CALKING IRON I:

Figure 3.42. Calking irons.
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Figure 3-43. Basin wrench.

( po

Figure 3-44. Strap wre

an even pressure all the way around the pipe or fitting,
whereas a large conventional pipe wrench grips the
piper-at only two points. The chain tongs are much
safer to use than the conventional pipe wrench,
because they will not slip off the pipe. Keep the,mreneh
clean and the movable parts well oiled.

Shovels. The round-pointed shovels. shown in
figure 3-46, are used to remove dirt from trenches and
excavations. However, several types of shovels are
available, each one having a special purpose in moving
earth. For example, you may use a short-handled
scoop with a square cutting edge when scooping sand
or gravel. After a shovel istused, you should clean it
and cover the metal parts wiikahin film of oil to keep
the surfaces from rusting.

Shovels are usually sharpenerwith a bench grinder,
although a file may be used. Before sharpening a
shovel, be sure to shvighten and reshape the blade by

evil.using a hammer and evil. Do not use a shovel as a pry
bar, because the handle is likely to break and the
blade may bend out of shape.

Earth pick. The ,earth pick, illustrated in figure
3-47, is used to loosen soil that has been packed so
hard that it cannot be dug with a shovel. The head of
the pick has two points: one is rectangular in cross
section Ad tapered to a point, and the other point
forms a narrow chisellike blade. Picks are usually
sharpaied in the shop on a bench grinder, but on:the
job they may be sharpened with a coarse file.

Benchgrinder:. The bench grinder, shown in figure
3-48, is a tool used for such handgrinding aerations
as sharpening chiselsscrewdaivers, drills, and
punches; removing excess metal fLom work; and
smoothing metal surfaces. It is usual) fitted with both
medium- and fine-grain abrasive wheels. These wheels
may be removed 'and other wheels substituted for
them. Such wheels may include wire brushing wheels,
buffing wheels, or polishing wheels.

Before you'use a bench grinder. make sure that the
wheels,are firmly held on, the spihdles by th 'flange

°

Figure 3-45. Chain tongs.
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nut; and that the tool rests are tight. Wear goggles:
even if eyeshields are attached to the grinder. It. is
unsafe to use' a grinder, without wheel guards.
Remember, the abrasyfie ',Wheel. which grinds metal
easily, grinds human fingers more easily. The, work
should he held firnily at the correct angle on the tool
rests provided dn the grinder and fell into the wheel
With enough pressure to remove the desired amount of
metal without generating too much heat. Occasionally.
cool the edges of the tools being ground to prevent
drawing-of the temper.

Exercises (041):

siorpplete the, blanks in column A. which contains
statements relied to shop tools, with a letter from
column f3; which lists the shop tools.

Column j. Shop ToolsColumn A Slitlem;nn- I. Cut threads on pipe
Loosen packed soil.

3. Tighten nut under\ lavatory.
4. Pack lead in a joint.

Grip 4' pipe to
screw on fitting.

7/1). Sharpen tool with
abrasive wheel.

7 Tighten fining on
chrome pipe.

. --.8 Solder 2" copper
pipe.

9. Make 90° turn in
copper pipe

_10 Remove bur from in-
: side edge of pipe.

a Pipe vise.
b Pipe cuuer.

Pipe reamer.
d. pipe dies.
r. Tube cutter.
f Tube bender.
V. Flaring tool.
/1. Joint runner.
i. .Acetylene tSrch.
I. Melting furnace.
A. Lead pot and ladle.
1. Caulking iron.
In. Basin wrench.
n. Strap wrench.
0. Chain tongs.
p, Shovel.
(1. Pick.
r Bench grinder.

042. Given a* list of statements and a list of special
tools, choose the tool most appropriate for each
statement.

Special Tools and Equipment. As a plumber, you
must be able to recognize the need for special purpose
tools and equipment should the occasion arise. For
example. a mess hall is equipped with a combination
trot and cold water faucet that is leaking. A special tool
was supplied by the manufacturer to tighten the
packing nut. Your job will be very easy if that special
tool is available to you. If it isn't, a 10-minute job
could turn out to be a major job. In this section, we
will cover some special tools and equipment.that you
may use on your job.

Vacuum plunger. Sometimes the term "plumber's
friend" is used to describe the vacuum plunger which
is shown in figure 3-49. You place the cup over the
fixture drain. By pushing and pulling on the handle.

_..you create. alternate pressure and .,suction cycles.
ifIbbstructions such as lint, hair, fats, food particles, and

other objects are worked loose and .flushed cjown the
drain. the vacuum plunger is designed toclear drains
of , flitures such 'sas kitchen sinks. lava1ories, and
bathtubs. These fixtures,have flat areas in the tjottom
around the drain.

59
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Figure 3-46. Shovels.

Figure 3.47. Earth pick.
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WORK REST

MEDIUM WHEEL

Figure 3-48. Bench grinder

Force .cup. A similar tool called a force cup. see
figure 3-50. is used onSixttires such as water closet
bowls and wall-hung urinals that have integral traps.
These fixtures have cone-shaped bottoms that enable
the force cup plunger to be more effective than the
vacuum plunger. To achieve the best results with a
force cup, insert it down into the outlet of the fixture
with the fixture filled With water as near the top as
possible. Alternate pushing add pulling strokes of the.
handle should work the and flush it
down the drain:Do not use this method of clearing a
stoppage when it is suspected that a large or irregular-

HANDLE
oalaMIN
011

A41\-.7 CUP

a

(40 \

0

o

Figure 349. Vicuum plunger. °.

Figure 3-50. Force ans.

f
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CLOSET BOWL

g

OBSTRUCTION

Figure 3-5 L Using ;.t closet auger to clear a %%met closet trap
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shaped object.is the cause of the stoppage. sForcing
such an object into the sewer may cause an
underground stoppage which 'could be more difficult
to clear than the stoppage of -the fixture. N..._

Plumber augers. Several special augers have been
designed to aid' the plumber in removing stoppaget
froin fixtures and pipes. These augers are often
referred to as-snakes. The closet auger is used if the
obstruction cannot be forced through, the tray by
plunging. Insert the end of the flexible cable in the
trap, forcing it through the trap while rotating the
handle, see figure 3-51. Rotate the, handle
continuously until the auger reaches the obstruction
and then turn the handle slowly until the obstruction is
clught on the Toiled, hook of the uger, Continue
rotating the handle in the same di ction (clockwise)
and slowly withdraw . the from the bowl,
removing the obstructing object if possible rather than
forcing it through to the soil piping.

If the obstruction cannot be removed from the
water closet trap with the for;c cup or the closet auger,
the closet bowl must be removed and the obstruction
forced out from the other end of the trap. '

A special tool. used to remove obstructioris'from
building drains and sewers is theribbon snake shown
in figure 3-52. It may'also be used to remove other
stoppages.

Sewer mains with obstructions clan be opened using
a power-driveq'sewer auger is shown in figure 3-53.
Use a J-tube as a guide when inserting the cable Into
the sewer main. The head of the auger mo, be either
the punch or ma type. It will punch or cut the
obstruction allowing water to flow downstream. The
obstruction car become entang111 in the auger head
permitting the obstruction to .be withdrawn from th

HANDLE

SAW

'Figure 3-52. Ribbort snake.

sewer pipe. A sink auger, shown in figure 3-54, is used
to unclog a sink or lavatory drain.

' Test plug. Use a test plug to seal open e nds of a soil
pipe installation before you fill the pipe with water for
testing the joints for leaks. A test plug is shown in
figure 3-55. The plug consists of a wide tlexiblerubber
spreader which is set between two metal discs. By
turning the wing- nut, the metal- discs' are forced
together by means of a sleeve. The rubber is forced
firmly against the pipemarking. a tight sear,

Fiber pipe tapering tool. The fiber pipe tapering tool,
shown in figure 3-56, is used to cut a 2° taper on fiber
pipe for making joints. It is designed with a center
guide. which is fitted inside the pipe end to be tapered,

Figure 3.53 'Power-driven sewer auger.
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Figure 3.54 Sink Auger;

and adjusted with the expander handle. The cutter is
then set at the proper position and the lathe handle
rotated;this action causes the blade to shave off the
pipe end to a r bevel.

tVarer man self-rapping machine. The w er main
self-tapping machine shown in figure 3'..57 is a

specialized tool used for tapping a pater main under
pressure. It consists of a body, which straps around the
pipe to be tapped: a butterfly valve, Which 'can be
opened and closed as needed; and an upper section,
which is rotated to tap the pipe. By using this machine,
you can tap a hole in a water main under pressure anst___
install a corporatioh stop without losing over a qt1S,
of water.

WiNG NUT

41$

'OuEIBEN SPREAUER,7'

AieizimErm=r6=---t,-

PIPL/

Figure 3.55. Test plug..
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Exercises (042):

A statement of a oblevn is made in column A. Think
of possible troub that may exist and select a tool
from column B that may help you solve the problem.

Cthillitt A Statertiorw ( (,hum? 11 Special /,'1,

I Water is filling the manhole acturni plunger
Outside the building Force Lup

Rihbon snake
Sewer augi:r
Sink Juger.
Test plug
Tapering tool.
Sett tapping machine

2 A kitchen sink is optkating,
but the water drains slowl

3 A wall -hung urinal with
cone-shaped bottom is
draining slowly

3 The building drain has a
partial/oppage A cleanout
plug is located in the hall

5 A corporation stop is
needed in a water main.

3-2. Care of 3is
Knowing about the vario us tools is. of course.

essential to your work as a plumber. But unless you
know how to cean, lubricate, sharpen, and maintain
these tools. you einnot coivpletely succeed as a
plumber. You must know exactly where they are at all
times. You must know how to keep them in good

,condition, and you must have a desire to keep them in
good operating condition.

043., Answer questions related to maintenance of
plumbers' tools and equipment.

Lubrication. Tools and equipment that have
.operating parts should he lubricated us needed. The
construction of the equipment detei'mines the
procedure for lubricating the parts. Some power
equipment is fitted with grease fittings for a grease gup.
and some has oil cups for applying oil with an oil can.
Other equipment is lubricated just by applying oil to
the moving parts. One-point to keep in mind is notTi
overlubricate: do not apply, greasi or oPt to such an. ,
extent that it will run out of the unit and collect dirt
and grit. If an excessive amount of lubricant is applied.
remove it with a cloti. It is important to lubricate a
moving part as otten, necessary, and it is also
important that excessive amounts of oil or grease he
removedltor reasons of Cleanliness

52
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ma I toots that are,io be stored for any period of
time must be coated with a thin laser of lubricant to
prevent rusting. Metal parts of tools should be cleaned
to remove fingerprihts before they are coated with oil.

. Handling tools will cause them to rust if they alenot
cleaned before they are coated with oil. A good way to
oil tools before they are stored is to apply the oil with

.. an oil-soaked rag. Ordinarily, these rags have,been
,saturated with a light grade of engine 6il* (SAE No.
10): When tools are to be stirred for a long period of
time, you should apply a rust-preventive compound to
the metal parts of the tools. It is good practice to apply
linseed oil to the wooden parts of tools before they are
stored. The linseed oil will soak into the wood and
preserve it. It will also prevent moisture from entering.

--the wo6d. ..

Maintenance of Handtools. Maintenance and Care
of Handtools is the title of TO 32q -101.1t is available
to you in the CE library. Another good reference 4
TO 32-1-171, Engineer ,Handtools. These TOs are
excellent' references. To complete the- exercises,
however. thils text is all you need. We covered a certain
amount of maintenance in the past.three objectives;
you may have to refer to them to answer the questions\correctly:'Since we di not cover long-term storage of
tools. let's do so now.

When tools are stored for a long period of tinit,.the
box in which the tools are stored should be raised off
the wood or cement floor, sp that air can circulate
under the box. In.this way, the dry circulating air will
reduce the moisture content in the box and will help
keep the tools from rusting.

Exercises (043):

Refer to all of the prior written material in this-chapter
and answer the following questions (briefly) relative to
plumbers tools and equipment.

I. What should you do with a pipe wrench that has
dull jars?

2. The adjustable jaw wrench in your toolbox is in
gpod condition. What maintenance should you
perform on it as you use the wrench daily?

3. You have a chisel with a mushroomed head. Is
maintenance required') If yei, how?

4. A strap wrench slips. What maintenance is
required?

5. Is it possible to bverlubricate If yes,
how isoverlubrication handled?

FRICTION
-7 COLLAR

Figure 3.56. Fiber pipe tapenng tool.
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- Figure 3.57 Water main selftapping machine.



044. Given statements of procedures for sharpening
plumbing tools,. distinguish those that are correct
and safe from those that are unsafe.

Sharpening of Cutting Tools. Sharpening 'of
handtools was covered previously in this chapter
during discussion of the particular tool. Review the
material on sharpening plier teeth, sharpening the nibs
and lips of an auger bit, sharpening a screwdriver.bit,
and sharpening a cad chisel.

Most of the tools you use do not
sharpening. Howevet occasionally they may becothe
nicked and will require resharpening. This can be
done easily on a bench grinder. or if the nick is not too
large: it can be eliminated a file.

Exercises (044):/

I, Mark the following statements with a (Cl
correct and safe procedure and a (U) for unsafe
and incorrect. procedure. Place the letter in -the
blank provided.
a Remove a nick in a shovel with a rasp.
b. To preserve the temper, dip the chisel in

water frequently during sharpening.
c. Sharpen the nibs and lips of an auger bit

with a file.
d. Mbve the file toward the cutting edge of a

tool being-sharpened.

2. Briefly explain the procedure for
chisel for cutting tough metal.

sharpening a

3-3. Maintenance oiShop Equipment
. You will have to' iear protective equipment quite'
frequently,. when you maintain shop tools and
equipment. The primary protective equipment that you
will be wearing are goggles and gloves. They should be
worn when' needed to protect your eyes from flying
panicles: and gloves protect your hands from sharp or
rough edges, hot metal, cold metar or wood splinters,

Keep the goggle lenses clean and proteed when
they are not being used. Tighten the screws which hold
the frame and keep the lenses tight in ite frame. If the
frame gets broken, replace the goggles.

must be cleaned or replaced if they get
muddy or dirty. Clean leather gloves with saddle soap;
this will prevent the leather from becoming stiff. After
they are cleaned,' inspect them for ripped and torn
places.,To protect the gloves, coat then) with neat's-
foot oil,-Do not use lubricating oil on leather gloves.
because it will cause them to crack. When the gloves
become worn and damaged. turn them in to supply for
a new pair. Remember, this protective equipment is
made for your protection. Wear it when using and
maintaining shop tools and equipment.

ti

if*

s

.045. Given a *hypothetical problem situation .

*relative to majneenan4 of shopsquipment, solve the
problem. s,

I
Routine% Maintenance of Shop. Equipment. All

tools and 'equipment require a certain amount of
routine maintenance. In some cases the maintenance is
simply cleaning and applying oil to prevent rusting. In
other cases, maintenance may require 'applying
torqUe,wrench to certain bolts. Obviously in a teA of
this type, detail mlintenance procedures fur each piece
of equipment that you use is not feasible. For example.
maintenance procedures on just the abrasive wheel ot
your bench grinder, requires three pages of coveragifin

$ TO 32-1-101. The TO states that you must not force
the wheel on the spindle: It must slide on easily with
0.003- to 0.005-inch clearance. Also you must tighten
the spindle nut just enough for the flanges to hold the

. wheel firmly. It states that ovrtightening may crack.,
the wheel'. Check the wheel for cracks by tapping it
with a cellulose face or rubber face hammer or thallet.
A ringing sound indicates a satisfactory wheel.zA dull
sound indicates a 'cracked wheel. Do got use a cracked

wheel as it may fly. apart and injure you.
Maintenance of shop equipment is Britten in '70s

and manufacturer's manuals...Often
maintenance items are written on titequipment. For .
example, "Use`SAE 10 oil. Change o1 each 50 hours
of operation." "Do .not operate equipment during ,

adjustment." You have. heard the terns "Safety First"
many times in the past. SAFETY FIRST is Air Force

-policy. Your safety d . the, satiety of Air Force
equipment comestefrre getting the work done. In the
long nip, much more work is miComplished when
equipment is maintained properly and when safety is a
prithe consideration. Use common sense as you apply
rules of maintenance. The tone of the rule otten
idtplies a tolerance. .; ,

Exercises (04 5):. t
P. From the following piOblem situatiwi in which

you are in charge of the job. tell what you w uld
do to solve the problem.

. Problem Situation: You are operating a gilsoline
powered sewer auger to remove a stoppage.. If the
stoppage is not-removed. sewage will overflow
into a housing area in about I hour. According to

, the.maintenance records. the oil much he changed
each 50 hours. At oil Kange time. periodic
maintenance is alsopirformed on the equipment.
This maintenance Mimires 2. hours. The 50-hour
oil change perio,d lip"due ngw. As the NCO in
charge, hat will you de?

64

2. You are using an abrasive wheel dresser to dress
the face of a bench tinder. %What primary
protective equipment should youavear ,
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024 - 1.
024 - 2.
024 3:
024 .4. Jy
024 - 5.
024.6.
024
024

025
025
025
025
025
025
025

. 7.

- 8.

1.
- 2.
- 3.
- 4.
- 5.
- 6.
- 7.

4.

X.

X.

X.

X.

026- 1. X.
026 2. X.
026 3. X.
026 - 4.
026 5. X.
026 6. 4.
026 - 7. ,/.

027 - 1. 4.
027 2-
027 - 3. 4.
027 - 4.
027 - 5. 1.

1" 027 - 6.
027 7.
027 8. 4.

028 1. T.
028 2. F.
028 - 3. T.
028 4. F.
028 5. T.
028 - 6. T..
028 7. T.
028 8. F.
028 - 9. F.
028 10. T.

029 I. a.

CHAPTER 2

Use propane melting furnace.

9F

b. Welding equipment is not made for heating a
inciting pot. the gasoline inciting furnace is
dangerons, especially when used by an apprentice.

029 2. a. Read,the labels to select the best compound for the
job.
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0. y the compound to the pipe as described by the
maNufacture and remove the oil and grease from
the pipe.

040 - I. b.
030 I. U. 040 - s. -

030 .2. S. 040 - 3. n, g.
030 3. S. 040-4.
030 4. S. 040 - 5. n, q, k.

040 - 6. a.036 5. U.
040 - 7, n, 1, j.
040 8. c, e.031 - 1. a. D. 040 9. o.b. C. 040.10. 1.C. A.

d. B. 041 L d.031 2. Water, soda-acid, foam. 041 - 2. q.031 3. Foam, Cps; dry chemical. 041 3. tn.031 4. Dry powdered chemical. 041 4.. 1.

041 5. o..032 - I. a. U. 041 6. r.
b. U. 041 7. n.
c. S. 04J - 8. I.
d. U. 041 9. f.
e. S. _041, 10

033 - I. a. X.
b. ,/.
c. X.
d.
e. ,I.

034 - I. a. S.
b. El.

c. S.
I'd. U.

034 - 2. c, d, b. a, e.

035 - 1. ca.
b. Y.
I. X.
d Y.

042 1.

042 - 2.
042 3.
042 - 4.
042 - 5.

CHAPTER 3

Sewer auger.
Vacuum plunger.
Force cup.
Ribbon snake.
Self-tapping machine:

043 - 1. Sharpen than with a grinder or a file.
043 - 2. Keep the wrench clean and the movable parts oiled.

,043 3. Yes. Remove the mushroomed portion with a tench
grinder.

043 4. Apply rosin to the strap.
043 - 5. Yes. Remove mess oil or grease with a cloth.

036 - I. a. Yes.
b. Yes.
C. No.
d. Yes:
e. Yes.

036 - 2. Grasp the faddy by the runp when you walk under it
to erect it.

.
037 -1. I. e.

2. d.
3.

f.
5, b.
6. a.
7. c..

036 - 1. a. C.
b. I.
C. I.
d. I.
e. C.
f. I.

038 - 2., Discarded.

' 039 - 1. U.
039 2. S.
039 3. U.
039 - 4. U.
039 - 5. U.
039 - 6. S.

MI*

1

137

044 - 1. a., U.
b: C.

4. V.
044 - 2. Sharpen chisel to in angle of 90' with 's. bench grinder.

Dip the chisel in water frequently during grinding.

045 - I. Continue operating the auger until the stopcoge-ii
removed. After the sewer problem is solved, change the
oil and perform the periodic maintenance.

6.45 2. Goggles to protect your eyes from-flying particle..
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STOP:-
1. MATCH ANSWER

SHEET TO THI.S
EXERCISE NUM

.RER.

2. USE NUMBER 1 OR
NUMBER 2 PENCIL.

55245 61 21+
EXTENSION COURSE INSTITUTE

VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE

CAREER ORIENTATION, SUPERVISION, AND RESOURCE

Carefully read The killOwing:

DO'S:

1. Check the "course," "volume." and "form" numbers from the answer sheet :

address tab against the "VRE answer sheet identification number" in the
righthand column of the shippipg- list. If' numbers do not matelt; take action
to return the answer sheet andlthe shipping list to ECI immediately with a .
note of explanation.

MANAGEMENT

-2.---Note-that-numerieal-sequence on ubwer-s
to column.

7

3. Use a medium sharp #1 or #2 black lead pencil for marking answer sheet.
4110'

4'. Circle the correct answer in this test booklet. After you are sure of your
answers. transfer them to the answcr,sheet. If you have to change an answer
on the answer sheet, be sure that the erasure is complete. Use a clean eraser.
But try to avoid any erasure on the answer eet if at all possible.

5. Taks action to return-entire answer sheet to ECI.

6. Keep Volume Reliielkw Exercise booklet for revieW and reference.

7. If mandatorily 'enrolled student, process questions or comments through your
unit trainer or OJT supervisor.
If voluntarily enrolled student,
Form 17.

DON'TS:

send questions or comments to ECI on ECI

I. Don't use answer sheets other than one furnished specifically for each' review
exercise.

2. Don't Mark on the answer sheet except to fill in marking blocks. Double )-
marks or excessive markings which overflow marking blocks will register as
errors.'

3. Don't fold; spindle, staple, tape, or mutilate the answer sheet.

4. Don't use ink or any marking other than a #1 or #2 black lead pencil.

NOTE: NUMBERED LEARNING OBJECTIVE REFERENCES ARE. USED
ON THE VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE. In parenthesis after each
item number on the VRE is the Learning Objective Number where the
answer to that item can be located. When answering the items on the
VRE, refer to the Learning Objectives indicated by these Numbers. The
VRE results witi 'be sent to you on a postcard which will list the actual
VRE items you )Hissed. Go to the VRE booklet and locate the Learning
'Objective Numbers for the items missed. Go to the text and carefully
review the areas covered by these references. Review the entire VRE again
before you take the closed -book Course Examination.
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29. (024) What precautions should be taken to prevent a buildup of hai'mfui valor:

in an inclosed work area?

a. Close windows..

b. Close exit doOrs.

4. Insure proper ventilation.

d. Insure proper temperature is maintained.

30. (025) Why is a box-end wrench preferred over an open-end wrench?

a. More convenient.

b. Produces less slippa e.

4

c. Provides more leverage.

d. turning room required.

6o
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31. (027) What is used to test an acetylene tank for a leak?

a. Soapy water.
b. Striker.

c. Match.
d. Wet rag.

32. (028) After opening d'i6Anhole what is the minimum distance the lid should be
placed from the open hole?

a

O

A. 1 foot.
b. 2 feet.

/ --ate

'33. (029) Which of the following is
melting furnace?

a. Liquefied petroleum gas.
b. Acetylene.

c

a. Insulated boots and leather gloves.
b. Asbestos shoe liners and gloves.
c. Wet ground and gloves.
d. Rubber mat and gloves.

c. 3 feet.
d. 4 feet.

36. (031). What type of extinguisher" is used on a.Class D firei

most efficient type of fuel to use in a

c. Gasoline.
d. Natural gas. 4

34. (030) What controls'the gas going to the main burner of a water heater?
-

a. Adjustment nut. c. Ther;Ostat.
b. Thermocouple. d.

.

Pilot.
. .

35. (030) 46,t is thesproper setting for a temperaturdPand prgssure safety valve
: '.on a standard water heater? 4 4

w
.

a. 75 pounds arid 132° F. .c. 125 pounds and 210° F. . .

b. 100 pounds and 180° F. d. 150, pounds and 242° F.

a. Foam.
.

. c. Carbon dioxide.
b. Water. d.. Dry-powdered compound.

37. (032) What are the main hazards caused frOM improper grounding of power tools?

c. Damaged motors and ignition.
da. Explosion and personal injury.

a. Fire and shock.
b. Overloading and burnout.

38. (033) What protective equipment should be used when operating power equipment
in damp areas?

,s

39 (034) The safest way to pick up a heavy object is to bend the legs about

a. 30° at the knees and squat.
b. 450 at the knees and crouch.

a. Extension ladder. c. Single rail ladder.
b. Stepladder. d. Double rail ladder.

c. 60° at the knees and squat. '

d. 90° at the knees and crouch.

40 (035) Which of the following can be effectiv4 used as a portable work plat-
.

form?

41. (036) .Before you climb a 24-fOOt extension ladder, you should make sure that
the bottom of the ladder is at least

zoo'

I

.
o.

es

V

6

a. 6 feet from the building. c. 12 feet from the building.
b. 8 feet from the building. d. 16 feet from the building.

5



42. (038) Which is the proper way for one man to carry an. extension ladder?'

a. Over the shoulder with the rear end elevated.

b. Suitcase style with rear end elevated.

c. Over the shoulder with front end elevated.
Suitcase style with front end elevated.

43. (039) What is required for an kuminum stairway scaffold three sections high?

a. Install outrigger supports to first section.

b. Install guard wires to first section:

c. Install outrigger supports to all sections.

d. Install guard wires"to all sections.

44. (040) Xou have to unscrew a nut from a 3/4-inch bolt. The following tools are

available. What is the best tool to use?

a. Slip-joint pliers. C. Small pipe wrench. 4(

15-7-7-Waterrpump pliers. d. Adjustable jaw wrench.

45. (041). What tool is used to remove burrs from the inside edge of pipe?
0

a. Dies. c. Torch.

b. Reamer. d. Flare.

46. (041) What is the purpose of a joint runner?

a. To screw pipes to fittings.

b. To measure cast-iron pipe during fabrication. . '

c. To prevent lead from flowing out of cast-iron joints.

d. To hang cast-iron and vitrified clay pipe to ceiling joists.

47. (041) Yarning irons are used to calk

a. ,lead. c. copper.

b. oakuM. d. cement.

48/ -(041) Which one of the following tools is a plumber's shop tool?

0 0 .

a. Chain tongs.

b. Ribbon snake.

c. Crosscut saw.
`d. Brace and expansion bit.

S

49. (042) To remove obstructions such as lint and hair from_a_fixture,you should

first use a ,

a; sink auger. c. vacuum plunger.

b. ribbon snake-. d. jay (J) wire.

50. (042) Which one of the following tools is a plumber's special tool?

a. Fcrce cup. c. Calking iron.

b., Joint runner. d. Adjustable jaw wrench.

51. (042) What is used to seas the open end of a soil pipe before checking for

leaks?

a. Wood plug. c. Round ball.

b. Test plug. d. Pressure disc.

6
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52. (042) What is the purpose of a self-tapping machine?

a. To 'tap calking in hard-to-get-at areas.
b. ,To tap square holes in metallic, pipe.
c. To make multiple holes in pipes for drainage fields.
d. To tap a water main under pressure and install a corporation stop.

53. (043) What TO is titled Maintenance and Care of Handtools?

a. TO 32-1-101. c. TO 52i-101.
b. TO 42-1-101. d. TO 82-1-101.

54. (045) From the-following, select the term that best describes the sound that
indicates-a cracked bench grinder wheel.

a: Dull. c. Deep.
b. Firm. d. Ring.
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Preface

THIS SECOND volume of CDC 55255; Plumbing Specialist, will provide you with the
information necessary to install and maintain waste systems. You will learn about
sewer systems and waste disposal; structural openings; building drains; stacks and
vents; roughing-in vents and waste lines; measuring, cutting, threading, and assem--
bling pipe: and inspection and maintenance of waste systems.

If you fiave quittions on the accuracy or currency of the subject matter of this text,
or recommendations for its improvement send them to Tech Tng CencITOX, Shep-
pard AFB TX 76311. NOTE Do not use the suggestion`program to submit correc-
Oons for.typographical or other errors.

If you have questions on course enrollment or administration, or any of ECI's in-
structional aids ,(Your Key to Career Development, Behavioral Objective Exercises,
Volume Review Exercise; Ad Course Examination), consult your education officer,
training officer, or NCO,...0-(ppropriate. If he can't answer your questions*, send them
to ECI, Gunter AFS AL 36118, preferably on ECI Form 17, Student Request for'Assistance. _-

This volume is valued at 18 hours (6 points).
Material in this volume is technically accurate, adequate, and current as of Septem-

ber 1975.
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CHAPTER 1

NOTE: In this volume, the subject matter is developed by k series of Learning Objectives. Each of
these carries a 3-digit number and is in boldface type. Each sets a learnin&goal for you. The text
that follows the objective gives you the information you need to reach that goal. The exercises
following the information give you a check on your achievement. When you coIiilfreie them, see if
your answers match those in the back of this volume. If your response to an exercise is incorrectt
review the objective and its text.

Sewer Systems and Waste Disposal

THE HOUSE SEWER is that part of a sewer that
carries waste water, sewage, or other drainage from the
building drain system to the street sewer or other place
of disposal. Usually, the sewer system is installed at a
,specific fall or grade so that it may carry off the sewage
by gravity flow. In some cases, when the house sewer is
below the main sewer, various types of waste disposal
equipment must be used to lift the sewage into the
main sewer.

In isolated areas where there are no community
sewer systems, it is necessary to install a disposal unit
that can treat small quantities of waste and sewage.
Such a unit consists of a septic tank and disposal beds
It will take care of a limited amount of waste.

This chapter covers terms associated with
plumbing; the different types of sewer systems;

k methods of constructing and grading sewer trenches,
thimbles, and sump pumps; and procedures for
bacAtitting3eivertr entlier-traiso covers dififfelfidar
of sewage disposal and septic tank construction.

BUILDING SEWER

SUBMAIN,

1-1. Exterior Sewer Systems

As a plumbing specialist there are many plumbing
terms with which you must be familiar. A familiarity
with them will give you a better, understanding of the
plumbing profession and will enable you to do your
job in a more proficient manner. We, have included °
these terms in a glossary at the end of this volume. You
sho.uld refer to the glossary for an explanation of terms
you do not fully understand,

There are two different types' of sewer systems:
storm' sewers and sanitary sewers. A storm sewer' is
used to convey °Illy, rainwater, subsurface water,
condensate, cooling water, or other similar wastes. A
sanitary sewer is used to carry liquid or waterborne
waste from plumbing fixtures to the house sewer and
into the main sewer lines. Sanitary sewers are - usually
separate, systems and are not connected to storm
sewers. They.are not connected because the discharge
from sanitary sewers roust be` before it is
dumped into a stream or lake. This requirenient is not

MAIN SEWER OUTFALL StWER

TREATMENT
PLANT

MANHOLES

AZtRALStWER---'--

LIFT 'STATION

..,.. STREAM

Figure Id Typical exterior sewer system
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necessary for the discharge from storm sewers because
its discharge is merely runoff water.

G

200. Identify 'the components of an exterior sewer
system.

Components of Sanitary Sewer System. A sanitary
sewer system carries sewage from industrial and
residential areas. The sanitary sewer network includes
building sewers, lateral ;ewers, submains; sewer
mains, outfall sewer, manholes, lift stations, and
treatment plant. Figure 1 -1 is an illustration of a
typical sanitary sewer system. Refer to figure 1 -1 as
you read' the description of the components of a
sanitary system.

Building sewer. The building sewer, sometimes
called the house sewer, is that part of the exterior waste
system extending from a minimum of 3 feet outside the
building wall to a public sewer, private sewer,
individual sewage-disposal system, or other point of
disposal.

Lateral sewer. A lateral is thafportion of*the sewer
system normally found in the street or alley. It receives
discharge from building sewers and carries it to the
submain or sewer main. o

Subrnain. A 4ubmain is a sewer main which receives
discharge from two or more lateral sewers, and carries
a sewer main.

_Sewer main. A sewer main receives discharge from
building ,sewers, lateral sewers, and submains and
carries it to a septic tank or treatment plant.

Outfall sewer. The outfall sewer is the main sewer
which receives discharge from the treatment plant and
mimes it folHe place of ffriardisposif, such as a stream
or river.

Manhdle. A manhole is a constructed opening in
sewer lines. Maintenance crews must remove covers,
from the manholes to "gain acceiito the sewer mains.
Manholes are usually placed at intervals , in sewer
mains of not more than 300feet.

417

Manholes are located at all junctions, at changes of
direction, at changes in slope, at changes in elevation,
and at the end of each lateral. Fopjunction manholes
check which upstream invert is critical in determining
outlet inverts to 'keep manhole above flooding level.
Take special care against infiltration due to depth or
proximity of surface water.

Lift stations. A slight fall of a piping system permits
the waste-bearing water (sewage) to flow. Objects such
as hills, rivers, streams, and extended distances,
require the sewage to be pumped to higher*elevations
sg that the flow may be continued to the point of
disposal. The pumps you installed in the sewer systems
are called lift stations.

Treatment plants. All untreated sewage (raw sewage)
terminates at the treatment plant. Raw sewage is
filtered to remove articles that will not diisolve ddring
the treatment process. After the sewage has been
through the different' processing chambers. it is
cotheyed through a final chamber (contact chamber)
where the water is treated to remove bacteria and
disease-bearing germs. The water is then returned to
lakes, streams, and rivers, where it can be reused.

Exercise (200):

1. Without referring back to The text, identify. the
components of an exterior sewer system, using the
following code. Made the two letter codes in the
space provided on figure 1-2.

BS = Building sewer.
LS = Lateral sewer.
SM = Submain.
MS = Main sewer.

201. From a list of statements concerning the proper
operation of sewer mains, choose the correct
statements.

OS = Outfal sewer.
MH = Manho e.
PS = Lift station.
TP = Treatment plant.

Factors Affecting Proper Operation of Sewer
Mains. There are three primary factors that affect the

Figure 1,2. Exercise for exterior sewer system (objective 200. exercise U.
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proper Operation of sewer mains: (I) correct size pipe
to handle maximum flow, (2) the correct slope to
insure proper flow, and (3) the lack of obstructions to
provide continuous flow.

'Pipe sizing. Sewer piping must be large enough to
--handle the peak, as- well -asas normal sewage flow. If the

pipe is too small, the sewage flow during peak periods
will be restricted. In turn, if the pipe is too large, the
waste water has a tendency to leave the solids behind,
thereby creating maintenance problems. The design
engineers normally compute the size of sewer mains.

Full per foot. Horizontal drainage must be installed
at a uniform slope. Building .sewers of 3 inClies in
diameter must be installed with a fall of not less than
1/4 inch per foot. Building sewers larger than 3 inches
in diameter will have a slope (fall) not less than I /8
inch- per foot. Laterals, submains, and main sewers
Wile be sloped so a minimum flow rate of 2 feet per
second will be maintained.

Pipe which is laid with a fall greater than 1/4 inch
per foot permits the wasteowater, to run away from the
solids. On the other hand, sewers laid with too little
fall slow the sewage flow sufficiently to permit solids
to settle in low spots or corners. Clogging of the sewer
may result in either case.

Obstructions. Sewer lines must bekept free from
obstructions. Some obstructions which can be found
in sanitary sewer systems are tree roots, jacked joints,
crushed piping, sand from poor joints, excessive grease
buildup, clothing articles, and excessive amounts of
paper.

Exercis.5 (201):

Choose the correct statements by placing an X in
the spaces provided.

I The size of a sewer pipe has an effect on its
operation. ''

2 If the sewer pipe is too large the waste water
runs off and leaves the solids._ 3 Main sewers must have a fall of at least 1

foot per second.
4 Building sewers of 3 inches in diameter must

have a fail of 1 inch per foot.
5 Tree roots have no effect on the operation of

sewers.
6 Three things that affect the proper operation

of sewers are pipe size, fall per foot, and
obstructions.

202. From a list of statements concerning
construction of sewer trenches, select those thatare
correct.

ExcavatingFtcavating_is_. _one_ofrthe_ necessary
tasks with which you, as a plumber, will be
confronted. Almost all exteriorpiping systems must be
buried below the frost line.

Drainage systems are important because defective
or inadequate drainage systems ,on a base may

3

contaminate the potable water supply or food and
cause the spread of disease. Both storm and sanitary
systems are installed in trenches, so let's take a look at
the work that is involved in pipe trench preparation.

Before you make any excavation, you must have a
digging permit. The term "excavation" means digging
or opening of an existing surface to a depth exceeding
4 inches below the existing grade. The information on
the permit will help you determine what precautions
are necessary to protect existing underground utilities.
The permit is AF Form 103, Civil Engineer
Construction Permit.

Next, study the layout of the sewer. After you study
the layout, which is shown in th'e blueprint-for the
system, locate and mark the centerline of the trench in
the area where the trench is to be dug. Now, decide
what precautibns should be taken when digging the
trench. The type of soil, and the depth of the trench
dictate the precautions that 'must be followed to
prevent caving of the trench walls:

In stable ground, where there is no danger of cave-
ins, the trench may be dug with the wallS parallel from
the top to the bottom. However, if the soil is soft or
wet and there isa danger from cave-ins, you must use
other methods of trench excavation.

The simplest method to overcome the hazards of
cave-ins is to dig the trench with steps or shelves from
the bottom to the top, as shown in figure 1-3. This
methpd removes from the sides of ttie trench a
considergle amount of unstable dirt. Remove all
rocks, boulders, and clods from the edge of the trench
so that they will not roll- into the trench and hit
someone.,

Shoring. The purpose of shoring is to prevent cave-
ins. Cave-iris have claimed the lives of many workmen
who neglected to shore the walls of to trenches in .
which they worked or who did not shore the trench
walls properly.

Figures 1-4 and 1-5 show two views of fa Rroperly
shored trench: Strong. material such as 3/4-inch

Figure I.1 Stepping or shelving a trench.



exterior plywood or 2 x 4 planks is placed against the
trench walls, forming an inner wall. Horizontally
placed 2" x 4" lumber provides a base. for shoring
jacks. The shoring jacks are extended, forcing the
inner wall against the trench walls. The shoring jacks,
by virtue of their placement, offer some constraints for
the werImen. However, their proper installation will

° save lives. ,t
The sides of excavations in stable materials of 5 or

mmore feet deep, and those invloose dirt more than 4
feet deep, should be properly and substantially braced
and shored, or the sides should be sloped away from
the hole. The type of shoring system to be used will be
determined by soil conditions, vibration in,t4 area,
stresses imposed by nearby buildings, and other
pertinent conditions. Where excavations are to be
made below adjacent foundations or pavements, these
structures should be suitably,braced or shored as king
as the excavation is open to prevent collapsing. Dirt
removed from the excavation and other materials
should not be piled closer than 2 feet to the edge, and
loose boulders, stumps, and other debris that could
slide into the excavation should be removed from the
area.

Access ladders extending above the trench sides at
least 3 feet should be placed at not more than 50-foot
intervals in trenches to provide safe and convenient
exits from the area in case of cave-ins.

Bridges, walkways, guardrails, barricades, warning
signs, and lights will be placed over or near open
excavations that may pltsent hazards to vehicle or
pedestrian traffic.

Materials used for bracing, shoring, and

3/4" PLYWOOD OR 2 PLANKS
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underpinning should be kept in good condition,
especially timbers, which must be sound, free from
large or loose knots, and of the required dimensions.
Bracing and shoring should Ile inspected frequently
when in place, particularly after rains, and any
adjustments needed must be made immediately. When
horizontal cross braces cannot be used to support the
sides of excavations, substantial and adequate shoring
or tie rods should be used. Tie rods should be placed
far back from the slope of the excavation and securely
anchored. Cross braces or trench jacks should. be
cleated, scabbed, or.securely.fastened in place by some
other satisfactory means.

Areas close to the sides of excavations should bei
well drained. Ladders or ramps should be installed for
safe access to.depressions more than 4 feet deep, To
providb maix,imum personnel t safety, no tools,
materials, (3 debris should be left near the edges of
excavations which could accidentally be knocked off
or cause a worker to lose his footing. -Pick and shovel
men must be kept far enough apart when working to
prevent their injuring each other.

When rnechanical..methods are used, the shoring°
should always be placed within 6 feet of the operating
buckets or booms. Where hand excavating is carried to
such depths that intermediate shoveling platforms are
necessary, they must be built strong enough to hold
substantial .loads and in such a manner as to prevent
material frOm falling back into trenches. Trench sides
must not be undefcut more than 6 inches -without
additional shoring or bracing.

Grading. Your ditch digging job' is not completed
until the trench is graded to insure that waste materials
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1 'cure 1.6 Grading a sesscr trench

and surface water will flow through the pipe. The
outlet of the sewer is lower than the inlet because the
sewageh.ws through the sewer line by gravity flow.
Slanting the,sewer pipe in this way is referred to as the
-fall.- The desirable fall for a house sewer is 1 /4 inch
to each running foot along the line. In a properly
graded trench. you can 14 soil pipe without leveling
each joint and thus save much time. This proper fall is
insured by establishing a grade line and then digging
the trench exactly to this line.

A properly graded (sloped) trench permits proper
grading of sewer pipe If too much dirt is removed and
loose dirt is used to fill in. the pipe may settle and
cause breakage or stoppage. Grading requires the use
of an engineer's transit or batter boards.

When an engineer's transit is not available, use the
,batter board method. shown in figure 1-6 When using
this method, drive batter board stakes into the ground
at 84'0(4 intervals. Nail ,a block of wood 2 inches
below the top of the hatter board stakes on both sides
of the trench. As each consecutive batter board is
driven into the ground. place a board that is over 8 feet
long on the block of the preceding batter board and on
top of the second batter board. Place a carpenter's
level (in the top of this board and drive the second
batter hoard into the ground until the bubble in thc
level is-cetitered. The 2-inch fall over the 8-foot run

Figure 1.7 'orating with level unstop of pipe

5

established by this method gives a 1/4-inch fall per
foot. Then dig the trench the complete distance.
dropping down 2 inches every 8 feet of run. Always
begin the trench at the point where it connects to the
building drain and maintain the proper grade toward
the main sewer If the main sewer is lower than the line '
to be installed, place the last section or two of pipe at
the required angle to make the connection to the main.

Another way of grading is done with the use of a
level. The level is placed on the pipe at the high end
and a block of wood. corresponding in'thickness to the
grade required. is placed under the low end of the
level. When the air bubble shows level (in the center of
the glass) The pipe haS,the proper grade.

The lehgth of the level must be considered: if the
level is 2 feet long and the grade is 1/4" per foot, the
block under the level must bea6 l2" thick. as shown in
figure 1-7.

!flit is not possible to place the level on the top of
the pipe (such as overhead piping), the level can be
placed under the pipe. as shown in figure 1-8.

Pumping trenches. Sometimes surface water or
rainwater may enter the trench. especially when it is
necessary to leave the trench open overnight. Before

.8 C, -088

Figure 1.8 Grading ssith level under suspended pipe.
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Figure 1..9. Installation of thimhles.

resuming pipe-laying Ioperations, you must remove this
water from the trench. You can do this either by
bailing it out with a pail or sucking it out with a power
sump pump. The pump is wally powered by a.small
gasoline engibe, similar to the engine used to run a
lawnmower.

There are several precautions you should observe
when using a power pump. First, give the pump and
engine a complete visual inspection fbr damage. Check
the gasoline tank for gas leaks-, ancicheck the engine

HOUSE SEWER

90 THIMBLE

. MAIN SEWER

Tigurp 1-10. Thimhle placed at 90° to main Se% Cf.

6

for oil leaks. Add gasoline to the tank, and add oil to
the engine crankcase if necessary. Never fill the gas
tank when the engine is .running, as spilled gas is too
easily ignited by t hot. engine. Always remove the-
ignition' wire from the spark plug before you make
adjustments 'which will require turning the engine by
hand. This will prevent accidental starting of the
engine. During the operation of the engine, make sure
that the blower screen. flywheel vanes, and cylinder
cooling fins are kept clean to prevent overheating of
the engine. See that the pump case is completely tilled
with water before starting the pump. It will not prime
unless the pump case is full. Never operate the .pump
for more than 5 minutes without water running
through it.

To aid in your pumping operation,. dig a slight
sump in the lowest point of your trench. At this point
you can insert your suction .hose, thereby insuring
complete drainage of the trench.

Exercises (202):

Select the correct statements .by placing a
checkmark (j) in the spaces provided.

I The first thing you should do before digging
a trench is to obtain a digging permit.

2 Excavations in loose dirt more than 3 feet
deep should be shored.

3 Safety ladders will be extended at least 3 feet
above the trench and at intervals not more
than 50 feet apart._ 4 Whu digging machines are used, the

f
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Figure 1,-11. Installing thimble in 'sewer pipe.

shoring will always be placed within 6 feet
of the bucket.

5 When using the batter board method of
grading, trench stakes will be placed at 4-
foot intervals.

6 Never till a pump engine with gas while it is
. running.

7 Digging a sump in the lowest point of your
trench serves no purpose.

1-2. Installation of Building Sewers

As soon as the trench is dug and graded, your next
job is to connect the house, sewer to the main. Now
let's find out how this connection is made.

203. Provided a list of statements relating to the use
of thimbles for connecting sewers, select the correct
statements.

Meisuring and Cutting Thimbles. The house
sewer is connected to the main sewer by a thimble.
which is a short section of sewer pipe with a hub. The
degree at which the thimble enters the main sewer is
very important. It should be placed at an angle which
will discharge the flow from the house sewer in line
with the direction of the flow in the main sewer, as
shown in A of figure I -9. Never place the thimble in a
direction which will produce a scooping effect, as
shown in B of figure 1-9. During periods of high
sewage flow in the main, such an installation would
produce a backflow from the.main seer and might
flood the lower levels of the building. In some cases
where the house sewer is above the grade of the main
sewer, a thimble placed at 90° to the main sewer (see
fig. I -10) makes a satisfactory connection.

The length of a thimble should be determined
before it is installed. It should be long enough to
exten through the sewer pipe wall with the hub of the

7
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thimble resting on the top of the sewer pipe, as shown
in figure 1-11. This type of installation prevents the,
bald end of the thimble from extending into the main
sewer and Causing an obstruction to the flow of
kwage.

Thimbles may be made of concrete or vitrified
sewer tile. The method of cutting both materials is
similar. Usually, you the plumber, will select a piece
of pipe (preferably a scrap piece which has a good hub)
to make the thimble. After the length of the thimble
has been determined, mark the pipe. It may be marked
to the length desired by filing a small groove around
the pipe with a three-cornered file.. or by chipping a
groove with a small cold chisel and ball peen hammer.
To chip the gro,ove with a cold chisel and hammer,
place the pipe on top of a soft mound of dirt, as shown
in figure 1-12. This procedure absorbs the shock
caused by blows of the hammer, and prevents, the
vitrified oi concrete pipe from breaking.- To cut the
pipe, use the chisel and hammer to chip away small
pieces of pipe from the groove as you turn.the pipe on
the mound. Continue turning.the pipe, and deepen the
groove by tapping the chisel with the ball peen hammer
until the pipe shows signs of cracking in the groove. It
usually cracks all the way around and bieaks off at
once.

To cut a slant thimble, use the same procedure as in
cutting a^.90° thiMble except for marking the line of
cut. You can locate a 45° marking around the pipe by
making a line with chalk around the pipe
approximately 2 inches below the hub, as shown in A
of figure 1-13. Measure the outside diameter of the
spigot end of the pipe (4-inch sewer tile will usually

Figure 1.12 Cutting irgroove in pipe viih cold chisel
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have an outside diameter of 5 inches) and make a
second line around the pipe 5 inches below the first
line. Next, make a third line 'around-the pipe halfway
between the other two likes, as shown in A of figure
1-13. Now, locate -four points around the
circumference of the pipe which are equal distances,

or 90°, apart. You can locate these points by vrappifig
a strip of paper around the pipe and then .folding it
twice from end to end. Unfold the paper and wrap it
around the pipe again: The four points to mark are
indicated by the creased lines where the paper was
folded. Draw a line along the run of the pipe through
each of the four points, afalown in B of figure 1-13.
You can now draw the line around the pipe by using
the reference pointfloCated where the other lines cross
and work towa0 the other end, as shown in C in figure
1-13. This completes the marking on the sewer pipe:

now you can make your cut.

Eiercises (203):
Select the correct statements by placing a C in the

appropriate °space.
1 The degree at ,which the thimble enfers the

main sewer is not important.
2 Thimbles can be made of concrete or

vitrified sewer tile.
3 To absorb shocI when cutting concrete or

vitrified sewer tile, you should place the pipe
on a moundof soft dirt at the point it is to be
cut.

)

4 To'cut a slanted thimble, you would use the
same procedures as in cutting a 90° thimble;
except for marking the line of cut.

5 Sewer pipe being cut rarely ever cracks all
the way around and breaks off at once.

204. From given statements concerning installation
of sewer thimbles, choose those that are true.

Installation Thimbles. Proper installation of
thimbles is very important. You must take care when.,

tapping the sewer main or you will break the, sewer
pipe, thereby creating additional work. You must also
make certain that the joints are made correctly. Poorly
made joints make easy access for tree roots and sand
infiltration.

Tapping the main sewer. After the thimble is
prepared, you are ready to tap the main sewer. You
should install the thimble above the normal sewage
flow line. You can determine the location for the hole
by tapping the main lightly with a ball peen hammer. A
dull, soumiindicates that you are tapping below the
sewage level, and a ringing sound indicates that you
are tapping above the sewage level. When you have
determined the position of the hole. use the thimble as

a pattern for marking the line of the hole with chalk.
Make.the cut on this line with a small cold or cape
chisel and an 8 -ounce ball peen hammer, as shown in
figure 1-14. Use only light blows when you make the
cut, because if you damage the main sewer you will

Ilsgurt: 1.1 A Marking .1 45^ thimble

8.
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Figure 1-14 ( utting .1 hole in the main sewer

have to replace one or more sections of the pipe.
Continue to work around the cut until a depth of 1/8
to 3/16 inch is reached. Now, go to the center of the
area to, be removed and make a small hole with a chisel

i and hammer. Remember. always use light blows to
prevent damage to the pipe. When the small hole in the
sewer is chipped out° the ball end of the hammer can
be used to chip out and enlarge the hole. Never use
direct blows. but use glancing blows that break out
small chips toward the center of the hole. As you near
the edge of the area to be remove. the thimble can be
used to determine when the hole is large enough. Take
care to prevent the chips from falling into the main
sewer. Because of their weight. they will fall to the
bottom of the main and collect solids that will cause
stoppage of the sewage. When you have fitted the
thimble to the hole, use oakum and mortar to seal the
joint. Pack a liberal amount of cement around the
joint. and support the thimble until the cement
hardens. .

Lay the house sewer pipes in the trench beginning at
.the thimble of the main 'sewer. and work toward the

li

uoimmftww,. nye.* mr..brwri: rat"

LOMA!,

EXCESS MORTAR

rigtue 1.14. limit ni.itle %%idiom oakum

J.4

WOOD SCRAPER

Figure 1.16 Removing mortar

house drain. If a short piece of pipe is required in the
line, place it away from the thimble and nearer ID the
house drain. After placing the sewer pipe in the trench,
remove the soil beneath each hub so that the pipe wiR
rest firmly on the trench floor. Your next procedure.is
to make the joints. °

Making joints. Concrete or the sewer line joints,
used either for sanitary or storm sewers, are sealed
with. either oakum and Jnortar or oakum and hot
bituminous compound. Before you make a joint. see
'that thespigot end of the tile is-centered in the hub of
the joining pipe. A joint that is not centered tends to
leak on the side that has the least space. First, pack the
oakum into the hub with sufficient pressure to tamp it, -
but do not exert too much pressure because ybu may
break the hub of the pipe, Next, mix a sufficient
amount of mortar, pack it intd the bottom of the hub.
and continue tip the sides and over the top. Apply
enough mortar to insure bwatertight seal and shape it
to make-3 neat appearing job. See the diagram of a
pipe joint made without using oakum in figure 1-15.
Note the buildup of mortar inside the pipe. Excess
mortar within a pipe is undesirable because it restricts
the flow of sewage. To reinoye the mortar, use either a
wood scraper or a swab, as shown in figure 1-16.
Remove the excess mortar as soon as you complete the
particular joint. Your mortar .mix should consist of
one part cement to two parts sand.

The preferred method in installing vitrified pipe is
t6 use hot bituminous compound to seal the joint. This
compound is heated and then poured into the joint.
Use an asbestos runner, shown in figure 1.17. to direct
the hot compound into the joint. Be extremely careful
when you are handling the hot compound and
equipment, because if it contacts your body, you will
probably be burned seriously. This type of joint is
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preferred over mortar because plant roots do not grow
through the compound joints into the pipe as easily as
they grow through mortar joints. You also use hot
bituminous, compound to seal the joints in vitrified
pipe to cast iron pipe.

There is another way to joint vitrified clay pipe, that
with the use of mandfactured seals. These seals are

made of rubber or plastic. They excellent
characteristict, such as resistance to rkofcpe. netration,
watertight seal, and they wilt not rot ,krcc)Tode.

Exercises (204):

Choose the true statements by placing a T in the
space provided.

1 A ringing sound indicates that you are
tapping above the sewage level.

2 After you have marked the-hole to be cut in
the main sewer you should use a 16 -oz.
hammer and 1-in. cold chisel to cut the hole.

3 You should use. only light blows wtleh
cutting an opening in the main sewer.

4 Chips falling into the main sewer, while
cutting openings, Will have no effect on the
operation of the sewer.
To mix mortar for pipe joints, the cement
and sand ratio is one part cement to two
parts sand.

6 The preferred method to join vitrified pipe
is to use hot bituminous compound to seal
the joint.

5

7 To join cast iron soil pipe with vitrified
sewer pipe you would use oakum and lead._ 8 A joint that is not centered tends to leak on
the side that has the least amount of space.

205. Given a list of steps pertaining to backfilling
trenches in random order, arrange them in their
.correct sequence.

Backfilling the Sewer Trench. After installing and
inspecting the sewer pipes, backfill the trench. Before
backfilling, you should remove the rocks from the till
dirt. Normally, the natural excavated earth is
satisfactory for use in backfilling trenches. You should
backfill the trench as soon as the inspection is

completed to avoid shifting of the pipe, which will
cause damage to the joints. You should insure against
lateral movement of the pipe by backfilling around the
pipe and tamping to a distance of at least 1 foot above
the top of, the pipe./Do not permit working or walking
on top of the in tailed pipe, except as necessary to
backfill and tam , until the trench has been backfilled
to at least 2 fe t above the pi For best results in
backfilling, y should backf in layers of not more
Than 6 inch and tamp with mechanical tamper until
desired c paction is obtained. When you have
reached e 2-foot level of compacted backfill. you
may equipment to backfill the remainder of the
trench except in traffic areas where compaction is
recp,. ed to ground level.

Zercises (205): .

random
The following steps for backfilling trenches are in

order. Place numbers in the following lettered
/ blanks, arranging them in their correct sequence. a./ b. c d

PLUMBERS
LADLE

SPRING CLAMP

BELL

ASBESTOS
RUNNER

Figurc 1.17, Making a mint with hot bituminous compound..

e.
Random Order

Steps
I . Backfill around the pipe and hand tamp.
2. Remove rocks from fill dirt.
3. Backfill,to surface level with equipment.
4! Backfill in layers of 6 inches.
5. Tamp backfill with mechanical tamper.

1 -3. Individual Waste System
In isolated areas where there are no sewer systems.

it is necessary to install a disposal units that can treat
.small quantities of waste wafer and sewage. Septic
tanks and-disposal beds will-effectively take care of a
liniited amount of waste.

206. Provided a Mist of statements pertaining to
septic tanks, select the correct statements.

Septic Tank. The use of septic tanks and disposal
beds is the answer to sewage disposal where there arc
no common sewers in the area. The.septic tank and
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disposal bed are efficient methods for disposing of
single-dwelling sewage waste and water. The solids are
reduced to liquids through bacterial action. Septic
tanks are constructed of several types of materials,
such as cinder blocks, concrete, metal, and fiberglass.

Functions. The tank is a means of arresting the flow
of sewage so that practically all of the solid matter
which it contains will settle to the bottom of the tank.

The septic tank, when properly designed. will hold
the sewage long enough for bacterial action to reduce
most of the solids to liquids. in liquid form, the sewage
is more easily handled for ftirther purification.

Bacteria! action. It is generally believed that a septic
tank must have chemicals in order to operate correctly.
This is not true. Certain bacteria exist in fresh sewage.
The septic tank simply furnishes a breeding place for
these bdcteria where they may be free to attack the
sewage without being disturbed.

The raw, sewage that enters the tank contains
bacteria. minute forms of life, on which the operation
of the tank depends. This sewage is composed of
animal, vegetable, and mineral solids carried along

. with the, liquid. The bacteria acts strongly on the
vegetable and animal solids. but they cannot act on
metal or mineral substances. These metal and 'mineral
parts of the sewage settle to the bottom of the tank in
the form of sludge. and they must be removed at
intervals. If given sufficient time, the bacteria will
reduce most of the animal and vegetable solids to
liquid- forms. Twenty-four hours is usually sufficient
time for this action to take place. Even such substances
as leather and bones can be reduced to liquids in time.
It is essential to design the tank to provide this needed
time.

The bacteria contained in the sewage thrive in the
tank and multiply very fast. They begin their attack on
the solids which settle to the bottom of the tank. As
their action continues, gas is generated in the process:
and as the gas escapes toward the top. it carries up with
it particles of the solid matter. which collects at the
surface of the tank and torms a thick scum. The
bacteria attack this scum and breed abundantly in it. acs

well as on the sides of the tank. The bacteria biped best
when light and air are excluded. The crust prevents
light from entering the liquid: The highest
concentrations of bacteria are found on the underside
of the scum layer. Therefore. it is very important that
the scum of the septic tank be left as undisturbed as

ssible. For this reason. the inlet and outlet must be
anged to prevent materials entering or leaving the
k from disturbing the scum layer.
he bacteria that break the solids down to liquids
called anaerobic bacteria. These bacteria "cfirifoi

purify the sewage. but only liquify the solids. When a
potato decays. it first becomes soft and then turns to a
liquid form:This is accomplished without outward
cbange. This action is similar to the liquifying privets

to liquid form. and this action prepares the sewage for
the final purification process. The final purification of
liquid sewage takes place in various types of disposai
beds.

Construction of septic tank. The secret of
constructing a septic tank that will give satisfactory
service is to select a design that provides a means of
holding the bacteria scum_ in the tank in an
undisturbed state. Septic tanks may be built with one
or more compartments: but single compartment tanks,
provided they are large enough to accomodate the
volume of sewagq, operate as efficiently as the others
and are less expensive to construct. A septic tank that
is simple in design and effective in operatfon is
illustrated in figure 1- 18..The siphon chamber is not
absolutely necessary for the operation of the septic
tank for individuil disposal systems; but the
instillation of a siphon chamber,,insures a positive
flow of liquid from the chamber, and the chamber
should be used in multiple unit disposal systems. The
baffle boards are usually made of 2-inch oak planks
and run entirely across the tank. T y are suspended
from hangers and set to extend eral inches below
the surface of the sewage. One board should be located
10 inches from the inlet end of the tank and the other
about 4 inches from the outlet partition. Baffle boards
reduce the agitation of the layer of scum on the surface
of the tank by slowing the water currents through the
tank, which are caused by the splashing of solids from
the inlet.

Sewage should enter the tank at a low velocity-in
order to prevent it from agitating the scum in the tank.
To produce a slow flow, the drain to the septic tank
should run nearly level before reaching the tank. The-
inlet should enter the tank above the sewage level and

that takes place in the septic tank. The idea that sewage
lcliquid is purified- to any degree while in the tank is not
true. The solid parts of the sewage are simply reduced

c't
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turn down in order,to direct the solid matter toward
the bottom of the tank, and also to prevent agitation
and consequent breaking up 'of the scum which
accumulates at the surface. The partition between the
two chaMbers in the tank should be perfectly level, so
that sewage will flow over it evenly along its entire
length.

The bell siphon. located in the siphon chamber (see
fig. 1.18) operates on a principle similar to placing a
bottle, neck first. into a pail of water. As you push the
bottle neck further below the surface, no water can
enter the bottle. because the airsis trapped inside.

A bell siphon is constructed -with a long leg trap and
a bell-shaped cover. Figure.1- 19 shows tbe progressive
steps in the operation of a bell siphon. Notice how the
rising water level in the discharge chamber traps air
between the bell cover and the water seal in the trap.
As the weight of the rising water compresses the air,
the water seal in the trap is forced over the short leg of
the trap and the air escapes. The weight then forces
water to enter the bell and trap and flow out of the
chamber. The velocity of the water sets up a siphoning
action, which continues the drainage flow until the
water level falls below the lower rim of the bell and
allows-air to reenter the bell cover. The trap is resealed
by the fast portion of the drainage flow, and the siphon
is set for another cycle of operation when the water
rises in the discharge chamber. The trap must be
installed 'before the flow in the discharge chamber is
constructed. The bell cover may be installed after the
floor and walls are completed.

The bottom of the septic tank should pitch
. downward toward the inlet end. It is here that the

heaviest part of the sewage is naturally deposited when
entermg-thetank. Cleaning.efThe-taak4s-thereby-made_
easier. Both the tank and the siphon chamber should

be provided with a manhole and cover to give access
for cleaning and repair purposes.

Practically all of the sewage entering the tank is
acted upbn by bacteria and liquified. Only a small

mount of sludge remains, as compared to the volume
if sewage entering the tatik. The accumulation of
sludge is slow, and the time between cleanings of the
septic tank is estimated to be from I to 5 years. The
sludge should not be allowed to accumulate to a depth
greater than one-fourth of the total depth of the tank.

Figure 1-20 illustrates two other meth ids of
-constructing septic tanks. using sanitary tee's ; place
of baffle boards. If your original septic tan is nut
large enough to handle the sewage.'you may dd an
additional chamber, as illustrated in view B of figure
1-20. The additional chamber may be installed on
either side of the existing tank.

Exercises (206):

Select the correct statements by placing a C in the
space provided.

1 Septic tanks are constructed of metal.
concretectiberglass, and cinder blocks.

2' A properly designed septic tank will hold
the sewage long enough for bacterial action
to reduce most solids to liquid.

3. Septic tanks must have chemicals to operate
correctly.

4. Sewage liquid is purified while in the septic
tank.

5 Septic tanks may be built with one or more
compartments.

6 Septic tanks should be provided with a
manhole for cleaning.

8 E LL

, LOW°
LOW FLOWING
LEvEL, INTO LEG
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GOWN BY AIR PRESSURE

AIR FULL SIPHON
ESCAPING FLOW

FigOrg 1.19 Progremive tep% in the peratinn id the discharge hell siphon
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7 Sludge should not be allowed to accumulate
more than one-fourth of the total depth of
the tank.
Sanitary tees should not be used in place of
baffle boards.

207. From given information concerning sewage
disposal beds, choose the true statements.

SANITARY TEE'S IN PLACE OF BAFFLE

MANHOLE

I
Sewage Disposal Bed. The septic tank merely

prepares the sewage for final purification by reducing
the,solid parts to liquid form. The sewage _must be
purified elsewhere.

Final purification of sewage liquid takes place
either in dry wells, disposal beds, or fields. The terms
"leaching area," "absorption field," and "subsurface

INSPECTION HOLE

INLET-qw
FLOW LINE

M

MINIMUM 12 INCHES

15 INCHES

GROUND LEVEL

4.4OUTLET

CINDER BLOCK OR CONCRETE

CONCRETE BASE

A. SINGLE COMPARTMENT SEPTIC TANK

INLET

FLOW LINE_
A 1k

O

.

FLOW LINE I OUTLET

B. DOUBLE COMPARTMENT SEPTIC TANK

Figure 1.20 Septic thnks without siphon chamber
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TIGHT JOINTS

SEPTIC TANKS

a

DISTRIBUTION BtX

OPEiJOINTS

TIGHT JOINTS DRAINAGE LINES

II

CP

Figure 1-21. Typical disposal bed.

MARK LINES HEIM
AT 10 MIN.
INTERVALS

MEASURING
STICK

Figure 1a-22. Percolation It of soil.

4

tilesystim" are commonly used tq refer to a disposal
bed of some type.

A disposal bed, shown in figure 1.21, consists of a
network of pipelines constructed with open joint.
Perforated pipes and tiles such as concrete tile.
vitrified clay tile, asbestos cement pipe. plastic pipe, or

,fiber pipe may be used., iq disposal beds. This type of
construction allows the soil to absorb the sewage

- liquid along the entire length of the lines. The liquid is.
uniformly distributed to the lines of the disposal bed
through a distribution box that is, connected directly to
the septic tank.

Bacteria! action. Bacterial action takes plac6 in
dispal beds near the surface of the ground! These
backria, unlike 'those in the septic tank, need oxygen
to 'survive. The bacteria are concentrated near the
surface because the oxygen decreases with depth.
There are more bacteria in light, sandy soils than in
tight, heavy, soils, because oxygen penetrates the light
soils in greater amounts. Disposal fields- that .are
deeper than 5 feet generally Rio not have suffiCient
bacterial action ,to render the liquids harmleSs. For this
reason, disposal field-pipes should be installed as close
td the surface of-the ground-as-possible

The distribution box insures equal flow to all lines
of the disposal field from the septic tank. This gives the
disposal bed h longer life.

Construction of drainage bed: You musf consider
several factors when constructing a drainage bed for a,
septic tank. You must know the general lay of.the land, _
the depth of the potable water; supply, the location of
lakes or surface streams, and the type of soil. The At
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figure 1.2; Install:won of open pont clay tile

subsurface tile system is the most common drainage
bed construction. It is used whenever space and soil.,
type yermit of when therkit no stream or pond nearby.
The length of piping necessary to handle the volume
of liquids in a subsurface drainage bed is dependent
upon the type of SOH and the volume of liquid to be
purified.

You should make a percolation test of. the sod to
determine die length of the drainage lines. To make
this test, t, dig a hOle 12 inches square to a depth equal to
that of the planned drainage bed. Place al-inch layer
of gravel in the bOttom of The hole and fill it-with-
witer.'lf ',the .soit is tight or contains a heaVy -claY
Content, alloy; the test hole to°stand overniffit, for a .

soaking period. If the soil is sandy and the water
disappears iery rapidly, no soaking period is
necessary, and you can continue the test. Refill thetest .

hole with water to a level of 6 inches above the gravel.
t

as shown in figure 1-22. Place a batter board across,
the toof the hole for a reference line and use a ruler
to record the leVel of the water in- the hole below the
batter board. Continue to measure the water level at
10,ininute, Intervals over a 30-minute period. The:
drbp'in water-level during the final it'minute integryal
is used to determine the' ercolation rate of the soil. A
.soil /type which ,absorbs up to I inch -of water in_ 10.
minutes or less rewires 18 inches of drainage per
gallon of `Liquid, Soil which requires 30 Minutes to
absorb 1 inch Of water, is not considered to' be
tatisfaCtory for a subturfacedrainage system. You--
shottld use least six test holes over the drainage bed
areaanddeterinine ar, average-percbration rate when
figuringsthe length;Of the drainage lines.

You should consoler the -geberal slope of the land
%tZwhen laying out the dEainage f*Idi and digthe trench

with' a fall of 2, to 6 incite:3 per 100-foot run., A trench.
--. should be 8 *tcr 24 inches wide, and at least J8 inches

15

SPLIT COUPLING , BUILDING
PAPER

s
Figure-1-24 Installation of perforated fiber pipe.

deep. Additional depth may be necessary to adjus,t.to'
the contour of the land or to give room for 6 inches of
gravel under the line. Several short lines are preferred
over a single long line, because if damage occurred to
any one line, most Of the field would still be
serviceable. A system which requires approximately
100 feet of drainage line should be laid out with either
three 35-foot lines or four, 2e-TOSt lineS. Space these
trenches from 6, to 10 feet apart. Be sure to place a `
layer of loose gravel in the bottom of the trench before
laying the pipe.

the drainage lines may be constructed of either tile
or perforated pipe: If clay the is used, you should aline
the sections in the trench with I /4- to I/2-inch gaps at
each joint. Place a strip of heavy building paper over
each joint, as shown in figure 1-23, to prevent trench
filLfrom entering,the pipe.

Wictiwising perforated fiber pipe to construct
drainage bitli; make the joints with standard split

83
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Figure 1.26 Cutting a taper on fiber pipe -

couplings as recommended by the manufacturer. Place
the pipe in, the trench with the perforations facing
downward, as shown in figure 1-24.

Fiber pipe is used, when it is available, because it is
easilfcut, fitted, and installed. You can cut it to any
length with a common handsaw, as shown in figure
1-25. A drop of oil.on the cut will prevent gumming
and binding of the saw blade.

By using a,tapering tool on the cut end, you cag
Make a new°taper for a joint, as shown in figure 1-26.
Be sure to read and Understand the operating
instructions before you use the tapering tool. You
must aline the tool on the pipe perfectly to make a cut
which is centered and has a uniform wall thickness..

By using a hammer and a board to drive the
coupling up to the joint, you can easily assemble fiber
pipe. The board should be wii&enough to cover the
end of the pipe. This pteveritfthe hammer blows from
damdging the pipe. Figure 1-27 illustrates the proper
way to use a hammer when you are assembling fiber
pipe.with connectors and fittings.

4*.

When a distiibution box is used, the bophiluld be
constructed so that the exit lines from the box to the
distribution lines are level. This insures a uniform
flow of liquid into each line. The inlet line to the box
from-the-septic tank should be constructed with tight
joints and nonperforated pipe to prevent waterlogging
of the soil around the tank.

If a distribution box is not used, you should
construct a manifold or header of nonpertbrated pipe
and fittings: as shown in figure 1-28. A single
discharge main from the septic ta)lk directs the liquid
flow into the header for distribution to the drainage
lines. -
. After the 'piping is installed in the trench. place

gravel.around and over the pipe to a depth at least 2
inches over the pipe. Then place a layer of building
paper on top of the gr,avel and fill the.remainder of the
trench with soil. The building paper prevents the soil
from settling Into the gravel. The trench should he
overfilled with 4 to 6 inches of soil to allow for settling
and to drain rainwater away from the trench. Some
times fiber pipe i3 connected to cast-iron pipe with
mortar. Cement-asbestos pipe is laid in the same
manner as other pipe, but a special coupling is re-
quired to connect it together. We discuss this coupling
in another volume.

Whenever limitations of space prevent the use of a'
drainage bed, you may use a percolating filter dry well
for disposition of the liquid waste from a septiclank.
This method works satisfactorily in soil which has a
hiet sand or gravel content with good drainage
characteristics. The dry well is built of brick or stZ.Ine
without mortar and with an earth bottom. The well
should be about 10 feet deep and not less than 4feet in
diameter. You can determine the approximate size by
allowing 1 square foot of wall surface for every 5
gallons of liquid received each day..At least two stacks
of inverted Y-fittings should be built into the well, aso
shown inligure 1 -29. to insure prpper air circulation.

1
PLACE, COUPLING ON TOOLED END BY HANQ

BEFORE THE P)PE IS IN THE TRENCH.

DRIVE COUPLING AT JOINT -*X" WITH HAMMER
AND BOARD TO MAKE-UP JOINT-Y7.

.

DRIVE HERE

SHORT 11 eND, WYE

:4-Figure 1.27 Making ilber pipe mints
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Figure 1-28 Drainage bed header

The entire well is then filled with crushed rock or
broken brick to a level approximately I foot beim,. the
inlet from the septic tank. The stacks extend above the
top of the fill material to permit air to enter and aid the
bacterial action in the well. The inlet should extend to
the center of the well and discharge through a deflector
which evenly distributes the liquid onto the filtering
material. The well should have a large vent, because an
adequate supply of air is essential for the operation of
the filter. The dry well filter should not be used when
there is danger of cwitamination. to an underground
water supply.

Whenever a stream or lake 1§ ntarby. an underdrain
filter bed, like the one shown in figure 1-30. may be

-4:1(

..1

CRUSHED
STONE

.

4
,

4
.1, ,

Figure I.29 Percolating filter drywell.

used to purify the liquici.from a septic tank before it is
dumped into a lake or stream. A filter bed is
constructed by digging a basin with sloping sides into
the ground. The basin should have a depth of at least 5
feet. and the sides should slope to direct the liquid to a

central collection area in the bottom of the pit. An
underdrain line is constructed at the bottom of the

Figure 1.111 Underdraih filter bed.
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basin of open joint clay tile and connected to a drain
line to the stream or lake.

This underdrain is covered with a layer of broken
stone to a depth of 4 inches. An 8-inch layer of gravel

0 is 'placed over the broken stone. A bed of pure sand
approximately 4 feet in depth is placed on top of the
gravel, and the top surface of the sand is leveled. A
distributor is built over the sand so that all parts of the
bed will receive equal amounts of the sewage liquid
from the septic tank. You can make a temporary and
inexpensive distributor of planks with a main trough
running through the center of the bed and branch
troughs to other parts of the bed. In areas where odors
cannot -be tolerated or where a permanent type
distributor i>1 desired, you should construct a_
subsurface open-joint tile distribution system on top of
the sand layer and cover it with a gravel and earth fill.
As the liquid seepsown through the sand, it comes in
contact with bacteria. Thii bacteria purifies the liquid
before it enters the underdrain pipe. The underdrain
pipe conducts the liquid into a strearror lake.

You should use a dischirge siphon in the discharge
chamber of the septic tank any time-you use a dry well
or a filter field for the disposition pf liquid waste. The
siphon discharges the waste at intermittent intervals
and allows the anaerobic bacteria in the tank time to
act on the organic matter in the liquid. Two "filter
fields may be used with an alternating flow of liquid to
each distributor. This system gives the bacteria I
greater time to work and allows the filtering material
in the field enough time to drain and air between
discharges from the siphon. =

'
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Exercises (207):

Choose the true statements concerning sewage
disposal beds by placing a T in the appropriate spaces.

I

Perforated pipes and tiles, sucit'as concrete.
vitrified clay, asbestos cement, plastic. and
fiber can be used in disposal beds.

2 Bacteria in disposal beds does not treed
oxygen to survive.

3 The distribution box insures equal flow to
all of the lines in the disposal field.

4 You must make a percolation test of the soil
to determine the length of the drainage bed
lines.

5 You should use at least six test holes over the
drainage lied area to determine the average
percolation rate.

6 A drainage bed requiring 100 feet of line
serves best if the pipe is laid in one straight
line.

7 Six inches of gravel should be plaCed under
the drainage lines.

8- Dry wells should have at least one stack of
-s nireDologogfitti ngs.

9 A deflector is used in dry wells to hold the
liquid for dosing.

10. You should use a discharge. siphon in the,.
. discharge chamber of the septic tank when a

dry well is used for the disposition of liquid
waste.

.
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CHAPTER 2

Structural Openings, Building Drains, Stacks, and Vents

WHEN PLUMBING systems are installed. openings
must be cut through various parts of the structure in
buildings regardless of the type of construction. On
some jobs. the plumber will have to install some parts
of the system. such as the building drain, soil pipes,
and stack base. before the-floor is installed. The
rough-in supply lines for fixtures and the waste and
vent piping are usually installed after the wall and roof
construction are started. On most installations the
plumber cannot set and connect the fixtures until the
finished wall is completely installed. The rough-in
plumbing is concealed by the finished wall: therefore,
it is very important that the supply and drainage
openings he properly located for installing the fixtures
because changef.will involve consider able expense and
loss of manhours. -

The drainage system of a building is that portion of
the sewer systemwhich carries away water and waste.
material which pass ttirough the fixtures In the
building. such as sinks, lavatories. urinals. showers.
bathtubs. and water closets. In general. the drainage.
system Of a building consists of a iguilding drain, the
stack. and the various f;xture vents and fixturedrains.
The drainage system must be adequate. and it must be
properly designed so that it can, handle the wastes
without difficultyli is of prime importance that the
system be completely leakproof and gastight. bebuse
sewer gases are deadly poisonous. This is important
also to prevent odors from being dissipated into the
building.

This chapter explains how to prepare openings in
the different types of materialsused in building
construction and how to reinforce openings. It also
covers building drains. stacks and vents. and
ventilating waste lines.

2- I Cutting Structural Openings

411 buildings, regardless of the type. of
coicstruction. will require that openings be cut through
various parts of the structure when, the plumbing
system is being installed. On some jobs. the plumber
pay haVe The opportunity to install such pans of the
system as the building draiq. soil pipes. and stack base
before the floc). is installed. The rough-in supply lines
for fixtures and the waste and vent piping may be
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installed after the wall and,roof construction has been
started. On most installations the plumber cannot
locate and connect the Thitures until the finished wall
has been installed. As the rough-in plumping is

. concealed by the finished wall, it is very important that
all supply and drainage openings be properly located
for installing the fixtures as any changes would involve ,
excessive expense and loss of man-hours.

208. List the types of construction used for wooden
buildings.

Building Construction Principles. N/Ppst buildings
are constructed of Wood. masonry products, or metal:

' and many buildings use these materials in some part of
the'structtire.

Either a box type or frame type construction is used
for wood buildings. The box type of construction uses
only a single-board thickness in the walls and has only
enough framework to support the floor and roof. This
type of construction is exposed because of the single-
board thickness of the walls.

The frame type of construction is used for wooden
buildings of a more permane nature. This type of
structure ha.1 a framework of wall studs. which arq
usually made of 2 x 4 or 2 X 6 lumber and then covered
on both.sides to form a double wall. The floor joists
and ceiling joists are used to support the floors rand
ceilings. and thetafters are used to support the ioof
decking. Figure 2- I shows the frame type of
construction for a house.

The supply system and drainage piping that are
located above the floor level are usually concealed
within the framework to give a clean and neat

%.

appearance.
Most structures that are to be permanent are built

with some type of masonry construction. They may be
3.built of concrete. or they may use covering of

brick. building blocks, or ston over a wooden
framework. Concrete buildings have exposed piping
for supply lines: pressure lines are never placed in
concrete because of the possibility of internal leakage.
Parts of the drainige° system may be covered by
concrete floors, but cleanout plugs must be installed at
certain points to insure access to the system fore-
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Figure 2- I Frame type house construetton.

maintenance. The wall plumbing is installeg in a I. What are the three types of materials commonly
veneer type of structure in Much the same wayss in a used to construct buildings?
wooden frame structure, because the plumbing can be
concealed in the framework.

Many fireproof buildings which are to be used for
storage or workshops are made of metal construction. 2. What, are the two types ot construction used to
A framework of structural steel or pipe is/built and. erect wooden buildings?

of stiuctur is exposed, because the insid walls are not
covered wi h sheet metal. Most plumbing in this

V.A., . 1.. usually sea ed. ,
7

-3. What type of construction- would you use in
Exercise's (208): . Wooden buildings that are to be pernianete

-
Answer the following questions relating to building ..

construction.
..
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4. 'With what types of materials are most permanent
buildings built?

5 Fireproof buildings that are used for storage and
workshops are usually constructed of what type
material?

0

.209. Provided a list of statements pertaining to the
location of openings. select the correct statements.

Determining the Location of Openings. The
location of the fixtures in a building must be known
before pipe is installed. because most piping is
installed to serve a fixture. The plumber gets this
information from the building or plumbing blueprints.
The exact model or type of fiXture to 'be used is
indicated on the specification sheets. The rough-in
dimensions for a particular fixture are specified by the
manufacturer. The plumber must use the dimensions
for locating the structural openings for the waste and
supply piping. After the plumber checks ovg the
blueprints and specification sheets, he should indicate
the location of the fixtures and the routing of the
supply and waste pipes within the structure. He should
examine the construction of the building or inspect the
plans to determine the difficulties that are likely to be
encountered in installing the pipes. He should notice
the spacing and direction in which the floor-beams
run. arnongother details. It may be necessary. in some
cases, to indicate on the work drawing the location of
the floor beams or other structural members.

Using dimensions from the manufacturer's rough-in
specifications. most plumbers locate the exact
positions of the openings for the fixtures first. After
the openings are cut in the structure., the routing of
pipe to reach these openings is determined. and the
openings through the other structural members are cut
to accommodate the pipes. Whenever holes are bored
with a brace and bit through a line of wall studs to
install a water supply pipe. the holes should be
centered in the studs. 'his minimizes the possibility of
weakening the structural members and damaging the
pipe with nails and screws. Many copper water lines;
have been pun'ctured by nails and screws when
wallboard or sheet sock has been nailed or screwed to
the studs. -

Exercises (209):

Select from the following statements those that are
correct by placing a C in the spaces provided.

You must know the location of fixtures /in a
building before you 44an determine the
openings for pipes.

(

2 The rough-in dimensions fora particular
fixture are specified by the manufacturer.
Engineers prepare a plumbing, work
drawing.

4 When a line of holes is bored in studs to
receive pipes. the holes should be centered
in the studs.

210. From given information covering cautions in
cutting structural openings, choose the true
statements.

Caution in Cutting Openings; The type of material
used for construction governs the actual cutting of the
openings. You should have some knowledge of the
strength of the structural beams which must be cut, and
you should seek advice from qualified engineering
personnel any time it appears that the strength of the
structure would be jeopardized. For example, in a
small residence the greatest floor load in the house
would be in the bath and kitchen areas because of the
weight of the fixtures and appliances to be installed in
these rooms. Undercutting of the floor joist could
result in sagging floors, cracking and falling of the
plaster, and. in extreme cases, possible collapse of the
floor. Whenever openings are cut through masonry
foundation walls or through wooden floors. especially
for routing pipes up and into side partitions, the holes
should be made to fit the pipe as closely as possible to
prevent rodents and insects from entering the building
through therm.

Exercises (210):

Choose the true statements by placing a T in the
appropriate spaces.

1 You should. consult qualified enginee ring
personnel any time it appeari that the
strength of a structure may be jeopardized.

2 The type of material used fo'r construction
"governs the actual Caning of openings.

3 Openings should be cut at least one size
larger than the pipe.

4 Undercutting of the floor joist could relkilt
in sagging floors.

4

2i1. Given a list of situations and tools used to cut
openings in wooden structures, match the correct
tool to the situation.

Cutting Holes in Wooden Structures. You should
use carpenter handtools for cutting openings in
wooden frame construction. Tools. such as braces.
auger bits. expansion bit's, keyhole saws. sabre saws.
portable reciprocating.saws. electric drill motors, and

warbor hole saws. may be used to cut openings in
wooden structures.

21
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Figure 2-2. Making an opening with a.kcyhole saw.

A brace and auger bit, expansion bit, or electric
drill motor and arbor hole saw will cut a clean hole for
the installation'of supply pipes. These bits and saws are
available in evariety, of sizes to accommodate your
needs. By ising an expansion bit or arbor hole-taw.
you can make.openings for 'small drains and waste
lines.. Y9u can make still larger openings for larger
0pm:such as soil pipe, soil pipe branches, and vent
pipes, by, using keyhole saws, sabre saws, or
reciprocating saws. The type of saw you will use will
depend-on the room you have to work. In close areas
you may have to use a keyhole saw. First, mark a
pencil or soap stone line representing the desired
opening, then drill a pilot hole on the line with a brace
and bit or drill motor and bit. You then start the cut
with the Keyhole saw at the pilot hole, as illustrated in
figure 2-2. You would use thi same procedures for
starting your cut if you were using a sabre saw or
reciprocating saw. Always be careful not to cut yotir
power , cord or any electrical lines when cutting
openings. . /

When power tools are not available, you can make a
rough opening through thick structural members, such

. as sole plates or floor joists, by boring-a series of holes
with brace and bit on the line marked for the opening.
Then you coil cut the material between the holes with a
keyhole saw or carpenter's wood chisel, as shown in
figure 2-3. When using this method, you should bore
the hides as -close together- as possible' on the portion
which runs across the grain to prevent splintering
when the material is cut between the holes.

/

To make square openings, bore holes at each cgrner
and use a keyhole saw to saw across the grain between
the holes. You can make the cut with the grain between
the holes with a wood chisel.

Exercises (211):

Match the tool(s) in column A to the situations in
column B by placing the letter(s) in the spaces
provided.

, Column A Column B

a. Brace and expansion hit I. . Cut drain and
b. Sabre saw. waste pipe opening.
c. Arbor hole saw . 2 . Cu openings.
d. Rxiprocaung saw. large drains. waste pipe. and
e. Keyhole saw. . vents.
f. Brace and bit. 3. Cut rough
g. Drill motor and bit. openings through structural
h. Wood chisel. 0 members when p6wer tools

are not avathible.

212. From a given list of statements and tools used
to cut openings in masonry structures, match the
tool(s)lo the statements.

Cutting Holes in Masonry Structures. Openings
for plumbing in masonry construction are usually
more difficult to make than in kvooden structures, and
they should be planned and formed, if possible, when

4.

MALLET.

WALL
STUD ,

WOOD CHISEL

CUTTING LINE
......-----

HOLES BORED CLOSE
TOGETHER ACROSS GRAIN

-GRAIN

0,

- 22
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Figure 2.3 (,sing a wood ..hisel ill c-ut an opening
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ES
Figure 2.4 Drilling a hole in masonry with a star drill

the concrete is poured. Ho Wever, you can cutopenings
for pipe in solid masonry or veneer structures when
necessary. If power tools are not available, you may
use star drills 'to cut openings up to V/2 inches. The
star drill,as four cutting edges and is available in
diameters from '/4 to 2'/2 inches'and in lehgths up to
24 inches. To make a cut. hold the pointed end of the
drill in position on the surface to be drilled and strike
the shank with a ball peen hammer, as shown in figure
2-4. During the drilling operation, rotate the rill one-.
eighth of a turn between hammer blows to insure faster
cutting action and an even and circular hole. The
drilling progress depends upon the sharpnes's of the
drill. the hardness of the masonry. and the impact
caused by the blows of the hammer.

Steel. twist bits, ,,,for drilling holes in masonry
construction, are al's° available for use with hand
braces and power drills. Figure 2-5 illustrates a bit
used with a power drill. The hand-operated masonry
drill works well for mortar joints in brick anclf stone
veneer construction. You must use either the power or
harid-operated drill it when making an opening
through a wall that is constructed of masonry building
blocks. These blocks have hollow, centers, and the
striking of a star drill with a hammer may break out a
large section' of the block to the extent that it would
need replacement. If you need several holes cut. you
should have a job order sent to the masonry shop.

Exercises (212):

Match the 'tool(s) in
column B by placing
provided. Two or more
blank.

column A to the situations in
the number(s) in the spaces
numbers are required for each

Column A Column B

I. Power drill a. Cut holes in
2. Ball peen hammer masonry structures using
3. Twist bits handtools.
4. Star drill. , b. . Cut holes in
5. Hand brace masonry structures using

power equipment

213. 'Given a list of situations concerning cutting
openings in metal structures, check the correct
statements. , ,

Cuttfng Holes in Metal Structures. The
preparation of openings in metal buildings is probably
the, most dangerous of any type of construction
because of the danger of cutting your hands on the
sharp edges of the metal. Most of the jobs that require
the cutting of openings in metal involve either
corrugqted aluminum, galvanized iron siding, or this'
steel Oriels, which are used in partition walls. Straight
line or semicircular cuts are made in these materials
wIti a sharp cold chisel-and-hammerTake-care to

23
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Figure 2.5. Masonry drat bit.

center the cutting edge of the chisel on the material
after each hammer blow to prevent the chisel from
slipping and possibly injuring your hand. You may
also make cuts by using the cold chisel to make a small
opening and then continuing the cut with metal shears.
To cut small circ ulatopenings for pipes, make a pilot
hole with a nail or small drill bit, and use the tapered
end of a center punch to enlarge the hole to the desired
size. As the center punch is forced into the smaller
hole, the metal rolls under and burr results. Remove
the edge of the burr with a half-round file in order to
make a neat, round hole.

OpeningS. in heavy steel plates or structural
members are either sawed, drilled with a power drill,
or cut with a cutting torch and tip. /

Structural members in a metal 'building should
never be cut or altered without prior approval of
engineering personnel. Minimum sizes of structiol
steel that will safely support the structure are normally
used during construction because of the weight
problems. Therefore,,if you cut the structural
members, you may materially weaken the building.

Figure 2.6 Miffed opening in the center of 'beam.

24

Figure 2-7. Reintbrong a bean' that is undercut

Exercises (213):

Check the correct .statements by lacing a
checkmark (.0 lir he appropriate spaces.

I Straight line cuts in steel pan are made
with cold chisels and hamm

2 To make small circular openi gs for pipes in
iron sidings, make a pilot ho e and enlarge
the hole pith a tapered punch.

3 There is no need to consult engineering
personnel when cutting openings in
structural members. .

4 Openings in. steel plates may be cut with a'
cutting torch.

214. Provided a list of situations concerning the
reinforcing of openings, select the correct situations.

Reinforcing Openings.- Since the structural
members of buildings are weakened when openings for
pipes and, fixtures are installed by the plumber, it is
important for you to learn when and how to reinforce
these openings.

The plumber should reinforce the building
structure when openings are cut in its members for
plumbing equipment any time he thinks that gm
wooden type of construction .needs additional wall.

itudS, floor joists, or applicable bracing. Some
fixtures, such as wall-hung lavatories or kitchen sinks,

Figure 24. Reinforcing a ham that is overeut.
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.1147gurt 2.9 Hanger supports.

need mounting boards, and they must be built into the
studding and braced before the finished wall is

installed by the carpenter. Structural beams are
reinforced whenever they are cut for installing pipe.
Figure 2.6 illustrates a pipe opening that has been cut
through the center of a beam. This cut does not
materially weaken the strength of the beam unless the
diameter of the opening exceeds one-third of the
distance across the beam. This type of opening is
generally cdnsidered to cause less damage to the
structural member than do, other types of cuts.

Openings for larger pipes in structural beams are
usually undercut or overcut. Figures 2-7 and 2-8
illustrate the accepted methods for reinforcing beams
when they are cut in this manner. When a beam is
undercut, you should place across the notch i strap
iron brace that is fastened with lag screws, as shown in
figure 2-7. This prevents the beam from sagging when
weight is applied to it. A method used to reinforce a
beam that is overcut is shown in figure 2-8. As you can

77
see, a block of woad is wedged and nailed into the
notch to prevent the been from sagging.

Structural members should be reinforced when
there is doubt about the strength of a member after
openings for pipe are cut.

Exercises (214):

Select the correct situations concerning reinforcing
openings by placing a C in the spaces provided.

I A beam that has a hole cut in the center is
not weakened unless the opening exceeds
one-third the distance across the beam.
Plumbers do not have to reinforce structural
openings.

3 Undercut beams should be reinforced with
an iron strap and leg screw

4. Overcut beams can be4WpOrted w ith
plumber's putty.

5 You should reinforce structural openings
when there is doubt after openings are cut.

215. Select the correct methods of alining,
supporting, and hanging pipe.

Alining, Supporting, and Hanging Plumbing
Lines. Plumbing lines must be alined carefully. If the
fittings and joints are cocked, they tend to create
stoppage and affect the efficiency of the lines. The
plumbing lines must be checked periodically for
shifting. Some of the things that cause hanger
alinements to shift are settling of the structure, shifting
of the soil, and, in some cases, pressure through the
lines. A carpenter's level can be used to check the pipe'
alinement. Plumbing lines require support at close
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intervals to prevent sagging, which usually results in
breakage.

Horizontal cast -iron runs of piping must be
suspended by means of substantial iron ring hangers,
as shown in figure 2-9. These hangers are placed
approximately 5 feet apart. It is advisable to locate the
support as close to the calked joint as possible.
Vertical cast-iron soil -pipe should be supported at,its
base and at each floor level.

Galvanized steel or wrought-iron pipe lines can be
suspended for I2 -foot intervals. They are more
durable than cast iron and, therefore, require less
support. These pipes should be supported and hung
with supports and hangers of like materials.

Vertical copper tubing 11/2 inches in diameter and
smaller should be supported at 4-foot intervals. larger
copper tubing should be supported at each floor level.
Horizoinal copper tubing up to 11/2 inches in diameter
should be supported ilTeast every -6 -feet; copper piping
larger than 11/2 inches in diameter will be supported at
intervals not to exceed 10 feet.

There are no established standards on supporting
plastic pipe and tubing. However, some manufacturers
recommend that plastic pipe and tubing should be
supported every 24 to 36 inches, and that plastic straps
should be used for support. Runs of piping installed
between wooden joists or steel joists must be
supported on substantial wood or pipe headers that are
spiked or otherwise fastened solidly to the building
framework.

Exercises (215):

Select the correct methods of alining
and hanging pipe by placing an X in
provided. ,

.._. I Horizontal cast-iron soil pipe._ should- be
-supported with hangers approximately 5 feet
apart.

2 Hangers should be located as close to the
;4calked joint( as possible. -

Vertical soil pipe should be supported at
every joint.

4 Galvanized steel can be suspended at 12-
foot intervals.-=

5 Horizontal copper tubing 11/2 inches and
less in diameter should be supported a
maximum distance of at least 6 feet.

supporting
the spaces

2.2. Building Waste Systems

Now that you have learned how to prepare and
reinforce openings in the structural Members of
buildings for installing pipe and fixtures for plumbing
systems, you are ready to learn how to install a
plumbing system. Let's Mart with the building drain.

216. Gi'ven a list of statements 'pertaining, to
building drains, mark thecorrect statements.

Building Drains. The building drain is that part of

F
the system under the building, shown lit figure 2.10,
which receives the discharge from the soil and waste
stacks and carries it to the building sewer. You must
plan carefully when laying out the building drain and
locating the fittings for the soil and waste pipes, which
are made of cast iron, copper, or plastic.

The building drain usually begins at a point of
connection with'a soil or waste stack and continues to
a point at least 3 feet outside the building foundation

r . tie-in to the house sewer, as illustrated in figure
.,10. The drain is located below the floor and may he

partially underground or suspended from the
baseinent ceiling. The upper end of the drain is usually
attached' to a combination wye'and 1/8 bend which
resth on a,brick or concrete base in constructions
without baseMents. In constructions with basements.
the combination wye and 1/8 bend and building drain
are anchored rigidly to the fieor---joists. The
combination wye and 1/8 bend is usually equipped
w;h a cleanout plug and acts as a base for the stack.
The stack is the vertical pipe which directs the sewage
,flow from above to the drain. The number of stacks
required and their exact locations are determined by
the location of the fixtures.

0

26

Exercises (216):

Mark the correct statements by placing a
checkmark (j) in the appropriate spaces.

I The building drain begins at .the soil and
waste2stack and continues to a point at least
3 fedt outside the foundation.

2 The building drain is always covered with
dirt.

3 Building drains and stacks are connected by
means of a combination wye and 1/8 bend.

4 The stack base is usually equipped with a
cleanout plug.

FIXTURE FIXTURE UNIT
$VALUES

W4er Closet 6
Urinal 5

Lavatory 1

Kit6lisri Sink '2

Slop Sink 3

'Flobr Drain -1

Shower 2

Laundry Tub. F. 2 -
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Diameter Fall of Pipe Per Foot in Inches
of Pipe

(Inches) /8 1/4 1/2

2 ., 21 26
.2 1/2 24 31 .

3 27 36
4 180 216 250
5 390 480 575
6 700 840 1,000

Figure 2.12 Capacities of piping in fixture units.

217. State factors to consider when sizing building
drains.

Sizing the Building Drain. Building drains must be
large enough to carry off all the, water and waste
materials that may be discharged into them at any one
time. To select the proper sized building drain, you
must first calculate the maximum discharge of water
and waste materials into it. This is done by calculating
the total indiyidual fixture unit valuesdischarged into
it from the various branches through the stack and
waste system. i

The fixture unit corresponds to 7'/2 gallons or I
cubic foot of water that an ordinary lavatory would
discharge into the stack in an Interval of I minute. All
other fixtures commonly used in plumbing
installations have been tested for maximum flow, and
the fixture unit values have beep established for each.
as shown in the fixture table in figure 2-11.

Suppose you want to know t'he maximum size of a
building ,drain for a plumbing system that has two
water closets, two lavatories, a slop sink, a kitchen
ink, a .pair of laundry tubs, two floor drains, and a

s ower. First. determine the number of fixture units in
e installation by multiplying the total number of

each type of fixture by the fixture unit values, as shown
in figure 2-11. Total the fixture unit values. in this case
it is 27 Then. to determine the diameterof the soil
piper° be used for the building drain, refer to figure
2.12. Continuing with the aboxe example. which has a
total fixture unit value of 27 units, and assuming a fal-1
of 1/4 inch per foot. we find that it would take a pipe 3
inches in diameter for the building drain.

Exercises (217):

I What is the first step in selecting the proper size
pipe for building drains?

27
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2. How much water will an ordinary lavatory
discharge into a stack in a 1-minute interval?

3. What is the total fixture unit value for 2 Water
closets. 3 lavatories. and 2 showers?

218. Distinguish between accurate and inaccurate
statements concerning installation of buildink
drains.

Installation of the Building Drain. After you have
determined the location of the building drain and the
stack. you are ready to make the installation. The
fitting, which serves as a stack base on whi h the stack
is constructed, must be positioned and inst Iled when
the building drain is fabricated. Figure 2-10,1 ustrated
how a sanitary tee is used as a stack base. Notice 'the

'cleanout plug, which is Installed in the,tee for future
maintenance of the system. The 90° wye in the
building drain was installed, in this case. to connect a
4-irch waste pipe to serve the .kitchen area of the
building. The blocking under the stack base is
necessary to position the fitting under the floor
opening for the stack and to prevent the stack base
from settling when the weight of the stack is added.
The building drain is positioned ulgrade, and the fall
should not exceed /4 inch per fOot of run. Afterthe
location of the fittings in the drain is determined. the
measurement for the pipe,run between the fittings can
t)e determined. The measurements between the fittings
must be made between the center of the fittings.
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Exercises (218):

Mark the accurate statements, by placing a

checkmark (j) in the appropriate spaces.
I The fitting that serves as a stack base must be

pOsitioned and installed when the, building
drain is fabricated.
The blocking under the stack baSe is not
necessary.

3' The building drain fall should not exceed
1/4 inch per foot, .

4. The measurements between fittings should
be from hub to spigot.

2-3.'Stacks and Vents

In the last section, you learned that the building
drain is that part of the plumbing syste under the
building whielt receives the discharge,fid the soil and
waste stacks and carries it to thst)ifildi g seiver. You
also learned how to determine ike pro r size'of the
drain. and how to install it, To contin e studying this
system, we shall now turn our attend n td stacks and
vents. 6

219. Given some types of stacks and a list of
statements pertaining to stacks and materials, match
She stack' o the correct statement.

Types or Stacks and Material Used: The stack is a
vertical assembly of soil. waste or vent pipe: Stacks
are usually installed in the wall between the floors of
.buildings. or in other conceal d places. The vertical

extension of the,stack which projects through the root
is known as the stack vent.

The layout and construction of the stack in. a
plumbing system probably requires as much
knowledge and skill on the part of the plumber as any
of the other jobs_ he may perfo4 Accurate
measurement is necessary to insure proper positioning
of the fittings in the stack for soil branches, waste
branches, and vent piping-to the various tixtures. The
fittings and pipe must be as§embled in perfect
alinement. because most'stacks are concealed in wails
whefe space is limited.

There are twang types of stacks used in the vari7ius
plumbing syStems. An plumbing systems will have one
or more of the following-stacks. ,

Surcl, The term "stack" is used to identity. the
vertical main pipe in a plumbing waste system A

particular staclemay be further defined by the f unction
it perfOrms in the system.

-

° Surd, group. Stack group is a term applied' to the
location of fixtures in relation to the stack so that. by
Means of proper fittings. vents may be reduced to a
minimum.

Main stuck. Every building .in which plumbing is
installed should havg at least one main stack. %vhil.lt
should run undiminished in size and as directly as
possible from the buildingrain to fresh' air above the
roof. (See fig. 2-13.)

Wa.firsiaif. A waste stack is the veriical pipe that
carries was from any fixture, except wjtter closets. to
a junctionwith the soil pttx or to the building drain...is
shown in figure 2-13. Waste,staacs pay be as small as

2 inchesin diameter. the size of the pipe is dot:1'1111111:d
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°o.
by the number and type.of fixtures connected to thLv
stack

.S,nt sun A.A soil stack is the vertical main pipe that
carries human waste to a junction witlfa soil pipe or to
the building drain. as shown 'in figure 2-13. The
plumbing codes s cify that a soil stack must he
constructed of, pi with a imnimum diameter of 3
inches.

Stn/ ruin sva.ctr,ctuck. A soil aod waste stack...is a
vertical pipe which received the discharge from soil
and waste branChes. (See fig. 2-14.)

Vent wad.. A vent stack is a vertical pipe which
provides circulation of air through the drainage
system. The vent stack ma} lie constructed on top of a
soil stack, but only die portion of the pipe which is
above the highest fixture rim or waste branch inlet is
considered to be the vent stack. as you can see in figure
2-13

Souk rent. The stack vent is the extension of a soil
or waste stack. that portion of the pipe which is ahove
the highest fixture or hram.h inlet. (See fig. 2-13 )

Mutertls. Stacksiand waste pipes may be installed
with materials such as bell and spigot cast-iron soil
pipe. no-huh cast-iron soil pipe. and galvanized steel.
plastic. copper. or brass pipe. The principal Abjection
to the use of copper or brass for soil and waste pipes is
its initial high cost: otherwise. it has proven very
satisfactory. L'suallythe engineers specification sheets
will specify the type of materials to be used.

,Exercises (219):
0.

Match the following stacks in co lumn A ui the
statements in column B by placing the correct term in
the space promded

As
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( ',hum? -I

I Stack
2 Soil stack

Waite stack
4 Vent stack
5 Stack %ent

C,,frirtin Ii '
a The vertical main

pipe that carries
human excrement to
a iunctionwith a soil
pipe or building
dram

h A %ertical pipe which
provides circulation
of air through the

t drainage system.
c The vertical main

pipe in a plumbing
ua%te system

d The extension of q,
soil or %%asie stack

e They ertical Pipe that
carries waste from
any fixture except the
water Closet

Diameter Of Pipe
(Inches)

Fixture Units`
Pet , Stack

3 60
4 ,,, 500
5 -- 1, 100
6 1, 900
8 3, 600

10 ° 5, 600
. 12 ° 8, 400

Figure 2-1 a Stack table
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CAST IRON CLOSET

FLOOR FLANGE

Figure 2.16 Installation 01 sanitary tee and closet bend.

220. Select the correct statements perthining to the
sizing of stacks.

a

Sizing the Stack. The method of sizing the stack is
similar to that of sizing a building drain. You must
first calculate the maximum unit values of waste
discharged into tke stack. Do this by using the fixture
table in figure 2- II. After determining the total fixture
Urtit values, convert the values to pipe diameter by

using the stack table in figure 2 -15. The minimum size
of pipe used in .a stack should be 3 inched in diameter:
however, a pipe 4 inches in diameter is preferred.

Exercises (220);
Identify the .correct statements pertaining to sizing,

of stacks by placing a checkmark (V) in the
, appropriate spaces.

I Calculate the ifximum discharge of waste
,in terms of fixture unit values.

2 Convert the values to pipe diameter.
3 Use minimum number of unit fixture values.

A. Always use a 4-inch soil pipe for the stack.

221. Prtivided a list of fittings, select th&fitting that
.should be installed first when assembling stack and
select correct statements concerning stack fittings.

Stack Layout. After you have determined the waste
stack and waste connections and have selected the
fittings for thesecohnections, you are ready to lay out
the stack: But first, you must cut the structural
openings for the stack. The stack base should be
installed at the time the buildh drain is fabricated. If

30

no provisions were made for testing or cleaning the
drain at the stack base, a test tee should he installed as
the first fitting on the stack base. The next bitting
installed-on a soil stack is usually a sanitary tee to
accomodate the soil branch or closet bend. Other
fittings are added in their proper order to complete the
stack. The measurements for cutting. this pipe must be

made between the center lines of the fittings. The pipe
cuts are made with a hammer and chisel or other
appropriate tools. After the pipes are cut, put thestack
together for a trial assembly. and doublecheck the
measurements for accuracy.

Exercises (221):
In exercise 'I Weer the fitting to he installed first

when assembling a stack. Next, select the correct
statements by placing a C in the appropriate spaces.

1 (a) Long tee.
(b) Straight tee.
(c) Test tee.
(d) Reducing tee.

7 The second fitting installed on a soil stack is

usually a sanitary tee.
3. The stack base is installed after the iest tee is

installed,
4. You should dobblecheck your

measurements for accuracy..

222. Given a list of situation.% concerning stack
assembly, choose those that are correct.

Stack Assembly. The assembly of the stack in a
building that is under construction is completed in Mo

operations. The first part of the stack. which is located
below the floor level, is constructed first. and then the
portion above the floor is completed. The plumber
must determine the portion of the work that can he
done with the pipe and fittings inplace and the portion
that must be fabricated before it is set in plate. There

1

Figure 2.17 Installalion ut r1111''11:111 16101Ing
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Figure 2.1 tt Single ',time to 'thrall) tented

iiiust he sufficient space around the fittings to use the
oakum and lead packing tools and the necessary head
room ifor pouring molten "lead ,into the joints. The
installation of *sanitary tee and closet bend beneath a
suhfloor and between the floor joists is shqwn in figure

This portion of the stack must be fabricated
before it is placed in its final position. because the
Working area is too small.

The fittings must' be alined so that the -are
within the confines of the wall area when you install

Figure ''1.19 PTur it ttures unit vented'

. ,

f
; p ,

Figure Battery of lavatories cluit.vented

the pc ytion of the stack above the floor level. because
that part of the stack is usually, encased in the wall.
When portions of the stack are Assembled before the
wall is framed. use a carpenter's level to insure that the
stack is constructed in a truly vertical position.

After the stack is completed. brace it with wood
supports at the branch openingsno prevent it from
moving or shifting. In multistory construction.
stack should be supported as it passes through each
floor level. The pipe horizontal to the stack should be
supported near its connection to the stack. This will
support the weight of the horizontal Pipe and lessen

'the stress on the stack.

31,
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Figure 2.21 11.ter eloset Kittery loop vent.
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Figure 2.22. Group ut fixtures with Net vents

'Exercises (222):

Choose the correct situations by placing an X in the
spagei provided.

I The assembly of theme k in a building.
under construction tsSmpreted in two

2. The fittings must Ile alined so that they are
within the confines o6 the wall.

3. Astratiiit should be usZd to aline the stack in
a vertical position.

4 The stack should' be supported as it passes
through each floor level.

.

223. Provided a list, of statements associated with
topping out stacks, mark the true statements.

clopping Out of Stacks. After ,the stack is
completed, itis run through the roof to form a vent
terminal. The pipe through the roof must be full size
or larger and must project through the roof at. least 6

FLOOR

STACK
VENT

WATER

CLOSET

. inches. Raising the stack through the roof and
installing the roof flashing. as shown in figure 2-17. is
a simple procedure on new installations hefore the
roof is shingled. Cutting the hole and placing the root

''flashing to secure a leakproof projection of the stack
through the roof is more difficult when you are
remodeling an old building where the roof is already
in,stalled. The opening in the rifof is made watertight
by roof flashings. On shingled roofs, extend the coot
flashing under two courses of shingles,,above the pipe.
On -flat roofs, place the flashing between

over
of

roofing material with the finishing layer over the top
of the flashing. Roo' flashings are available in a
number of different sizes and the size of flashing used
depends ,gpo0 the size of the main and waste vents,
which are the portions of the stack that project through
the roof, as shtvn in figure 2:13. 1p,certifin areas of
the country, it is possible for frost to close the vent at
the roof outret when the vent is exposed to
temperatures below freezing. The air within the stack
and vent pipes in the building is usually very close to
the moisture saturation point. When this very huntid
air is emitted from the main and waste vent. It

condenses and freezes if it is exposed to extremely cold
teniperatures. One way to prevent frost from closing
the vent is to increase the pip4 a size or two larger than
the vertical stack. Another method that can be used in
extremely cold climates is to install a high lead
flashing, which provides an insulating pocket of air
between the flaihingand thSend of the main and waste
vent above the roof. The air pocket is open to the heat
of the building and provides an inierniediate.warming
area for gases leaving the main soil and waste vent.

Exerciies (223):

Mark the true statements by placinga T in the
spaces provided.

I The stack must extend through the roof full
size or larger.

2 The stilled-al opining where the stack
passes through-is sealed by a roof flashing,

LOOP VENT

RELIEF VENT

W ATER WATER
CLOSET CLOSET

li

WATER
CLOSET

CLEAN OUT

z_ -1Iat - '41=11r-1PMu du minim ow railhaillummilla in =NOW
4.

Figure 2.23. A group of fixtures relief vented.

I
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'INLET OR
SIDE

OUTLET OR
.4-DISCHARGE SIDE

'A" DIRECT SIPHONAGE

SINK

WASTE PIPE

LAVATORY

"81" INDIRECT $1PHONAGE*

Figure 2.24 buss of sater seal.

One way to prevent frost buildup in the stack
is to extend its length by 6 inches.

4 Stacks should extend through roofs at least.6
inches.'

9

224. Match the definitibnof vents to the specific
Nittypes of vents.

Types of Vents. There are several approved
niethuds)or venting a plumbing system. The type of
vent that is used depends upon the design of the
huilding.,the number of fiXtures. and the manner in
which they are grotiped. On small. single -story
plumbing installations. where the fixtures are grouped
and located so that the fixture traps attach directly to
the fittings in. the stack. no eadditional venting is
necessary other than the stack vent. In buildings where
the fixtures are located away from the stacks or in
multistory buildings where fixtures are installed in the
upper floigs. a main vent. as shcrn in figure 2. 14.
may t* necessary to insure adequate venting for the
system. The types of vents. of which you may find one
or wore in a vent installation. are the main. individual.
unit. circuit. loop, wet. and relief vents.

Main vent. The main vent is a vertical-vent pipe that,
runs parallel to the soil or waste stack and serves,as a
terminal foi the vent piping from the individual

"C:' CAPILLARY ATTRACTION

cKE -.096

fixtures. It is an integkal part of the vent system of a
plumbing installation and is constructed in
conjunction with the waste stack. The main vent
connects full size at its base into the soil or Itaste stack
through ail/slitting at a point below the lowest fixture
branch. It extends full size through and above the foof
or to a point of connection with the stack vent above
the highest fixthre branch.. The fitting for this.
connection is referred to as the main vent tee. which is

' also shown in figui-e 2-14. In most installations, the
main vent is located within a few feet of the waste
stack. but it may be offset as much as necessary where
special problems exist. Notice the location of the waste
connections in the main stack in figure 2-14 and also
the future trap vent terminals, which are designated by
A, B, C. and D and will be used for venting purposes
only, .

, Indivtdual vent. The installation of a single fixture
when a main yent is used is illustrated in figure 2-18.
Notice the drainage through the waste pipe to the waste
stack. The vent pipe above the trap is connected to the
main vent. This method of venting a fixture is referred
to as an individual vent. The yent piping must rise
vertically at least 6 inches above the fixture rim before

*changing the direction for connection to the main
vent. The fixture is said to be dry vented. because there
is no drainage. flow through the vent piping in the

33
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system. The individual vent is the most'pdpularaype of
vent installation used in plumbing systems. It is

adaptable to all types of fixtures' and prevents both
direct and indirect siphoning.

Unit vent. Fixtures that are mounted side by side or
back to back on a wall, as shown in figure 2.19, are
unit vented. A unit vent, sometimes called a dual vent.
is a vent pipe installed to protect two fixture traps. The
vent pipe connects to the main vent when a stack is
located nearby or may .extend individually through the
roof. When the vent extends through the roof. the
vertical pipe may be referred to as- a unit vent and
drain instead of a waste stack.

'Circuit tent. A battery of fixtures, such as a group of
lavatories in a large public latrine. may be/ circuit
vented. A circuit vent extends from the main vent to
connections on the horizontal soil or waste branch

*pipe between the fixture cohnections. as shown in
figure 2-20. The maximum number of lavatories or
other fixtures that are permitted on any one vent
circuit is eight.

Lbop veht. A-loop vent is similar, to the circuit vent.
except it ties into the soil or waste stack. This type of
vent is used primarily in single story buildings. but,it
may be'used on the top floor of multistory buildings.
Figure 2-21 illustrates a water closet battery loop vent.

Wet vent, Sometimes. it is permissible to wet vent a
fixture trap.. A wet vent is that portion of the pipe
through which liquid wastes must flow frOm another
fixture which is.itself individually veined. A shower
trap which is wet vepte& Ihrough the lavatory waste
pipe is illustrated in figure. 2-22.

Relief vent. A relie' vent (see fig. 2 -23) is installed
to prevent excessive pressure from developing in the

VENT STACK

BACK VENT

-THREAD D
JOINTS

'WASTE PIPE
'ilaK4

/A STACK

LEAD
JOINT

LAVATORY
CONNECTION

Figure 2.23 I.,Iyatory 1),1.i,yent.A1

drainage system that may cause siphonage or hack
pressure,to nearby,fixturtes. This pressure is relieved at
congested points where the tlow tendS to deelop
slugs. causing overloads on, the drainage system
because of the lack of proper iur circulation. .

Where water flowing. in a horizontal pipe is offset to
a vertical: there) is .a tendeni:y for the water to
accelerate and, it 'could siphon the fixtures installed
close to the offset. A relict vent dissipates this negative
pressure by introducing air and prevents siphoitilge tit
the fixture traps in its path. Whenever the winer in a
trapis removed. thetrap loses its seal. Trap seal loss is
usually caused by direct S'iphonage. indirect siphonage.
evaporation, or capillary action. (See fig. 2-24

Back vent. In most one-story plumbing installations
where the lavatory is near the stack. it drains through a
waste pipe into the soil or waste stack. The lavatory,' is

then vented into the stack above the drain. as show n in
figure 2.25. This is referred to as a back vent

Exercises (224):

"Match the vent in Column A with The correct
definition in column B.

Co/iiiiin 4

Unit.
Relief
Main.
Loop

Column 8

I, _ vent Is verts.al
'vent pipe that runs parallel
to the soil or waste stack

a A vent ventswitixtures
mounted side by side

3 A vent verits. a Ntiery
tai fixturtz, mil single story
buildLng'

i4 A vent proems ex
-.cessive pressure !ruin
- developing in the drainage

system

225. °Match the type of trap seal losi with its
definition.

Trap Seal Loss. Whenever the water 'in a trap is
removed, the trap loses its seal. Trap seal loss is usually
caused by capillary action. direct siphoning. indirect-
siphoning. and evaporation!

Capillary action. The loss of the Water seal in a trap,
due to capillary action is caused by some foreign
object lodged in the trap: the object acts as'a wick and
carries the water from the trap over the outlet side

I down the-drain. The common ohjem. that may cause
,this problem 'are- rags. linti string, and hair.

I Direct Aiplioniny. Direct,siplioning is the result orTii`
pressure frwer than atinospherie presstire on the .

,discharge side oca trap.°This condition ititivbs the
atmospheric pressure on' the fixture side of the trap to -

push 'the water seal through the trap and down into the
waste pipe. Direct siphoning usually occurs when,
usingunvented traps which serve liivatooes.

Indirect siphonitig. Indirect siphlining-isthe hiss of
the water seal in a trap. sometimes reterred to .ts

.
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* siphonmg by momentu caused b) the discharge of a
..

large volume ot water fkom a fixture that is installed
one or more floor levels ltove the affected fixture and

- trap. The discharge, of t e water tends t() reduce the
pressure on 'the discharge side of the trap and thus to
break the seal.

Etriration. The loss of the water seal in a trap
caused by evaporation is not as important as ii loss

caused by either direct or indirect siphoning. The loss
of water tram a trap by evaporation occurs only when
the fixture is not used for a considerable length of
time. The rate of evaporation of the water in a trap

0 depends upon the humidity and tempefature of the
atmosphere. A. trap located in a place where the

_I
temperatureiis high and the air is dry will tend to lose
its water seaLby evaporation more rapidly than one in 41

a cool and damp room. it is difficult to stop the
evaporation of water from a trap when it is being used
only occassionally. but the installation of a deep seal
traptsia partial solution. A deep seal trap has a Water.
sealeof about 4 inchesinstead of the usual 2 inches.

"o

4.

a

Since there is more water in a deep seal trap, it takes a
longer time to evaporate the water and break the seal,

Exercise (225):

Match the type of trap seal loss in column A with
the correct definition in column B by 'placing the
appropriate letter in the spaces provided.

Co/imin

a Directsiphonage.
h Indirect siphonage
c capillary action.

35
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Colunin B

I Trap seal Moss
taused by -foreign
()beets lodged in

trap
2. Trap seal loss as a

result of a pressure
lov.er than ,at
rnospheric pressure
on the dischlrge
side ot }he trap.

3. Trap seal loss
caused by momen-
tum
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CHATTER 3

.

Roughing-in Vents and Waste Lines

THE ROUGH -.[N for the fixture vents and waste lines
is done after the subtloor, studs. and roof are installed
when a building is being erected. However, in some
types of:building construction, part of the plumbing is

.placed below the concrete floor. Since 41tS and waste
lines are installed at, different times in different types
of construction. it is very important for you to know
when to install them in oiler to save expense and time.
This chapter covers :walk n'aigh-tn for lavatories.
urinals, bathtubs, shqwers. ,:vater'closets, and floor and
roof drains.

e.

3-1. Waste Rough-1n for Lavatories
Be sure you have a working drawingto follow when

you install the waste rough-in plumbing for a Javatory.
The right type of vent system and the correct
installation of the waste pipes are necessary to insure
proper operation of the lavatory with a minimum
amount of maintenance.

, .

226. Given a list of statements and responses
concerning vents, match the correct responses to the
statements. \

Planning the Installation. The seal for each fixture
trap in a plumbing system should be protected from
siphoning bia properly installed vent pipe. The' type

of vent used is determined by tlynurnber !Ind location
of the fixtures and the building layout. Fittingsfor vent
pipe connections must be located and installed in the
stack at the' time the stack is laid out and fabricated.
The, fittings must have the proper sized hub or tapped
branch openings for connecting the ,vent pipe, The
table shown in figure 3 -I indicates the pipe sizes for
vent lines to various types of fixtures.

Plumbing codes reguRte the size of pipe for a'
, particular type of vent. The size of the pipe used fora
soil stack vent or a waste stdclevent must be no less
than the diameter of the soil or waste stack pipe. When
a main' vent is added to a stack. the main vent. pipe
must have a diameter of at leas; one-half the diameter
of the stack it seiVes.but in no case can the main vent
pipe be less than 11/4 inches in diameter.

-The diameter of an individual veithiipe may. not-be
less thanl'/Iinches and should not he less ,than

half the diameter of the waste-pipe to which it is

connected. The diameter of a circuit or loop vent may

not be less than the diameter of the soil or waste
branch or the main vent diameter. whichever is the
smaller. .4

The vent pipe should be free of traps and connected
in a manner so that any liquid in the pipe w drip
back into the stack by gravity-flow Pipe used for ems
may be made of cast iron. wrought iron. steel. copper.
or plastic. Iron pipe is preferred for small-siied ents

because it is easily installed. Threaded fittings' thr.s,itigh
which waste water passes should he of the recessed type
to avoid stoppages.

4
Exercises (226):

Match the Correct responses do ,the statements by
placingthe appRipriate letter(s) (a. q.). c. or LI) m the

'spacesirovided.
Siataliriai 6

____ I When a main vent Is
added to a stack. the

4s1 main veil pipe must
be at least
The diameter in an
unlit !dual. son pipe,
should not he lev(
than
A circuit venrmust
not he less than the
diainetiif lit the

4 The vent .pipe:must
he

t inch
b onehalt the .lie .ti 'he 'task

It wive.
tree'ot tr.tin

d wtl branch it sere.

Fixture÷ ',
'.'

Minimum size
of vent in inches

-

Lavatory ,

Drinking fountain
Sink
.§hower
Bathtub
Laundry tub
Slop sink
Water closet.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1 / 4

1 / 4

I / 2
1 / 2

1 / 2

1 / 2

14' '

'

1

hlgule '.1 I t ludo 'dual IiNttlic Nem -4/4.,
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WRONG

EXCESS DOPE
MAY BLOCK'
DISC OFF
VALVE SEAT

LOOSE CHIPS

2 THREAD
'CLEAN

MODERATE
AMOUNT
OF DOPE

RIGHT

Figure 1,2 Applying pipe comptitmd to a pipe

227. From a group of statements relating to lay awry
drains, and vents. choose those that are correct.

Assembly of Lavatory Drain and Vent. W hen
roughing-in a lavatory. you should refer to a work
draw ing as you make the installation The vent and
waste pipes for Itivator,ies should be ,constructed of
cast-iron pipe with calked joints. plastic pipe with
solvent- welded joints. copper pipe with. soldered
'mots. or galsanized steel pipe and threaded fittings.
The individual fixture vent pipe is usually installed
with galvanized pipe fittings. Drainage type fittings.
which have a sweeping effect. should he used rather
than regular straight fittings. Drainage type fittings
offer less resistance to the floss of liquid or the
movement of air at points where the direction of the
pipe changes.

When cast-Iron soil pipe is used tor fabricating the
waste line to a lavatory, the cast -iron pipe and fittings
should he installed before the vent lines. The joints
should he calked with- oakum and lead to make a
gastight and watertight seal. When galvanized pipe and

. fittings ate used torthe waste pipe. the vent and waste
pipe can he installed-as a continuous operation. Coat
the male thread with a joint compound, as shown in
figure 3-2. Apply a light coat of comp4und and leave
at least two threads on the pipe end free of the
compound. There are several reasons for using thread
compounds. They may he used as.a lubricant during'
the asseMbly of pipe joints. as a sealing agent, for the
joint. as. a corrosion-protective agent for the joint, or
as an antiseize compound a compound used to
prevent excessive binding or ti less) in case the
joints must he disassembletl later.

Wheri you make up pipe. start-the fitting onto the
male thread of the pipe. Make sure the threads are not
crossed. The fitting and pipe should screw together
easily by hand for two or three turns before you have
to use a wrench. Use a pipe wrench to screw the fitting

'onto the pipe until the desired degree of tightness is
obtained. When a fitting is made up properly on a pipe
which has threads of the proper length, two or three
threads will show in the pipe beyon4 the butt of the
titting. Special care should be taken against
overtightening fittings. A fitting should never be/

37
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'backed oft to obtain a certain direpuonatchange.*If
a fitting is screwed on a pipe too far, it may crack or
stretch and cause a, leak

When you fabricate a loop or circuit from threaded .

pipe and fittings, you cannot make the final
connection to a regular threaded fitting. Pipe unions
are designed for this type of cOnnection., but plumbing
codes do not allow pipe unions to he used in
concealed drain or vent piping. The practice of cutting
an extra long thread on a pipe so it can be screwed
deep.linto- one fitting and then backed out as at is.
crewed into another fitting is alsb prohibited. This

method of final connection usually causes leakage on
he end of the pipe which has the long thread.

A special sleeve coupling known as the Tucker
connection, illustrated in figure 3-3, is recommended
for making the final joint in a loop of pipe. This
special fitting is designed viith,a female thread in the

Figure 1 1 Tinker uinnectioil
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Figure 3.. Types 01 .t111,-hung urinals

_ .

measurements for the urinal that you are going to
install. Some urinals are designed with huild-in traps.
wheieas others need eternal traps.

smaller end for screwing onto a threaded pipe, and the
larger end is designed with a sell to slip over'the other
pipe for making a calked joint. The bell is extra deep
in order to allow the pipe to drop down far enough so
the other end of the pipe can be screwed into a fitting.
The belh joint 'on the coupling is calked witri oakum
and lead to make a final connection in the piping.

The horizontal vent pipes should be installed, with a
fall-of 1/4 inch-per foot so-that moisture can drain by
gravity flow into the stack or waste line. Screw type
drainage fittings should be used rather 4han straight

becapse the, inlets on the drainage fittings are
tapped with a pitch of 1/4 inch to the foot. The
nipples, which are installed in fittings to accommodate
lavatory traps, should be long enough to allow the

. connection of the trap after the finished wall is
installed.

Exereisei (227):
Choose the correct statements brplacing a C in the

,
appropriate spaces.

I Drainage fittings offer less resivance to flow
of liquid than regular fittings.

2 You may back off a fitting one-fotirth of a
turn to aline it with the pipe.

3 A Tucker connection is Used to tie in a loop
of pipe.
Horizontal vent' pipes should be installed
with a 1/4-inch fall.

3-2. Waste Rough -In for Urinals

The installation of vents and waste pipes for urinals
is similar to the installation of vents and waste pipes
for lavatories. Be sure you get the rough-in

r

/DO

228. Provide answers for pertinent questions related
to urinal drains and venting methods.

Urinal Drainage and Vent Methods. The waste
and vent lines for urinals are very similar in design and
construction to those of lavatories. The type of urinal
to be installed determines the design of the waste and
vent systems. There are four basic types Of urinals the
trough, the stall, the wall-hung. and the pedestal.% The
trough and the stall type of urinals are not approved
for new Air Force construction or maintenance
replacement. As a result, you will be primarily
'concerned with the installation and maintenance of
the wall=hung and pedestal type urinals. These urinals
operate on one of two typesuf flushing operations.
and this in turn determines The =OA recomniended
for venting the fixture trap. Wall-hung and pedestal
type urinals have either a washdown or a siphon-jet
flushing action. The washdown type usually has an

0 external trap. Wall-huneand -pedestal type urinals
have traps built into the tliture. A cross section of
both types of urinals is shown in figure 3-4. In the
washdown type the bowl does mit carry a body of
water to dilute the urine which remains in the' bowl
unless it is flushed each time after it is used. Since the
urine is not always washed out of the howl, it gives off
an offensive. odor. This condition is aided
considerably in the siphon-jeetype, because there is at
all times a body of water in thetowlso that the urine is
diluted as soon as it enters the howl. .
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The minimum size of waste pipe that can be used
foi draining an individual urinal is 2 inches.. This
waste pipe shoiliti'be fabricated of cast-iron pipe and
fittings because of the high acid content of the urine.
Vent pipes above' the fixture may be constructed of
galvanized pipe and fittings. The minimum size of vent
pipe allowed for an individual urinal is I inches, or
not less than one-half the diameter of the waste pipe
which it vents. whichever measurement is the larger.

-The rough-in plumbing for a battery of wall-hung
urinals that have a washdown flushing action should
he installed as shoAn in figure 3-5. Each trap is
individually vented into a circuit vent, which in turn is
vented either through tite roof-or to a main-vent. The
roughin plumbing for a battery of urinals which have

A

figure 3.6 dual venting of stphonjet urinals

-9

t.
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Figure 1-7 1 on mid drain for a single siphon -let urinal.

a siphon-jet flushing action should be installed so that
the urinals are dual vented. as shown in figure 3-6. The
short run or horizontal waste pipe from the fitting on
the vertical waste pipe to the fixture trap enables the
siphon-jet flushing action of the urinal to operate
more efficiently,

When a single urinal is installed. as in a restroom.
the procedure depends upon the type of urinal. If a
washdown type of urinal is installed. it should be
individually vented. and the fixture trap may be

Wigure,1-8 Pedestal type unnal.
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Figure 3.9 Manufacturer's roughin specification% sheet.lny a call

C hung urinal.

' connected directly, into a fitting on a vertical waste
pipe. However. when a siphon-jet urinal is installed. a
short run of horizontal waste pipe should be placed
between the fitting on the vertical waste pipe and the ,
fixture, as shown in ,figure 3-7. The siphon. flushi4$
action is more efficient in operation when the fixture
trattdoes,not discharge directly into a vertical waste
pipe. This horizontal waste-,branch can be uplo 5 feet
in length before additional venting is required.

Some plumbing codes allow circuit venting of as
many as eight urinals into one circuit vent. This

- practice is not recommended for wall-hung urinals,
because it has been proven that individual or dual
venting into a circuit vent prevents many stoppages-in
the waste piping.

Circuit venting of pedestal type urinals, like The one
shown in figure 3-8, is permitted when the urinals
discharge directly into a horizontal-soil or waste/pipe.

Exercisqs (228):

Provide 'brief answers far the. following,cluestions.
1. What are the two types of flushing action for

urinals?

2. What is the minimum size waste pipe that can be
r: used for an indivjdual drain?

3. What is the Minimuin,size vent that-can be used for
an individual urinal .

4, Why should you install a shop horizontal run of
waste pipe when installing a siphon-jet urinal?

229. Given statements concerning the location of t
Urinals, mark thole Ott are trim.

?,
Location of Urinals. When you install waste pipe

fos a urinal, you should consult the manufacturer's
rough,in specifications for - the exact installation
measurement. The waste pipe nut be located so that
the lip of. the urinal is from 22 to 25 inches above the I
floor. The manufacturer's rough-in specification shed:
for a wall-hung urinal which has an integral trap is
ilhistrated in figure 3-9. N. 0.

As you an seethe drain must be positiored exactly
as indicated in the rough-in specifications to insure
that the lip of the urinal is at the proper height. Their
is no flexibility in the measurthnent because the urinal
has'an integral trap. Some variation in measurement is
allowed for, urinals whict haVe. external traps that are
attached after the fixture is hung because of the length
of the tailpiece or the type of trap that is used.

Exercises (229):

Mark the true items by placing a T in the,spaces
provided.

I. When you rough-in urinals you shotild
- consult the manufacturer's specifications.

2 1164h-in measurements for urinals with
integral traps hai,e a plus or [mints of 1/.2
inch.
Waste pipe rough -ins' for, urinals must be
located so that theelipof the urinal is within
22 to 25 inches abitve the floor.

- _3..
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Figure 3.1 1 Traps for bathtubs and shimers.

230. Provided al list of statements pertaining to
urinal drains and vents, identify the correct

(statements.

1

Assembly of Urinal Vent and Drain. Cast-iron
soil pipe is usually used to fabricate the waste line to
the urinal. The cast-iron pipe and fittings are installed
before the vent lines. The joints are calked with oakum
and- lead to make apastight and watertight seal. The

Figure 1.12, t44iting Parap for a bathtub

41

waste lines are installed with a fall 1 /4 inch per foot to
insure proper drainage.

The vent lines may be fabricated of galvanized pipe
and drainage fittings. The horizontal vent lines should
be installed with a fall of 1/4 inch per root so that
moisture can drain by gravity flow into a stack or waste
pipe. Screw type drainage fittings should be used
rather than straight fittings, because the inlets on the
drainage fittings are tapped with a pitch of 1 /4 inch per
foot.

Figure 3-13 Drum tray we vented through lavatory %%astc
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the pipes or nipples. which are installed in fittings
to accommodate the traps in the urinals. should be
long enough to idiom>. the connection of the trap aftCr
the finished wall is installed.

Exercises (23126:

Identify the correct statements by placing a
checkmark ('j) in the appropriate spaces.

1 Cast-iron soil pipe is useji to fabricate waste
lines for urinals.

2 Waste lines-for urinals are installed with a
fall of 3/8 inch per foot.

3 Drainage fittings are tapped with a_piteh of
1/4 inch per foot._ 4 Pipes or nipples are installed to
accommodate traps for urinals.

3-3. Waste Rough-In for Bathtubs and Showers

The installation of waste branches for draining
bathtubs and showers is very similar to the installation
of the waste branches for lavatories and urinal31/4
Quality workmanship is necessary in order to insure
proper operation of the drains with a minimum of
maintenance. The trap is included in the rough -in
plumbing for a tub or shower, and the type otti?ap weir'
partially determines the design of the vent piping.

231. Identify the correct statements concerning
vents and drains for bathtubs and showgis.

Bathtub and Shower Vents and Drains. Waste
lines for draining bathtubs and showers are usuapy
located below the floor level on which the fixtures are
installed. In small residential bathrooms, the tub is
normally positioned so that the waste and vent pipes
which serve it also serve other fixtures in the
bathroom, as shown in figure 3-10. The tub overflow
and drain assembly is not included in the rough -in
piping, because it is attached directly.to the tab at the
time the tub is set. The drum trap is included in the
rough-in plumbing and must ,be installed when the
waste line is installed. T.lje minimum size for a waste
pipe for a bathtub is l'Onches. When a shower head
is.installed over the tub. no increase in the size of the
waste pipe is necessary.

The rough -in wash pipe should be a minimum of 2
inches in ditmeterwhen a single shower is installed. A
shower room with a gang of showerheads, such as
those used in Air Force buildings where men are
quartered, requires a waste pipe of 3 or4 inches in
diameteCto handle the high volume of flow during
peak periods of use.

There are two types of traps used for bathtub and
shower combination. They are the drum trap and P-
trap. shown in figure 3-11.

P-traps for bathtubs are made of either cast iron or
cast bronze and must have a cleanout plug located in
the bottom of the trap dip. Both the inlet and outlet Of

1
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the trap have female threads. When the P-trap is used.
the waste pipe must have a vent pipe installed on the
outlet side of the trap as near the trap as possible, as
shown in figure 3-12. However, if the' trap cannot he
vented or is wet vented through a drain from 'another
fixture, the drum trap should be used. The Arum trap is
the most acceptable type to use in this case, because the
water seal in it is difficult to break by siphoning A
drum trap that is wet vented through the laVatory waste
line is illustrated in figure 3-13.

Exercise (231):

1. From the following list. select, the correo
statements.
a. The minimum size waste.pipe for a bathtub is

112 inches. 4 4
h The minimum size waste pipe for an individual

shower is 2 inches
c. Gang showers should haveTh 2- to 3 -rich %\ asie

pipe.
d. A P-trap or drum trap ma) be used on bathtub

arid shower combinations

232. Identify the true statements pertaining to
location of bathtubs and showers.

Location of Bathtubs and Showers. You should
use the manufacturer's specification sheets to rough-in
bathtubs and showers. When drum traps are used. the
waste line must he routed in such a manner that the
position of the top of the drum trap is flush with the
floor surface. You should know the type of bathtub
overflow and waste line which is insled on the tub
when you determine the position of7he inlet to the
waste pipe for the tub. You must position the drain
inlet correctly in order to fit the tailpiece of the tub
overflow and waste line when you install the tub You
should also note the other dimensions so that you will
not have to redo the roughed-in plumbing when you
install the fixtures in the building.

Exercises (232):

Identify the true statements by placing T in the
spaces provided.

1 You should consult the !manufacturer's
specification sheets when you rough-in
bathtubs and showers.
The bottom of a drum trap should he flush
with the finished floor. I_ 3 You should know the type of overflow and
waste line when roughing-in a bathtub in
order to aline the waste, pipe.

233. Give required information concerning the
assembly of bathtub and shower vents and drains.

Assembly of Bathtub and Shower Vents and
Drains. The waste branch for drainirig baths may he
constructed of galvanized, steel pipe and drainage

110
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STACK

CLOSET'

CLOSET BEND,

WASTE PIPE

1 tgure ; IJ 1)ist.halging hallaull and slimer nasie into a el(Ist
bend

sittings. Changes in pipe size are made with reducing
fittings, but the size of the pipe cannot be reduced
between the trap and the point of discharge of the bath
waste pipe. Tucker or hub drainage fittings are used
for making union connections in conjunction with dry
Tits. The use of long screw threads in bushings for
making connections is prohibited.

Waste pipes from bathtubs and shOwers usually
discharge into a stack. In small residences where the
bath fixtures are grouped in a small room, the waste
pipe may discharge into the closet bend, as illustrated

roP STRAINER
1%-

PERFORATED
SEDIMENT BUCKET

Figure .15 1)pItal slumer drain

2.
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Figure 3.16 Shnuer drain thoming lead pan

, ..

in figure' 3-14, and the fixture trapk may be back
vented into the vent stack.

The waste and vent lines:for showers should be
installed with a fall of 1/4 inch per foot run. However,
waste pipes 3 inches in diameter or larger for showers
`may be installed with on1)71/8.-inch fair per foot.

Shower wastes seldom cause trouble, since they
have relatively clear water flowing through them. The
priinary problem is the removal of hair, which is
usually caught by the strainer in the shower drain, as
shown in figure 3-15. The diameter of the,waste pipe
used or a single shower should be 2 inches. Cait-iron
pipe and fittings are used when the piping is to run
under a concre7 floor.

The most important requirement in a shower
installation is the waterproofing of the walls and
floors. ails are less of a problem than floors, because
they are subject only to the splashing of water and do
not have water standing or collecting on them. Careful
installation of tile or other impervibus material with
waterproof cement generally suffices to provide a
waterproof wall ,installation. In the installation of the
floor, it is necessary to provide a waterproof subbase
under the shower floor, or water - standing on the floor
Will midually seep through it and cause leaks. The
installftion of one type of shower drain is illustrated in
figure 3-16. This drain is constructed with a lead pan
under the shower floor.to guard against water seepage.

C'
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Figure 3-17. Battery of water closet:individUaily,veptod.

To install this typeof shower drain, first rough in
tk ofe general outline the shower stall to provide a
solid base of subfloortng or plywood on which the
shower lead pan will rest. This flooring is necessary
because,the lead pan is soft and pliable: and if it is not
supported properly. it will sag under the weight of the
tile or other shower floor materi'al and thereby cause a
leak. After you check the flooring for Adequate
support, inspectthe rough-in of the P-trap underneath

O

VENT

CIRCUIT VENT

MAIN VENT N

SOIL PIPE

CLOSET

11
Ismu

TPA 011111414117 INN

Figure 3-l8. ,Circuit venting for a battery of water closets.
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Figure 3-19. Recessed fitting.

the flooring to see, that the outlet is in the desired
position.

Next. construct a lead pan by using a solid sheet of
lead approximately 6 to 8 inches larger than the sw,c err

the shower-floor., The 6 to 8 inches of additional lead
is used to form up the walls. This type consirmuon
prevents seepage around the base °Hie shower Coat
both sides of the lead pan near the drain hole with an'
appropriate waterproofing compound and .place the
pah on the shower: floor. The pan should rest firmly on
the shower floor as well as on the seepage. flange. Now.

place the upper flange over`thelead pan directly ahove
the seepage flange and bolt-it to the seepage flange to
form a watertight Joint between t shower waste and
the shower pan. Finally. screw ,t,fte strainer of the
shower drain into the seepage flange to the desired
height. The installation is completed by laying
concrete in the shower and finishing the floor-with tile

fr..1 .1 1,

Figuni 3-20. ,Types ofClose.t bonds.
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The Horizontal waste branch lines for tubs or
:flower rooms should he supported' with metal hangers

(.ipports when they are not braced otherwise by the
building fran*woric..A hanger should bek installed as
close as tThssible to a drum trap to support the weight
of the trap and maintain the waste line at the proper
angle for drainage. Metal hitneN or supports should
be made ()I the same type of material as the pipe to
which they are attached.This prevents corrosive action
of the metal Nits. which is the result of electrolysis
between dissilAilar" metals.

_

Figure'3-21.. Closet bend floor flanges.

Exercises (2.33):

I. How much fall per fooris required for shower!
. waste and vent lines under 3 inches in size?

Figure 3-23. P-trap with deep seal.

3. What is. the, most important factor to consider
when installing a shower?

4. _Why should supports. hangers. and pipes be made
of the same type of material ?_

2. What size waste pipe ,should. be used for an
individual shower,' --X

Figure P-trap with common seal.
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Figure 3-24. Drain with a cleanout plug.
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Figure 3-25 Sump type floor drain.

3-4. Waste Rough-iri for Water Closets
You should-now be able to rough-in waste lines for

urinals and for bathtubs and showers. Adding to the
knowledge you have gained thus far. you can readily
learn how to rough-in waste lines for water closets, as
the.method is similar to the prOcedures you have just
learned.

The most important bf all -modern sanitary fixtures
is the water closet. The health of the occupants in any
building depends upon the proper installation and
maintenance of them.

. ,
O

STRAINER

a

CONCRETE

FITTING
CAULKED

JOINT 4.

SOIL PIPE

Figure 3-:kh. Ouiside.siorm'sover drain

Figure 3-27, Outside storm drain fitting.

.234. Select true statements concerning water closet
drains and vents.

Water Closet Drainage and Vent MethOds..
UsuAly, the location of a water closet in a structure
governs the location of the soil stack. The plumbing
syslem is normally designed so that the soil branches
discharge into the soil stack with a minimum
horizontal pipe run. Additional venting is nut
required when Ole water closet discharges directly into
a soil stack through a 'closet send. as shown in figure
3-14.

Whenever a battery of water closets discharges into
sa horizontal soil pipe, they may be individual!) vented.
as shown in figure 3-17, or the closets may be vented
into a circuit. as shown in figure 3 -18. Remember. you
cannot vent over eight closets in °fie circuit.

Buildings of different types that are constructed on
concrete slab floors use a closet bend imbedded in the
concrete floor to which the water closet is attached. I n,
this type of cOnstruction, the closet does not have to he C
vented. However, where battery of water closets is
installed. 4adividual or circuit vents should be used.

Exetclses (234):

Mark the 'true statements by placing a T in the
appropriate spaces. ,

I Usually, the water closet governs the
location of the soil stack:

2 -A bade°, of 6 water closets can he circuit
vented.

. %.* 3 Buildings with slab floors use a.eloset Kind
imbedded in the floor to connect the water
closets.

416 114
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1 4 Additional venting is always required for Exercises (235):
water dolts.

235. From a list of materials chogse those that can
be used on water closet drains and vents.

Materials Used for Water Closet Vents and
Drains. Soil branch lines may he constructed of cast-
iron, galvanized wrought-iron, or copper-iron soil
pipe and fittings.Cast-iron pipes and fittings are used
when soil and branch lines are installed underground
or in concrete floors. Threaded galvanized wrought-
iron pipe may he used for soil stacks or branch lines
when the stack or branch is not concealed in a wall or
floor. Specialcast-iron recessed fittings. like the one
shown in figure 3-19. are used with threaded wrought-
iron pipe. The recess of the female thread creates a
smooth interior at the joint, which in turn lessens the
probability of grease or solids causing a stoppage in
the flow

Copper is being used in more and more structures
where highly_cormisive conditions exist. The use of
copper eliminates heavy tools and equipment required
for threaded pipe or calked and leaded joints. A
complete selection of brass fittings is available for use
with-copper soil pipes.

The smallest cast-iron pipe that should he used for a
soil branchlis 4 inches. When copper is Used, 3-inch
pipe can be used because of the smooth interior of the
pipe and fittings.

Plastic pipe is being used quite frequently 4n
modern-day construction. It is economical and easily,
installed. The smallest size of plastic pipe that can be
used on a soil branch is 3 inches, Like copper, it has a
smooth interior and will serve the.satne purpose as fl-
inch cast iron. Be'sure to alwys use the same type of
pipe and .fittings: some plastics have different .

characteristics and will not bond properly with each
other.

When installing a plastic system it may be beneficial
to cut. ream, and lay the system out before bonding.
This way you can check for alinement. proper
position. and grade. Whth you have the system
installed like you want it. you Can mark the pipe and
fittings to aid in realinement. Next. take it apart and
dean the erds of the pipe with the ,recommended
solvent cleaner. Then, it is time to apply the solvent
cement to the pipe and fittings. You should apply the
solvent cenient to only onejoint at a time. because it
seizes very fast. After applying .the 'solvent cement.
offset the marks on the pipe and fittings approximately
one-fourth turn. insert the pipe in the fitting. and aline
the niarks. This insures a solid weld by removing air
bubbles.

The horizontal soil branch lines should be secured
with hangers to support the weight of the pipe and to
maintain a fall of 1/4 inch per foot.

I. Choose the 'materials that can be used on water
closet drains and vents.
a. Virtrified clay.
b. Plastic.
c. Cast iron.
d. Asbestos cement.
e. Copper.
f. Galvanized wrought iron.

2. Why should yolt always use the same type of
plastic and fittings?

1'

236. Provided situations pertaining to the assembly
of water closet drains and vents, mark the correct
statements.

1

Assembly of Water Closet Drainsiand Vents.
Most plumbing systems are laid out so that the closet
bend discharges directly into the soil stack. When the
-joists and flooring are installed, you should get the
rough-in measurement for the floor openings from the
manufacturer's specification sheets and begin the in-
stallation. Be sure the measurements allow for the
finished wallline. After the openings are made, install
and' calk the closet bend into the soil, stack. You
should do this operation when the stack is fabricated
because of the shortage of working space for pouring
'the lead into the joints under the floor.

Water closets are installed on a closet bend floor
.flange. sometimes just called a flanged'anged Collar, which is
attached to a portion of pipe referredto as a closet
bend. Closet bends are Commonly made of cast-iron
soil pipe and are available in low- and high-neck
designs-41th right. left. top, or heel tappings. Various
types of closet bends are shown in figure 3-20.

Closet bend floor flanges, of which three types are
shown in figure 3-21, are usually made of cast bras_ s
'cast iron and may be of thejhreaded orslip 6%0:
Threaded flanges are tapped with a 4-inch pipe thread.
Slip type flanges are used for calking'into the hub end
of a closet bend or for calking over a 4-inch soil pipe.

,

Exercises (236):

Mark the correct statements by placing a checkmark
(-0 in spaceseovided.

1 ,Rough-in measurements. should be taken
from the manufacturer's specification sheets.
Rough-in measurements should include the
finished wall line.

3" Water closets are installed on closet
couplings.

, 47
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4 Slip type flanges are used forcalking into the
hub end of a closet bend.

4-5. Waste Roughh-In fo# Floor and Roof Drains

Now that we have discussed waste rough-in for
most of the plumbing fixtures installed in a building,
let's complete this waste rough-in for floor and roof
drains.

Floor and roof drains are used to carry away
contaminated water to either a sanitary sewer or a
storm sewer. Sanitary sewage very seldom passes
through these drains unless fixtures that dispose of
these wastes overflow.

237. Distinguish between the correct and incorrect
statements pertaining to floor drains.

Floor Drains. Floor drains may be installed in,the
floor of a work area which requires that the floor be
washed down regularly for cleanliness. An example of
tbis is the kitchen or dishwashing area in a dining,hall.
It may also be necessary to install a poor drain near
the urinals in, a latrine. Urinals sometimes overflow
because of waste pipe stoppages or faulty flushing
valves. The floor drain will carry off the water and
prevent flooding of the floors. Floor drains are also
used ip basement floors to' drain off water which
collects from seepage, and in upper floors. to prevent
damage to the ceilings in the rooms below.

Types of floor drains. Floor drains are generally
divided into two groups: those that are designed with a
water seal and those that are not. Drains with a water
seal are normally used with

.
sanitary sewers. They

Y

allow waste to flow into the sewer but prevent sew el
gas and odors from coming up -into the building
Drains without a eater seal are used with storm sewers.
because there is no danger of the formation of sewer
gases. go.

Floor drains used with sanitary sewers are
considered to be plumbing fixtures, and like fixtui es
they must have k trap. The P-trap is the most coinnion
type used for these floor drains. P-trap drains are of
two kinds: those with a common seal, as shown in
figure 3-22. andtthose with a deep seal, as shown in
figure 3-23. The common seal trap has a liquid seal of
2 inches, and the deep seal trap tras a 4-inch seal The
common seal trap is used in those places where it can
be vented. The deep seal trap is used in situations
where the trap cannot be vented. The deep seal trap
may be used in floor drains that are not used wry
often. It offers a greater resistance to siphoning. and
when it is not in regular use. it does not rose its seal as
quickly as the common seal P -trap.

A P-trap type of flocir drain assembly that has a
cleanout plug conceded under the strainer plait. is
illustrated in figure 3-24. This type of trap is used in
concrete floors wht it Ss impossible to make other
provisions for clear4ng the waste line and trap.

Another type of tlo'br drain is the sump or cesspool.
shown in figure 3-25. This drain is designed with a
bell trap instead Cif a P-trap.As you can see. the -hell is
attached to the strainer plate The position of the bell.
over the outlet pipe forms the trap. The sump Latches d
large percentage of the silt and dirt that runs Into it
with the water. The strainer plate with the bell can be
removed to clean the sump and trap.

A drain without any type of seal is shown in figure
3-26. This drain is used only for draining water Into
storm sewers. where'sewer gas and odors au.' not a
problem.

HANGING GUTTER

SPIKE &
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Figure 1.28 Hanging unit formed gutters
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Installation of floor drains. The smallest diameter of
- . pipe used for waste lines for floor drains is 2 inches.

The waste pit* should be installed with a fall of 1/4
1.. inch per foot. However. wastepipes with a diameter of

3- inches 'or larger may have a fall of 1/8inch' per foot.
The traps and Ibipes that are imbedded in .soil or
concrete should be ,constructed of cast-iron pipe and
drainage fittings. The bell-and-spigot joints should be
calked and leaded, and the threaded joints must be
tightgned to make a watertight and gastight seal. When
a concrete floor is installed, the rough-in pipes and
traps' must be securid and anchored to prevent them
from shifting or moving akihe concrete- is poured.

Whenever floor drains are to be installed in the..
upper floors of a multistory building, the floors must
be waterproof to prevent damage to the ceilings in the
loyer rooms. This can be insured by installing alead
or copper 'pan beneath the concrete to direct wliteethat
seeps through the floor into drains similar to the drain

.

. shown in figure 3-16. The floor drain in this figure
shows liow a lead pan may be installed in a shower
6bor: Sometimes it is permissible for the lead pan to
extend only 3 or 4 feet from the drain rather than
cover the entire, floor as iS required in shower rooms.
The specification-sheet for the job should indicate the
size of the pan required for the drain. ->

.;You may have to install a floor drain outside a
building to serve, for example, a vehicle or\ equipment
washrack. Such a drain is never'connected to a sanitary -

.4 sewer, because of the large amounts of dir and mud
that enter it. The waste pipes for this type o drain are
connected to a storm sewer. In all cases, permission
must be obtained from the base engineerirlg section,
before any connections are made tqafihe stor mains.
Cast-iron toil pipe or vitrified clay pipe an fittings
may be used in the construction or these rainage
lines. Since silt, dirt, vegetable matter, an other
similar Foreign substances'are carried by the liquids
into the sewer, the sewer pipe should be at 'mit 4--
inches in diameter and have a fall of 1/4 inch per foot
along the line. Four-, and 6-irich cast-iron\ drain
fittings, like the one shown in figuie 3:27, may be used

Altisto
fabricate the drain. The spigot end of the pi can

be calked into the vitrified pipe, and the bell en will
accommodate a o cast-i1.on strainer. Usually, storm
drain do not have any kind of seal.

EVerciset (237):

Ostiniuish between the correct and incorrect
statements by placing,a'.0 in. tee ,spaces provided for

CKE-091E those that are correct and an I for those that are
incorrect.

1 A floor drain should always be located ge ar
. urinals: *

2 Floor tains are Clividellinto.three-groups.
3 Floor :ins-are,,not considered as plumbing

fixtures.`Figure 3-29. Three types of roof 'drain strainers.
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ROOF
STRAINER

Fill
4M.

COPPER SCUPPER

ORtIN Ptpj
ouri.rr WITH VIIPPER

Figure 3.30, Root drain in,stapaitorr

4. 'A deep seal P- rap has. a water seal of
inches._ 5 A common seal trap is used in situations
where the trap cannot be v ed.

6 The smallest diameter, of ,that can be
used on floor drains is 2 inches..

7 You should never cohnect a vehicle
washrack drain to the sanitary sewer.

t C

;

o 0

. r
Flat strainers are used on roots that are utilized as

sun decks, parking lots, or roof gardens.
Mushroom strainers provide a large elevated area ot

drainage for flat.roas, where there is a possibility ot
'leaves and. other debris accumutiAinv ',

Slo strainers are used when the drain is locatedpi
- in a p hed ,roof a, where the drain is placed at the.
corner of the roof.

Installation oCrool drains. When installing root
drains; you. must take care to position them at the

. lowest roof level so that water will-readily drain into
.thepi. Cut.ont the opening for the.drairr and cwnsteis..,
the bracken or hangers that-ate neeessal to halt the

' drain in a rigid positintrif the Ain is to he imbedded
6 in a concrete roof. iPmust he installed during the time

the concrete is poured. Figurg 3-30 illustrate; a rout
draitrinstallanon. . s ....

The size Qf the roof drain is based ail the amount of,
rainfall'or show ..and,tht. size of the area to he drained,
TheOpen,aren of the strainer should het 'I: to 2 times
the' afea Qf the pipe to which it is connected.

Gutters and gutter outlets should he properl
designed to carry off the water. Wh'en the outlets are

.- inadequate, the water either backs up- behind the
, . flash* and leaks into the building or spills over the

238. Answer pertinent- questions related to the
purpose and installation of roof drains.

Roof DrainsvRoof drains installed on buildingsjo
drain the water from the roofS prevent water from
seeping intb the building:A satisfactory roof drainage

-y stem draihs water quickly from the roof and prevents ,
The formation of ckecs in which snow and ice may-:

, flashings, and valleys should shed .collect. itoo
water dire"
the groun

side of the &ter and, stains the outside-walls The
gutters should have enough pitch tr) run ott the lAater
and be shallow enough so that they will not hold a '
heavy 1*: Deep and Rat gutter's may till with. snow ci
and ice, and the thrust of the freezing water may cause
breaks and leaks."

When interior drains' are used. some pros isam
should be ma for'an overflow.` If an overflow is nut

provided, an o let sit illcausem overt As 01,

water into the building. Drai outlets should be tined
with gtiards to prevept leaves twigs. Rat Li. In
other debris from clogging them. h4roper straineis
often do mote' harm than good. by impeding the

,2'drainage, or by collapsing and causing the
accumulated debris to jam the drain pipQ.

y aqd speedily to gutters ot drains and to
I i .)

or selter.
oefetkains. The water that accumulates on,

oved by various methods. It.may be
and drip fram projecting eaves or
.>

ong the eaves. The water may also be

---14T a roof m
allowed
drain in -gut
collected' by roof drains and carried to the sewer by.
interio?=trfain pipet The latter method is the most
/satisfactory, especially in coldAlimates where gutters

. and downspouts may clog up with ice and snow.This
Icondition may cause water to bA:Ick up above the
; flashing and find its way into t1Te building. Inside

drain pipes can be run slowntide columns, or instafled
in partitions or in exterior walls. In general, interior
drain pipes receive sufficient heat from the building to

-,-..-

keep them free of ice and snow:' Figure 3-28 shows two
types of guttersthe hanging gutter and the formed

- gu tereach of which can be used to collect the water
at he eres. There are three basic types of root drain
strainers: flat, mushroom, and sloped. (See fig. 3-29,)

, /
-A
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Exerciso (238):
I. What are the basic types of root drain strainers'

;1
t7

Z. How much larger should the roof drain strainer be
13.than the drain pipe to which is connects?

f

3. Whatoaddhjonal provisions should he made when
interior drains arc used for'rools?

0
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Measuring, Cutting, Threading, and.Assembling Pipe

CUTT1N9 AND assembling pipe is very impor nt,
because the plumbing eipe connectiolfs must hav a
Ostighi.and watertight seal in order for the lu ng
system to operate satisfactorily.- You must-lea to cut,
calk. artCr thread pipe correctly, lince you will be
pert't;rhiing these taski daily in your work, You niust-
also be very safety conscious as you do these tasks in,
order to prevent accidents and fires. Since the metal
slivers Scum cutting Orthreading pipe are often razor
shop and your melting urnace is filled with gasoline;
you are just one careless move away from getting hurt.
This chapter discusses safety precautions, the methods
of cutting and joining cast-iron pipe, and the methods
of cutting and threading steel pipe.

_.

4-1. Measuring, Cutting, and Assembling Cast-Iron
Soil Pipe

There are several methpds of cutting and
assembling cast-iron,soilyi))4The type of equipment
your shop has will deterviriqihe method you will use
to cut and assemble st)il pipe.

239. Identify the correct statements concerning
measuring and cutting cast-iron soil pipe.

a

Cutting Cast-Iron Soil Pipe. Before cutting any ,

cast-iron soil pipe, you .fiust know. how to make
measurements. Also, you need to know the ,utting
tools and methods of cutting cast-iron soil pipe.

Measuring cast-iron soil pipe. I t-isimportant that you .
learn how to locate the center of fittings? The center of
a fitting is that point where the lines of flow through
the fitting intersect each other, as shown in'figure 4 -1.
In a drainage system, suppose_you are going to join a
I 14-bend and a I /8-bend fitting with a piece of soil
pipe and the center-to-center measurement mustin 36
inches. You can see that the piece of pipe will be less
than 36 inches because the fittings will take up part of
the overall measurement, as shown in figure 4-'2.

If it is possible to place the two fittings together, as
shown in figure 4-3, the measurement between the
center marks on their ttings can then be subtracted
froth -the overall measurement of 36 inches to arrive at

r the length of pipe required. ,A fast method Mir
determining pipe length is tit let' a ruler do your
figuring. Place the 36-inElr mark of the ruler on the
center mark of the fitting on the right, as shown in
figure 4-4. Themark on the ruler which falls over the

center mark of the fitting on the left then ilidicates the
length to cut the_pipe.

LINE. FLOW

BRANCH
FLOW

I
EXIT,

LINE FLOW

EXIT

CENTER Of
. PITTING

4" X 2" .SANITARY T

LINE FLOW

I

CENTER OF
FITTING

4"- 118 SEND'

EXIT

CENTER OF
I FITTING

4"- 1/4 RENO

Figure 4.1. Center measurement for cast inn fittings
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CeNTER
FITTING

B END °ENO ,

- CENTER OF

1.

.1.

4

. Figure 4-2. :Determining the length of pipe.

a

NOTESUBTRACT MEASUREMENT
AT X FROM CENTER-TO-,CESLIeR
MEASUREMENT TO FIND LENGTH
OF THE CUT

4

4e.

Figure 4;-3. Using the subtraction' method to compute pipe length.

CENTER OF FITTING CENTER OF FITTING

36" MARK ON RULER

\MEASUREMENT INDICATED HERE
IS USED FOR PIPE' LENGTH

Figtire 4-4. Using the ruler to,computepipe lengths.
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I 'pit 4 cut t mg va.ainni lutx oath hultuter and clucci

. r.
(itnitiK tooh, There are ,mare diftc i i i ' lands and

types oftools for cutting cast-iron. soil pipe. Shop tools
may vary from base to -base. Such-tools as a hammer
and chisel, the manuill snap cutters.. hydraulic snap
cutters. manual chain cutters pipe diners, hacksaw.
and adjustable wrench are used in .plumbing'
operations.

Cutting east-Iron soil pipe. The oldest method of
cutting Cast -gon pipe on the job is the hammer and
chisel method. You can also.use this procedure to cut
vitrified clay tile. To cut the pipe, first make a mark
entirely around the pipe where the cut is to be made.
This mark should be true and not ragg.d or rambling.
When you are working insitlb,or on a floor, use two
blocks of wood. preferably 2 by 6 inches. to support
the pipe so it will be level. This also keeps the pipe
trom shattering, as the wood absorbs the shock of the

//c6
hammer blows. -One block of wood shobld be
positioned directly under the line of cut, a shown ift
figure 4-5. When you are working outside, you cantuse, ,

a mound of earth' instead Of, the blocks of wood to
support thepipe.

When you cut 4-inch cast-iron pipe, score the pipe
around the chalkmark by lightly tapping a I -inch cold
chisel with a I6-ounce ball peen hamther. When
cut 2- ore-inch cast -iron pipe: use a 3/4-inch cold
chisel. and a 16-ounue ball peen hammer. The taps
should be light at first. Point the chisel toward the
center of the pipe and move it around the lifie of cut in
overTallping steps between successive blowi. Continue-
to rotate the pipe and strike the cold chisel with
increasingly heavier blows. Repeat these steps until the
pipe breaks and separates at the line of cut. Be sure to 4

protect your eyes and body from flying chips when you
cut cast-iron pipe. Wear goggles. gloves. and a jacket ...,
with king' sleeves. Remember, the brittlen'ess of cast
iron causes a rough edge on the pipe when it is broken.
Be careful, because you may cut yburself if you contact
the edge in the wrong way.

Sometimes cast-iron pipe is unserviceable because
it is cracked. These-cracks may be a result of rough
handling during shipment or manufacture. Some of
the cicks are so fine that they are called hairline

--..cracks. They are difficult to see even when you area"
handling the pipe. For this reason, each length of soil
pipe should binsounded with a hammer before and
after you cut it. Ti sound the pipe, raise it clear of the
*supports and strike it lightly with a hammer.A
bell-like ring indicates that the pipe is not cracked and
may be used. If the pipe has a dull sound, it is cracked
and should be placed in scrap barrels or piles for
salvage.

Figure 4-6 i llustrates the use of the manual snap

HANDLE ADJUSTMENT

tit

Figure 4.6 Manual snap cutter
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Figure 4.7, Hydraulic snap (miter

cutter.' After Au' hive measured and marked your
pipe, place the cutter into position and adjust the
handle. Check the cutting chain to make sure it is
properly alined before you attempt to make your 'cut.

The use of a hydraulic snap cutter is illustrated in
figure 4-7. Its operation is simple and with no strain
for the operator. Always aline the cutter chain before
attempting to make your cut. Make sure to follow the
procedure set forth by the-manufacturer. .

CAUTION: keep onlookers, a safe distance from

Figure.4.8. Chaih type pipe cutter.

54

your work area. Pipe which is put is nil'ition'bi the
snapping action, may be dangerous to the oriloolters.

Figure 4-8 illustrams a chain type cutter.
operates,very fast and produces clean-cut ends on pipe
that is 4 inchts in diameter or.larger..To cut cast-iiron
soil git with the chain cutter. place the cutting Chain
troun the pipe and adjust tension handle ,until the
cutter is snug against the pipe. Rotate the cutter hack
and forth, slightly adjusting the tension with each pass
untii,he pipe is cut:,

Two-inch cast-iron pipe can be cuts with a pipe
cutter similar in design to the one used on 'galvanized
ir black pipe. These cutters are equipped with a cast- .
i: on cutting wheel as compared to the converititinal
steel cutting wheel shown in figure 4-9.

Cast -iron soit pipe can also be cut with whacksaw.
This method is slow but produces a smooth, clean cut. .

Some plumbing shops are equipped with a pow.er
hacksaw, which is fast ant makesIntooth cuts when a

. blade designed for cast-iron is used.
If you have to remove only 1 tar 2 inEhes.of metal

from a length of cast-iron piPe, use a hacksaw and au
adjustable wrench for this operation. If you try to cut
the pipe with a hammer, and cold chisel,- you will
probably break the pipe rin the wrong place: and
furthermore, the edge of the freak would he very .
irregular, To cut 1 or 2 inches from the end of a pipe.
cut a groove with the hacksaw around the-pilie on the
*Me of cut to a. death c qual to one-half the wall 4-
thickness of the pipe. Nov. break away the section of '
the pipe to be removed with an adjustable wrench used
as a.lever, as shown in figure 4-10.

0.
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Figure 4.9 Regular pipe cutter.

Set the wrench opeging so that the laws of the
wrench fit snugly over the wall thickness at the end of
the pipe. Place the wrench over the end of the pipe
wall in a position where the tip end of the wrench jaws
arc even with the outside edge of the groove on the line
of cut. A'downward pressure toward the pipe center is
placed on the wrench handle until a chip breaks off.
This process is repeated until all the material is broken

Jpose and a clean cut is attained.

Exercises (239):

Identify the correct 'statementF by placing a
t:hecknrark (V) in the appropriate blank.

The center of a fitting is that point where the
lines of flow through the fitting intersect.
The oldest cutting toot for cast-iron soil
pipe is the snap cutter.
When cutting 2- or 3-inch cast iron with a
cold,chisel and ball peen hammer. the cold
chisel should be 3i4

Figure Cutting 4.astIntn pipealsith a hackuta and adjustable
%snatch'.

//7
CROSS SECTION OF
CUTTING WHEELS

STEEL CAST IRON

_ 4. When sounding cast-iron'soil pipe with a
hammer, a bell ring indicates the pipe is not
cracked.

5 Two-inch cast-iron soil pipe may be cut with
a regular pipe cutter using a conventional
steel cutting wheel.

240. Given pertinent questions on assembling cast-
iron soil pipe, supply brief answers.

Assembling Cast-Iron Soil Pipe. Now that you
know how to cut cast-iron pipe, let's find out how it is
fabricated or joined together.

Mints are made in cast-iron, bell-and-spigot pipe
by firSt packing oakum ipto the joint and then filling
the remainder of the area around the hub with molten

.lead. The melting and handling of lead for calked4Ai
Joints tends to beatme commonplace procedure for
the pluinber whO works with cast-iron pipe daily,-bttt
certain ,rules and safety precautions always must be
followed. You must follow these rules and safety
preputions to prevent accidents which may cause
serious injury to yourself or your coworkers. If you are
careless, you might cause, a fire which could destroy
the building in which you are working.

Melting fitrnace.You will be using a melting furnace
for melting lead and keeping) it at the proper
temperature for pouring joints. A thermometer can
show you when the lead is at the proper temperature.
Race the ,thermometer in the lead, and when it
indicates approximately 875° F., the lead is ready for
pouring. If you do not have a thermometer, notice the
color of the lead; when it turns a bluish tinge, it is
ready for pouring. The melting furnace is a valuable
plumbing tool: but you must be.very cautious when
you are using it.

The best and most efficient type of melting furnace
uses liquefied petroleum gas as a fuel. This furnace
consists of a burner and valve assembly which mounts
directly on a portable propane gas tank. The tank is
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HANDLE

FLAME

MELTING POT

TWISTED PAPER

FUEL VALVE

; A
....--PROPANE TANK

Figure 4-11. Lighting remelting furnace.

1ft

LEAD
CUT' END OF 'IPE
CENTERED IN HUS7

OAKUM

-..-EQUAL SPACING
1, ALL AROUND,

IMPROPER JOINT WILL,
LEAK AT NARROW POINT

RIGHT WRONG

FiguriicP. Centering a b.:H.:Ind-spigot joint.
...
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detachable and can be recharged with fuel. A propane
furnace lights instantly and burns with a high-
temperature blue flame. This furnace should not be
subjected to rough treatment since there is always the
danger' 01 an explosion from leakage of gas at the
danne,ctions° and valves. A thorough inspection for
leaks should be made before lighting the furnace. To
'light the furnace, fold or twist tightly a length of paper,
light one end, and place under the orifice of the burner
assembly (See fig. 4-11.)'Carefully open the fuel-
regulating valve until the burner lights. If the valve is
opened too much or too rapidly, the pressure of the
escaping gas may extinguish the lighter flame. If this
should happen, close the fuel valve immediately, and
then relight the paper before reopening the valve.

A safe worker will always wear asbestos gloves and
face shield for protection when lighting a furnace, as
there is the possibility of receiving burns from a puff
or flame or small explosion as the fuel ignites.

Place one or two ingots or cakes of lead in the
melting pot, and gradually melt the lead. If the lead
reaches a cherry-red color, it is ,t00 hot for pouring,
and the flame should be lowered.

Pouring vertical lead joints. Joints in vertical piping
are usually the easiest to make and require fewer tools
than joints in horizontal piping. You do not need a
joint dinner to make a joint In vertical piping, because
the rim of the bell forms an open receptacle for
receiving the lead. Inspect the bell:and-spigot ends of
the pipes to be calked to make sure they are free of
moisture.,11 the ends are wet, heat them with a torch
until they are dry. Moisturein the joint will cause
molten lead to spatter when it is Oured, and you
could burn yourself. Place the spigot end of the pipe
into the bell of the pipe below. Aline the pipe so that
an equal space between the pipe and the bell is
maintained around the circumference of the joint, as
shown in figure 4-12. A joint that is not properly
centered is likely to leak on the side that has the least
amount of oakum and lead.

yjq
Get the proper amount of oakum for the pipe

diameter, avindicated in figure 4-13, and place the
oakum into the joint and pack it handlight, as shown
in figure 4-14. Tamp the oakum with a packing tool
and hammer to-within 3/4 to 1 inch of the top of the
hub. Be sure to use pointed tools to fit the inside and
outside edges of the joint. Compress the oakum
thoroughly to form a solid bed for the lead and to
prevent leakage of the joint. After the pipe is placed in
service, the oakum will absorb moisture and expand to
form a watertight and gastight seal.

After you pack the joint with oakum, you are ready
to pour the lead. As the lead is heated, certain
products of oxidation and other foreign ,matter may
rise to the surface in the form of slag. This must be.
removed before the lead can be used to pour a joint.
Do this by skimming the slag from the lead with a
ladle. The ladle should be heated before you dip it into-
the lead to prevent a buildup of the lead on the ladle
caused by rapid cooling, ,

After the slag is removed, obtain. a plumber's ladle
full of clean, molten lead from the melting pot, and
pour the lead into the joint, as shown in figure 4-15,
until it is even with the top \of the hub.

It is a good practice to Intake the joint with one
pouring. You will be able to estimate the amount of
lead needed for a joint after you have poured lead into
two or three. The average amounts of lead and oakum
which are required for pipe joints are given in figure
4-13. These amounts shoulifbe allowed, in addition to
the percent of waste, when you figure the material
requirements for the job.

After you have poured lead into the joint, allow the
lead to cool for a minute or too. Select an inside
calking iron and place it against the inside edge of the
lead projecting from the hub, as shown in figure 4-16.
Strike the calking iron gently but firmly with an 8:
ounce ball peen hammer to calk the lead down upon
the oakum. Calk the lead all the way around on the
inside first. This forces the lead to compress down and

Pipe Size
(inches)

Oakum or Equivalent
(feet)

,Lead
(pounds)

2 3 1 1/ 2 ,
3 4 1/2 2 114
4 5,4 3
5 6 1/2 3 3/4

. 6 .. -7 1/2 ,4 1/ 2
8- 9 1/2 ".1 6

10 12 7 1/2 '

NOTE: Allow at least 5 percent additional lead and oakum far waste.

1igure 4.11 Material required tor leaRomts
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OAKUM

.o

PACK OAKUM HAND TIGHT AND THENFINISH Te.MPING WITH HAMMER ANDPACKING TOOL TO WITHIN I INCH OFTOP OF HUB., a

Ftgurc, 1.1a. Nicking
oakum nun a joint

expand into the groove in the hub. Next, use anoutside calking iron and calk the lead next to the hubwall the sameway the inside was calked. Do not strikethe calking iron too hard, because the prei:sure may -cause the hub to crack. 'A joint of pipe or a fitting thathas a cracked.bell
must be replaced in order to hive a .'watertight joint. More joints will leak as a result of thelead being to cold when poured than as a result of thee.,calking procedure.

Pouring horizontal lead joints. To make a joint onhorizontal piping, see that the pipe and fittings areproperly-su'pported 'and set for .the desired, grade orangle. Pack the hub:with oakum in the same manner
,

that you did w make a vertical pipe joint. Anadditional tool, called the asbestos joint runner, mustbeiged when you make a horizontal joint to di reck,themolten lead into the joint, as shown in figure4-17.The joint runner hhs -a spring tension chimp whichholds it in place while the lead is poured into the joint.Push the joint runner up against the huh to form a tightdam for the' molten 190; You cdn use a piece ofoakum to prevent leakage where the ends of the runnercome together at the claim). Make the joint with onepour, and have the lead hot enough to insure acomplete run around' the joint before .St cools:continue pouring the lead until the opening at the joint

LEAD

OAKUM s!

POUR LEAD INTO HUB UNTIL IT ISEVEN WITH ?OP OF THE HUB.

Figure 4-15.
Pouring hot lead into A joint.
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TAMP HARDENED LEAD LIGHTLY
WITH CALKING IRON ALL THE WAY
AROUND TO-MAKE AN EVEN JOINT,

VI

Figure 4-16. Calking a lead joint

Pack Joint Half Full of
Oakum.

Clamp Joint Runner Around
Pipe and Pour Lead Into

Joint. \

.4Remove Joint Runner When
Lead,Has Cooled and Calk

Joint.

Figure 417 Making a limn in hortrontal piping
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1

CLAY OR PUtTY
FUNNEL THROUGH
WHICH LEAD IS
POURED

BELL .
UPSIDE DOWN

HEIGHT OF
INSIDE OF JOINT

JOINT RUNNER

Figure 4.48. Pouring an upside-down joint.

runner clip is itll. Allow the joint to cool and remove
the asbestos joint runner. -Use a'cold chisel to cut away
the excess lead formed by the pouring pocket and calk
the joint, following the same procedure that you used
on the vertical pipe. joint.

Pouring upside-down lead joints. Sometimes, during
the construction of a vent stack. you may'have to pour
lead into an upside-dowth joint. This type of joint is
permissible when it is located above the drainage lines
to the stack. The manner in which lead is poured into
an upside-d%vn joint is illustrated in figure 4.18. To
force the lead-to flow up into the hub, a clay or putty
funnel is formed above the ,pouring opening in the
asbestos joint runner. The funnel-must be deep enough
to raise the level of the lead inside the joint. You must
exercise extreme caution when you pour this type of

-joint to ,prevent serious burns to yourself from
splattering or falling lead. The putty or clay pouring
funnel must bedry and free of moisture before the I
.is poured to prevent blowout of the hot lea rom
steam. After the lead cools, the joint runner is
removed, and the lead is calked in the same manner as
that used for' other joints.

- Always keep in mind the dangers involved when
working with, and handling, molten lead and heating
devices. Take your time and plan your moves ahead to
*avoid accidents to yourself. your coworkers, and your

. equipment.,
Compression joints. The compression joint uses hub-

and-spigot 'pipe as does the lead-and-oakum joint. The
major differences are the one-piece rubber gasket and
the spigot end of thepipe and fitting, which is always

- plain, or without a bead, When the spigot end of the
pipe or fitting is lubricated and pushed,or drawn into

. the gasket hub, the joint is sealed by displacement 'and
compession. ot the rubber gasket. The resultant joint js
leakproof. rootprOof: and pressureproof. It absoAls,
vibrations- and can be deflected up to 5° without
leakage or, failure (see fig..,4-19). Figure 4 -20
illustrates-three methods of joining cast-iron soil pipe.

No-huh joints. The no -huh joint for ea's-I-Iron 'soil
.pipe Aupplenients -the lead-and-oakuin and
compressiiin type bell-and-spigot joints by providing.

/024.1--

another and more compact arrangement. This system
uses a one-piece neoprene gasket and a stainless steel
shield and re 'ning clamps. The advantages of this
system ar at it perthits joints to be made against a
ceiling or in any limited-access area, and it is

constructed using 2- and 3-inch sizes that will tit into
'2 x 4 partitioned walls. Other advantages ot ihis type
of system are that installation is t'st and efficient, and
few tools are required.

When measuring no-hub pipe, measure the toll
length of the pipe (end to end). Spacers inside of the

. neoprene gasket where the fittings or pipe ends mein
measure 3/32 inch; thereffire. when fabricating a
system, subtract 3/32 inch for each connecnon
Tightening the stainless steel "retaining clamps
accomplished with a torque %%tench. The desired
degree of tightness is not less than 48 nor more than oo,
inch-pounds of torque. Extra hangers are required to,
no-hub systems.

Exercises (2,40):

1. What color should molten lead he when ou pan
it inm a joint')

2. What type melting turnuce is the most efficient foi
melting lead?..

4 3. How much Space should he lett in the huh for lead

after the oakuth is packed?

60.

4. How much lead should he used in a 4-ini.h '

When ybu pour a horizontal joint. what additional
tool is required?

6.' How many Alegrees can compression Joints he
deflected'?

4.2. Cutting, Reaming, and Threading Steel Pip
Manually

Although most shops have modern power tools.

there :itre still some small jobs that 'have to be done
manually.

12 8
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PIPES ARE POSITIONED BY SEPERATOR

RING IN GASKET
CLAMP 1331.1D OVER GASKET

AND TiONTENE0
COMPLETED JOINT

NEOPRENE GASKET IS INSERTED

INTO CLEANED NUB

LUBRICANT IS APPLIED
TO SPIGOT ENO

PIPES ARE JOINED min
PULLING TOOL

4.19. No.hublind nalprene joints.

129.
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3/4, TO- I INCH LEAD

PLAIN OR BEADED SPIGOT

A. LEAD AND OAKUM JOINT

NQ HUB PIPE

B : COMPRESSION JOINT

GASKET

PLAIN 'SPIGOT

INLESS' STEEL
'SHIELD

410
k :74

*V.VrAVA

- ,

NO HUB PIPE

I

GASKET

C.. NO HUE3 JOINT

8

STAINLESS STEEL
RETAINING CLAMP

Figure 4.20. Joints used to connect cast -iron soil pie and fittings.
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. Figure 4-21. Pipe clamped in a pipe vise

241. Pr,pvide brief answers to questions pertinent to
manually cutting and reaming sill pipe.

Cutting and Reaming Steel Pipe Manually. Now
that you have learned how to cut and join cast -iron soil
pipe. let's learn how to cut and ream steel pipe by
hand.

Cutting steel pipe manually. After you have
measured and marked the steel pipe in accordance
with the instructions given in V, tlume I. place it' in a
pipe vise, whim it can be \held for the cutting
operation. A pipe inserted in a pipe vise,,ready to be
cut h a pipe cutter or hacksaw. is illustrated in
1; c 4-2 t. A pipe cutter ready to make the first turn

,on el¢ pipe to be cut is illustrated in figure 4-22. To
cut a steel pipetviith a pipe cutter. open the jaws of the
cutter by turning the handle couhterclockwise. Now,
plice the pipe cutter around the. pipe on the mark
where the pipe is to be cut. Center the cutter so that the
cutting wheel is-on the mark. Close the jaws of the pipe-o

Cutter lightly against the pipe by turning,/ the handle
clockwise. After the wheels contact the pipe, rotate the

CUTTING
WHEEL.

PIPE

GUIDE ROLLERS

"s

ti

Figure 4.22,-cutting-a-pipe-shith-a-pipe-eutterr-----

Figure 4-23. The resultssf cutting pipe %ith a pipe cotter.

/025

ha110k ,one-fourth. of a turn more in a clockwise
direction. This puts a "bite" on. the-pipe and .causes a
groove in the pipe when the Pipe cutter is rotated.
Rotate the pipe cutter one turn to .make a complete
cutting mark around the pipe before turning the
ha le clockwise to cut the pipe deeper. If this is not
done, the pipe cutter will .make spiral marks around
the pipe instead of marking one complete circle:

After you make one:complete turn on the pipe. turn
the handle on thepipe cutter one-fouith turn to take
anothei "bite' on the pipe. Repeat these steps until the
pipe is cut. Figure 4-23 shows a'cutawa'.of a piece of
pipe and the result when it is cut with a pipe cutter.
Part A shows how the cutter causes a burr to form
within the pipe. and part B shows a cross-section of thp
burr after the pipe has been cut. This burr must be
removed before the pipe is installed. because it. will
hinder the flow of liquids and gases in a pipe.

Reaming pipe manually. :Theburr is removed from
gocend of the pipe with a pipe reamer To perform this
operation, insert the point of the pipe reamer into the
pipe while it is still clamped in the vise, as shown in
figure 4-24, and rotate the handle of the reamer -in a

'clockwise direction in short, even stroke Until the
on the inside of the pipe is removed. A cutaway of

piece of pipe that is reamed properly is illustrated in
figure 4-25. It 'is general practice for a plumber to

63

PIpE VISE

PIPE

REAMER

C

Figure 4.24. Reaming a pipe.
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PIEItE

.

EASY ,,,FLOW OF WATER
A .. .

*.-r "":":

PIPE

.

COUNTERSUNK
4,...° REAMING

Figure 4-25. Pipe properly reamed.

remove all burrs from pipe, whether it is used for
supply, veining, or waste, and from any line that will
carry a gas or liquid. '

S

Exercises (241):

- 1. How*much should the pipe cutter handle
adjusted on each complete turn?,

be

2. Why must the burr be removed-after the pipe' is
' cut?

3.. What direction should the reamer handle be
reftated?

242: Match the appropriate response to, the
statements associated with threading steel pipe by
-hind.

...lc:2

°

Threading Steel Pipe Manually. Af;er a piece of
pipe has been prbperly cut and reinfed. it, Can be.
threaded either by hand or with power tool& Right
now, let's find out how steel pipe threaded by hand.

A ratchet,"nbnadjustable pipe aie stock and pipe-
threading dies to fit the stock may be used to cut

. threads on a aiece of pipi. There are other dies. suclt
as a'threeitia7 die, that will cut threads on pipe from
1/2 to k inch in diameter. and there are larger

0
adjustable dies that will ckit threads on pipe from to 3-
inches in_diameter. You can use the nonadjustable
ratchet dies, as shown in figure 4-26, to cut threads on
pipe from lib to/ inches in diameter bichanging to
the correct size die.

tefdre yoti thread a pipe, inspect the dies to sec that
they are tharp and 'free from nicks and excessive wear.
Then insert the pipe into the vise, place the round
guide end of the pipe die stock on the pipe as shown in

7, and push 'tl)e pipe-threading dies against
thepipe the !feel of the hand. fixert considerable
pressure with the heel of the hand against the pipe die
stock and make three or four short (urns in a clockWise
direction to start the Oipe-threadin dies.

When the dies are started, turn the handle of thc
pipe die stock, as shown in figure 4 -28, with an even
ascl steady pressure until approximately two newly cut
threads.project beyond the.head of theilie.

NOTE: To cut clean threads for watertight- and
airtight joints, yoq must oil the pipe threading dies .

after every two;Orihree downward strokes with a good
grade of lard or sulphur pipe-thread-cutting oil. The

' oil prevents the pipe-threading dies apd the threads
from overheating and the threads froth becoming
marred.

When Iv proper number of threads is cut on the
pipe, ?Weise the ratchet on the pipe die stock for
counterclockwise operation and make several short
motions backward and forWard with fife pipe ditstock
to loosen the burrs\ that .are still inside the pipe- '
threading dies. Turn the 'pipe die stock
counterclockwise until the Rife-rfireading4lies are free
of the threads.'

Figure 4-26. Ntinadjustable stock and le set..

ta
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I:quo:4-27 Plateinedie stuck tin pipe.

c".
Too manrpipe threads are just as bad as few.

noeflial set of tapered pipe threads on a pipe is
illustrated in figure 4-29. Noffice how the threads are
tapered by the pipe die during the cutting procedure.
In section A, the threaCis are all perfect: in section B.
there are 2.^- threads -that are perfect at the root and
imperfect at the top. In section C, there are 3 or 4
threads imperfect at both the kottom and the top. This
taper on the pipe makes it possible to make a tight and
leakproof joint when a pipe is screwed into a fitting.
since you will be cutting threads on pipes with
adjustable dies, you must know how to cut the correct
number of4hreads when you use this tool. TO cut the
proper number of threas, on a pipe with an adjustable
die. rip the die on the

1

eI:ripe far enough so that about
two fulf threads extend beyond the head of.thedie..

The amount of threads cut per inch is determined
by the size of pipe that is to he threaded. Pipe sizes
from Pi to 3/8 inch have 18 threads per, inch: l/2-
and 3/4-inch pipe sizes have 14 threads per inch: 1- to

I !mire 4-28 ihreadvse pipe It ith a r to and die.

o
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/42.
2-inch pipe sizes have 11'/2 threads per inch; and pipe

:rues 21/2 inches through 6 inches have 8 threads Kr
inch.

Exercises (242):

Match the responses in Column A to the statements
in Column B.

°Column A Colton B

a. ll'h
' b. 2

c. 1/8 to 2

. .

4-31 Cutting, Reaming,
-Power Tools

_ I Approximate number of
threads that should projsct

) 'beyond the head of the die.
2k Number of threads that .

should. be cut on 1- to 2-
inch pipe.
Sizes of pipe in inches that
nonadjustable dies will
thread.

and Threading Pipe with

Using power tools to cut, ream, and thread pipe is a
great timesaver. but it can become a very dangerous,
operation if not properly done. There are many
different types of pipe-threading machines, but each ,

one accomplishes the. same purpose when properly
used. Among some of the more, common types of
threading machines are the power-driyen bench.
threader, the power-driven vise stand, and the gear.
type pipe threader?

243. Answer questions relating to the correct opera-
tion of power bench threaders.

Power-Driven Bench Threader. A bench type
thrading machine, like the one shown- iq figure 4-30.
is usually found in every il.lumbing shop. The bench
threader is designed to cut and ream the pipe as well as
thread it.

To cut the pipe with this machine, Lnserrthe pipe

. OR 4
T.HREADS

IMPERFECT.

2 THREADSPERFECT AT
ROOT. IMPERFECT AT TOP

c..
. TOP AND 1 PERFECT

BOTTOM THF(EAD"-":

B ,:601 A

wvArIP:VAPIPv

OUTSIDE
DIAMETER

PIPE,
TAPER
1/32

PER INCH

Figure 4.29. Staittlard tapered pipe thread.

.
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DIE RELEASE LEVER
PIPE-if-CHUCK

PIPE

CUTTING OIL PUMP

MOTOR

DIE HOLDER

Nalli1

ADJUSTABLE PIPE REST

1.1o

I 100.

A.' -

OIL FEED LUTE

.17

Figure 4-30. Power-driven

into the chink so that it protrudes. about 8 inches
beyond the face of the chuck. Adjust the pipe rest to
carry the weight of the pipe that extends beyond the
end of the machine.. Now tighten the chuck onto the
pipe and start the machine. Advance the pipe dies and
pipe cutter until the wheel of the cutter. located behind
the pipe chuck, is directly in line with the mark on the
pipe. Do not strike the face of the chuck with the pipe
dies as you move them to the mark to be cut. When the
cutter is lined up wall the mark. apply pressure to the

Figure 4-31. Portable.poWer-driven bench threader.

bench pipethreading machine.

H .

cutter as, the pipe rotates until the pipe is completely
cat off. If the pipe section is long, make sure that there
is -a pipe rest properly positioned to -prevent it ,frton
dropping to the floor and possibly damaging, the
threads. After the pipe section is cut off. withdraw the
pipe dies and cutter from the pipe.

The next operation after cutting the pipe is to ream
it to remove the burr caused by the cutter. To do this.
insert the pipe into the chuck and let if extend toward
the dies the proper distance. Lift Ithe reamer ace.
It should tit directly in front of the dies. Move it
toward the protruding pipe untill it enters and touches

:it. Next, apply pressure to the reamer until the pipe is
properly reamed. Withdraw thekeamer from the pipe
Finish the job-by removing the r

I

eamer from the front
of the dies,

C7.

Before a piece of pipe is t treaded on a pimer-1

driven threading Machine, ched the' pipe chuck iaw
teeth to see that they re clean and,free of ipe chips or
flakes. If they need be cleaned.lu,se a stYff wire brush
to .remove thedir and chips s that the teeth will

clamp against th pipe without sli ping._After the teeth
of the chuck have been cleaned and opened-to recove
a piece of pipe, insert the properAize die into the slots
and insertthe die-holder pins. Then check to see that.
all the 'teeth on the pipe segmen are clean and nut
chipped. When this is done. mi the diere 'easing
handle-upand-down-to see that thy, egments in t e dies
will open all the way and wiAl ci m down the roper
distance. Take a shqrt nipple an sc ew it into he die
segments by hand to see thpt the 'gments are p ,operly
alined. lfyou prefer. you can check the alineniimt in

...-!-. .
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xe. rciss (243):

I. What operation should take place after the pipe is'
cut?

Aar

2. What tool should be used to clean the chuck of a
pipe threader?

3. How far should you be able to screw a properly -

thre cls.,,d pipe into a fitting by hand?

244. Choo_se the true statements concerning t'he
operativ of.portable vise stands.

Portable Vise Stand. Another-type of thread-
cutting machine that you will probably use is the
portable power-driven vise stand, shown in figure.
4 -33. This machine is so designed that it turns the pipe
to be cut or threaded while the threader is resting on

the arms of the machine. The pipe to be cut, reamed,
and threaded is inserted in the chuck in the same
manner as in the power threading machine mentioned
previously. The portable vise stand is equipped with a
chuck which grips pipe from 1/4 to 2 inches in
diameter. It is powered by a reversible, variable-speed
electric motor. Other equipment used with the vise
stand is the pipe cutter, the reamer, and the threader. A
pipe vise is bolted to the top of the machine.

To operate the portable vise stand, insert the pipe
into the chuck and tighten it. Turn on the electric
motor to see that the pipe rotates id the proper
direction for reaming and cutting threads. When
cutting pipe, place the cutter, on the pipe and allow the
handle of the reamer to rest against either 911 e or both

..;

Fif0e..14?2,. Stationary bench threader.

...

. the segments by putting the nipple into the chuck,
starting the machine. and running *le dies onto the
'nipple. Wheirthe segments are run the proper distance,
release them by lifting the die-release 11 ver. Back off
the die and shut off the motor, stoppi the chuck.
After the chuck stops. release the chuck and remove
the nipple; check it with a standard female tapped
fitting. You should be able to screw the nipple into the

' tittinrby hand about 3 to 3'/4 tarns. If the nipple
screws more than 31/2 turns, the segments are set too
deep. However, if the nipple will screw only about 2
turns. the segments are worn out or are improperly set
(too shallow). Figure 4-31 illustrates a portable
power-driven bench threader. I.

After the chuck and dies have been properly
cleaned and set, you are ready to start threading the
pipe. Ma'k%sure that the release lever is in the closed
position an move the dies up to the end of the pipe.
Before you apply pressure on the dies, be sure you
have the oil .runningto help start the segments on the

. I pipe. Apply enough pressure until at least two threads_-
are started so that the die will continue to threatit-s-elf.
Allow the machine to operate until the end Of the pipe
conies through the die head abouttwo full threads, and
then release the segments by'liftifig u
lever. Back off the die stock until it is clear of the
Then stop the machine and loosen the pipe i
chuck so that you can remove the threaded pipe from
the machine. .

.

Figure 4-32 illustrates a stationary bench threader
that may be used to thread pipe sizes 1/2 to 4 inches.

CAUTION: Never attempt to open the chuck while,
the threader is in motion. '

,

e r- ease
ipe.

...lg." PIPE VISE
.

PCSWER_VISE
STAND

CHUCK

67

THREK6ER.

Figure 4-33 Power-driveri vise stand.
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4 of the bars as required. Start the machine and control
the cutting action of the cutter through the handle. The
pipe is reamed in a manner similar lo_that in Cutting
the pipe. To cuethreadswith a vise stand, you should
start two or three threads on the pipe by hand %ith.a
ratchet handle. This method should be followed in
every case when you use power thrpad-cuttini
equipment. Stan the machine and cut die required
number of threads. After the threads are cut, stop the
machine, push the bars back, and turn the threaders off
by hand rather than run the machine in a reverse

,direction.
CACT1ON. When you use this machine, be sure to

rest the handles of the cutter. reanter, and threaders
against the bars. Many plumbers have injured
themselves Sy ;attempting tri hold the handles of these
units by hand. Remember, if you let go of the handles.
they are likely RC strike you or catch in your clothes
and pull you t)f6our feet. before the machine can be
stopped.

Exercises (244):

Choose the true statements -by placing a T in the
appropriate spaces.

I The portable vise stand is equipped to check
pipe sizes from 1/4 to 2 inches.

2 The power vise is designed so that the dies
turn while the pipe st stationary.
When cutting threads 1116th the poiver vise,
you should part two or three threads by
hand.

7_
24E: Distinguish between the correct and iricorrect
statements pertainipg to the operation of geared type
threaders. ,

.

.Geared Type Threader. The combination geared
type threader and power vise stand, shown in figure
4-34, is used to .cut threads on pipe larger than 2
inches in diameter either in the fieldAlshop. The

IS 7;0,

a

geared ty e threader is turrn:db prmer from the vise
stand rough, a flexible shalt or a shaft with two
universal joints. To thread pipe aftei the equipment is

set up. as shown in figure 4-34. damp the pipe to by
threaded in the vise and I'd it extend far enough
beyond the vise. to fit' into the threader. Atter 'the
proper sized segments are installed in the threader ij
can be placed over the end of the pipe so that the
segments strike or touch the pipe and .are in proper
alinement. Next tighten the setscrews on the reverse
side of the pipe threader against the pipe so tht the
sleeve will remain stationary while the segments and
the outer section of the pipe threader turn. In order to
cut the proper amount of standard threads. the out&
sectiq has to be turned counterclockwise until the
markings on the tread are in alinement betore it is

placed on the .pipe. When the threader a, installed on
the pipe. cut two or three threads by hand. and then
apply power to finish the job.

Be careful when you are installing this type of
geared pipe threader on a section of pipe to be cut.
because it is heavy. Normally.- two plumbers work ,
together during this opeijition The Air Force doe, not
expect you to completely set up and cut threads on
large pipe by yourself until you become proficient in
the use of power tools.

Cuiting. reaming, and threading pipes with power
nfachinery are common operations. but they can be
dangerous too. Most plumbers have cut. reamed. and
threadedtpipe with power machknes so many times that
it has.become a routine job with them. Usually.. during'
routine work safety, precautions- become reiaxel,
causing plumbers to get hurt. They may cut their
hands.drop pipe on their feet. get their clothes caught
in a turning par(of a machine, or get hit by revolving
handles. Remember. when you work with power
machinery, keep your mind on your work and don't
get in too much of a hurry*

One kind of threading involves cutting threads into
the side instead of the end of a pipe. It mad be
necessary for you to drill and tap steel. wrought-iron.

Figure 4-34. Cutting threads with a geared type threader and power vise stand.
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cast-iron, or asbestos-cement pipe. The first step is toi
locate the exact center ofthe hole to be drilled.f
Canter punch this locatibn so that the drill will.not
wandir. Drill the hole, being careful to hold the dril l
wit 900 to this surface: Be careful not to exert too much
pressure when the drillbreaks through on the opposite
side; by so doing you will leave a smooth surface and
ayoid breakingaout pieces of the pipe. Start the tap .

into the hole. Hold the tap at 90° to the surface.
Vas the proper lubricant and turn the tap slowly into

t the hole. Turn the tap back to clean the threads and
to prevent bindinend breaking the tap. When the tap
has been turned through the pipe, turn it backward and
remowit from the hole. Clean the tap and place it .

Lathe box or other container, which will protect it

Cuffing and Threading Copper and Brass Pipe.
Copper or brass pipe may be cut and threaded with
either handtools or power tools. In either case, you
must be careful to prevent marring the pipe with teeth
marks when it is placed in holding tools, such as vises
and chucks. Two types of 'clamps that, can hold pipe
without marring it are shown in figure 4-35. These
clamps may he used with power-driven machines as
well as with stationary _pipe vises. When brass or
copper pipe is to be cut, reamed, or threaded on a
power machine, insert two suitable lead -lined sleeves
between the chuck jaws and tile pipe. Tight.en the

'chuck enough to prevent the pipe from slipping and
turning while you are performing the various
operations.

Large copper or brass pipe can be reamed with a
hand reamer: or if it is cut with a power-driven
machine, it can be reamed in the same manner as steel
Pipe.

On light pipe. a clamp e'en be made with either hard
wood or iron blocks, lined with a lead sleeve, and
inserted i7jran pipe vise to help hold the pipe. Light
pipe is very seldom threaded on a power machine. If ir-
is to be threaded. it usuall!, done by hand.

from dame*.

Exercises (245):

Distinguish between the correct and incorrect
ttatements by placing a C for thosethat are correct in
the spaces provided.

drl. A geared type threader and power vise stand
Is,used to thread pipe larger than 2 inches.

2. Normally, two plumbers are required to
operate the geared threader.

3. The geared threader is self-stetting.
4. Cutting your hands and, getting loose

clothing caught on turning parts are
hazards related to threading pipe.

4-4. .Cutting, Reaming, and Threading Copper,
,,Brass, Plastic, and Chrmzium.Pipe-

6 .
NOw that you UnovOlowto cut and thread cast-iron .

soilYipe and steel pipe, let's complete "this pipe-cutting
and pipe - threading discussion by learning how to cut
and threieeopper, brass, plastid-,and
platidpipe.

,

Ten-(i) what should .be used in vises and

chucks to preveit marring copper or brass pipe, and.
,..(2) how light copper'and brass piped are usually
-threaded.

Exercises (246): -

I. What should he inserted in vises and chucks to
prevent marring copper or brass pipe?

rw"

2. How is light copper and brass pipe usually
threaded?

247. Select the true statements pertaining to cutting,
reaming, and threading plastic and chromium-

o
Plated pipes.

Cutting and Threading Plastic and Chromium-
-"Plaled/pipe. 'You, must alsO be-careful .tnen you are

.
Le4lineti,split '
coupng
damo

Lead fining

iron ,yo.,
block

' Lght annealed
brass pipe

'
. .

6er31t, ;he..tiradhnin3
*.

,I,Figui4-,: 9.a npi used to rigid brag:t

Idoitio

..--,
'-': " -....v. : , -. ..

0 ,

, _

.,1

'14 a . "

copper, plastic,
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or chromium pipe in a vise or chuctc.
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cutting and threading chromium-plated pipe to keep
from scratching or\marring the pipe. Follow the same
precautionary meal res that should be observed when
you cut brass or co per pipe.' Chromium pipe is cut
with a tube cutter r a hacksaw. When you cut this
pipe, make sure thUt your tube cutter is in good
working.order and thktit does not have a rough wheel.
otherwise the chrom um finish will be marred or
possibly scratched. W en threading chromium pipe.
first check to see whet er a standard thread or a butt
joint thread is require, In most cases, a butt thread
will be necessary. It' common practice for the
plumber to cut and thre d this type of pipe by hand
because of the special ca e that must be taken during
the threading operation. Before you start to cut a
thread on chromium pipe, check the dies on a piece of
pipe that is not chromium plated to make sure that they
are properly set to make a utt-threaded joint.

With the dies set 'and ch ked, be sure to make the
proper number of threads. ften, plumbers fail to cut
the proper number of threads-4o make a butt joint.
Then, when the pipe is installed, it does not make up
properly and usually leaks. Setting the dies too deep or
not cutting enough threads usually causes leaks.

I

aft

70

The 'same precautions shOuld be taken when
cutting, reaming. and threading plastic pipe as when
working With copper, brass, and chromium-plated
pipe. To be threaded. plastic pipe should he at least
schedule 80 of heavier. Even though plastic pipe can
be threaded, it.is recommend that precast threaded
fitting's be used when making threaded connections

A large tubing cutter works well when cutting
plastic pipe. However, a carpenter's handsaw with a '
miter box will give you an acceptable cut:

Exercises (247):

Select the true statements by placing a check mark
(V)in the apprd:priate spaces.

I In twist g;ases chromium-plated pipe will
require et utt thread.

2 The sple_.:ause of leaks on butt-threaded
joints'is not having enough threads cut

3 Plastic pipe of schedule 80 or heavier itia
be threaded.

4 A carpenter's handsaw and miter box can be
used to cut plastic pipe.

138
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Figure 5A. Pidkout iron.

'greater than 4 incli81+6 JO minutes indicates a leak in
the system. Leaks occur most commonly at'lead-calk
joints, and they can be detected' by moisture seeping
through the joint. When a leak is detected, recalk the
lead with an inside calking iron Sand then, with an
outside.calking iron as when making the original joint.
Most leaks can be repaired kly this recalking process. If
the leak continues, you must remove the lead and
oakum and recalk the joint. The lead and oakunisan
be removed with a pickout iron, as shown figure
5-5. Drain the water to a level below the leaking joint
before you make the repair. Do not apply heat to melt
the lead in the joint, because steam from the moisture
in the oakUni may cause the hot lead to blow out and
injure you or your coworkers. After removing the lead
and oakum from the leaking joint, you can apply heat
'to the bell to dry out the moisture in the pipes before
you recalk the joint with oakum and molten lead.

When you make an air test. a drop in the mercury
column on the gage indicates a leak. Apply soapy
water with a brush on the area where you think the leak
is located, If there is leaka the area, it will be
indicated_b_y_thef ng of bubbles. For cast-iron
fittings this test is very effective in locating leaks that
are catse.d by sand holes made daring casting or by
cracks from rough handling. When you losate such
leaks. you must replace, the fitting. Never "Ittempt to
repair a fitting by welding, brazing. or any other such
means: Remove the faulty fitting and the pipe which
connects to the huh end of the fitting. Replace the
faulty .fitting with a serviceable one. and calk and lead,
the spigot end of the fitting into place. A special

2 insertable type.joint with a deep huh, known as the
session -joint, shown in figure 5-6. is available for
replacing the pipe section in -the hub end of the new

into the pipe. pour in 5 gallons;t?f bailing water. Then
close the tops of the pis to 'Prevent the odor of
peppermint rrom escaping., As when making a smoke
test, the inspector should remain away from the area
midl the test is prepared. He must be able to locate
leaks at the system by detecting the odor orthe

mint.
Whcn is it best to use each kind of test? Use the

smoke test when testing waste systems which have been
in prior operation. Use the peppermint test for the
final testing of a new waste system after the fixtures
and trapphaVe been installed. Use the water test for
rough-in inspections, and use the air test for rough-in
tests during freezing temperatures.

Exercises (248):

Match the responses' in column A to the statements
in column B by placing the appropriate letter in the'

-spaces provided.

0,111 lllll -1

.1 Alt tem,
1Z, %nu test

Sintike test.
d. Kpperiiiint test

4,

5-2. Repairing Waste,Sysiems

Column B

rill the stem
let stand 12 to' 2.1
hours
lase %%aste as part

of the tcm
lots .5 gallons 1,1
boiling %nor,.
Test %ith 5 pZi,t9T 15
nhInuki

As a plumber.,pu must know not only how to test,*
waste system but also how to repair it if you discover a
leak when making.the test. First, let discuss repairing

-'-leaks--in cast.irtnrs.-nl-pipe.
.

249. State' actions -to .be taken pertaining to
repairing teaks in cast-iron soit pipe.

Repairing teillo Cust4ron Soil Pipe. When a
m,MeAest. is Made. 'ait ). lowering, of the water level

, .
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Figure 5-.6. Insertable (session) joint.
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Figtire 5-7. Replacing pipe by using an insertable joint.
.

INSERT
'PIPE

,POSITION AND 1

Ii
1 POSITION.

CALK NEW a INSERTABLE

FITTING
JOINT AND
CALK

fitting. The spigot end of the insertable joint:is calked
and leaded into the bell end of the new fitting. Since
the hub of the insertable joint is extra deep, the design
allows the last section of pipe to be lowered: into the
deep hub and then raised into placefor calking. This
procedure is illustrated in steps). 2,p, and 4 of figure

5-7. .

a
Exercises (249):

I. What shbuld you do when a leak is detected in a
calked joint? ,

ti

I. What todis used to remove lead from a moist calk

i911PiT
.

RAISE
PIPE

250. Name fitting to be used, or state precaution to
be observed in given situations concerning leaks in
threaded pipe connections.

Repairing Leaks in Threaded Pipe: You must
know how to repair leaks in threaded pipe as well as in.

cast-iron soil- pipe. To.complete our discussion. then.'
let's turn our attention to the subject of rep& ring

threaded pipe.
When leaks are detected in threaded pipe joints. it is

usually necessary to remove and reinstall the piping.
You can rarely correct leaks by tightening the joint.

because as the thread- on-one end is tightened. the
thread on the opposite end of the pipe is- bucked our

TURBULENT GREASE
INCOMING RISING TO

LIQUIDS SURFACE

,CALM FLOW.
THROUGH'-
INTERCEPTING
crAMBER

t

GREASE ACCUMULATING
AT SURFACE AIR RELIEF

AND BYPASS

OUTLET

. What type ti ;special lining is used when a single
length of-soil pipe needs to be replaced?

INLET

SEWER CLOGGING FLOW OF WATER

SOLIDS RETAINED

AWee
Figure 5-8. Typical greasetrap.
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anti will probably leak. Never attempt to close a leak
in threaded joint with compound. To stop the leak,
you must get the compOund between the threads of the
pipe and fitting and tighten the joint. Sections of the
piping may be cut out wish a pipe cutter so that the
joints can be properly tightened. The piping is then
replaced, and the final joint-is made with a Tucker
connection. Never use pipe unions when repairing
leaks in the waste or vent piping.

Be sure you support and brace the piping, especially
vertical pipe runs, before you remove a section from
the system for repair. This precaution prevents the
remaining pipes from moving or shifting, which could
cause strain or damage to other joints.

Exercises (250):

I. What type fitting should be used to make the finh
connection when repairing a leak in a threaded
waste system?

2. What type screw fitting should never be used when
repairing leaks in a waste or vent system?

3. What precautions should yOu take before
removing a section of a vertical run of pipe for
repairs?

-5-3. Grease Traps

Without grease traps there would be many more
sewer stoppages. Grease traps are a must in all kitchens
other than residential. Properly installed and
maintained grease traps will aid immeasurably in the

' operation of sewers.

251. Provided a list of statements associated with
the installation and maintenance of grease traps,
choose the correct statements.

Insta- llation and Maintenance of Grease Traps..
Removing greasefrom greasy wastes is essential to the
proper functioning of a sewer system in large military
or commercial kitchens. In such kitchens, if large
quantities of grease are allowed to pass into the waste
system, it will solidify and clog the waste pipes. To

_prevent this condition, some means must be used to
collett the grease before it enters the 'waste
systqm, Grease traps are used for this purpose.

Construction and operation of grease traps. Grease
_traps may be constructed of concrete, brick. or metal
in various sizes. A number of different types of grease
traps are available but they all. ork in accordance

141

75

/31-
with the principle that grease is lighter than water and
therefore will rise to the top of water. In the common'
air-cooled, grease trap, like the one shown in figure 5-8,
the incoming water passes through a series of baffle
chambers where the grease is cooled and rises to the
top of the water. ,Water. free from grease, is drawn
from the bottoni:of the trap and passed in to the
sanitary Sewer system. As you can see in figure 5-8, the
unit is only as efficient as the service it receives. In a
very short period of time, the grease trap fills and
ceases to remove grease. When this happens, the unit
must. be cleaned.

Installation of grease traps. A grease trap should be
installed as close to its fixture as possible, preferably in
a location where the odor will not get into the kitchen
when it is opened to be cleaned. The ideal place is
outside the building. Since grease traps must be
cleaned periodically. they must have a removable
cover. Some grease traps are connected to a hot and
cold water supply for flushing after the accumulated
grease has been removed.

Maintenance of grease'traps. Periodic cleaning is all
that is necessary for the proper maintenance of a
grease trap. To clean.a small grease trap, remove the
cover and dip the grease out of the trap with a ladle. In
cases of sewer and waste stoppages at large military or
commercial kitchens, the first step is to see that the
grease traps are clear.

Plumbing persOnnel usually clean the grease traps
that are located outside the building. They usually use
an ordinary perforated scoop to skim the greaSe from
the surface of the trap and place it in suitable
containers for salvage. The next procedure is to
remove as much of the putrid material as possible with
the same scoop and treat it as refuse material to be ,

destroyed. Pump out the liquid contents from the traps,
every 3 months and scrape all the sediment from the
sidewalls and bottom. Finish the operation by flushing
the trap with clear water.

Exercises (251);

Choose the correct statements by placing a C in the
appropriate spaces.

1 Grease traps work on the principle that
grease is lighter than water.

2 Water free from grease is drawn from the top
of the trap.

3 The ideal place for a grease trap is"putside
the building.

4 The liquid contents of a grease 'trap should
be pumped out every three months.

5-4. Inspectiim and Maintemince of
Sanitary Sewers

Inspection and maintenance' of sewer systems is
scheduled'on a recurring basis. Checking the manholes
will allow you to determine if there is a partial flow of
sewage. A Well maintained sewer system will eliminate

4
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Figure 5-9. Locating buried,pipes.

most of the overtime work resulting from main sewer
stoppages. By this point in your career as a-plumbing
specialist, you most likely have been. introduced to
after-duty-hours sewage stoppages, some of which
could have been prevented if a good maintenance
program had been followed..

252. From a given list of statements relating to
Anspection of main sewers, distinguish between those

that -are true and those that are false.'

inspeetihn of Main Sewers. ..Ile water systems.
sewer-systems must be inspected periodically to insure
cuntip,u4 satisfactory service. Small discrepancies, if
corrected will prevent major system failures later.
When a failure occurs. however, its cause must he
determined acid corrected.

'Loaning- buries! pipe. Main sewer systems must be
inspected periodically- for conditioji and operation.
Locating the sewer pipe is art.operation accomplished

:"forinspection as well as later maintenance arid-repair.
.Visual sighting between manholes for the most part

is.ti. reliable' method of locating buried sewer mains.
Obstruction may prevent visual sighting. Maps must be

consulted in such cases to determine pipe location.
This ks).especially important if repair/is required.

Otherpiping systems, may cross the,.sewerti_ne,or run-
parallanearby: The mapgeherally has alegehl&hich
..iderititles-the-synibols Used..fOe.each piping system.

ElectricalinstrUmeiits are sometimes used to locate
buried ,sewer.pipe; 'One-instrument.--may ditNect pipe
iiiitgnetiiiii.,Such-ipstrUtuents are:reliable only when
:sewer lines'ure,,p1Wnctallic composition. --

,SoundAdetecting,instruments can 'be used to locate
Jiiied;40,1*.;,e4yeys liquids. Sourid-deteeting
ittstrunteuts,ttperate -the principle of liStening to
ligiilidi,:,-;"nipii.Oirotigh the pipe. SOund-detecting
iustrunientv`are:xeliableonly when no other piping,

nyeymthqui4:Anearby.

Probing for the exact location of buried pipe is
probably the must reliable method. Not only Os

lodtion but depth can he determined, see figure -F e.:9.

locating buried pipes.
Inspecting main soyers. Sewer mains are constructed

With manholes at intervals of 360 feet. These are used
to gain entrance to a sewer, main.,Manholes are usually
located in the center of a street and"covered with, a
round iron lid. All the work done when clettningla

main sewer is 'done through a manhole. Before
entering a manhole, remove the cover and allow the
sewer gas to escape. This gas is dangerous if ignitedeL

and wilpurn orexplode. causing injury to perm
Breathing the gas is also dangerous to personnel. \

CAUTION: Never enter a sewer manhole svith1.4it
someone standing by to go for help in case the one
entering the manhole is overcome with gas. A rope
tied around the body and under the arms of the man
entering the manhole is recommen&d so that he muy
be pulled out if he is overcome by gas.

After it his been determined that the sewer is sale.
you ma), begin inspection and maintenance
operations.

.liferitudsof Owe-king jar flaw. You can detect
obstructions m the main sewer by observing flow at
manholes. You can check for obstructions between
manholes bkperforming the following steps:

Plug off a section of sewer main at manholes with
sandbags or pneumatic ball.

Fill section of sewer, line and manhole with water
Remove plug and obgerve trate of flow at mem

manhole.
Slow rate of flow, at the next manhot indicates an
obstruction in the line between the two manholes:Fast
rate flow at the next manhole indicates no
obstruction in the tine between the Iwo manholes,

Another way of deteetinf restrictions between
manholes is by comparing the level of sewage at one

4
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Figura 5-10A. Typical power newer auger.

manhole with the level of sewage at the next manhole
downstream. If the level of sewage at the upstream.
manhole is greater than the level of sewage at the
downstream manhole, then there is restriction in the
Imebetween the two manholes. provided the line is the
same' size.

Exercises (252):

Distinguish between the true and false statements by
placing a T or F in the spaces provided._ I Maps should, be consulted to locate buried

pipes.
Probing lo pipe is not a reliable method of
locating buried pipe.

_1 Manholes are placed in sewer mains at 300-
. loot intervals.

4 Never enter a manhole without someone
standing by to help in case of an emergency.
Obstruction in sewer mains can be detected
by observing theflow in manholes.

0

253, Select and mark the correct statements
pertaining to maintenance of main sewers.

Maintenance of Main Sewer. There are'two types
of mamtenahce for main sewers which will concern
you. They are recurring and emergency maintenance.
Recurring maintenance is scheduled into the shop on
an annual basis. The time of year you petorm this type.
of maintenance will depend upon the geographical
location. In areas where the snowfall is several feet
annually, if would not be practical. to perform
recurring maintenance in midwinter., not so much
because of the extreme cold weather, but the time it
would take to locate and remove the. snow from the
manhole covers. 14iring recurring maintenance is the
time to check for 'flow .levels and clean debris from
manholes. Should a partial stoppage be found, it
should he removed, either with a sewer auger or a
pressure sewer cleaner (see figs. 5 -10A and 5- I ()B).

1

X37
Flushing sewer mains by adding additional waterrith
a- fire hose will help keep the sewer in better

/ operational condition.
Emergency maintenanc may occur at any hour of

any day. For example. ibwers may be broken by
equipment or earth shifting. Also they may he stopped

These are some of the problems which will
confront you.

Once the rouble has been determined. you should
make the necessary repairs. Let's say you have found a
restriction or stoppage in the main sewer. This can be
dealt with, in short order, with a power sewer auger.
Figure 5- 10A illustrates typical power sewer auger
used to remove main sewer stoppages.

This machine consists of a.J-tube, rod sections.
assortment of heads, gasoline engine, and handtools
used for changing heads and removing broken rod
sections.

The J-tube is used as a guide when inserting the rod
into the )Main sewer.' t; .

-The rod is extended' o the obstrtiction with the
power feed. while the drum rotates clockwise. Once
the head has reached the.coint of obstruction, you
should slow the feed and cut through the stoppage at a
slow, even speed.c0The type V head to use will depend
upon the type of obstruction. You would the a hook to
retrieve rags. You Auld use a saw;type cutter to cut
and retrieve roots.

When retrieving, the drun? should be rotating
-..-slowly clockwise with ',the feed leAver in reverse; this
will, keep the obstruction from slippiag off the head.

This type of equipmenj is rather difficult to operate,
especially if the stoppage is solid! Therefore. it is a
mod- safety practice to use three men when using the
sewer auger.

To repair broken sewer mains, you should block off
the pipe.to be repaired in the manhole with sandbags
or an inflatable sewer bag: Always be sure) to 'have

, some means of removing the sandbags. Usually a rope

--I

o

Figure 5-10B. Pressure seer cleaner.
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Figure 51 I. Flat seuer snake.

is tied around theiandtrag in such a manneas not to
slip off the bag when removing it after the repairs have
been made. Once you have blocked the flow of sewage,
you can make the necessary repairs. Usually the repairs
consist of removing and replacing one or.more lengths
of pipe. Remember, always use gold safety practices
when excavating.and backflIling.

tSk,"

Exercise! (253):
to Mark the correct statements by-pla ng a C in the

appropriate spaces.'
'I.' The Itwo 'types of main .sev r maintenance

. are recurring and- emergency. .

Recurring maintenance is onlyserformed in
tke summer months.

UNIVERSAL ALLREVOLVING

SPLIT ROLLER. HEAD

REVOLVING SEWER. CLEANING,
SPEARHEAD.

,Figtire.5-12. Flat sewer snake heads.

7P

0

Figure 5-13. Power stmer auger for building s4.Acr,

3 Tte J-tube is used to guide the rod into the
.1 main sewer.

4 The rod drum should be rotating
. counterclockwise when retrieving an
obstruction:

_ 5. Three men shobld be assigned when using
the sewer rods.

6 Sandbags. may 6e used to sttrp sewage flow
for-pipe repairs.

254. Provide, pertinent information
maintenance of building sewers.

pertaining' to

Mstintenanip of Building Sewers. Where sewers
are nni overtaxed and storm water, from sewers does
not back up into the buildings, the rise-of water and
sewage through a floor drain indicates sCoptage
either in the house drain or in the house sewer. he
cleanout for the building sewer is normally located just
outside the building foundation. This-is the starting
point for rising "a power- operated sewer auger or a fiat
steel snake (sOmetimes referred to as a ribbon snake)
to clean the Stoppage.- 1 -

The flat sewer snake, shown in figure 5-11. is one
of the simplest tools that may be used to loosen

.. Obstructions in a building sewer. Snakes like this one
are.inade of steel ribbon varying in size from 1/4 inch
to I '/2 inches in width by I /15inch to 1/8 inch thick,
and in lengths.up to 200 feet. The 1/2inch width- is
suitable for ,pipes up:to 3 inches in diameter, and the
3/4-inch is suitable for pipes up to 4 inches in
diameter.' ,

The flat type sewer snake is designed with a handle
with an automatic gripe as shown in figure 5.11, or one
locked with a screwThis handle slides along the snake

78 1 4
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as it is pushed into the drain or sewer. The forward
"end of the sewer snake is equipped with a split roller
head or a spearhead, as shown in figure 5-12.

To dislodge a stoppagC in asewer line with a sewer
;nake, insert it into the line through the cleanout plug
or some other convenient opening. Feed the snake into
the sewer. using a back-and-forth movement. When
the snake will not feed any further, the head- of the
snake is probably up against the stoppage. Now, work
the snake back and forth until you punch through the
stoppage. When the line seems to bt draining, run
water into the sewer to help clean it.

The electric sewer auger illustrated in figure 5-13 is
ideal for cleaningt building sewers. This auger, is
equipped with an assortment of heads: the saw cutter,
corkscrew, knife cutter. drop head. and pickup head,.
This machine also is equipped with a foot control=
leaving both hands free to guide the auger. The type of
auger head you will use will depend upon the
obstruction to be removed.

CAUTION: Always make sure the machine is
properly grounded.

Exercises (254):

. What width flat sewer snake should be used to free
obstructions in a 4-inch building sewer?

2. At what point in the building sewer would you
begin the sewer cleaning operati6n?

3. What are the two types of heads used on flat sewer
snakes?

5-5. Inspection and M'aintenance of Building .

Drains
A drainage system that functions properly is of

great importance to the.general health of personnel.
Defective and improperly operating drainage systems,
may contaminate the potable water supply or food and
cause the spread of disease. Therefore, it is of prime
importance that you keep the drainage system in good
working condition. A contaminated water supply may
cult germs which cause typhoid fever. cholera,
dyMtery, and many other diseases.

255. Givr a list of actions related tothe inpection
of building drains, select thosi that are pertinent.

Inspection of Building Drains. Periodic inspection
of interior piping systems prevents undesirable
conditions and,costly repairs.

\

Lg?
Loose, broken, or missing pipe supports permit

waste pipe to sag, causing undue stress on joints. Leaks
in waste syftems inside a building are not acceptable.
Sagging pipe alters the pipe grade, which in turn
changes the drainage flow. Solids will settletm the low

,area and eventually cause slow drainage or clogging.
Leaks caused by defective joints, pipe. and.fittings

must of course be corrected for health reasons.
Clogged vents often cause fixture drains operate

slowly. Water may be siphoned from the trap due to
vent stoppage. This allows sewer odors and gases to be
vented through the fixture drain. Vents may be
clogged from debris backed up from a previous line
clogging. Birds attempting to nest in the vent terminal
may also cause poor venting. The vent pipe itself may
have been damaged restricting its venting capability.,

The most common problem area you are at to find
when inspecting mess facilities' building drains is
missing floor drain covers. With the floor drain covers
missing, foreign objects and debris may fall or be
swept into the drain. thereby-husing stoppages.

Exercises (255):

Select the actions that are pertinent when inspecting
*.building drains by placing a checkmark (-4) in the

spaces provided.
I. Look for missing pipe hangers and supports.

--- 2 Check for defective joints.
3. Check for oversize vents.
4 Inspect vents for foreign debris.

z. 5. Check floor drain covers.

256. State required information concerning
maintenance of building drains. . I .6

Maintenance of BuildingDrains. The drainage
system consists of the piping and fittings needed to
carry waste water, sewage, or other drainage from the

,buil irg to the building sewer or other place of
dis al. When trouble arises in the drainagae system,
the p umber must ,perform the proper main

*required to correct.the trouble without damaging the
system.. .

Causes of Stoppages. When wasttpipes from sinks,
laundry traps, bathtubs, lavatories, and urinals are
correctly sized and sloped, and when standard traps
are installed, drainage systems do not become clogged
readily with grease, lint, hair, and other materials.
Most clogging results from particles of food, lint, and
hair which are allowed to collect on and in thee,
strainers. Thus, the rate of discharge of the water is
reduced to. a sluggish flpw, which allows foreign
matter to settle in the horizontal pipes rather than
being swept on through the system by the stream.

FatS, greases, and oils should never be discarded in
a sink unless the system haba grease trap and the trap's
properly maintained. Fats, as well as hardened crusts

7)
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Figure 5.14. %lawns plunger

' scraped from cooking utensils, and leftover bid of
food should be collected in cans that can be thrown
away with the garbage.

The most -effective method of preventing stoppages
'from congealed gmase that is carried int? a drain with
dishwater is to run a large amount of scalding water
through the pipe fora period of at least 2 or 3 minutes

f after each dishwaShing. .
1 Floor drains are often clogged, by floor sweepings

andiin; waihing,cicithes. Nornially, the strainers
are not fine enough to stop the poor sweepings and
'lint. Be gareful not to place sWeepingscin the trap. The
screens should .be-eleaned'often to protect °the trap

-4-4, from clogging. 0, " ° a
Clogging of urinal drains is a problem because

careless individuals drop chewing gum and cigarette

. Figure 5016 Pawr-clrivenliuger tovank and 1.t%.m.r &MO

a

sink snake.

O

butts, in the urinal. Enough W this material gets
through the screen to cause a stoppage. A smaller
screen can be ihstalled that can take care of the
chewing gum, but the cigarette butts dissolve and go
through the 'screen and soli cause a'stoppage in thL
trap.

Opening Clogged Drains. There are several
methods the plumber can Use to open dogged drains.
These methods include the use of boiling Water.
vacuum plungers, plumber's snakes. and chemicals.
All of these methods take time and require a =On
procedure to 'accomplish the job. -A certain amount of
precaution is also necessary,
chemicals aresused,-because they din burn tht skin

Usually, when a drain to a fixture clogs. it is to
try first to clear it by using the simplest methods This
will probably include the use of thewactrum plunger
and hot water. If thgse methods fail._ chemicals init
have to be used if -the waste; flow is not totallwt
restricted. If' the ffow isc totally restricted. you hia)
have to partially disassemble the system and use.itle,

Figure .; 17. Placing chemical itib,',14haste pqm
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impossible to remove an obstruction from apipe with
a snake; but after you bore a hole through it,.yOtrean
flush it with hot water or apply the chemical ti tment.

In some cases chemicals, force cups, d sink
snalEes will not open a lavatory, bath, shower, r floor

drain clogged with hair; therefore, each system must be
disassembled,and the hair removed from the screens,

_traps,..6ir at the base of popup skippers on lavatories.
SometiMes this disassemblygan be held down by using ..
a' length of wire with one end bent to form a. small ....---
hook to fish the foreign matter from the drains. If the .

system has a screep, remove it, and simply pull the hair
, from the screen..

',Using a chemical to clear drains. If scalding water
does not open a slow draig, you can use a strong

t , chemical clatter. Most of these cleaners consist of
Reno ing stoppage front a P. rap. , sodium nydroxide'(caustic soda). Sodium nitrate and

aluminum -.turnings are also used, in which case ..
ammonia gas is formed to disSOIJe the grease. The use

appropriate sink or sewer snakes to clear it. After the of lye (caustic soda) alone frequeritly adds to the grease
stoppage is cleared. the waste lines should be cleaned accumulation more rapidly thatrit can be removed by
by flushing them with hot water. . t?..;;;:water. and then increases the stoppage because it forms

Using a ramtan pluverto clear drains. When,a sink. a soapy jell. After the chethical is placed in the drain
lavatory, or drain is completely stopped, a mechanics, pipe, it will effervesce (bubble, hiss, and foam)
method must be- employed to remove the obstruction. violently and produce considerable heat. Do not use a
The vacuum plunger, shown in, figure 5-14, ik a simple plunger to hasten the removal of the grease or other
tool .that is often used to. clear a, sink, lavatory, or. accumulation; but alloW the chemical sufficient time
drlin. This toplis also' called a suction cup, force cup., : to disstilve the foreign matter.

,,.. ,-,,,

or a plumber's friend. The vacuum plunger consists of_ CAUTION: The.draimclean ing chemicals must be'
a rubber bell-shaped, suction cup. about 5 inches in handled witiccare to avoid getting the solution on your
diameter, which-is Kistened -to a woo-den -handle. To hands, arms; and face;- becaute they are -extremely
use the vacuum plunger,partially fill the fixture with: caustic. Also avoid plashing the chemicals,on clothes,
water and place the for_ cup over the, Attire trap. wood, painted surfaces, or aluminum. Ifihis happens

, openjng. Work the handle up.and down several times . accidentally, flush the affected part with cold water,
to create alternate compression and suction pressures then immediately apply vinegar, and finally rinse with
through, the? trap. Continue this action untlf. the-... cold waterl. . .

- . stipple is cleared. When the fixture 'd6iris freely A' chemical cleaner should not be used in drain.
again, pour boiling water through, the -fixture lOnly - pi that are completely clogged. It isinecessary to

.. cold water through vitreous china fixtures) to flush the ha e a slight flow to carry the chemical down to the
frap:and waste, line. .point of obstruction, because it must be in contact with,

using a sink snake to clear drains. If you cannot the stoppage to be effective. Pouring the-chemical into
remove the stoppage from .the drain with a vacuum a sink drain merely lets most of a settle irithe trap. The
plung0. you may have to use a sink of sewer snake to best method is .:-to remove the trap and insert the
dislodgethe stoppage. these snakes areconstructed of .

4

cOiletk 'tonip(reci -wire Which' ii; extremely ,flexible.
They fireienerally'15'4,25 feet long, ,With a difitneter
,01- approximately '1 /4".ineh. Each -snake- is equipped
...with a 'type:Of:mills that is used to rotate the snake as its,

--. is pushed into aclog.ged.drain. As you can see in figure
;, .,54$:,: a sink, snake ii'boused In a toplike container.
.,- This unit is iilitt called a top sewer Shake. Figure 5-16

illustratesr a'. power-driven auger used for cleaning.
lavittiiryaniUsink drains. When you use this Snake. the
top isrmated'as,:the snake is pushed in the drain. In

' some -- cases,, _you may have Co - remove the trap and
clbow.fiiiiii. the drain before theSeweeinake is pushed

, int() 4-F!ush ihd snake 'down. the drain and rotate it
then feed. it' further and rotate iiagain.-Continite this
operation iintiryou pierce the- obstruction. Usually if is
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figure 5-20. Begin turning the handle, t rotate the
coiled spring, as it is hed down into the rap of the
water closet. Rotate tHHhaniile continuous! ,;until the
snake reaches the obstruction-in the bowl. Turn the
handle slowly until the obstruction is caught m the
,coiled hook of the closet auger. Continuerotati g the
handle and pull back at the same time to brin the
obstruction up iOto the water closet so you can rerneve
it by hand.'Never assume that thes.vater closet is clear

- ,/after one object is removed. Insert the cloXet auger`a
second time and ;repeat the operation until the closet .,
au er will passdown into the closet bend and branch.
,W raw_thecloset_auger. Put several large wads of -. \

etpaper in the water closet and flush them through
'the fixture to make sure that it is completely open.

..I i.you are not able to remove the stoppage in the
w ter closet trap with thecloset auger, you may have to
rem'ave the water closet and turn it upside down to
removhe stoppage. If the stoppage is beyond the
water closet trap, remove the water closet and run a
dtain auger the drain. Figure 5-21 illustrates a

,4 r-
\typical poweciven auger used for clearing 2- to 4-

inch 'drains '

Exercises (256): L

1. What should b d
a waste line?

Figure 5-20. Using a closet auger to clwr a after closet traprap

,Ott,,, *
chemical in the pipe ,beyond' the trip as indicat4ip
figure5 -17. ' -

Use about a quarter of a can of chemical, and at
intervals wash itdown the pipewith about a qurt of
water. ileplaCe the trap,1 and, after about 15-ini
cheek tOXee if the.water drains away-faster. Sometimes

'repeated cheiniCal trsattnetimare necessary t6 open the
line." 'When goOd drainage-is obtained, flush the pipeelwith'scalding-wateil or about 5 minutest .

. ,, .... _ VkiOpening Clogs ,..' Traps: As you can see in figure
548:fi,iraP0fittedi with cleanotit plugs _-are 'easily,

',Opened; TO npenthetrap, remove the cleanout plug,
'and:0:41100 contents throtigh ine-,Cleanout hole with a
13ent.-wire.",FIti.th the tianiwith. hot water before you
repik.a.-the,Cleatiotir.0141., Trapi:that do not have a

'Clean* plug are a.little More difficult to Open: Often
'..cherniedls,-,foreecups, or-sink-snakes are required' to e

._
Iertine'thetifore'sitibbOritiYliespf stoppages.. If all.the
,,aboVieiip'eidtiiiiiS fail,,YOu.rnay.hayetaternove the trap
...i'and, reVerieilitiffit WithWater to remove the stoppage:

,
-:.-10iner:stappages`-of;the closet' trap can be cleared

'With a'Sforee,c4p as indicated in figures -19, The more
stubborn iper.s361 stoppage; are nomoved with a tool

Jed:A clOSer anger,,whoseoperation,iiillustrated in
Cifir*OSiak

closet'
d tub.e_with a coiled spring

inakeinildeld equipped with -4! handle for' rotating the
coiled --1 nti''-omine-end;df$00 snake To insert the

``..ploketaugerVintn,-the trap, of. the water closet, first
2-:eittaa:jha':..-Otliii: 0iint.rili tfi'i,ivay up into the
-Cilielike'Cif4%:Oillietliiset auger:- Hook-the cane-en d._

. ..,. ,

with -ns-;projectin .hook,opto the trap, as shown in

ne after a stoppage is cleared in-

-2. What simple to I is often used to clear a sink -or
lavatory drai 4

82
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3 What should be dont° if you accidentally spill a
chemical drain cleaner on a part of your bociv?

4. What tool should be used to rem* .a minor
stoppage from a closet trap?

5, What tool is used to remove stubborn obstructions
, from water closet traps?

-6. Maintenance of lndivilual Waste Systems

Individual waste systems should- be inspected
periodically for efficient operation. Too much sludge
in t e 'septic tank will interfere with the bacterial
action which, in tur , will create flrainage bed
problen

257. Giien a problem. situation related to an
individual waste system, solve the problem.

Maintenance of Septic Tanks and Disposal Beds.
The septic tank is simple in operation. Building
sewage flows into a tight nonleaching tank and is
detained there long enough for large solids to settle.
The solid. matter settles to the bottom of the tank and
partially decomposes, producing liquids and gases.
The undigested solids form a residueof sludge in the
bottom of the tank. Some 40 to 60 percent of the
incoming suspended solids are retained, becoming
sludge that has toobe -removed periodically. The
rernainingsolids , are carried off suspended in the
effluenCreriodic inspections are necessary to prevent
health hazards. Inspections should be performed at
periods of high flow and as frequently as required by

. tank 'size and population load, or at least every 6
months:.

The tank inlet and outlet should be checked to see if
they are free of stoppages and any accumulation
should be removed immediately and disposed of by
burying. - .

1

el 9

The depth ofpludge should be checked by using a
gage. If the sludge is, one-fourth the depth of the septic
tank, it should beVumped.

Pumping stoPtiti tanks.There are several types of
pumping equipment used to pump septic tanks.
Usually a truck with a large tank ek(uipped with a
centrifugal pump is used. Thy cover should be
removed ,from the septic tank during -the cleaning
operation..Witli the cover removed, you can employ
the 'id of a water hose tobreak up the scum and sludge
fig easy removal. After you have pumped the tank,
replace the tank cover making sere to have-a gastight
and watertight seal.

Replacing flisposal,beds. When septic tanIcs'are not
main fined,, the sludge and scum will flow into the

'draidge bed, thereby creating problems. The sludge
and scum will clog thetopenings in the drainage pipe.
When this occurs, the pipes willhave.to be replaced. To
replace the drainage bed, dig up the old system and
.replace it with a new one, following the procedures
outlined in paragraph 1-3 of this volume.

Exercises (257): .
I. Problem Situation: You a re Sergeant. lones in

charge of a three-man plumbing crew. You receive
a call from the base dog kennel that the sewer is
no( operating propefly, . The sink° and commode'
are not working normally. Yo make an
itt'spection and find that the sludge n the septk
tank i9 three-fourths full. What ill you do to
save the problem?

.
. 2. What rceht of thi solids that flow into the septic

tank wi beco' e sludge?

83
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3. What equipment is used to pump septic tanks?

4. W t happens if tl e sludge and scum is allowed to
ente the drainage bed pipes?
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Air GapThe uTiobstructed vertical distance through.
the free atmosphere between the lowest opening'
from any pipe or faucet suPplying water to a tank,
plumbing fixture, of other-device andlthe flood-,

. level rim of the: receptacle.
Area DrainA receptacle designedp collect surface

or rain water from an open area.
Backflow=The flowing back, of polluted watef from a

plumbing fixture into a pdtable. water supply pipe
due generally to a minus pressure in the supply
Oil*.

BackflOW ConnectionAny arrangement whereby
IpaCkflow can,occur. .' 1

"Baclifldivtiieventei!-A device to prevent backflow
into the;potable water.systen.

Back Sipbbnage--.-1The floWing hack of used,
..contatrintneii, or polluted water &In' a plumbing
fixture. ,- - .

Battery of group of two or more
similar ,adjacent tixttftes whichdischarge into a
common.;. horizontal waste or soil branch.

'Stiller Blow- OffAn: outlet on a boiler to permit
erriPiyinriat discharge of sediment. :.4n0JA

Branch.;--Any-horizprital'part of the pipe system other
stniii,a-Maity.;;riser, orstack..
ii,utiel?;ente7A vent connecting One or more

,,lifaiiiiiiipvints with a vent stack ar vent. :
Building Ati,-Sisteni=A piping system containing air .

..undir preisure. Theair pressure is normally used to
-,..4040,,oiltypi ,q0Acis; and instruments:'
Building.; (House) ,rniii-'The part ofSe lowest
.i, piping -e& a. drainage:system, which receives ,the

ritsCharge"froth SO11.\vaite, and other drainage pipe
iiisidiitkiiiiiidiiiiartaciiibiiii it to the hailtling,
1,pciiitI..,i-e0.*-`.0egitinfilg a` minimum of 3 feet
-OUtslife:the4itiiltling-Wall. -. -; i

:;:iiluOdingi(Botwe)Sewer---Th!.! part of the horizontal
,pipintofa.:ilainagesystertimbich e:tierids from the

tittpF,theitiiiilditigilfainjt'iec'eiveg'the:dischiirge
..,e:fittilding:,,drain .and""conyeys it to a public

m' weern;yeityaathe

e
S4em6in't, individual

l ,

ewage-cisposat.
\ . ,

,01:1*M9,01,.:',,P,41,!Frki;building,,dt4in used: for.,
conveying ,f',,airt.rittlet,---:Surficeyater, pound water. ..,

,opitt -iiilad4.wateitp a building se4 extendin.-

C.

to a point not leSs- than 3 feel:outSale the building
,* foundation.
Building Storm Sewer rhe- eictension from the

biiilding storm drain to the public storm sewer;
combined sewer, or other, point of disposal.

Building SubdrainThat portidn of a drainA ve
'system which canhot drain by gravity' into Theo
building sewer.

Building Trap A trap installed in the outlet end of
the building drain. Its function is to prevent
circulation of air'between the, drainage system of
the building and The building sewer.

CirebilVentA hranch:vent that serves two or more
tries and extendi fro-m in front of the last fixture
connection of a horizontal branch to the vent Mack.

1-Cole-4:Regulations.tarbamendinepts whitft the
administrative authorTy having jurisdiction may
tail:fully adopt.

Comlikinticat Waste and, Vent SystemA-bystem of
viatet7piping to which one yr more sinks or floor
dr4ns are' horifontally'wet vented by means of a
coThinqn wasieand vent pipe.

Coinbined Building SewerMbuildirrg leVier which
receives both storm water and sewage '1

'Common VentA-vent.connectIng at the junction of
two fixture drains ,and serving as a vent f both
fixtures.

Continuous VentA vertical ve that is tt

cOntintlatioh.of the drain to which it connects.;
Contindous- Waste4-.A drain from a combination

fixture,-.orfroni two or three fixtures in
combination. conriectedlo a ,it le trap.

Cross..-ConnectienAIN't jnnecticiir between
. otherwise separaie A,pift,'.stein,. one of IA hieh

containi4.tafile wilier:41nd thtt.other water of
; 'questionabTe'safely.hereby water may flow from

...,on;.,,systeot to the inhkr, tip: direction of fitA't

depending on the pressure differential betuCen the
tWpfijistgins.

Dead End,7A. branch leadinv, from a soil. waste. -or
yent pipe;uilding drain, or fiuddingstewer which
is terminatedat a developed length of t feet or more
by meafis.df a Oug or other fitting. .-

Developed,. t..ength-71;ie- full length Of 0a i)ipe.
pietisuredtdong the center line of pipe aid fittings,

10



Double Off:sellTwo eliiniges of direction installed in
successiorlor series in continuous pipe.

DruinAny pipe which carries waste water or
waterborne waste in a.building drainage system,

Drainage SystemA drainage system (drainage
piping) includes''all the piping within public or
private premises which conveys sewage, rain water.
tt ither liquid wastes to a regal point of disposal. It
,dig iot include the mains of a public sewer system
t)1 .t private or ,public sewage-treatment or disposal

,plant.
Durham SystemA term used to describe soil or

waste systerns,where all piping is of threaded pi., pe.
tubing, orother suCh rigid construction, using
recessed drainage fittings to correspond to the types.
of piping.

Effective OpeningThe minimum cross-sectional
-area at the point of water-supply discharge.,
measured or expressed in terms of (I) diameter of A
circle or (2) the diameter of a circle of equivalent
cross- sectional areas the opening is not circular..
(This;ii applicable to-air-gap.)..

Fixture BranchA pipe COnneciing several fixttires.
Fixture DrainThe drain from the trap of a fixture to

the junction of that drain with any other drain pipe.

-Fixture SupplyA water-supply pipe connecting the
fixture With the fixture branch.

Fiiture UnitA quantity in terms of which the load-
'producing effects on the plumbing system of all
different kinds of plumbing fixtures are expressed
on the same arbitrarily chosen scale.

Fixture Unit Flow Rate--The total dischargeflow in
,spin of a single fixture divided by 7.5. This figure is
the flow rate of that particular fixture. Fixtures are
rated as multiples of this unit of flow.

Flood Level RimThe top edge of the receptacle
from which water overflows.

Flush Valve7 A device located at the bottom of the
rank for the purpose of flushing water closets and
similar fixture's.

Flushometer Valve-4k device which discharges a
predetermined quantity of water to fixtures for

'flushing purposes and is actuated by direct pressure.
Grade Mope) (Fall)The slope or fall of a line of

pipe -from 'horizontal. In drainage it is usually
,.. expressed as the fall in a fraction of an inch per foot

length of pipe. .

)ndirect Waste PipeA pipe that does .11,,e connect
directly -with the drainage system but conveys liquid
wastes by dischargingaifieft plumbing fixture or
receptacle which is directly connected to 'the
drainage system. o

f

Individual VentA pipe which is installed to vent a
fixture trap and which connects with the vent system
above thelixture served:14 terminates in the open
air.

Indu.strial WastesLiquid wastes which result from
the processes employed in industrial establishments
and tt hich arc free of fecal matter.

r51
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interceptor A device designed and installed to
separate ant retain hazardous or undesirable matter
from normal wastes and permit normal sewage or
liquid wastes to discharge into the disposal terminal
67 gravity. (Grelase interceptor, catch basin.)

Leader (DownspottOThe water conductor from the
roof to the building storm drain, combined
building sewer. or other means of disposal.

Liquid Waste7-The discharge from -any Maure o
appliance connected with a plumbing system which
does not receive fecal matter.

Load Factor=The percentage of the total connected
fixture-unit flow rate which is likelj, to occur at any
point in the drainage system.

Local Ventilating Pip,:kA pipe on the fixture side of
the trap through vhich vapor or foul air is removed
from a room or fixture.

Loop VentThe same as a circuit vent. except that it
loops back and connects with a stack vent instead of
vent stack.

MainThe principal artery of the system to which
branches may be connected.

Main Sewer' Another name for public sewer.
Main VentThe---principal_artery_pf the venting

system to which venr branches may be connected.
OffsetA combination of elbows or bends` which

brings one section of the out of line into a line
parallel with the other sec.

PitchAnother term for grade.
Plumbing AppurtenanceA manufactured device. or

a prefabricated assembly of component parts, which.
is added to the basic piping system and plumbing
fixtures. An appurtenance demands no additional
water supply. nor does it add any discharge load to
a fixture or the drainage system. It performs some
useful function in the operation. maintenance,
servicing, economy. or safety of the plumbing
system.

Plumbing FixtureInstalled receptacles, devices, or
appliances which are supplied by water or which
receive or discharge liquid or liquid-borne waste
into the drainage system.

Potable WaterWater which is satisfactory for
drinking. culinary. and domestic purposes and
which meets the requirements or the health
authority having jurisdiction.

Private SewerA sewer privately owned and not
directly controlled by public authority.

Public SewerA common sewer circuitry controlled
by public authority.

Relief VentA vent whose primary function is to
provide circulation of air between drainage and
vent systems

Return OffsetA double offset installed to return the
pipe to its original alinement.

Revent Pipe (Sonietimes Called An Individual
Vent)The part of a vent line Ivbich connects
directly with an indi'idual waste or group of wastes,
underneath or back of the fixture, and which
extends either to ,the main or branch vent pipe.



ititn7-Unobstructed open edge of a fixture.
Riser A waste-supply pipe which extends vertically

one full story or more to convey water to branches

or fixtures.
Roof DrainA drain installed to receive water

collecting on the surface of a roof and to discharge
it into the leader (downspout).

Roughing-InThe installation of all parts of the
plumbing system which can be completed prior to
the installation of fixtures. This includes drainage,
water supply, and vent piping, and the necessary
fixture supports.

Sanitary SewerA pipe which carries sewage but
does not carry storm; surface, and ground water.

SeparatorAnother name for interceptor.
Septic TankA watertight receptacle which receives

the discharge of a drainage system or part thereof. It
is constructed to separate solids from the liquid,
digest organic matter through a period of detention.
and allow the liquids to discharge into the soil
outside the tank through a system of open-joint or
perforated piping or a disposal pit.

SewageAny liquid waste" containing animal,
vegeta-ble,Orchemical _matter in suspension or
solution.

Side VentA vent connecting to the drain pipe
through a fitting at an angle not greater than 45° to
the vertical.

Soil PipingAny pipe which conveys the discharge of
water closets, urinals, or fixtures having similar
functions, with or without the discharge from other
fixtures, to the ouidling drain or building sewer.

StackThe main vertical assembly of soil, waste, or
vent piping.

Stack GroupA tern. 'applied to the locatiOn of
fixtures in relativi to the stack so that,y means of
proper fittings. vents may be reduced to a
minimum.

Stack (Sod) VentingA method of venting a fixture
or fixtures through the soil or waste stack.

Storm SlwerA sewer used for conveyinerainwater,
surfade water, cooling water, or similar liquid
wastes, exclusive of sewage and industrial waste.

Subsoil DrainA drain which receives Only
subsurface water and conveys it to a place of
disposal.

so,

/
SumpA tank or pit which receives sewage or liquid

waste. It is located below the normal grade of the
gravity system, and therefote must be emptied by.
pumping.

SupportSupport hangers and devices for supporting .
and securing pipe and fixtures to walls, ceilings.
floors, or structural members.

TrapA fitting or device constructed to provide ;t
.liquid seal which willprevent the back passage of

air without materially affecting the tiow of sewage
or waste water through it.

Trap SealThe maximum vertical depth of liquid
that a trap will retain, irPasured between the crown
weir and the top of the dip of the trap.

Tucker ConnectionA special sleeve coupling with
female thread on one end and a deep hell on the
other.

UnsanitaryContrary to sanitary
injurious tp health.

Vent Stack.LVertical vent pipe installed primarily to
provide circulation of air to and from any part of
the drainage system.

Vent System-1-A pipe or pipes installed to provide a
flow of air to or from a drainage system or to
provide a flow of air within the system to protect

--trap seals_fromsiphonage and hack pressure.
Waste PipePipe whiCh conveys only liquid waste.

free of fecal matter.
Water-Distribution PipePipe which conveys water

from the water-service pipe to the plumbing fixtures
and other water outlets.

Water MainA water-supply pipe for public or
community use (street main).

Water-Service PipeThe pipe from the water main
or other source of water supply to the building
served. (Service line: service pipe.)

Mater-Supply SystemThe water-supply system of a
building or premises cknsists of the water-service
pipe, the water-distrihutihg ipes; and the necessary
connecting pips, fittings ontrol valves, and all
appurtenances in ,or adja nt to the building or
premises.

Wet VentA vent which also receives the discharge
from wastes other than water closets.

Yoke VentA pipe connecting upward tioni a soil or
waste stack to a vent stack for the purpose eat
preventing pressure chaniges in the stacks.

86'
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CHAPTER I

jAn;wers for Exercises

BUILDING SEWER

moSUBMAIN

ow

0

OUTFALL SEWER

TREATMENT.
- PLANT

MAIN SEWER

LIFT :STATION.
MANHOLES

STREAM
RIVER%

LATERAL SEWER*

Figure I. Answer for objective 200; exercise I.

".01 - X
291 X
201
201 4. X
201 .-5..
201' - b. k`

202 1.

202 2.,
242' - 3.
202 4.
202:-. 5.
202 - 6.
2112 - 7.

203, I.
293 2. C

C
203 .4. C
203 5.

204 I.
204. 2.

87

T

204 - 3. T
204 4.
204 - 5. T
204 - 6. T
204,- 7.
204,- 8. -T

205 - a. '2
205 - ty I
2050se.A 4
205 - do 5
205 - 3

206 - 1. C
296 - 2. C
296 3.
206 4.
206,- 5. C
206 - 6. C
206 7: C
206 - 8.

207 I. T
207 - 2.

CN-OBSC

4

er

lb

00.



207 7, 3. T.
207 - 4. T
21,7 - 5. T
207 --6.

, 207 - 7. T
i 207 7 8.

207 -%9.
207 -10. T,

7 0

CHAPTER 2

208 - 1. Wood, steel, masonry.'
208 - 2. Box, frame.

. 208 - 3. Frame.
208 - 4. Some type of masonry construction.
209 - 5. Metal.

209 - 1. C.

209.- 2. C

209 - 3.

209 - 4. C

210 - 1. T
.210 - 2. T
210 - 3.
210 - 4. T

ill - 1. a,c.

211 - 2. 4Cd,e,f,g.
211 - 3. e,f,g.

212 - a. 2,3,4,5.'
212 - b. 1,3.

213 - 1.
213 - 2.
213 - 3.

213 - 4.

214 - 1. C

214 - 2.
214 - 3. C

214 - 4.
214 - 5.

-

113
215 - 2.
215
215" - 4: X
215 - 5. X

216 -1.
tu: 210 2.

216 7.3.-
216,- 4.

217 - 1. You Must4iist calculate the
maic3mum discharge-of water and

. materials:into it.

217 7-2,- 711,-gallons..

217 - 3. 1W..;;,

118,- 1..
218 - 2:
218=--3.

220 7 1. vi
210 - 2. V
220 - 3. #

7w.220 - 4.
.02

221 - 1. Testtee.
221 - 2. C

221 - 3.
221 - 4. C

222 - k. X
222 - 2. X
222 - 3.
222 - 4. X

223 - 1. T'

223 - 2. T
223 - 3.
223 - 4. T

;;r.

224 - 1. Main.

224 - 2. Mat.
224 - 3114LOpp:
224 - 4. Relief.

225 - 1. c

225 - 2. a'

225 - b
a

CHAPTER 3

226 - 1. a;:'
226 *At,.

226 - 4. c

e 227 -'1. C

227 - 2.
227 - 3. C

227 - 4. C

228 - 1. (a) Wash down.
228 - 2. .2 inches.

228 - 3. 11/4 inches.

228 - 4. To-have a mare efficient

229 - 1. T-
229 - 2.

229 - 3. T

230 - 1. V
-230 - 2.

230 - 3. 7-
230 - 4. t,/

231 -

232 - 1. T
232 - 2.

. 232 - 3.

X1854:

18 7-al Soil" stack.

;248.--c.:, Stack.

219 sd. stack vent.

,0aiwsrack:

233 -.1. 14 inch.

211 - 2. 2 inch.
2334- 3. Waterproofing -the-walls-andfloor.

operation.

233 - 4. To prevent,- corrosive action caused b
elecirolyiis.

234 - 1. T
234 2. T
234 - 3. T

-2347.4,

A



235 1. h. e, e. f. , 247 1.1,,,; ,/ ...)

235 -2. Plastics have different charticteristip and may not . 247 - 2.
bond properly. . 247 - 3. /

247 - 4. ,/i , ,

236 .,2 /
236 - 3.

: *236 - 4. /
CHAPTER 5

237 - 1. C
231- 2. I ":\ 248 - 1. b
237,3, I . .248 - 2. c

231.4. C 248 - 3. d .
, 237 5. 1

t
248 4. a

237 6. C .:- 4
237 7. C ..- 249 1. RcitlIc the joint.

249 - 2. Pickout iron.
238 1. Flat. mushroom, arid sloped. 249 . Insertable session joint.
238 - 2. 11/2 to 2 times.- e' 1

238 - 3, Provisions for overflow. 250 T. Tucker connection.
,..,.

250 - 2. Union.. .
250 - 3. Suppqrt and brace tht piping.' .

16.

239 - I.
239 - 2.
239 - 3.
239 = 4.
239 :3..

240 -5'.
240.2.
240. 3.
24.0 - 4.
240. 5.
240.6.

I.

CHAPTER 4

Bluish tinge.
Liquified pertroleurn furnace.
3/4 to 1 inch. . t .
3 pounds. . . a
Joint runner. S

5. ' -

241 - 1. One- fourth turn.
24i.,,-:-;.,...- The--burr-will,hinder.the.flow of liquids and gases.____
241 - 3. Clockwise.

242 h
242 2. a

242 - 3. - c

.243 - I. The pipe should be reamed to remove the burr.
243 - 2. A. stiff wire brush.
243. 3. 3 to 3 1/4 turns. .

244 - T
244 - 2.
244-z. 3. T

24$ - 1. C
245*. 2. C
'245 - 3,
245 - 4: C

246 - I. Two suitable lead-lined sleeves;
246 - 2. By hand.

4\

O

251 I. C
251 -2.
251 - 3. C
251 .4. C

252 t
252 2.
252 3.
252: 4.

'252 -5.

T
F
T
T
T

253 I. C
253 - 2.
253 - 3. C
253 - 4.
253 5. C
253 - 6. C

254-.17- 3/4 inch

I

254 - 2. At the cleanout plug.
254 - 3. Split roller head and spearhead.

255 - 1."
1 2,5 2.

255 3.
255 - 4.
255 5..

256 I. The waste line should be flushed with hot water.
256 - 2. The vacuum plunger.
256 3. You should, flush the area with cold water, then

immediately apply vinegar, and rinse with cold water.
256 -4. A force cup.
256 - 5. A closet auger.

257 1, Pump and clean the septic tank.
257 -, 2. 40 to 60 percent.
257 3. Usually a large truck with a centrifugal pump.
257 - 4. The sludge and scum will clog the opening in the pipes.

A
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STOP
1. MATCH ANStfER 2. USE NUMBER 1 OR

SHEET TO THIS NUMBER 2 PENCIL.
EXERCISE NUM-
BER.

;55255 02.24
EXTElkSON COURSE INSTITUTE

VOLUME REVIEW EXERCUE
. .
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'<Multiple Choice
f4

1. (200) Which part of the sewage system receives discharge .from building sewers
and carries it to thetsubmain?

a. Leader.
b. ,Lateral.

' c. Extension.
d. Waste pipe.

2. (200) Which part of the sewer system receives'discharge from the treatment
plant and carries itp.touthe place of final disposal?

a. Outfall.'
b. DropOff.

c: Submain.
d. Offslope.

3. (200) What item should be installed at ch4ges in Invert elevation?

a. Manhole. c. Secondary '

b. Hal&section. d. Prillary ],tft p4mp,

4. (201) What is the minimum rate of fall for a 3.-inChbuilding sewer?

a. 1/4 inch per foot.
b. 1/2 inch per foot.
c. 1/4 inch per 3-foot section.
d. 1/2 inch per 3-foot section.

.7*

5. (201) What is the minimum flow rate slope for main and submain sewers?

a. 1 foot per second:
b. 2 feet per second.
c. 1 foot per 3-foot section.
d.. 2 feet per 3 -foot - section.

1.4

V-

6. (201) What wilVqesult when a pipe slope is in 'excess of the specified rate of
Ball? .

a. Damage to lift station.
b. Gaseous vacuum ts created.
c. Water will run away from the solids.
d. Added pressure will cause back blockage.

7.* (202) The minimum safe distance from a ditch excavation that dirt should be
piled away from the_edge is

a. 12 inches.. c. 36 inches.

b. 24 inches% d. 48
i
n es.

8. (202) What is the maximum safe distance betwe access-ladders placed'in a

ditch 6 feet deep?

a. 25 feet.
b. 50 feet.

4.3

c. 75 feet.
d. 100 feet.

9. (203) What device should be used to connect a house sewer to a main sewer?

a. Saddle. ,

b. Reducer.

c. Thimble.
d. Increaser.

10. (204) What materials should be used.for joints in a tile sewer line?

a. Oakum and mortar.
b. Asphalt and hub clamp.
c. Treated felt and sealer.
-d.._Bituminous..compound and asbestos wick. .."."

° 2
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11. *(205) To what minimum depth above a sewer
backfilling?

' -

a. 6 inches.
b. 12 inches.%

12: ( 206) Which of the
tank?'

pipe should a ditch be

c. 18 inches.
d. 24 inches.

tamped when

following will not be reduced to a liquid form in a septic

c. Leathet substance.
d. Aineral substance.

V
as Animal solids.
h. Vegetable solids.

13. (206)* Which type of bacteria breaks solids down to liquids in a septic tank?

a. Hemocyte. c.
b. Ctenophore. d.

14. (206) What should beinStalled in a

-Baffle-boards.
b. Reverb panels.

Pulvinate.
AnaerObic.

septic tank to reduce the scum agitation?

c. $iphori chathber.

d. Chemical compound.

/- 15. (206) How is the -trap in a bell siphon resealed?

a. By a pressurized flapper valve.
b. By the pressure of drainage flow.
c. By the anti-Sludge accumulator valve.
d. =By the, last portion of the drainage flow.

16. (207) What type of'test should be made to determine the length
lines wherrconstructing a drainage bed?

a. Saturation. c. .Percolation.
b. Geotropism. d, 8actericidal.

17.
9

of the drainage

(208) What are the two types of construction for wood buildings?

a. Oppn and.bog.
b. Box and frame.

. 4$01

18. (208) What type of piping
1.

with concrete 4alls?..4

o

system

a. Exposed.
.b. Internal.

19. (209) Which type of 'information

a. Rough-in dimensions. °
b. Exact model of fixtures.

20. '(210) How should holes be made
supply pipe?

a. Notch-fixture.side.:
b. Drill in the center.'

C.

d.

should be

Sealed and open.
Frame and sealed.

used for supply lines in buildings

c. Low pressure.
d. High pressure.

is found on a specification sheet?

c. Routing of supply lines.
d. Location of structural ppenings.

in a line of wall studs to install a water

c. Drill on fixture side.
It. Notch opposite fixture.

..21. (210). What governs the actual cutting of an opening?

C. 'Engineer drawing.
d. Type of material.

a. Blueprint.
.b. Appliances.

,

3
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22. (211) When making a square hole, what should be used to mark the grain of the

cut?

a. Awl. c.. Miter saw.

b. Knife. d. 'Wood chisel.-

23. (212) What should be used tg cut openings for pipi%idisolid masonry structures
when power tools are not available?

a. Stardrill and brace. c. Star drill and hammer.
b. Swing brace and drill. d. Cold chisel and hammer.

1

24. (213) That should be used to remove a burr after a hole has been put in a
metal building with a center punch?

a. Reamer.

b. Flat file.

c. Sandpaper.
d. Half-round file.

25. (214) Which method'should be used to reinforce a beam that has been overcut?

a. Joist bracing. c. Steel plates andbolts.I
b. Wedged,block of wood. d. Iron brace and lay screws.

26. (215 ) How should horizontal cast-iron pipe be suspended?

a. By iron rings at 5-foot intervals.
b. By iron rings at 101foot intervals.
c. By galvanized steel hangers at 5-foot intervals.
d. By galvanized steel hangwA at 10-foot intervals.

07. (215%) What is the maximum-interval for supports on 1-inch vertical copper
pipe?

...Ia. 2 feet. c. 6fget.
b. 4 feet. d. 8 'feet.

28), (215) Which of the following should be usedto support plastic pipe?

a. Plastic strap's. c. Perforated steel tape.

b. Wood headers. d. Insula5ed-wire hangers.

29.' (216)--What'determines tte number of stacks that are required for a bUilding
waste system?

a. Combination wye. c. Locatio of fixtures.-

b. Grade and alignment. d. Locatio of cleanout plug.

30. (217) How much water would an ordinary lavatory disc ge in-a, 1-:minute

interval?

a. 3 1/2 gallons.
. b. 7 112 gallons.

c. 2 112 cubic eet.

.d. 4 1/2 cubic feet.

31. (218) What unit should-be installed in a sanitary tee to provide for future
.use? %

a. Square offset. ,

b. Cleanout plug. d. Secondary stack vent.

32. (219) What is the minimum diameter for pipe used as a soil stack?

c. Double offset.

a. .1 1/2 inches:
b. 2 inches:

4

c. 2 1/2 inches.
d. 3 inches.
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33. (219) Which type of stack is a vertical pipe that provides'a circulation of
air through the drainage'system?

a. Vent.
13, °Waste.

c. Relief.
d. Bypass. .

.
34. (219) The extension of a soil or waste stack above the highest fixture or

brach inlet is called'

a. an overset. c. a stack vent. c."
b. a cap system. d. an aerator section.

35. (220) What is the preferred diameter of pipe that can be used.for a soil
. stack?

t

i
V

a. 1 1L2 inches. 3 inches.
b+. 2 inches.

0,, '
___ ... ... ....... ...____? I

c.

d. '4 inched. .

36. (2211 What should be installed if no_provisionsmare ma4._for_cleining:thp
drain at the stack base?

t .

a. Test tee. c. Cleanout wye.
b. Belief wye. d. Sanitary tee.

t

37: (222) Where should vertical stacks in multi tory construction be supported?

a. At each branch opening. ,

b. At every connection or-joint.
c. As each 4-foot section is installed.
d. As it passes through each floor level.

38. (223) What is the minimum distance that a vent terminal should project through
the roof?

a. *3 inches. c. 9 inches.
b. 6 inches. . d.! 12 inches,

3,9. 023) What is used to makea-watertight re/of opening around a stack?

-a. Shingles.. c. High lead.
b.. Flashing. Aww d. Asphalt;seal.

40.: (224) What type of vent iS installed to protect two fixture traps side by side?

a. Unit.

Loop!

c. Relief)
d. Individual.

41. (224) What is the maximum number of lavatories or other fixtures permitted on
any one vent circuit?

a. 4. c. ,8.

b. 6. d. 10.

.,

42. (224) Which type of vent dissipates negative pressure by introducing air and
'prevents siphonage of the fixture traps in its path?

a. Wet.

b. Back.
c. Flow.
d. Relief.

43,- (226) What is the direct result of capillary action in.a trap?

a. Evdporation.
b. Back pressure.

5

c. Loss of water seal.
d. Indirect siphoning.
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44. (226) What is the smallest pipe diameter that should be used for a main v..ffit?

a. 3/4 inch.

b. 1 1/4 inches.

45. (227) What is the
loop of pipe?

c:d 2 1/2 inches.
d. 3 1/2 inches.

recomended type of fitting for making a final joint in a

a. Bell coupling. c. Extra-long threaded nipple.
b: Tapered sleeve. d. Tucker connection.

.

.

46.. (227) How tuch fall per foot should horizontal vent pipes have?
.,....

a: 1/4 inch: c. 3/4 inch.
b. 1/2 inch. A 1 inrh .

47. (228) What is the minimum size of waste pipe used for draining an individual
urinal?

a. 1/2 inch.
b. 1 inch. e-a

c. 1 1/2 inches.
d. 2 inches.

(228.) Vents for a battery of urinals which have a siphon-jet flushing action
should be installed

a. individually vented. c. relief vented.
b. dual vented.

a
d. low-pressure circuit vented.

49. (228) When is circuit venting of pedestal type urinals permitted?

a. When there are more than 8 urinals.on a loop.
b. When urinals discharge directly into a vertical soil or waste pipe.
c. When urinals discharge directly into a horizontal waste pipe.
d. When the trap is connected into a fitting on a vertical waste pipe.

50. (229) The distance above the floor that the lip of a wall-hung urinal should
be is

' a. 18 to 21 inches. c. 26 to 29 inches,
b. 22 to 25 inches. d. 30 to 33 inches.

d
51. (230) Why are screw-type drainage fittings preferred over straight threaded

fittings for urinal drains?

4. Inlets are tapped with a pitch of 1/4 inch per foot.
b. Inlets are tapped with a pitch of 1/2,inch per foot.
c. Outlets are tapered with a pitch of 3/4 inch per foot.
d. Outlets are tapered with a pitch of 1/2 inch per foot.

52. (231) How much, if any, increase in the size of a waste pipe is necessary when
a shower head is installed over a bathtub?

a. 1/4 inch.
b. 1/2 inch.

c. 1 inch.
d. none.

53. (-231) What art: th two typos of trap:: thAt !;houid I 11:, tm kikhtut, ihd

Lhowigs combination?

.a. Drum trap and P-trap.
b. Bell trap and P-trap.
c. Double trap and Bell tree°.
d. Drum trap and double trap. 161
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54. 232) The drain inlet for a bathtub should be positioned correctly so that it
will

a. fit the Bell trap. c. connect the goose94e41.i
b. fit the tail piece. d. conneh the'sanitary tee.,

55. (233) What type of fitting should be used for, making a connection for a shower
dry vent? c--

a. Bell. lk. Tucker.
b. Bend. d. Reducer.

56. (234) What type gf fitting is imbedded in a concrete slab for attaching a
water closet?

a. Protected hub.
b. Closet taper.

c. Sunken trap.
d. Closet bend.

57. (235) Which type of pipe should be used for a water clos
installed in a concrete floor?

.

t drain that _is

a, Cast iron. c. Vitrified cl
b. Galvanized. d. Asbestos ceme t.

58. (235) Which size copper pipe can be used to replace a 4-in cast-iron soil°
branch?

a. 1 inch. c. 3 inches.
b. 1 1/2 inches. d. 3 1/2 inches.

59. (236) Water closets are attached to a closet bend using a

a. heel tapping. c. reducing collar.
b. slip-type collar. d. flanged collar.

60. (237) Which 'type of floor drain is normally used with sanitary sewers?

a. Water seal.
b. Check seal.

c. Float seal.
d. Non-water seal.

Bl. (237) Which situation would require the use of a deep seal trap?

a. On an automatic dishwasher.
b. When a trap has a direct vent.
c., Where a trap can not be vented.
d. On a bathtub and shower combination.

62. (237) What is the- smallest diameter of pipe that should be used for floor
drain waste lines?

a. 1 inch: .c. 3 inches.
b 2 inches. d. 4 inches.

'63. (237) ,To which type of system should a vehicle washrack drain be connected?

a. Storm sewer. c. Soaker drain.
b. French drain. d. Sanitary sewer. .

6Y. (238) What type of roof drain should be used on a flat roof where leaves could
present a problem?

a. Flat strainer.
b. Wedge strainer.

4-0

C. Sloped strainer.
d. Muihroom strainer.

7
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65. (238) The open area of a roof strainer should be larger than'the pipe to which
it connects by

a. 1/2 to 1 times. c. 2 1/2 to 3 times.
.b.- 1/2 to 2 times. 3 1/2 to 4 times.

66. (239)4What shoilld be done to cast-iron pipe be fore and after it is cut?

a. Ream it. c! Leak test.
b. Sound it. d. Pressure test.

67. (239) What sould akgr-ays be.done before attempting to cut cast-iron pipe with
a snap cutter?

a. Release the tension.' c. Align the chain:
b. Oil the guide bar. d. Setthe gage.

68. (239) which would be the best method to cut 1 inch off a section of cast-iron

4

a. Grinder.
b. Cable cutter.'

c. Hammer and chisel.
d. Hacksaw and adjustable wrencn.

69. (24b) If you do not have a thermometer, how can you tell when molter lea4,in
ready to pour?

a. When it turns a bluish tinge.
b. When it reaches a cherry red color.
c. As soon as the ingots disappear.
d. As a skin appears on the top. s

4.*

70. (240) What is apt to happen,if molten lead is poured into a wet vertical
joint? 0

a. Joint may split.
b. Lead can splatter.
c.. Lead will cool too fast.
d. Joint may have air bubbles.

71. (240) What item is used to direct molten lead into a horizontal joint?

a.- Preformed insert. c. Asbestos joint runner.
b. Ruffer,edge board% d. Split ring connection.

4

-72. (240) Which type of cast-iron pipe joint can absorb vibrations and be deflected
up. to 5° without leakage or failure?

a, Hot poured.
b. Pressurized.

c. Asphalt seal.
d. ;Compression.

73. (240) Which tool is required when installing a no-hub joint?

a. Spud wrench. c. Torque wrench.
b. Saddle strap. d. Locking collar.

74. (242) What is the minimum number of threadswhich "should-extend beyond'the
head of a die when cutting threads with an- adjustable die?

8

c. 3.

d, 4.

ea



75. (242) Which of the following should be used when cutting clean threads for
.watertight pipe joints?

a. S. W. grease. c. Clear water.
b.. Clean solvent. d. Good grade of lard:

k..

76. ( 242) The number of threads per inchthat'a 2 -inch pipe should have is
.-- -

a. 7 1/2. c., 11 1/2.
b.' 9 1/2. d. 13 1/2.

77. \1243) What is a bench threader designed to do in additcon to threading pipe?

a. Cut and ream.
b. Taper and cut.

c. Strike and ream.
d. .Taper an Strie.

1

-. el
78., 1243) What part of the power-driven bench threader sup its the weight of a

pipe that extends beyond the end of the machine? (

a. Pipe rest.
a

c. Chuck slide.
b. Roller arm. , d. Striker block.

.79. (243) What should be used to remove dirt and chips from the jaw teeth on a
threading machine?

a: Solvent. c. Wire brush.
b. Cledn rag. d. Air pressure.

; .

0
80. (243) How far should you be able to screw a properly threaded piPe'into a

fitting by hand?

a. 1 to1 1/4 turns.' ei . c, 3 to 3 1/4 turns.
b, 2 to 2 1/4,turns. d. 4 to 4 1/4 turns.

81. (243) When using a power driven bench threader, how are the die segments
released after the threads have been cut?

a. Lift the release lever.
b. Push the release, lever.

c. Push the manual stop button.
d. Engage-the automatic stop button.

82. (244) The maximum diameter of pipe which can be chuCked in Ae portable power.-
driven vise stand is

a. 1 inch.
b. 2 inches.

c. 3 inches.
d. 4 inches.

83. (245) Which type threader should be used to cut threadt on 6-inch pipe?

IT0
a. Geared. c. Hydrostatic.
b. Hydraulic. d. Chain-driven.

...,,,,i-

64. (245), At what angle to the pipe should a hole be drilled to tap threads in the
side of a pipe?

r

. 0 la. 30°. c. 60°:
b. 45°, d. 90°.

85. (246) What is the usual method for threading poppet pipe?
.

.

a.- By hand.% -c. By using ,a brass die.
b. On a power machine. d. On the portable vise stand.

9
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86. (247) 'What is,the minimum schedule recommended for plastic pipe which is to be

threaded? s

a. 40. , c. 80.

b. 60: d, 100.

87.. (248) Which of,the following methods is usually used to test a repaired or

modified pipe system?

a. Peppermint. c.' Air.

b. Water. d. 'Smoke.

(248) The point to which'a waste system' should be filled when-performing a

water test is
88.

.

a. -5 feet above the lowest trap.

& b. 10,,,,feet above the lowest trap.

;c. level with'the lowest vent stack opening above theyoof.
d. Jebel with the highest vent stack opening above the roof.

89. (248) How much time should be allowed for,oakum to swell in pipe joints prior

to'a water test?
, -

a. 1 0,6 hours. . c. 12 to 24 hours.

b. .6 to 12 Wours. T. 24 to 48 hourS.

90. (248), ton a positive air test, what, psi pr1)essure is
.c-

used andhow long should
the system hold it without leakage?

a

'a.f 5 pounds per square inch for 15 minutes.
b. 10 pounds per square inch for 25 minutes.* .

'c. 15=-pounds per square inch for 3-0:_minutes. y

d. .20 pounds per square inih'for 40'minutes. ,

instrument

, '.., .

91. ,..(248) Which in shoulebe..used 0 indicate pressure whn an air test is

beingbeing mac:1g?
.., ,

-,=
.--,

*

a. Pilot tube. . c". -Mercury gage.

b. Vacuutr gage. .-',d.. Curling tube.
...._

t

92. (21t8)' 'What type of test'should be -used for the final testing of a new waste
, -
-', system after the fixtures and traps have been installed?

- =
' 4

1,

SI Smoke.. c. 'Peppermint, , .

b. ,Sealed. ° . Airintrained.

., .

93.. (249) What would be the best method to- emove the old lead when repaiy"ing a

leak in a cast-iron Pipe joint? .

. ,
::.

ava'Us# a gickout iron.
b: Apply aspreader bar.

4-

c. Apply heat to melt the
d: Use a hamMer to tap. it

,

,:-.941, (249) What should be done to,a pipe,when On=aintest locates a leak in a Cast-

c - irpn pipe fitting caused by sand_holes maae during casting? ,

c

a: -' Weid.
. ,,

:
. Reseal;

bi=:- Brace,. , e- . , d. :,,Rep/ace.
...,' .

(-. ,., . ; ,
.

' ,
. _ , ...,_,

: . '
95. (2S0). What action shOuldbe taken when a lealuii,defected in a-,threadee plpy
J.,

.

jointevent statem? ,

V

e

l''' a` Re -place -the piping. ;

..'7, . ,..b. Tighten the Joint. ,e __,
elc.c. Loos, apply compound', and tightentf-the joint.

d.',.'Install. a pipe union.
_i

. . (' - -
10'..' .J 4,

1 ,
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96. 1250) What should be done before removing a section of piping to repair a
vertical pipe run?

d.* Support and brace. c. Add Tucker connection.
b. °Clean with solvent. d. Install additional casting.

97 (251) What would be the ideal location for a grease trap?

a. Under the fixture.
b. Center of kitchen.

c. Corner of kitchen.
d. Outside.

98 (252) What is probably the most reliable method for finding the exact location
and depth of a buried pipe?

a. Probing. , c. Conpulting maps.
d. Using a metallic detector.

99. 1252), At what intervals are manholes normally provided on sewer mains?

a. 100 feet. c. 300 feet.
b. 200 feet. d. 400 feet.

b. Sounding.

100. (252) What is a good safety practice when a person must enter a manhole to
inspect a sewer main?

a. Use an air pack.
b. Pneumatic equipment.

c. ...Standby truck with lights.

d.. Standby man with a rope.

101. (253) What are the two types of maintenance performed on sewer mains? .

a. Emergency and annual. c. Recurring and emergency.
b. Routine and semiannual. d. Semiannual and recurring.

102. (253) What is used to guide the rod of a power sewer auger when it is
inserted into a man sewer?

a. H-bar. c. 0-hook.
b. 3-tube. d. C-bracket.

103. (253) How should the rod of a power sewer aptii, be retrieved?

-410,

a. Drum rotating clockwise, feed lever in reverse.
tb. Drum rotating clockWise, feed lever in forward.

liver in reverse .
d. Drumrotating counterclockwise, feed lever in forward.

/4o

104. (253) HoW many men should be on a power auger crew to safely perform the
operation?

a. 2.

b. 3. ,

6. 4.

d. 5.

105. (254) Which size-flat sewer snake is suitable for use in a 3-inch pipe?

c. 3/4rinch.-
d. 1 inch.

a. 1/4 inch.
b. 1/2 inch.

106. (254) What precaution_should be taken when operating an eleCtric sewer auger?

a. Wear rubber boots. c. Make sure the machine is grounded.
b. Make sure the area is dry. d. Wear gloves to'install all heads.

166



107.. (255) Which of the following could alter a pipe grade and change the drainage

flow?

a. Obstruction. c. Waste overload.

b. Cracked joint. d. Missing pipe support.
-.'

108. (.256) Which method should be used when a lavatory is completely stopped up?

a. Mechanical. 4..c. Electrical.

b., Hot water. -d. Chemicals.

(257) When would be the best time to inspect a septic tank?

a. 'Aiinually. c. During periods of low flow.

b. 'During periods of no flow. d. During periods .of high, low.

110. (257) When would a septic tank require pumping?
5,

a. When the sludge is 1/8 the depth of the tank.
b. When the sltidge is 1/4 the depth of the tank.

c. When the sludge is 1/2 the depth of the tank.
d. When the flow level is obstructed.

'44

12

0
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Preface

THIS THIRD volume of CDC,55255, Plumbing Specialist, will pisovide you with the
information necessary for you to install and maintain water supply systems and fix-
tures. You will learn what constitutes a water supply system and how water pipes are
assembled. Zou will learn about roughing-in water supplies and installing fixtures:
using copper tubing and brass pipe', insulating and winterizing plumbing systems: in-
stalling and maintaining waterteaters, dishwashers, steam kettles. sinks, auxiliary
plumbing equipmerit, fire protection systelits. and lawdsprinkler systems: and the ap-
plication of preventive maintenance and corrosion control to plumbing systems.

, If you have questions on the accuracy or currency of the subject matter of this text,
or recommendations for its improvement, send them to USAFSAASicCE. Sheppard
AFB TX 76311. NOTE: Do not use the suggestion program to submit corrections for
typographic:1D or other errors.

If you have questions on course enrollment or administration, or on any of ECI's
instructional aids (Your Key to Career Development, Behavioral Objective exercises.
Volume Review Exercise, and Course Examination);consult your education officer,
training officer, or NCO, as appropriate. If he can't answer your questiots, send them
to ECI, Gunter AFS AL 36118; preferably on ECI Form 17. Student Request for
Assistance.

This voluthe is valued at 27 hours (9 points).
Material in this volume is technically accurate, adequate. and current as of Novem-

ber 1975.
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CHAPTER. 1

NOTE: In t vOlumi, the Subject matter is developed by a series of Learning Objectives. Each of
these carried a lgit number and is in boldface type. Each Sets a learning goal for you. The text
that follows the objective gives you the information you need to reach that goal. The exercises
following the information give you a check on your achievement. When you complete them, see if
year answers maid, those in the back of this volume. If your response to an exercise is incorrect,
review the objective and its text.

'
. Water Supply Systems and Pipe Assembling

THERE WAS A TIME When a family's supply
consisted of a spring or well. The only thing you ad to
do was locate espring or dig a well. But in this day and
time,.a,fatnilys water supply normally consists of a
plumbing water supply system. In your job as an Air
Force plumber, you will be fatcricating these systems.
Before you attempt to fabricate a water supply system
you should prepare a working drawing. This
eliminates guesswork, because the dimensions and

are determined befbie the construction_
begins. As you plan the system, you will fOrmulate'
ideas on how the various pans or the system should be
installed. You must know how to read blueprints,
because if you fail to interpret them correctly, you may
install piping that is too small to carry the volume of
water required,-or yotimay install the piping in the
wrong place in the building.

A situation may arise at any time which will
necessitate your constructing a temporary water main.
This type of main mist be designed and constructed to
furnish water for varying periods of time during an
emergency, and until repairs can be made to an
existing main or a permanent line can be installed.
Speed in the construction of temporary lines is urgent
in most cases of emergency to restore water service to
the affected areas. Therefore, it is very important for
you to be familiar with the. various types of piping and
couplings thaare used for this type of construction.

Copper tubing is used water supply systems on
some plumbing jobs imiead of steel or wrought iron
piping. Either hard drawn or annealed copper tubing
may be used for service lines in the open, buried
underground, or in concrete. Copper "Ming may also.

, be used for the waste lines within the iSuilding. So, it is
also very important for,you to know how to fabriCate-
connections of copper tubing.

This chapter covers layout of water supply systems,
water supply system requirements, water supply system

fittings; cutting, joining, and cleaning copper tubing;
and soldering equipment.

.1:1. Water Supply Systems

The society we live in today thrives on the
availability of all things to the members' immediate
demand. Individual water barrels are out, and mass
distribution systems are in.

Water 'distribution systems ,,may be simple or
complex. Engineering drawings become guides and
maps for the plumber. Many systems may be included
in the same drawings. Correct interpretation of such
maps eliminates errors in determining materials
required, systems construction, and design
configuration'.

400. Given a single line drawing of an exterior
water distribution .system, identify its components
and provide required information concerning a
water distribution system.

Exterior Water Distribution System. Carefully
planned water distribution systems resemble a grid. A
network of large piping divides the consumer area into
subareas. Each subarea is served by a network of
smaller pipi9g. Such systerris are often referred to as
belt or loop systems. There are no dead ends and water
can flow to any point in this system from two or mot'!:
directions. Further, additions to the system will not
reduce its functional capability. Figure 1 -I illustrates
an exterior water distribution system..
- Components. Components in water systems vary.

.alepending on the water: source....its location in
relationship to the user, and water characteristics.

a. Pumps. ,Pumps may be required at Air Force
*installations to pump water from lakes: reservoirs, or
rivers to water treatment plants. After treatment,

natetials,preparin,ga_bill- -of--- materials, -installing add
mains for a water supply, and the assembling of pipe
and fittings for temporary water mains. Other subjects
covered are the types- of, copper' tubing; types of

itional-iumping-forces-waterimo-the mains and
storage facilities. In distribution systems booster
pumps may be used to increase water pressure'
Emergency pumps are used in ware of water supply
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.breakdown or to satisfy firefighting requirements.
When pumps are installed in a main or service line,
they should be connected to the piping-by unions or
flanges. This permits easy removal of the pumps from
the system for maintenance or for replacement.

b. Treatment plants. Absolutely pure water is never
found in nature. For military use, water must be free of
disease-producing organisms, poisons, and excessive
amounts of mineral or organic matter. The amount
and type of minerals and organic matter contained in
the water

no
affect the design of a water treatment

plant. So no two plants will be the same. But theywill
have the same function of discharging wafer made as
pure as possible.

c. Storage tanks. The normal water Remand in a
community or military installation variess2onsiderably
between night and "day and for different days of the
week. During low demand periods, treated water is
stored in storage tanks. Treated water from the storage
tank is fed back into the system when the dethands
exceed the capacity of the supply sothe or treatment
plant. Storage tanks also provictsan emergency water
source should a failure-occur in the system or for

-firefighting. Storage tanks may be at ground level or
higher than the portion of the system they serve.
Reservoirs or storage tanks higher than the
distribution systeM maintain tbe desired pressure in
the system..

d. Valves. Valves are used in the water distribution
system to control the flow of water. The different types
of valves include gate valves, pressure-reducing valves.
check valves, curb service valves. globe valves, and.fire
hydrants___ _ _

Breaks and leaks can be caused by freezing, ground
movement, collision, fire, excessive water pressure,
and explosion. Gate valves placed at strategic points in
the service must be closed, thereby isolating the

damaged area. Services to the undamaged portion of
the system will continue without being interrupted.

Globe valves are used in the distribution system on
small lines or service lines. They restrict the flow and
cannot be used where flow restriction is not needed.

Check valves will prevent reversal of water flow due

LAKE

PUMP

to loss of pressure. Check valves will also isoiz:
certain sections of the distribution system.

Pressure-reducing valves throttle the flow in pir,
to reduce the pressure on the discharge side and keep
constant. They are ttsed for feeding water from a hig.--
Oressurelto a low-pressure system. If great variations
flow rates are expected, different sizes of pressui?-
reducinevalves will be installed in batteries.

Curb service valves control water distribution .,

Individual buildings or dwellings. These will be us-.1
as the need for water to the,biiildings is determine

Fire hydrants will be placed in all areas where the...-;
is a need for fire protection. Proper operation and use
of hydrants is essential to water distribution econort.
and safety. Every fire hydrant should have a gate valve
serving as a positive shutoff in case of damage to .

hydrant.
e. Piping. Mains and piping are composed

feeder mains, distribution mains, branch or later'
lines, and service lines.

The feeder mains are large pipe which supply
distribution' mains and storage tanks.

Distribution mains are the pipelines which make up
the distribution system and include any lateral or
branch lines from which service line take their supply

SerVice lines transport the water, from the
distribution mains, to the various buildings and
facilities.

The lateral lines will make fhe diStribution system
more effective and efficient by forming a closed loep
system.

With the exception of the tire hydrants and-some
storage tanks, the water distribution system is
underground. It is more practical to bur a large
portion of the distribution system to protect it from
damage from weather and collision.

An Important prerequisite for any gm o d operating
distribution system is a good set of maps and records.
The maps should show the location and size of all
valves, pipes, and other components. The records
should be an accurate account of all repair and
maintenance performed on the systemcJhe maps and

STORAGE TANK
PIPING

.4WraffirdlErr"

AAMIMIEVIEI
AINEWARIMMIr.

WATER TREATMEN7 PLANT

CONTROL V 41...

WATER DIST.RIBUTION SYSTEM

Figime 1-1. Exterior water distribution system.
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Figure 1.2. Sleeve coupling.

records must be updated each time a repair or
maintenance function is performed. Out-of-date
records are worthless.

Factors governing types of water mains to be
constructed. There are Iwo factors that govern water
main construction: they are the quantity and quality of
water needed.,

a. Quantity needed. The amount of water neeaed
by an air base will depend. on several factors. The
effective population, which is all the resident& living in
the 'dormitories or .in government housing, must be
furnished domestic water.

At the beginning of ea_c__rkday the civilians that
work on the base start arriving. These nonresidents
help mike up the authorized population of the base.
Water must be furnished so -that each may do his job
properly.

Some bases have large hospitals. Hospitals use large
amounts of water for bathing patients, moppinefloors,
kitchen needs, laundries, and other necessities.

The amount of water used by a base will vary,botk
dayand night and summer and winter. if a large fire
occtits and the firetrucks have to pump water allfiiglii;11
then the base could run low on water supply. This
would be called an unusual peak demand. ,

Firefighting has to be taken inw account when the
base is first built so that enough water will be on hand
if, needed. If the base grows, more water towers are
needed. -,-

b. Quality needed. There are two types of water
consumed on a military base. They are domestic and
industrial.

(I) Domestic water. .Every base must have water
that is clear, has an acceptable taste, and is free of
bacteria" water meets requirements, it is
called potable water. ,

Even though water is,potable, there are some things
that make it undesirable for -domestic uses. These are
odors and hardnessAdorg come from sour gases in
the water or from minerals such as sulphur.

O

3
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Some water form& a white scale on the walls of
water glasses. pipes, and anything where the water can
evaporate. This white 'scale signals -the hardness of
water. When water contains too much hardness,*the
water- must be softened. This is-accomplished in -the
water treatment plant.

(2) Industrial water. Do you remember seeing
water trickling down a large cooling tower? This is
industrial water. There are two common uses for
industrial water on an Air Force installation: water to
furnish Air Force operating equipment, and heated
water for sanitation purposes.

Hospitals need pure water for mixingrnedicines, so
they use distilled water. Airplanes use pure water to
squirt in the engines for more power. The water they
use goes through a demineralizer which removes
minerals from th'e water.

Boilers that heat large amounts of water, for
laundries use specially treated water to prevent a white
scale from covering the insides Of the boilers.

Methods of assembling pipe. Your job will require
that you master several Methods of assembling pipe.

a. Lead-caulked joint's. Lead caulking is used on
cast-iron water pipe. The pipe is available in a variety
of sizes. lengths, wall thickness, and hub depths. Cast-
iron water piping should not be confused with cast-
iron soil pipe.

Lead caulking is a method of assembling bell-and-
spigot type joints. The spigot end of the pipe is inserted
in the bell or hub of the receiving pipe. Oakum is
firmly packed into the area between the hub and the
spigot end of the pipe with a special tool The amount
of oakum varies with the size and depth of the hub.
The remaining hub depth is filled with molten lead,
usually 3/4 to I inch. The lead is caulked and dressed
with specially designed tools. These tools are similar

.to the tools used to fabricate soil pipe.
b. Sulphur joints. Sulphur joints are assembled and

poured in the same manner as lead-caulked joints. The
oakum is applied, and the sulphur is heated to a liquid

:state And poured into the joint. No caulking is
required on the sulphur joint.

I
FLANGES

Dc
GASKET
MATERIAL

CKC- 010

Figure Flange fittings.



c. Sleeved coupling. A sleeved coupling resembles
at.c,an. with both ends removed. The cylinder is

internally grooved to accommodate rubber 0-rings as
the pipe is forced into the sleeve. Figure 1.2 shows
pipe ends and, sleeve assembled.

The sleeve coupliiig is used to assemble asbestos
cement pipe joints. The pipe may be adaptable to cast-

.. iron piping by tolead-caulked joint.
d. Screwed joints. A screwed joint' is used to

assemble steel pipe. It requires an internally threaded
fitting to be mated with a matched externally threaded
pipe. A pipe compound is applied to the external
threads to lubricate them, to aid in forming a seal
between the thread surfaces, and to provide an

*antiseize for easier disassembly. Normally you do not
use screwed joints on laisepipe.

e. Flange. The flange joint, as shown in figure 1-3,
has proved its general utility and satisfactory
performance. It is used in the installation of pumps,
chillers, heat exchangers, and other equipment. The
flange itself is molded separately from the pipe. The
flange is attached to the pipe by a screwed connection
or by welding. A gasket is used between the flanges to
form a seal, then bolted securely together to form a
watertight or gastight connection.

/
f Plastic. Plastic pipe can be and often is used for

service lines. Some of its advantages are that it is easily
connected to copper tubing or pipe. is lightweight,
withstands corrosion, is low in cost, and is easy to use.
Plastic-tubing or pipe is available in sizes from 1/4 to
inches in diameter, Plastic pipe is solvent welded, or
joined witkcompression type joints.

Connecting pipe to pumps. A variety of pumps are
used throughout plumbing systems. Thre4 common
methods of connecting pipes to pumps are by unions,
flanged connections, and mechanical couplings.

On pumps requiting threaded connections, there is
a short nipple screwed into the pump. One side of a
union is screwed oh the nipple while the other side.of
the union is screwed on the pipe. The connection is
completed by joining the two halves of the union.

Exercises (400):

1. Without referring back to the text, identify the
components of an exterior water distribution
system (fig. 1-4) by writing each component's
name at the correct arrow.

Figure 1-4. Exterior water distribution system (objective 400. exercise 1).

2. What are the two factors that govern the types of
water mains to be constructed?

3. What are the two types of water consumed on
mili

1

4. What are e three types of connections used to
connect pumps to pipe?

\401. Given pertinent questions pertaining to layout,
requirements, and materials of water supply systems.
supply brief answers.

Building Water Supply Systems. Before installing

4

i.building water supply-system you need to know how
to lay out the system. You need to know how to
determine the requirements and the material to be
used.

Layout of water supply systems. When an architect
designs a building, he prepares a set of blueprints.
These blueprints are drawn to scale and contain
dimensions which enable the-various trade workers, to
do their jobs.

A complete set of blueprints includes a foundation
plan; floor plan; roof plan; front, rear, and aide
elevations; and a plot plan which shows the location of
the building on the lot. Specificatiiiif-§fikswhich
indicate the type and quality of materials to be used in
the construction are also prepared. The plumber and
other tradesmen use these blueprints af.ci
specifications to lay out and plan their part of the
project.

Blueprints for large buildings include I plan for the
rough-in plumbing. A plan for each floor is prepared
for multistory buildings.

175
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VALVE SYMBOL

tl

GATE

GATE. ANGLE

VALVE SYMBOL ;

-s GLOBE ,

GLOBE, ANGLE

Figura 1-7.

When plumbing blueprints are not available, you
will have to prepare a working drawing or sketch of
the job. The symbols used on blueprints or drawings to
indicate pipe runs are shown in figure 1.5. You must
learn these symbols in order to be able to locate the
water,supply syttems on a blueprint.

A large variety of fittings are required to assemble
the pipes in a water supply system. A few of the
symbols for pipe fittings are shown in figure 1-6.

Valves .of different designs and types are also used
in water supply systems. Some of them control the
direction of flow of the water in the pipes, whereas
others regulate the amount of flow to different parts of
the system. Some of the symbols that are used to
identify the different valves on blueprints are shown in
figure 1-7.

Faucets are used-to control the flow of water at the
Outlets in the system. Notice the symbols that are used
on blueprints to indicate the types of faucets listed in
figure 1-8.

The locations for fixtures are taken from the
building blueprint and placed on the working drawing
through' the use of symbols. Further study of the

Symbols for valves.

blueprint will enable you to form a mental pictur'
the pipe required for both the cold and hot wat2:
supply systems. The exact routing of the pipe should b:
located on the working drawing, with symbols uses, tt,
identify the systems and to show the location of tIK,
valves and fittings.

Notice the symbols shown in figure 1-9. These
symbols are used to avoid confusion between pipe
intersection's and pipe crossovers.

The intersection or joining of two pipes is shown by
drawing the line symbols so that' there is actual contact
between the lines. Crossovers, where there is no
connection between the pipes, are indicated by a break
in one of the line symbols at the point where the ppc.
cross.

Water supply system- requirements. After the pipe
runs and fittings-are located on the working drawing
the size of the pipe to be used in each line must be
determined and indicated on the drawing. When a
plumbing bluepiint is available for the job, it will
contain this information. When there is no blueprint.
you must .determine the pipe sizes necessary to cam
the flow.

FAUCET SYMBOL FAUCET
.

SYMBOL

,,
FAUCET

_i_.:r.......
FAUCET. HOSE

WALL FAUCET

1
.

. BIBB, HOSE

ft

Figure 1-8. Symbols for faucets.
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SERVICE RISER

OR-STACK

OWATER. COLD

WATER. FRESH

WATER. HOT

WATER HOT RETURN

WATER. RAW

WATER SALT

WATER. TEMPERED

SYMBOL

111 IN

FW

MED Mlle MIMI - S

RW

SW

.Figure Symbols for pipe runs.

FITTING SYMBOL FITTING SYMBOL
,

ELBOW, 90 DEGREES -

ELBOW, 45 DEGREES

TEE

.

REDUCER CONCENTRIC

.

-"C>+.

"ii'i'CROSS UNION. SCREWED
. ..

;-ter

Figure 1-6. Symbols for screwed pipe fittings.
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T'.PICAL INTERSECTION 1

aI.11%.S11=
IMEIM

1

TYPICAL caossovERS

figure 1-9. Typical pipe intersections and crossors.' c
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TYPE OF FIXTURE
a so

.-

Units * Gals. per minute
r . .

,, Urinal
Water closet, flushing valve
-4

..Lavatory
Sh.ower .

.,0
Sink t .

Laundry tub
caltiden faucet

.

. '.

o

.

5

1.
2

. 2
4
2

.

.

.

37 1/2
4S°

7 1 / 2
15
15 .

304°
15

1 unit = 7 1/a gals. . ,,

Figure 1.10 Maximum fixture demand chart.

Some of the factors which affect the sizj of the
water service in a plumbing installation are the types of
flush devices used on fixtures. the pressure of the water
supply in pounds per square inch, the length of the
pipe in the building, the number-and kind,Of fixtures
installed. and the simultaneous use of tlielfixtures at
any given time: "The chart in figure shows the
water demand in gallons per minute -for different
fixtures. As an example. consider a plumbing sysiem
which consists of two urinals, one water closet, two
_lavatories, and two shower stalls. As you.can see from
the chart in figure 1-16, the two urinals. using 371/s
gallons per minute (gpm) each, would -use 75 gpm. The
water closet would use 45 gpm. The two laVatorief;
using 7'h gallons per minute each. would use 15
gallons: and the two shower stalli would use atotal. of
30 gpm. The maximum fixture demand for this system

No of fixtures

5
S :50
50 or more

Percent of
simultaneous use

, 1)0
-

10 ZS"

Figure 1,41. Factors of simultaneous use chart.
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is the total of these figures. which is 165 gallons of
water per minute. Under ordinary cinumstances, only
a small percentage of the fixtures would be used
simultaneously, and the probable demand for water
must be estimated. As a rule for estimating the
probable demand for small residences, you generally
take about 30 percent of the majtimum fixture demand
in gallorir The chart shown in figure 1-10 is used to
estimate the requirements for large plumbing
installations.

In -the example above, there is a total of seven
fixtures. As you can seer, in the chart shown in figus

,1-11. this number falls between 5 and 50. so th6 factor
of siqUltaneous use is 25 to 50 percent of the
maximum fixture demand of 165 gallons, or
approximately 821/2 gallons. This figiire represents the
probable demand in gallons per minute for the system
under normal usage.,The size of'the pipe used for the
main water supply into the building-can determined
by consulting the chart in figure 1-12. it' the Wafer
pressure to the building is 60 pounds per square inch,
then the buddinrmain shotild be constructed of l'/2-
inch pipe The size for branch supply lines from the
building main to the different fixtures may be
determined by using the demand of an individual
fixti.t re in ,ptri.anti consulting the chart for pipe
size.

--; V



Pressche
in;

pounds

sa

Flow in gallons per minute * by slzenf pipe

112 514 . 1 1 / 4 1 1/2 2 2 1/-2 3 4

I. t
5
6
6. 5
Z
7.-5

`

4. 1-
14
16
17.5
19. 5
12
26

18.
28
33

,,37
40
45
52

7 3S. 5
52
60
70
76
85
99

51.
78
§0

101
1i(1'

-1,23
142.

6 106

69
184.

.206
226.
253
292

ZOO

308
350
390
430
480
558

290
436
504
564

S90
7(:7

589
885

1023
1143.
1252
1400
;607

* Foe 100_, fteriS1 pipe,

- . . Figure I-I-2 Capacatesuf ptp. sizes chart

Water sap'ply systeM materials. After the, pipe runs
and the sizes of the pipes are indicated on.the working
drawings. the proper sized fittings-fo( connecting the
pipes can easily be determined. The selection of valves
forCcritrCiltng the now through tne system presents a
more cOrriplex problem. A well planned plumbing
system has valves located throughout the 'syslem for
ctintrollins the flow. The risers or pipes' that are
concealed in the walls or floors shoilid be equipped
with shutoff valves for use in- emergencies or while
_repairing the pipes. The gate valve, shown in tigure

' 1-13. Is used wkenever positive cutoff is desired.
These -valves aredesigned for_ uk in systems wherefthey
-are fully open or fully, closed. Gate valves are.never
used to throttle-the flow in a line. It they were -,4sed for
thrattlinthe-. gate disc would chatter and soqu wear-
until rt-woUld not stop the flow when seated;

;

:PACKING 4UT

'
et

-

E Et

. .7. fibr..C.:
, , "

' w

"...""

;' ,

. .

, Figure 1-13 'gate valve

.(

The globe valve, shown in figure1-14, is used
systems where the flow of water must be throttled. T r :o
valve has a humorLai inter'. r partition whi,..n
separates the in'et from t6. except foe
opening in the part:awl. A replui.rment fiber. rubb:r.
or metal disc is attached to the lower end of the,
threaded,valve stem. ana tne is closed by turning
the bandle until the disc seats .-.0er the hole in t..e

ettsoome
partition.

Exercises (401:

-*hat information is container in a complete set
of blueprints?--

' #

C

41

PACKtNG NUT

f

WrIEEL

z".

UNION

-BONNET

-RING .

BODY

figure 1-14. Globe valve.

'
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`2. What substitute will you have to prepare when
needed plumbing blueprints are not available?

3'. What is used to control the flow of water at an
outlet?

°

4. What is indicated on a working drawing, by a
break in one of the line symbols at the point where
pipes cross?

5. What is the rule for estimating the proba- ble water
demand for small residences?

6. What should be incorporated into the installation
Of risers or pipes that are concealed in walls or
floors to provide foremergencid or maintenance
of the pipes?

,a4

1-2: Installing a. Water Supply System

The installation of a building water supply system
includes tapping the water _matin and installing the°.
Corporation stop, curb stop, meter stop. Most
cities have a crew from the water department to tap the
mains. However, as an Air Force plumber, you will be

tapping water mains when you are installing building
water supply lines. For this reason, it is important for
you to know the proper methods for installing a water
supply line and the procedure for operating the water
main self-tapping machine.

4
402. Provided a list of Materials, identify the items
that would be listed as takeoff items.

Preparing a Bill of Materials. We have covered
some of the materials that are used in a water supply
system. Now let's prepare a bill of materials.

A complete bill of materials is usually made by the
draftsman at the time he prepares the blueprints.
When a bill of materials does got accompany the
blueprint, one must be prepared by the plumber. A bill
of materials is a tabulated list of requirements for a job
showing the name, description, quantity, stock
number, size, and sometimes the cost of the various
items. A sample bill of materials- is shown in figure
1-15. Quantities are taken from the plans or drawing
by listing one item at g time, starting with the smallest
size and progressing to the largest.

When a special type of valve or fitting is required
for a particular job. the item should be located in a
commercial manuaj, and the manufacturer's number
and type should be shown on the bill of materials to
insure positive identification.

,A bill of materials in which the cost must be listed
will require that each item -be located in
manufacturer's catalogs to obtain the unit cost.

A list of so-called takeoff items should also be
inCluded in the bill of materials. These are items that
are known to be necessary to complete the job but
which are not included on the prints or drawings. They

ITEM DESCRIPTION PART NR
,

QUANTITY SIZE COST n1

1

1. Valve, Gate-Brass
with Wedge Disc, 100

Craze 410 or Equal
-

6

.

3/4" -4..10,each

I

Pound Presaine - .

2
-

Valve,. Gate-Brass
with Wedge Disc, 100

Crane to or Equal 2 1 1/4" 6.60 each
,

Pound Pressure .
. .

"1 'Valve, Globe-Brass
with Composition Disc

Crane 1150 or Equal 3 3/4" 3.410 each

150 Pounds Witsr-
Preisure .itt 200°F -

.

/

.
' 4 Coupling,- Pipe as- FSN 4130-2112114 12 ,3/4" x .11 each

ducer, Galvanic d, 1/2.!'

125 Pound POstiure . ,
1

Figure 1.15. Typical bill of materials.
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Figure 1.16 Typical building water supply system.

include such items as thread cutting oil, joint
compounds, and bolts or screws for attaching
brackets.

Exercises (46):

From the following list of materials, identify those
items that are takeoff items bSr placing the letters TO in
the spaces provided.

1 Joint compound.
Gate valve.
Copper tee,
Two-inch crews.
4" center set.
Ctitting oil
Copper tubing.

s

.1!).

2
3_
4
5'
6
7_

4,.

ad.

Figure. toy-potation stop.

403. From a given list of statements, select those
that pertain to the construction principles of a
buildingl,water service line.

Construction Principles. The huilding service or
water service line is the line that is installed from the
street water main to the building,) as shown in figure
1-16. This line should run as directly as possible from
the main to the building: The water service line usually
has three' controls or shutoffs. They are, the
corporation stop, curb stop, and meter shop.
liCorporation,stop. The corporation stop. shown in
pgure 1-17, is a valve which is installed in the street
water' main- and which, serves as a 'takeoff for the
buildizigrwater supply system.. Ills installed' with dri
automatic tapping machine when the pressure is on in
the main. The corporation stop carfnot be used as a
shutoff after it is installed because it is covered with
soil.

Cu/I/Pop. After the water main has been tapped apd
the corporation stop installed, the next job is to locate
and install the curb stop. The curb stop, shown in
figure 1-18, is installed in an iron curb box at an
accessible spot between thecurb"and Abe house, as
shown in figure I-16. The 'purpose of the curb slop is
to provide an accessible shutoff forthe water supply tb
the-building from the outside.

Meter stop. After the'curb stop has teen insialleti,
the supply lin&is rut tolte building and through the
building gall to the inside of the-bitemen4ow; the
.meter- 'stop. shown in figute. I -19, is installed
immediately within the waf Or the .building. The
purpose of the meter stop is to cortitol the flow
water to the, system from inside-the blilding. Soml"
codes reqtrire that a gate valve be placed in the line
immediately after the meter hop. because it is not buiit
for frequent opening and. closing. In this 'type
installation. the meter stop is dosed only wher t:1?
meter is, femm.edor feplacet

sms,
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Figure 1.18. Curb stop.

Since the Air Force does not use water meters in
buildings, the meter stop is not necessity. A gate valve
is installed in its place for controlling the water flow
into the building.

Stop and waste wive: In addition to the three valves
mentioned above, a building supply line should be
equipped with a stop and waste valve, shown in figure
1-20, which may be used for draining purposes. This
valve must be located at a point in the grade that will
drain the building pipes by gravity when the valve is
turned to the off or drain position. The stop and waste
valve is designed with a drilled' passage through the
side of the valve body that allows the water to escape.
When the valve is turned to the off position, the water
to the presiure or inlet side of the valve is shut off and
the water on the outlet Or building side Of the'valve
drained by gravity through-the drilled passage in the
valve body. The stop and waste valve can be installed

. either inside or outside, me building. When the kralve is
installed inside the such as in a basement, it
miy be necessary to install a drain pin from ,the
drilled'opening in the valve to carry the waste water to,

floor drain or stunt).- 11

Materials that .aregenerally used for the water
sdpply line are copper, galvanized iron, plastic, -or cast
iron. Galvanized iron, plastic, or copper is ccimmoniY

used for residences and small buildings, andicast
is used for large bindings.

Some Plumbing codes will not allow the water
supply line to be laid in'the same trench with the sewer
line. Since digging two trenches is eXpensfve, many
codes allow lines to be laid in the same trench, but
with certain precautions. The water supply line must
be laid above the, house sewer and on a shelf of
undisturbed, solid soil. This prevents the water supply
line from, settling to a level with orhelow the sewer.

: . 182
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Exercises (403):
Select the statements that pertain to .the

construction principles of a building water service line
by placing a checkmark (J) in the appropriate spaces.

1. The corporation stop serves as a takeoff
point at the street main for a building water
supply system.
Some codes require that a gate valve be
placed in the line immediately after the *
meter stop.
All Air Force buildings will -have a meter
stop.

4 A building supply line should be equipped
with a stop and waste valve.

5. When the sewer and water lines are laid in
the same trench, the water line must be laid

on ilheirbtundisturbed-solid-soil.

3.

404. Provided a list of statements concerning
tapping the water main, distinguish between those
that are true and those that are false.

Tapping the Water Mains. After the trench has
been dug to the main, a corporation stop can be
installed while the main is under pressure by using the
water main self-tapping machine illustrated in figure
1-21.,A I-inch tap is the largest opening that can be
made while the main is under pressure. Nina./ pounds
is-rthe maxithswesure that can be tapped against
with a water-tapping machine. It is important that you
understand the operation of the machine before
attempting to tap a main under pressure. The tap,
should be located as near the top of the water miiinx
possible. Clean the rust and dirt from the main at the
point where the tap is to'be made. Plbac,the machine
gasket.,:on'the main and mount the tapping machine

a

Figure 1-19. Meter stop.
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Figure 1 -20. Stop and waste valve.

over the gasketby wrapping the tie chain around the
'main. Tighten the chain moaning bolts until a solid,
watertight connection is formed between the main and
the machine base. Check the depth adjustment on the
boring bar and insert the proper sized drill and tap
intd the holder. Assemble the machine by inserting the
boring bat through the cylinder and tightening the cap.
Start drilling the hole by applying pressure at to feed
yoke while operating the ratchet handle. After die drill
penetrates the main, the boring bar will turn easily
until the tap starts cutting threads. When the tap starts
threading the hole, the feed yoke should be backed off
io prevent the threads in the main from stripping.

Continue to turn the boring bar until the depth
adjustment hits the stop. This is° indicated by a
tightening of the ratchet handle until it can no longer
be turned without undue force. To remove the tap
from the hole, reverse the ratchet and back the boring -
bar out by turning it in a counterclockwise direction.
When the boring bar is raised high enough to.clear the
bottom of the cylinder, close the flop valve. Check to
see that the bypass valve is closed to prevent water
from entering the cylinder. The water under pressure
from the main will be trapped in the machine base, and
you' can remove- the boring bar by unscrewing the
machine cap. Remove the drill and tap tool and install
a corporation stop of the proper size in the end of the
boring bar. Be sure that yott can screw the handle of

'the corporation. stop into the main by turning the
boring bar.. Since you closed the corporation stop
before installing it, the only noticeable water leak
from the operation would be from the water that is
trapped in the cylinder of the machine. Release the
water pressure from the cylinder by opening the bypass
valve and removing the ,boring bar. Disengage the
chthn from the main and remove the machine. Check

. for leakage around the corporation stop. If a let is
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evident, tighten the stop with an adjustable jaw
wrench.

Exercises (404):.

Distinguish between the true and false statement:A..
by placing a T or F as appropriate in the spam
provided.

1 One inch is theargest opening that can
tapped while the water main is mils
pressure. .

2The_maximum-pressure-that-cah-be-tappc-:-.
against is 80 pounds.

3. When 'the tap starts threading the hole, the
feed yoke should be backed off to preveilt
the threads in the main from stripping.

4 The corporation stop should be in the closw
position when installed.

405. Match the appropriate flexible connector io
the type of pipe with which it should be used.

Installation of Flexible Connectors: When you
install the line between the corporation stop and the
curb stop, some type of flexible connection must be
used for joining the pipe to the corporation stop. The
purpose of the flexible connection is to protect the
corporation stop, from strain, damage which might

,

1'2

1"
BYPASS

FRICTION

COLLAR RATCHET HANIILE

BORING BAR

FEED YOKE

CAP .

)

CYLINDER

FLOP VALVE HANDLE

FLOP VALVE

COMBINATION

DRILL ANO TAP

V4DOlsE

GASICET

WATER MAIN

Figure I21 Water main self.tappingmachine.
. f4.
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Figure 1.22. Flexible gooseneck connector.

result fitim any movement of the water main, service
pipe settling, earth movement, expansion, or
contraction.

Copper or lead connectors. Flexible connectors,'
sometimes called goosenecks, as illustrated in figure

.1-22, are available for use when galvanized iron or
steel pipe is used for the supply line. The connector
consists of ,a length of lead or copper pipe which has
fittings Wipedor soldered,optach end for connecting -
to the corporation stop and 'supply piping.

Swing joint. The swing joint is another type of
flexible connection that is commonly used with a
galvanized iron or steel.sertice line. As you can see in
figure 1-23, this connection consists of two elbows "
separated by a short section of pipe or nipple. Install

t

. Figure 1.23. Typical swing joint.
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one of the ells and the nipple onto the corporation.
stop so that the nipple points in the same direction is
the water main, Ipstall the second ell onto the nipple
so that it points toward the curb stop, and install the
supply line between this ell and the curb stop. The
flexibility of the\ threaded joints at the two ells will
protect the corporation stop from strain or damage in
the event of any movement of the pipe after the trench
is backfilled.

Expansion loop. When copper tubing is used to
fabricate the water supply, an expansion loop, shown
in figure 1-24, should be formed in the line near.the
connection to the corporation stop=this to

connectors or swing
joints. Be careful to insure that no part of the
expansion loop will be above the frostline after the
trench is backfilled.

Exercises (405):

Match the connectors in column A with the pipe in
column B by placing the appropriate letters in the
spaces provided in column A. Letters may be used
more than once.

_ 2
3

Column A Column B

Expansion loop.
Swing joint.
Gooseneck.

a. Iron or steel pipe.
b. Copper tubing.

1.3. Temporary Water Mains
You may never have to install a temporary water

main unless you happen to be in an area where- a
disaster occurs. Disasters such- as earthquakes,
bombings, cr eruption of an old water main may-
create the ;aced for temporar) water mains. ve

COPPER
TUBING '

Figiirikl -24, Expaniioii loop.
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Figure 1.25 Compression coupling for small size pipe.

406. From a list of materials, identify those that can
be used in constructing a temporary water main.

Materials Used in Temporary Water Mains. You
have just learned how to install a typical water supply
system; nov let's find out about the materials used in
temporary,water mains.

Any materials available at the time may be used for
constructing temporary water Mains in an emergency.
The size of the main will deiednine to some extent the
type of.Tipe to be used. Galvanized iron pipe is
normally used for lines up to 11/2 and 2 inches in
diameter. Cast-iron pipe may be used for constructing
a 2-inch line. A mechanical type compression sleeve
coupling can be used to assemble galvanized or cast-
iron pipe sections in less time than would be required
for conventional threaded joints. Figure 1-25 shows a

compression coupling and illustrates the different
parts of the coupling. Notice how the end nu:
compresses the gasket between the retainer and the
pipe on one side and the coupling body on the otter.

Water mains which are 3 inches in diameter or
above may be constructed of either steel or asbestos
pipe. A large main is more difficult_to_install-berAusf--,
of-tite-probterved in handling the pipe and
fittings. Asbestos pipe should be used when availabld
because it weighs much less than comparable sizes of
steel pipe..

Cement-asbestos pipe is manufactured by several
companies. The outside diameters of pipes which haw
the same inside diameter but which are manufactured
by a different company will vary because of a
difference in wall thickness of the pipes. The
Manufacturer determines the wall thickness required
for his pipe by the strength of his product. Therefore.
because of such variations in the outside diameters c:
the pipes, it is advisable tcAuse couplings and pipe from
the same manufacturer in order to insure a proper fit.

A cutaway view of a coupling used with cement-
asbestos pipe is shown in figure 1-26. The coupling
consists of a sleeve, which may be made of metal but is
usually made of asbestos, that has a groove machined
near each end on the inside surface. Rubber sealing
rings are fitted into grooves to seal and lock the joint
wiled the tapered ends of the pipe are pressed into the
sleeve,. These joints can be made without specially
skilled labor, and are flexible so that no expansion
joints are required. Cement-asbeitos pipe is used
extensivelylor mains up to and including 24 inches
because of these characteristics.

Another type of coupling that may be used. on larger
sizes of steel or asbestos pipe is the clamp pr saddle

, Figure 1.26 AsbAstos-cementscoupling.
J

Figure 1.27. Saddle type pipe coupling.

14 195 .
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Figure.1-28. Pipe grooving tool.

type, shown in figure 1-27. This coupling is available
in claims for use on plain end pipe or pipe which has
groove ends.

The grooving tool, shown in figure 1-28, is used to
cut grooves in plain end pipes. Any pipe that has a
sufficient wall thickness for threading can be'grooved,
becaute the depth of the groove is less than the depth
of the.threid.

. Thecoujilifig is assembled by positioninvoasket
O'er thiPpipe -ends to be joined and then placing the

-.clamp halves over the gaskets. The nuts on the bolts
should be tightened until the clamp halves make
contact with each other. No additional torque is
required for tightening the bolts.

A-selection of fittings which have grooved ends is
availablefor use with grooved end pipes. The various
valvei and fittings needed to route and control the
flow can be determined from the design and purpose
of the temporary.main.

Exercises (406):

' Identify the materials that can be used to construct a
temporary water main by 'placing the letters "TWM" in
the appropriate spaces.

1. Galvanized steel.
2. Vitrified.clay.
3. Asbestos cement.
4. Cast' iron. .

5. Fiber.'
6. Steel.

407. Provided a list of statements, select. Jbe
statements pertaining to assembling pipe
fittings.

Assembling Pipe and Fittings. Now that you know
about the materials that are used in temporary water
mains, let's complete this water supply business by
learning how to_assemble the-pipe-and-fittings-that are

Coed-in a temporary %v ter main.
Temporary water mains are usually installed on top

of the ground unless they arc exposed to freezing
weather. Portions of the main may be buried
underground at a street crossing or in areas where
damage to the main might occur. Compression
couplings are used on steel pipes when the temporary
main must be installed in a hurry and when the main
will be in use only a short period of time. Mains that

3

15

RUBBER RINGS) IN GROOVES
AT START OF ASSEMBLY

LUBRICATED PIPE SLIDES
IN'UNOER RINGS

BOTH PIPES IN ASSEMBLED POSITION
RINGS COMPRESSED AND LOCKED IN PLACE

Figure I.29 Assembly of an asbestos pipe joint.



must handle high water pressures_must-be-secured-a
intervals-atong-t a run of the lineiand at all turns
when compression. couplings are 'used._ This prelopts
whipping pf the pipe under pressure and separatron

couplings. .the O

.ac

To esseMblt; small diameter steel pipe with a

compression coupling, like the one that was shown in
flgure 1425, first place the'end nut, second the
retainer, and laste.the gasket over the ands of the two
pipes to be connected. ,Insern the pipe ends into the
coupling 'body and be sure to leave a space between the
pipe ends -for- expansion.. Slip the gaskets along the

pipe and position them agaieit-the flanged ends of ache
coupling body. The retainer protects the gasket from
damage, when the end nut is tightened.

Large sizes of compression couplings are assembled
in much the same manner as the smaller couplings. e

The end rings usually have a depression $etween an
inner and dater rim to hold, the .gasket in position.

The wysket is placed in the ring; then the ring is
_placed ovpr the end of the-pipe. After the pipe ends
are pOsitioned in the center ring, the end rings and
gaskets are moved into place against the center ring;
The bolts are then installed and alined through Om
end rings. The nuts should be- tightened progressively
by working around the pin. Do not overtighten any one
nut, but work around the coupling and.be sure to place
an even tension on eadi bolt.

Steel pipes of random lengths and plain ends can
be used with compression couplings. This saves much
time during pipe assembly, because the pipe ends do
not have to be threaded.,

iine joints are made On cement-asbestos pipe bY
inserting the pipe ends into a rubber ring coupling.as
illnatratel in figure 1-26. Considerable force is
required to move the pipe endsinto the couplings.
An asbestos cement pipe jack with a chain andbar
arrangement is used instead of wrenches to make
the joints.

A lubricant is used on the pipe ends to reduce t

resistance as the pipe, slips under the rubber sealing
rings. The manner in which the pipe ends move into
the coupling during assembly is shown in figdre 1-29.

Changes in direction, up to 5°, can be made at each
joint when laying curved portions of the line. Cement-

, asbestos pipe can be cut to any length by using a.
carpenter's handsaw, and it is also easily drilled and
tapped for Arvin( connections. Each section must be
tied or anchoted when used above the groepd, to
prevent the joint's from,disengaging. . . 4

Bell type past-iron water supply fittings'and valves
may be used with asbestos pipe. These joints can be
made up siiirar to soil pipe joints by using sulphur
base compounds or lead. A pneumatic caulking tool
should be used when available for setting the lead to.
insure a positive and durable seal. Cast -iron drainage.

'fittings should not be used in temporary water main

Juuctio-n, oeciuse they are not designed to
withstand pressures.

Temporary water mains that are constructed' for us
While the existing system is being modified and when'
there it no emergency involved should be constructed
of steel pipe whenever possible. Steel pipe
couplings are used because they can be disassembles!
and salvaged for reuse much more easily than asbestc.,
pipe. Asbestos pipe couplings may have to be sawes.,
apart when you take up the line.

Exercises (407):
.

Select the- true, statements by placing a ,T in the
appropriate spaces.

I Temporary water mains are usually installed
on top of the ground unless they are expose-%
to freezing weather.

2. Pressure mains do not have to be secured.
3 When installing compression couplings; thz.'

nuts should be tightened all the way on one
side at a time.

4 A jack with`a chain andibar arrangement is
used to Make asbestos-cement pipe joints.

1-4. Sweat Soldering

Copper tubing ancisipe have become increasingly
popular due to the ease with, which they° can be
assembled and installed, their life expectancy. and
their resistance to corrosion.

408. Identify the different types of copper tubing.

Types of Copper tubing. There are four types of
eopper tubing. They are K, M, and 1WV. The
cla:ssification of copper tubing is determined by its
wall thickness.

Type K copper tubing. A green color band and/or a
stencil on the tubing surface identifies the pipe as type
'K. It is recommended for underground installation
and high-pressure systems. It is ideal for building
service lines and' compressed air systems. Type K is
available in a variety of sizes ranging from 1/4 inch to
12 inches in diameter and hasthethicicest wall of the
four types of tubing., Type-44 copper can be purchased
in' standard lengths of 20 feet for hard drawn, or coils
of 25 feet to 100 feet annealed (soft drawn).

Type L copper tubing. A blue color band and/or-a
stencil on the surface of the tubing identifies its type. It
has a medium wall thickness and is recommended far
interior use in plumbing and heating installations.
Type L is also available in 1/4 inch to 12 inches in
diameter. Type L copper can also be purchased in
standard lengths of 20 feet hard drawn, or coils 25 to
100 feet annea\fed.

Type M copper tubing. Type M haS a light wall
thickness and is used in low-pressiire installations. It is
identified with a red color or stencil on its.surface.
Type M is available in sizes 1/4 inch to 6 inches in
diarneter.
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Type DWV copper pipe. The DWV has the thinnest
Wall all types of copper tubing. Drain, waste, and
vent (DVW) is used o

t Vumished in hard temper only and is
available in sizes ranging from I V4 inches to 8 inches
in diameter. It is available in standard lengths of 20
feet.

II

;

COPPER TUBING

COUPLING

COUPLING (copper-to-copper)

COPPER
TUBING

90° ELBOW (copper-to-copper)

COPPER TUBING

ELBOW
\
45°

45° ELB.OW (copper-to-copper)

ic

0

Eiercises (408):
Identify_the_typgs_of-copper-tubing-by-placing-the

appropriate letter(s) in the spaces provided.
I. Type 4e has a light wall thicknes,s and is used

it low-pressurt systems.
2. Type has the thinnest wall of all copper

tubing.

Y8- TUBING

1/4" TUBING

I

90° ELBOW (copper-to-copper redyction)

COPPER
TUBING

RETURN BEND (copper-to-copper)

STANDARD

ELBOW PIPE COUPLING PIPE

COPPER TUBING

ELBOW' STANDARD PIPEit M"
COPPER TUBING

90° ELBOWS (opper-to-standard pipe)

Figure I-30.

TEE (copper-to-copper)

COPPER
TUBING

1

COPPER
TUBING

CROSS (copper -to- copper)

Typical sweat type fittings.
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3. 'Type has a medium wall thickness and is
recommended for interior use in plumbing and
heating.'

4. Type _ is recommended for underground
use and high-pressure systems.

409. Provided a list of statements related to Joining
copper tubing, differViate beiween. the true and
false statements.

Joining Copper Tubing. Now that you know the
'types of copper tubing that are used in water pply .
systems, let's find opt how this tubing is- fined
together in order to carry water supplies 1 o
buildings.

Copper tubing may be joined by. any Aof three
methods: by using compression type fittings, by flaring_
the tubing and using flaring type fittings, or by sweat
soldering the joints. Sweat soldering is the only
method ;discussed in this chapter. The other methods
are covered in a later chapter.

Sweat soldering is a method of joining two metals
together by allowing molten solder to run between the
tube and fitting. The law of capillary attraction
governs the force responsible for bonding in solder
joints. The tube and fitting must be cleaned thoroughly
to remove oxidation, and then fluxed to prevent
further oxidation during the soldering operation. Heat
ispplied to melt the solder as it is applied to the joint.
Capillary attiction then draws the solder between the
tube and fitting for the full depth of the fitting This

**forms a neat, leakproof bond that is stronger thin the
- tube itself. . -,

TTypes of fittings. There are many types of fittings
available for use with copper pipe and tubing. Nearly
a 1 sizes are stocked by most plumbing dealers. These
,fittings include valves, cocks, adapters, and the general
run of fittings like those shown in figure 1-30. Sweat
fittings may be . used with copper pipe for water
supplies and drainage and waste systems. Adapters are
used to make connections between copper pipe,
galvanized pipe, or cast iron. .

Cutting coppeirubing. Prepare copper tubing for use
by first determining the measurements necessary for
the particular installation. When you have determined
the length, cut the tubing 'with a tube cutter or a
hacksaw.

'The tube cutter for copper is similar to the pipe
cutter for iron pipe, except that it is smaller. To cut
tubing with a cutter, mark the tutting where it is to be
-cut and install-the cutter On the tube so that thecuuer.
wheel is over the mark. Then turn the tube cutter

, adjustment clockwise to force the cutter wheel against
the tubing. Revolve the cutter around th tubing.
Continue resolving the cutter, turning tie knob
slightly after .each revolution, until the tubg is cut

' through and separates:. ,

Copper tubing may also be cut with a hacksaw 'if a
tube cutter is' trot available. Select a hacksaw blade
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with fine teeth to do the cutting. Be sure you CUE V.
tubing square. Use a miter box to insure a square cu'

After the tubing has been cut with a tube cutter
must remove the burr inside the tube. Do this
a tube reamer. Place the point of the reamer into tht
end of the tubing, and turn the reamer alternately
opposite directions until the burr is removed. Do no:
use tubing that has not been reamed, because the h
will restritt the flow of liquids and gases through tl.:.
pipe.

Cleaning copper tubing. When you prepare joint! F(
soft soldering, be thorough. ace sure that the
surfaces are perfectly clean at the joint flit n a
good bond between the base metal and t
Remove all dirt, grease, oil, paint, etc., and brighten
the metal. Clean.the tubing with a wire bruth,
emery clith, or steel wopl. You may use chem,c:.=
cleaners also. The parts to be-joined-should-fit-toge.I-e,-----
very closely, because theonly thing that shOulfi be
necessary to make the joint is a thin film of freely
flowing solder.

Soldering equipment. A high-temperature
concentrated flame that will quickly bring the fitting to
the melting, point of solder is the only heat that is
necessary for 'sweating" fittings on copper tubing.
Fifty-fifty solder (50 percent lead and 50 percent tin)
melts at 360° F. and is freeflowing at 415° F. Silver
solder, which is used for high-pressure lines, has a
much higher melting point and is free flowing at over
1000° F. Figure 1-31 illuitrates a propane torch that is
ideal for sweat soldering small copper lines. When
soldering large lines, if it is at all possible, use an air -

acetylene torch, like the one illustrated in figure 1-32.
This type of torch consists of a small portable cylinder
Of acetylene gas, a regulator, hose: and torch. The air-,

18
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Figure 1-31. Propane torch.
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acetylene torch is very efficient and produces a good
flame for soldering. The acetylene gas mixes with the
atmosphere to 'support combustion and produces a
flame up to 4000° F.

Sweat soldering joints. When the fitting and tubing
are ready to be joined, apply heat evenly around the
fitting. Do this by moving the flame back and forth.
This proceddre presents the tube and fitting from
overheating. If you overheat the connection, the flux
may burnAut, causing oxidation, and the 'solder will
not spread evenly. An overheated joint causes the
solder to seep through-the joint and flow away. Foq
this reason, test the heat occasionally by touching th
fitting with solder where the tubing and fitting join.
Normally, thick wall fittings require more heat than
thin wall fittings. When the tube and fitting melt the
solder, begin the sweating procedure;

As soon as the connection teaches the correct
temperature to melt the solder, reimove the flame and
apply the solder to the edge of the fitting whert it
comes in contact with the tube. Solder, when confined
between two surfaces, will run uphill by capillary
attraction. Therefore joints can be made in any
position. The amount OT solder retliiifiii a
connection depends upon the diameter of the tube to
-be sweated. For instance, 1/4 inch of solder should be
sufficient to solder a joint for 1/4-inch Tubing, 1/2
inch of solder for 1/2-inch tubing, etc. (The amounts
suggested are based on solder with a diameter. of 1/8
inch.) When a line of solder shoivs up around the
fitting, that is, a head of solder appears in the gioove at
the end of the fitting, the joint has all the solder it will
take. When you apply solder to a tee, feed solder from
both ends of the fitting. Reheat the fitting slightly to
help the solder penetrate into the metal. Renrove the
flame and continue to feed the solder to make sure the
jOint is filled.

Allow the joint to cool for a short while. A rag or
wad of waste saturated with water wilt hasten the
cooling. Allow more time for the solder to set when
you cool male and female adapters, beciuse these
fittings ,are heavier, hold the heat longer, and do not
cool as quickly:

When unsoldering a tube from a fitting on which
other soldered connections are to be left intact, you
must be careful not to melt the solder in the other

'connections. Keep the connections that are to be left
intact cool by applying wet cloths to them. You may
also use wet cloths to protect valves and other units
from the intense heat. Make a shield from a sheet of
asbestos paper and slip, it over the tubing to protect
combustible [materials or a flammable wall while you
are soldering.

Exercises (409):

Differentiate between the true and false statements
by placing a T or an F as appropriate in the spaces
provided.
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1.' Copper tubing may -be joined by three43/
methods._ 2 Fifty-fifty solder is free flowing at 375° F._ 3 Silver solder is free flowing at 1000° F._ 4 Overheating a joint causes the solder to seep
through the joint and flow away.3_ 5 A 1/2-inch solder joint requires 1/2-inch
of solder if the solder is 1/8 inch in
diameter.

6 A piece of felt paper should 14 used to
protect combustible materials,when
soldering.

1-5. Maintenance of Water Supply Systems
1,treaks in water.mains must be repaired as rapidly

as possible to prevent unnecessary loss of water and to
keep Odt-of-service periods in the affected areas to a
minimum. .

410.Provided.a list of repair clamps and situations
pertaining to-water main breaks, match the correct

REGULATOR TANK VALVE

TORCH
HANDLE

Figure 1.32. Air- cetylene torch
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repair method to each water main break; also $pply
other required Information concerning breakf

Repairing Water Mains. When you receive a call
informing you that a water main is ruptured, speed in
repairing the line is an important factor. You should
be familiar with .he water distribution maps so that
you can turn off the water $s quickly as possible.
Materials to repair water mains should be kept on
hand at all times, and should be readily accessible to
repair crews.

One important item to remember is that while the
water is off an area on the air base is vulnerable to fire
for the.lack of water. Any time a water main has to be
turned off,'"the fire department, must be notifibd. Fire
department personnel need to know the exact section
that is out of service so that they can make alternate
plans in the event of a fire.

Types of repair clamps. An air base can have several
types of piping, such as cast iron, asbestos cement,
reinforced concrete, steel, and plastic. Figure 1-33 .
illustrates some of the types of breaks that you may
find in mains and the methods of repairing them.
When installing repair clamps, you should always
remember to alternate from side to , side while
tightening the nuts. This will insure an even seal on the
pipe

Draimitg excavations. While excavating to repair
water main leaks, it may be necessary tot keep water
pumped from the hole. This can be accomplished by
using either a centrifugal OD diaphragm, type pump,

ADJUSTABLE BELL-JOINT CLAMPS
to repair leaks in bell-and-spigot .

joints

0
BAND AND SADDLE CLAM.

to repoiriiit holes old small splits

(>

The centrifugal pump works, well when there is only
water to be removed, but 'if there is mud or pie
possibility of rocks, you should use a diaphragm
puinp

CAUTION: Always have an approved construction
permit before doing any excavating.1

Exercise (410):

Refer to figure 1-33 and Match the correct repair
clamp in column A to the water main breaks in
column B by placing the correct letter in the spaces
provided.

Column A

1. a. Split repair clamp.
b Collar clamps.
c. Band and saddle clamps.
d. Adjustable belt -point

, clamp.
2.

3.

4

Column B

Used to repair bell -
and- spigot joint
leaks.
Used to repair pit
holes and small
splits.
Used to repair
longitudinal splits.
Used to repair leases
on threads of cams.

2. Who should be notified any "time. a water main
is 7turned off?,

..
COLLAR CLAMPS

4,s3 stop leaks through threads of collar

SPLIT REPAIR CLAMP

to repair longitudinal splits

Figure 1.33. Water main repair clamps.
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SCREW FITTING CLAMP

to stop leaks ihr.ough
screw fillings

1

(

to repair asbestos-c.entent
and cast -iron pipe

9

cxc -as



Figure 1-34. Gate valve.,.
or,

3. What type pump should be used to pump a trench
that has mud and rocks in the water?

411. Distinguish between the true And 'false
,statements concerning maintenance of valves.

,4 1/ . -

NWatenstrice of Valves. You have just completed
the iectien on the maintenance of waste systems. Next,

. we will learn how to maintain the valves in a plumbing
system. , . .

the use of valves to control the flow of liquidt'and
gaieis into,' thichigh, and out of plumbing systems
makes'the knowledge-of valve repair a necessity. In
order to repair valves, you must be familiar with their
constructio94nd operation. i'ourntist also be able to
inspect valves 'in oidei to determine what repairs are
needed. Inspection of any valve cOnsiAts of 'a close
examination for visible'wear and breakage. 0
r Pale valves. A gate valve is onettir the 'most used
valves in a plumbing system. This vale is uied either"

° to shut off or regulate air br liquid systems:A diagram
of a gate valve is shown in figure.1-34. Gate valves are
designed in 'many different types; but, they all work on
the same principle. The two mbstcohtnonly used gate
valves are illustrated in frgpre *35 4hd .6:36. As you
can,,see in the illustrations_thersalve_in_figurA'1,11,is____

Figure 1-3S. Nom/ling stem gate valve.

HAND WHEEL

PACKING. BOX.

STEM

one with a nonrising stem, whereas the valve in figure
.1-6 is signed with'a rising stem.

21

GATE

Figure I -36 Rising ;On gate, valve..
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Figure 1-37. Typical globe valve

A gate valve -contains a sliding disc which moves
vertically and seats, between and against two seats to
shut off the 'flow. A threaded stem is used to lift or
lower the disc to open or close the Valve. The volume
of flow through the Valve, ho ever, is not in direct
relation tothe numberpf aims al the handwheel. Gate
valves have e=ther a sin*solid wedge-shaped disc or
double disi.yi.th a wedge-shaped spreadotto make a
tight closure.

Gate valves are used for services where the valve is
kept either fully opened or.fully closed. However, to
prevent binding, this type, after .opening fully, should
be,tiirited back '(/4 to 1I2 -turn from the fully openid
positiori.Also back it off slightly from thefully closed
position. -

date valve leaks may occur at the-valve seat, around
the stuffing box, and at the body bonnet joint. Repairs
should bednade at the first sign of a leak: Tightening a
_taking 'joint usually corrects the condilion. Other

rrernedietrare-the replacement of gaskets or renewable
parts, repacking stuffing ioies, or regrinding valve
seats. .

A staffing box is part of a valve which holds the
packing that seals the bonnet against leaks around the
stem. Pressure is applied on the packing by a packing
nut or gland tlang which bears on a gland in the
stuffing box. Pick' g wears indirect relatiOn to its
service. It los with age, but wear is mainly due to
the rising and turning motion of the valve stem.
Generally, the packing will last a long time and will
need very little attention. Stuffing box leaks can,
usually be stopped by tightening the packing nut or
gland of the valve. The bolted glands must be tightened
evenly; because cocking will bind the stem. If a

I t

stuffing box leak cannot be remedied by tightening the
packing. nut, the packing must be replaced.

Inability to close a valve tightly is an indication of a
varve seat leak. This type of trouble is usually, caused.
by scale, metal particles, or other foreign matter in the
line. Occasionally, valve leaks develop from a cut in
the seat or disc caused by a high velocity flow of fluid
through a limited area when the valve is not fully
closed. When a valve leaks, the seat and disc may be
repaired if the damage is not too extensive. INhe disc
is made of soft metal, it max be refaced (lapped). Use a
mixture of oil and lapping compound on a machine4,
surface as an abrasive.to reface the disc. Use a figure-
eight motion to lap the two surfaces true to each other.
Remove and replace gate valve seat rings either with a-
power lathe or by hand (vith a diamond point.chisel.

' Coat replacement rings with a lubricant before
installing them, arid lap them after they have been
installed.

22

Globe valves. The globe valve is another valve that is
widelrused in plumbing systems. This valve is shown
in figure I -37. The cross sections of two of the most

all

used globe valves ate sho,vin'in figures 1-38
adipl 1-39.

A globe valve has a horizontal' interior partition
'which. shuts off the inlet from the outlet, except
through an opening in.the partition. The lower end of
the valve dem holds a replaceable fiber or metal disc
'shaped and fitted to close the hole in the horizontal
partition. The valve is closed by turning the handwheel
clockwise until the disc presies firmly on the opening.
The volumi Of flow through globe valves is roughly
proportional to the number of turns of the handwheel.:
Globe valves may have either rising or nonrising

O
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Fiore 1-3811 1 3valve witn 3 conventional disc.
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WHEEL

STEM

PACKING NUT
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PACKING
BONNET

UNION BONNET RING
DISC STEM RING

LOCK WASHER

DISC WASHER

BODY SEAT RING

DISC

BODY

e
Figure 1.39. Globe valve with a plug (ilk.

stems. The surfaces of the seat and disc may be either
flat or beveled, depending upon the type of disc.

A plug type disc consists of a tapered plug which
provides a wide area of seating.contact. This type of
valve seating provides a very effective means of flow
control and offers a high resistance to the cutting
effects of dirt, scale, and other foreign matter.

A conventional -disc, which forms a relatively
narrow contact with the valve seat, provides a more
positive and higher pressure contact than a ide seat.
The thin line contact breaks down hard deposits that
form on valve seats and insures a presSuretight closgre.
The conventional disc is made in several seating styles,
such as flat seating, ball seating, and seating surfaces-
with varying degrees of taper.,

A composition disc operates on the principle of a
cap. Its face seats against or -into the valve opening.
Most composition discs consist of three parts: a metal

Figure' I Chedk valve
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disc holder, the disc itself, and a retainer nut. The
primary advantage of a composition disc is the variety
of disc materials available for individual services such
as air, hot or cold water, gas, oil, gasoline, ,Ind other
applications. P

Globe valve leaks occur at the same points that they
do on gate valves. When you find a leak in a globe
valve with a plug type or conventional disc, repair the
valve by removing the disc, inserting a washer under it,
and then lapping the disc tc. the seat to make a snug fit
Correct a leak in a globe valve with a com sition disc
by replacing the disc. If the seat is sever ly pitted,
replace the entire valve. Correct stuffing leaks in
the same-manner as for gate valves. If tigh ening 'the
packing nut does not stop the leak, replace the
packing.

. Check valves. Check valves, one of which is shown
in figurt. 1-40, are used when it is necessary to -control
the flow,of gases br fluids in one direction only. The
flow in the proper direction keeps the valves open, and
reversal of flow closes them automatically. There are
two basic types of check valVes: swing check valves and
lift check valves. Both types have several variations
ihat make them suitable for specific plumbing
installations. They are used on hot water tanks to
prevent hor water from backing up in the cold water
lines, or anywhere on a plumbing system where free
flow is needed in one direction only. Check valves are
marked with an . arrow which indicates the 'inlet
opening or direction of flow for installation purposes.

a. Swing check valve. A swing check -vilve, of
which a crowsection is shown in figure 1-41, contain§
a hinged,,disc which seats against a machined seat in
the tilted bridge wall opening of the valve body. The
disc swings freely on its hinge pin in an arc from a fully

.closed position to one parallel with the flow. The fluid
or gas in the pipeline enters belgw the disc. Live
pressure overcomes the-weight of the disc and raises it
to allow a continuous flow. If the flow is revefsed,
pressure is exerted against the disc, forcing it to close
and stop the flow.

'Nitre 1-41. Cross section of a check valve.
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Figure 1.42 Cross section of a lift check valve.

During maintenance, inspect the operation of the
swing check valve to determine if tht hinge operates
prope5ly and the closure is tight. Replace the hinge or
hinge pin when necessary. Tighten the hingdisc bolt
if it is loose. titec k the condition ofthe disc face and
disc seat. If they are pittefl, make the necessary
replacements. Valve seats may be .reground with a
reseatini tool or by lapping.

h. Lift check valve. A lift check valve, ofeygich a
cross section is shown in figure 1-42; contains a disc
which seats on a horizontal bridge wall inthe valve
body. The disc moves up to open and is raised from its
seat by.the pressure of the fluid flow. To insure proper
;eating and rising, the disc is provided 'with short
guides, whic, are usually above ,and below the disc.

e

WHEEL NUT

ST EM

PACKING NUT

PACKING

BONNET

DISC STEM RING

DISC'

BODY

Figure 1.43. Cross section of an angle valve

The valve is closed by backflow. or by gravity when
there is no flow

When there i vidence that a lift check valve is not
working properly, inspect the operation of the lift dis=:.
If it sticks, it Should be freed. Clean the lift disc of all
foreign matter such as dirt and corrosion. Check the
condition of the lift disc and seat. If they are pitted.
make the necessary replacements or regrind and reseal
the units as required.

Angle valves. Angle valves are similar
construction and operation to globe valves, except that
the valve outlet is avan angle of 90° to the inlet, 2:
shown in figure 1-43. Angle valves should b.)
maintained in a manner similar to globe valves.

Plug valves. Plug valves have a circular, taperek!
ground. plug fitting which fits into a tapered hole 7_1r,
seat, as shown in figure 1-44. An opening through th
plug permits ,the passage of fluid thiough the valvo
when the opening is alined. with the pipeline. Plt.,,!
valves, may be completely and quickly opened by a
one-quarter turn of the handleand do not have soft
packing, which tends to wear.

Leaks in plug valves can usually be corrected OS.
'cleaning or by adding a special lubricant to the plug.
The lubricant makes it easier to turn the valve and also
seals the points where the plug does not seat perfectly
If the valve seat is severely pitted. the entire valve must
be replaced.

Closet tank valves. A water closet tank requires two
valves. One is a float-controlled valve through which
water enters the tank; the other is a flush-ball valve
throughwhich water is discharged from the tank into
the water closet.

a. Water closet float-controlled valve.: The water
closet float-controlled valve, shown in figure 1-45,
controls the flow of water into the flush tank. The

Figure 1-44. Cross section of a plug valve
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ACTION

OF FLOAT

the valve seat by suction. The ball is held on the valve ,

seat by the water pressure above it.
A flush-ball valve consists of a machined seat, flush

ball, and an overflow tube. The machined seat is not
subject to wear, because the ball which closes the
opening in the seat is softer than the seat. The flush
all is a small rubber or plastic ball which is open on
e bottom. It.seats into and closes the flush -ball valve,

e cept during the flushing cycle, and is connected to
the operating handle by a trip. lever and a system of
rods. The flush ball becomes worn by constant
reseating of the flush-bail valve, and becomes soft,
rotten, or deformed through normal operation..
Replace faulty flush balls, because they-cause leakage
of water into the water closet. This condition produces
noise and wastes water. Be sure the rods holding the
flush ball are kept clean and properly alined or the ball
WiV not slide back into position: Replace the rods if
they seem to be worn or'affected by corrosion.

BALL COCK
VALVE

I

' LiWATER SUPPLY INLET TO TANK
..it \...

RUBBER GASKET

. BOTTOM OF TANK C.....,,
STEEL WASHER

--COLD WATER SUPPLY

COPPER -BALL

FLOAT

Figure 1-45. Water ploset float - controlled valve.

quantity of' water in the tank, when filled, is
determined by the adjustment of the float when the
valve is closed. When The water is emptied from the
tank, the float drops, opening the float-valve which
admits water into the tank. A refill tube is provided to.
allow a small'amotuit of water to enter the Water closet
bowl through the overflow pipe to fill the trap in the
closet bowl ylltile the tank is filling. When the float
reaches its original position, the float valve closet and
the tank is ready for the next flush.,

The floatIontrolled valve is rhade of coppet and
brass and has a machined plunger as its principal
component. The plunger is attached to two washers.
One is a split, leather washer which encircles the
plunger and insures a watertight seal of the machined
lutfaces. The other is a solid washer inserted into the
bottorii of the plunger. The seat of this washer moves,
down and closes off the flow of water to the closet
tank. These two washers are the primary cause of all
trouble with the float valve, and should be replaced at
the first sign of wear. If sand is present in a water
system, it will lodge in the float valve and prevent the
vrashiers from seating properly. This usually occurs
after repairs have been made to a water main. The
valve mechanism must operate freely and must not be
worn excessively. Check the ball-float to see that it it
not punctured.

b. Water closet flush -ball valve. The water closet
flush-ball valve, shown in figure 1-46, is used in a
closet tank to release water from the closet tank into
the closet for flushing. This valve is usually operated
by a triplever whicn lifts the ball off the valve seat. The
balJAs buoyant, and when lifted, floats until the water

el recedes to a point where the ball is draiin onto

Z5

7

1961

Flushometer valves. There are several Yves of
flushometer valves that are used with water closets,
urinals, and similar fixtures. The piston and
diaphragm types are the most commonly used
flushometer valves.

'a. Piston type flushometer valve. The piston* type
flushometer valve, of which a cross section is shown in
figure 1-47, is opened by a lever which discharges the

"N; C. OVERFLOW TUBE

I V .
.

LOW OF

OVERFLOW

WATER

STEM

FLOW

OF

WATER

TRIP LINKAGE

IACTION

BOTTOM

OF TANK

RUBBER FLUSH

BALL VALVE

RUBBER' FOSH BALL
VAi.v SEAT

.RUBBER WASHER

STEEL WASHER

To FLUSH BOWL

Figure 1-46. Warr closet flushball valve.
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DASHPOT CHAMBE
BY-PASS

STRAINER

PISTON ASSEMBLY/

DISC,
SO4T

AUXILIARY

VALVE

HANDLE

isFLUSH CONNECTION .:y ^'-.:
(TAIVPIECE)

-Figure 1,47. Cross section of a pistoli type flushometer valve.

water from the dashpot chamber. The reducedwater
pressure in the dashpot chamber then forces the piston
assembly by upward and allows the water to enter the
closet directly. The closing of the valve is
automatically controlled by a bypass through which
water enters the dashpot chamber, forcing the piston
assembly down on its seat and stopping the flow of
water. The valve closing is regulated by a screw which
allows the valve to be opened no longer than-the time
required to,flush the bowl.

The maintenance of the piston. type flushometer
valve requires cleanliness. Repair kits are available for

1

HANDLE.
STEM

"STEM .PACKING
BRASS WASHER
CAP WASHER- *

bLEEVE
SEAT WASHER
SEAT WASkIER SCREW
BODY

WASHER

HEX LOCKNUT

.

Figure I.49. Cross section f a typical compression faucet.

I
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UPPER CHAMBER -41OUTSIDE COVER

INSIDE COVER

'DIAPHRAGM

A!L'
1.':-TAR=4.114 .ozsr

RELIEF VALVE

EXTENSION PIECE

41%

0
HANDLE

PLUNGER

I

4

INLET.

OUTLET

Figure 1.48. Cross section of a diaphragm tyPe flushometer va..e

this type of 'valve. The kits include a bypass strainer,
dish and seat, and other minor units. Be sure you know
what type and model of valve you are recomlitioninc,
so that you will procure the proper kit.

b. Diaphfagm type flushometer valve.Thr
diaphragm type flushometer valve, shown in ftgurt
1-48, contains two chambers separated by a relief
valve moupted on a rubber diaphragm. The upper
chamber is directly connected to the main water suppiy
by a bypass. The lower chamber is connected to a large
diameter supply pipe, which is usually 'l inch or mo-e
in diatneter. When thg valve is operated, the relief
valve is tilted to an open position, thus discharging the
water from. the dashpot chamber. The inequity of
pressure then forces the diaphragm. to lift and aemit
water from the distributioii system into the water
closets Within a predetermined interval, a sufficient
amount of water forces itself through the bypass to the

HANDLE

SEAT WASHER
SEAT

Figure I -50..Cross section al a typica lavatory faucet
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PACKING NUT

THREADED SPINDLE

WASHER

HANDLE

VALVE STEM

CONE BONNET PACKING

GROUND SEAT
SPOUT

SCREW .

PLOW OPENING

(OPENED)

\

1
Figure 1.5E Cross section of a combination compression faucet.

0,4

A dasispot cliaMper, forcing the diaphragm down on its
seat to stop the flow of water into the fixture.

The correct operation of a diaphragm valve
depends upon its cleanliness. Dirt or scale in the water
may cause it to leak or become inoperative. Zepair kits
are also 'available-for this valve as they dfe for the
piston type valve. These kits include the diaphragm,
and other. minor units. Be sure you get the proper
repair kit for the particular valve you are repairing.

.ti

Compressiqn faucets: A compression faucet is ohe iR
which, the flow of. water is controlled by a washer
which is compressed against' a seat by turning' a
threaded spindle to which the washer is attached.
There aretNvO typei.of compression faucets. In one
type, the body of the faucet is threaded to receive a
correspondingly threaded stem that carries the washer
to the seat; -in the second type, the Threaded stem
actuate; a square plug which moves vertically inside a ,

body squared to thatch the plug. The fatAcets, shown. in
figures 1-49,T:50, and 1-51, are typicalcompression
faucets'.

Leaks are the major maintenance problems of
faucets and are-usually caused by insufficient packing
around the faucet stem or by improper seating of the
washer on the valve seat. Continual leiking of water
after a faucet hls been closed tightly by hand usually
indicate; a worn washer. To repair the faucet, remove
the screw in the center of the washer at the end of the

! stem and remove and replace the washer. Bc;iiire you
use the proper type of washer, because washersor hot
water. service are usually made of a different material

vb. 272
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tom washers for cold water service. If the surface of
he faucet seat which the washer compresses against is

rough or damaged, theseat must tie repaired with_ a
reseating kit or the complete faucet must be removed
and replaced.

Mixing vq,lves, Mixing valves are units that are used
to mix cold and hot water to a desired temperature.
This method of mixing the water is called tempering
the water. The types of mixing valves are the manually
contiblled, pressure controlled, and thermostatically
controlled units.:

Manually controlled mixing valve. The manually.

F:pure 1 42., Manually contr2ed mixing faucet

1
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.

controlled mixing valve,. shoVai in figure 1-52,
consists of two compression stops cast in one body,
and in some cases a spray delivery pipe. It is similar in
construction to a compression faucet.

The mixture and temperature of the water are
regulated manually. This valve is repaired in the same
manner as. compression faucets.

b. Pressure controlled mixing valve. The pressure
controlled . ,valve consists of a brass
chamber which contains a sliding piston. The piston, is
provided. with jets to allow hot and cold water to pass
through them and mix when the handle of the valve is
tperatid. The setting of the handle controls the water
temperature by establishing the mixing ratio. A change
in pressure on one side of the piston will cause the

e piston-to move and increase the flow from the low-
presittre supply to maintain a nearly Constant
temperature. If cleaning and adjusting the sliding
piston does not make this type of valve operate
properly, it'must be removed and.replaced.,

c. Thenhostaiically controlled mixing valve. The
thermostatically controlled mixing valve is sensitivesto
changes in both, temperature and pressure. The
temperature of the water remains, constant, regardless
of the temperature and pressure changes in the hot and
cold water lints. Special tools are needed to repair this
type of valve,re The tlierrnostatically controlled mixing
valve should 'be rerhoved-and, replaced when it does
not function properly.

Automatic valves. Automaticvalves are devices that
control the flow of liquids and gases automatically.
Some are electrically operated: whereas others are
operated by air preisure. A few of the most important
automatic valves are discussed 'in, the following
Paragraphs.

a. Solenoid Valve. Notice the components of the
solenoid ofvrated valve, illustrated in-' figure l'-53.
This valve isInstalled itr a pipeline to control the flow
of fluid or gas. The construction of the valve is similar
to that of a globe valve, but it is operated by electricity.

. Figure 1.53. Solendid valve.

' I

When the magnetic coil is energized by an electrical
current, the plunger is drawn up into the coil and at the

"$,Same time lifts the pistonoff its seat. This allows the
fluid 'or gas to pass through the valve body of the valve.
When the current is shut off, a spring or gravity action
returns the piston to iti,seat and shuts, off the valve.

The'solenoid valve usually gives adequate
failswith very little maintenance. If the, valve fails to

operate, check for loose electrical connections or the
lack of electrical power. Keep the valve mechanism
clean and free of foreign matter. Recondition the valve
seat Old piston if necessary.

'b. Motorized valve. The motorized valve is' also
used to -control the flow of gases and liquids ifl a.

plumbing syste,m. This _valve is designed with 'a
reversible electrical motor and a set of reduction gears
The motor and gears operate an arm or eccentric
which opens or closes.a valve when electrical power is
applied to the motor.

Motorized valves should be kept clean, and the
electrical motor should be covered to protect it front
dust and dirt. The motor and gears should bp oiledas
required. The valve and valve seat should be
reconditioned when thej become pitted.

c, Pneumatic valve. The pneumatic valve, shown in
figure 1-54, is used to control the flow of liquids and
gasesin the System. The body of the pneumatic valve is
similar to that of the globe valve, but the valve disc is
operated by a spring and diaphragm. The pneumatic
valve is so designed that a spring holds the valve disc
on its seat, but the application of air pressure to the
diaphragm raises the valve off its seat. Thus; the valve
can he remotely operated by 'air pressure. Vacuum-

,
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Figure 1.54. 'Exploded view of a pneumatic valve.
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operated valves are constructed the same way, but the .
diaphragm isoperated by vacuum. -

Pneumatic valves usually give troubte-free service
for long periods of time. However, the internal
components must be 'kept free of foreign matter.
Inoperative` valves may be caused froth, leaky

. diaphragms, lack of air pressure, pitted valve discs and
seats, broken return springs, and corroded valve stems.

d. Pressure-redubing valve. The pressure-reducing
valve, shown in figure 1-55, maintains a desired air
pressure regardless of the pressure from the source of
supply. The pressure spring holds the spring down off
its ,seat when the air pressure is low. An air pressure
above the desired amount will diaphragm up.'
This action allows the piston spring to reseat the piston
and stop the flow of air until the pressure drops.

The regulator usually gives trouble-free service for
a considerable length of time. In some cases, the
diaphragm develops cracks because off' continual

iqV
flexing. If the valve seat and valve become pitted, they
should be reconditioned.

e.` Level control valves. Level control valves used in
plumbing Turns control theliquid levels in water
supply tanks, boilers, and other similar installations. ,
These valves are actuated by a float and rod
mechanism similar to the valve assembly used in water
closet tanks. When the float is down, the valve is open;
and when the float is up, the valve is closed.
Maintenance of level control valves consists primarily
of replacing floats and reconditioning the valve and
valve seat whoit they become pitted.

f Backflow preventer. The backflow privetter is a
device used to prevent the backflow of a liquid. It may,
be used to protect potable water from demineralized
water or some other undesirable liquid.

The baCkflow preventer, shown in figure 1-30, is
designed with twol,c.heck valves and a relief valve.
These valves operate in such a manner that
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Figtfre 1-55 Pressureredbang valve
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h undesirable water will flow in the reverse direction
beyond the middle chamber. Check valves number 1
and number 2 are spring loaded to allow water to flow
in the normal direction. The relief valve is spring
loaded, and-the diaphragm is actuated to respond to a
differential in water pressure.,

To explain the operation of the backflow preventer,
let's assume that a water pressure of 70 psi is entering
valve number 1. Let's also assume that valve number J
is set to reduce the water pressure from 70 psi to 62 psi
as it flows into the middle chamber. The 70-psi inlet
pressure at valve number 1 will be directed to the
underside of the diaphragm of the relief valve. The
relief valve will remain open until the differential
pressure between the water preSsure in the middle
chamber and the bypassed inlet exceeds a see psi.
When this differential pressure is reached; the inlet
pressure on the diaphragm side will close the relief
valve by overcoming the spring tension.

If a backflow of water occurs through open check
valve number. 2, the 'middle chamber pressure will
increase to force the relief valve to the 'open position
and allow the undesirable water to flow out of the
valve into%the atmosphere as waste. With the increase
of presivre in the middle, chamber because of
backflow,, the 70-psi inlet pressure will be
counteracted to keep valve. number 1 closed. This

condition will exist until the backflow of the
undesirable water ceases. Maintenance of the
backflow preventer should be in accordance with the
manufacturer's instruction'.

g. Altitude valves.. Altitude valves are vnits which .

control gases and liquids according to changes in
altitude. These valves are very sensitive in their action'.
It is recipmmended that you follow the manufacturer's
instructions when maintairiing_tiese valves.

Exercises (411):

Distinguish between the true and false statement; by
placing a T. in the spaces provided for the true
statements and an F in the space's for those that are
false.

1. The two most commonly used gate valv, are
the rising and nonrising stem types.

2. Gate valves are used for services where the
valve is,either kept fully open or closed.

3. Generally the stem packing lasts only. a sho: t
time on gate valves and needs constant
attention. -

4. The volume of flow through globe valves is
roughly proportional io the number of dims
of the handwheel.

5. The composition disc used in globe valves is
available only for hot and cold services.

110 1

IA.,//171:40
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Figure I t Backflow preventer.
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6. Check valves are marked' with an . arrow
which indicates the direction of flow.

7. Plug valves may be completely opened or
closed by tme-half turn of the handle.

8. A float-controlled valve controls the flow of
watefinto the flush tank.

9. Leaks are the major maintenance problem
of faticets. e

O

10. The thermostatically controlled mixing
valve should beignioved and replaced %viten
it does not function properly.

11. If the solenoid valve fails to' operate, you
should check for loose connections or the
lack of electrical power.

12. Maintenance of level -alves consists
primarily of tightening of loose seats. .

31
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CHAPTER 2

. I

Rop ghing-in Water Supplies and I/Veiling Fixtures

"WHAT? ROUGHING.IN AGAIN?", Yes, it . is
covered in an earlier volume, but we covered only the
rough-in for the fixture vents and :Waste lines. As an
Air Force plumber, you %fflt-also be roughing-in the
water supply lines to the plumbing fixtures. So let's
find out abodt this water supply rough-in business.

Roughing-in the water supply to the plumbing
fixtures is the final operation in pipe installation
before; the fixtures are set. It includes installing the
piping and fittings that are concealed within the wails,
under the floors, or in any unfinished places,
including basements. None of the fixtures can operate
satisfactorily without a source of water supply. Some
fixtures require more water thap others, but each must
be supplied with the proper amount to operate
efficiently.

Determining the proper steps to take when
roughing-in waten supplies to a fixture requires
considerable forethought and comfnonsense. Even an
experienced plumberfshould not rely solely on past
experience. He should refer to the specifications for
the proper rough-iiimeasurements so. that the piping
usedkwill be of the correct size and will terminate at a
p3inrwhere it can,be connected to the fixture without
aaditional work and materials.

This chapter covers water supply requirements,
of pipes used, and rough-in procedures. It also

fivers water -ough-in to the lavatory, bathtub and
,:tower, urinal. and water close/. You will learn-about
the typist insu Ilation,-and maintenance of lakatories,
clinking fountains, bathtubs, showers, urinalt and

'water closets. Testing the water supply,jystem is also
discussed in this chapter. Draining and disassembly, of
a pkumbing syt Lein, cleaning pipe fittings and fixtures,
inspection Of materials, -and storage.of materials and
equiptent are also discussed. -

24. Roughin;;-In Water Supplies4
In roughinvin water supplies to fixtures, you

should know first what type of fixtures you are
it stalling. This information maybe found by referring
tc the bldtpriut fog, the particular job. Then refer to
dm manufacturer's rough-in specifications for the
rough-1n pipe measurements. These rough-in sheets

) 1 2

will give yell two views and the necessary-
measurements to locate and install the rough-in piping
foc the particular type of lixture.

Modern plumbing fixtures are made of either mat-
iron coated with enamel or virtreous china. Howev
you may, find fixtures made of .pressed 'steel and
covered with enamel being used in., law-cost housing

°
projects. The traditional color for plumbing fixtures is
white, but they may be procUred in a number of pastel
shades. The plumbing fixtures that you will be working
With in the Air Force are made .of cast iron and
vitreous china, so handle them with care because they
are easily broken.

412. List the factors that govern the size of water
service in a plumbing installation.

Water Supply Requirements. Each fixture requires
a certain' amount. of. water to serve its purpose
satisfactorily. If the water supply is inadequate, die'
fixture becomes foul, unsanitaryPand injurious to the
health of the people who use it. Therefore, it is
important for you to install the cornett sized pipe for
each fixture to meet the sanitary requirements. These
pipe sizes are predetermined for you by engineers. The
diameters of pipe for- various types of fixtures are
shown in figure 2-1.

Some of the factors that affect the size of the water
service in a plumbing installation are the types-of flush
devices used on the fixtures, pressure of the water

,Supply to' the building in pounds per squire inch,
length of piping in the building, number of fixtures

' installed in the building, and the-probable use factor of
thee fixtures.

When a liquid flows smoothly through a pipe,
particles of the liquid next to the wall have a tendency
to stick to the pipe and slow down. This actioh retards
the movement of the rest of the liquid particles in the
pipe. This stream of water in the-pipe can be pictured
as having, a series of layers of water traveling at
different speeds, with the center. moving fistest. The
resistance to flow caused by the particles in these layers
is called pipe friction. pipe frictioh causes a drop in

-the pressure of the water. In a Sinai' pipe, this frittion
loss may be overcome, by supplying water at a higher'

32
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.PLUMBING FIXTURE

.

. PIPE DIAMETER:.
(inches) 4

O

Dishwasher: .... .... . .
Water closet tank,
Viate1 closet flushometer valve
Urinkl with fitishorneter yalve
Lavatory
Shower bath
Kitchen sink
Slcip sink
Scullery sink .

Laundry ti.ay
Drinking fountain ... .ta
}fot 4/a.ter'heater (domestic)
Bathtub .

1/Z or 3/4

.1

1 / 2
/ 2

'1 /Z
11,2
1 / 2
3/ 4

. 1/?,-.
. . 1/2

3/4*
1/2

Figure 2.1. Water pipe sizes cttart for plumbing fixtures. \

preisure than otherwise would be required. In a
location where higher water pressure. is not available,
friction loss may be reduced by increasing the size of
the pipe.,

Exercises'(412):
I. List five factorithat affect the size of water service.

in a plumbing installation.

'

2. What is the resistance tp flov:, called?

. e

3. What can be done in locations where higher
pressure 'is not available to reduce, friction loss?

413. Given pertinent questions pertaining to
rosegbinvin procedures, write brief answers in the
blimp provided.

kooliting-In Procedures. Now that you hare read
about how to determine the water supply capacity
necessary for the fixtures to be installed, let's learn
about the rough-in procedures for them.

4 The Water supply system for a building consists of
the piping, fittings, and valves that carry waterirom a
water main into the building and also the systern that

33

supplies water to the building plumbing fixtures and
.

equipment. -
After the water main has been tapped and the

corporation stop inserted, the service connection and
curb stop are installed., The curb stop is usually

the curb and the sideftlk. The cutb,
stop 'serves as a contrpl valve for that portion, of the
service between the curb and as a
shutoff valve for the building du ng repair or when
the building is.not to be used. After the curb stop has
beel installed, the water service/pipe-passes Through
the foundation wall or floor-into the basement, or into
the crawl space of a building without abasement. The
distribution supply main is installed next: Finally, the
branch lines and, risers to the various fixtures are
fabricated 'and Installed.

Most rough-in is done when the skeleton of the ,
:building is under Construction. It. is done at this time

becauie it A easy to run the piping to the desired points
in the wall or the, ;,various 'fixtures. In most
installations th branch lines which serve the fixtufes
run andefthe fl r and between the floor joists to the
pOint under the ll where holes are Cut through the'

"floor and soleplate to permit,lhe pipe -to reach the
fixtures. The pipe risers then extend up through these
holes between he studs to the height necessary to -

connect with The fixtures.

As you can see in 'figure 2.2, branch lines are
connected'to the distribution line,by wing a reducing
tee, nipple, and. 90° elbows The hot and°cold water
branch lines normally run 2t a .slight grade,, dropping
toward the meter or shutoff alve. A drain cock should
be installed at the low end If the grade to allow easy

a
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SUBFLOOR SOLE PLATE #

90° ELBOW

NIPPLE JOIST

SUPPLY MAIN TEE BRANCH LINE

RISER

Figure 2.2! Water supply branch line.

drainage when the system is being repaired,
winterized, drained, or vacated for a periodof time.
The branch and main lines,should be supported at 10-
foot intervals or closer to prevent sag'and to maintain
the proper slope or grade. Supports may include pipe:
straps, pipe hangars, Wire loops, or manufactured
hangers. The supports should bee the same material
as the pipe on permanent, install 'ons to prevent
electrolysis, which destroys melar he action lof an
electrical current that develops between dissimilar
metals.

The hot and cold water supply risers are connected
to the branch lines by means of a 90° elbow with a pipe r,
extending above the finished floor, as shown in figure
2-2, to a height given for the particular fixture
indicated in the manufacturer's rough-in
specifications. Tfie risers shpuld be supported with a
2" x 4" header that is cut to fit tightly between the
studs,'as shown in figure 2 -3. The header has two holes
bored through it to accorhmodate the risers. In this
nitnner, the header supports the risers and keeps them
in alinement with the proper spread to aline..with the
connections on the particular fixture.

The risers should be properly supported at each
floor level, and the joints should be assembled tightly
before the partitions are covered with the finished wall
on new installations. The vertical fixture supply risers
should be supported with pipe rests or clamps. These
supports should be constructed of two pieces of heavy
galvanized band iron for galvanized pipe and copper
for copper tubing that is made to fit tightly around the
vertical pipe. The two halves should be drawn together
by §Olts that pass through drilled holes on.each end of
the clamp. Vertical supply risers should be supported
on some rigid part of the building and not on the

'horizontal fixture supitly branches. The horizontal
Tuns of the fixture supply risers should be graded
toward the 'main distribution line. This type of
installation will cause the water to drain out.of the line
and prevent freezing after the water is cut off.

34.

It is good practice to install a gate valve in each
vertical supply riser, generally at the base. With this
arrangement, the water supply in any given section of
the building may be shut off without affecting he
water supply to the other parts of the same building.

The sudden closing of a valve or faucet at a fixture
causes the flow of the water to _stop suddenly and
rebound against the sides-of-the-pipe and valve. This
action of the water produces a severe impulse that is
heard throughout the entire piping system. Loose
packing br faucet washers will produce the same effect,
but in this case it is a series of shocks, and sounds like
a severe rattling of pipes. This noise is called water
hammer. Water causes this action because it is
incompressible and cannot absorb the shock.

P

1
1,..

WATER \CILDV
SUPPLY FOR

TUB AND
SHOWER
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2X4 HEADER

8"
1

-

SOLE PLATE
4

2X6

STUD
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.Figure-2.3. Fixture riser and header support
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Figure 2-4. Air chamber to prevent water Kammer.

An air chamber, like the one shown figure 2-4, is
installed in the system to eliminateNtrate ammer. The
air chamber, to be effective, must be placed near the
quick closing valves and faucets that are responsible
for the noise. The air chamber coppresses with each
shock of the water hammer'. It Absorbs the strain that
would otherwise exert itself against the sides of the
pipe. An effective air chamber can be made from a tee,
length of pipe, and pipe cap, as shown in figure 2-4.

After the supply`-Pipes are roughed-in and
-anchored, they should be capped to prevent dirt, dust,
and trash from dropping into them.

Exercises (413):

1. Where is the curb stop usually installed?

2. At what intervals should the branch and main
lines be supported?

gt.

3. How should supply risers be supported?

4. At what intervals should risers be supported?

5. What should be used- to support fixture supply
risers?

.2
6. What should be installed on a supply friser o

eliminate water hammer?

.$

7. What 'should be installed on supply pipes after
they are roughed-in to prevent entry of dirt or
dust?

o e

414. Provided a list of statements associated with
water rough-ii( to the lavatory, select the true
statements.

I.

Water Rough-In to the Lavatory. Lavatories may ;
be of a number of designs; however, the wall type and
the trough -type are the most common. The wail type is

arprobably the most commonly used of the two. Wall
type lavatories are the least expensive and the quickest

35

Figure a:s. Manufacturer's specifications for a lavatory.
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Figure 2-6. MOunting board placed between studs.

to install. Trough.type lavatories are used primarily in
factories, in industrial plants, and on military bases
when a large number of men must be able to wash in a
shOrt time and where it is necessary to keep installation
cost down.

Before you rough-in the piping for a lavatory, be
sure to get the manufacturer's specification sheet for
the installation. Y'ou will probably get a sheet like the
one shown in figure 2-5. It will give you the rough -in
dimensions you will need to do the job. You will need
to know how high the lavatory is mounted from the
floor, the type of pipe to use, where to position the
mounting boafd,vc.

Wall type lavatories are mounted to 4 wall with
special brackets that are screwed to the wall if the wall
is finished with lumber. If the wall is to be finished
with a soft material such as sheet rock or plaster, a
mounting board must be nailed between the studs, as

= shown in figure 2-6, before ,the wall material is
applied This board serves as an anchor for the bracket
screws, because the sheet rock or, plaster is too soft to
hold them. Mounting boards may be made from either
1-inch or 2-inch stock. Care should be taken to place
the mounting board at the right place. Be sure to refer
o the rough-in specifications for the proper

dithefisions. The mounting bracket is installed after
the wall is finished.

When the mounting bracket is attached to a
concrete or brick wall, it is secured by brass screws in
lead sleeves which are imbedded in the wall. The holes
for these sleeves are Made with a star drill or drill
motor and masonry bit. The lead sleeves are pushed
into the holes, and the bracket screws are screwed into
them. As the screws gc; in, they expand the sleeves and
cause them to grip the sides of the hole, thereby
anchoring. the screws rigidly.

Through' bolts may also be used to ancnor a
lavatory bracket to a concrete or brick wall. In ,this

case, the star drill or drill motor and masonry bit is
used to make the hole clear through the wail.
Corrosion-resisting bolts and,nuts.should be used to
anchor the mounting bracket to the wall. .0

In roughing-in a lavatory you must instalFboth the
hot and told water supply lines. The hot water line
should go to the left side of the lavatory, and the coki.
line should go to the right: The right or left side .5

determined ay facing the lavatory. This installation
will require the assembly of two branch lines and two
risers. Be sure the risers terminate at the height
indicated on the manufacturer's rough-in specification
sheet so that the lavatory can be connected without
reworking the pipe when it is installed. After the cold
and hot water lines are installed, the risers should be
capped. The risers are @inched shut when copper
tubing is used.

Exercises (414):

Select the true statements by placing a T in the °

appropriate spaces._ 1 Wall type lavatories are the least expensive
and the quickest installed._ 2 Mounting boards may be made of 3/4" to
1" boards.

3 Mounting brackets are attached to a ,
concrete wall with brass screws and leads
sleeves.

4 The hot water supply should be roughed -in
on the right side of the lavatory.
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Figure 2,7. Manufactures roughin for a shower and bathtub.
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Figitre 2-9. Flush type wall-hung urinal.

5 Water supply risers should terminate at the
height indicated on the manufacturer's
rough-in specificatiod sheet.

6 After the risers haye been installed, they
should be capped.

415. Identify the correct statements concerning the
roughing-in of bathtubs and showers.

Water Rough -in to the Bathtub and Shower. You
have read about roughing-in the hot and cold water
supplies to the lavatory. Now, let's learn how to rough!,
in the hot and cold water supplies to a bathtub with-4".
shower combination with hot and cold mixing faucets.
This combination is used for economy reasons. The
tub and slawer.are served by the same water supply
lines, and their waste is discharged into the same drain
line. To rOugkin the piping for the bathtub and
shower, procure the manufacturer's specifications for
the installation. A typical n ,vufacturer's specification
sheet for a bathtub and showaskombirlation is shown
in figure 2-7. As you can see in the illustration, the
water supply risers must be Cinches apart-to connect:,
the mixing faucet to the pipes correctly, and the center.
of the mixing faucet must be 30 inches abode the rough
floor line. These measurements are important to the
plumber when roughing-in piping systems for fixtures.
You will not waste as much material if you read and
follow the rough-in specifications.

When roughing-in a bathtub and 'shower
combination, you will install both the hot and cold

2(ly

0203

water supply lines as you did when you roughed-,in
lavatory.. The hot water line should go to the left ani.:
the d water line to the right. Roughing-in 11,..
bath b and shovier will requite the installatiOn of wit:
bran h lines and two risers, a branch line and riser fof
the of wader and the same for the cold water. Most of
the ough-in piping for this fixture combination
insta led in the wall. After the rough-in piping ha.-
been installed, close the ends of the risers by capoin,.
them or pinching them shut. .

Exercises (415):

Identify the correct statements by placing a C in the
appropriate spaces.

1 The supply risers for a bathtub and shower
combination should be roughed-in 8 inch
apart.

2 The mixing faucet must be 30 inches ab--);-'
the rough floor line.

3 The cold water supply riser must be
roughed-in on the left.

416. Choose the correct statements relating to
roughing-in urinals.

Water.Roughing-In to the Urinal. There are four
basic types of urinals, as illustrated in figure 2-8. They
are the wall-hung, trough, pedestal, and stall types.
The stall type,is used extensively in public buildings.
The wall-hung and pedestal types are commonly used
in Air Force installations. The stall and trough types
are not approved for use in new construction or
maintenance replacement in Air Force buildings.

To obtain rough-in measurements for t urinal you
should consult the manufacturer's specifidation sheet.
A manufacturer's specification sheet for a wall-hung
urinal is shown in figure 2-9. As you can see, this sheet
-shows two views of the unit and gives the
Measurements that you need for rough-in phrposes.

I

7

a

Figure 2.10 Wallnung lavatory.
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The urinal requires only a cold water supply line. you
will have to-assemble a branch line and a riser for it.
You will also have to install a mounting board for the
wall-hung urinal. Perform this operation as you did
when you roughed-in the lavatory, Most urinals at the
present time are flushed with a flush valve, as is the
urinal in figure 2-9. As you can see in the illustration,
in this case, the riser must extend up the wall 52 inches
from the floor before it goes through the wall into the
flush valve.

When specification sheets ars,not available, install
the lip of the urinal from 20 to '25 inches above the
finished floor line. The water supply should 3/4
inch in diameter and the drain 2 inches in di eter.
Brass bolts or screws must be used to hang nals
because of their resistance to corrosion.

Exercises (416):

Choose the correct statealetits by placing a in the
spaces provided for those that are correct:-- I. The trough and pedestal urinals e not

approved for use in new Ai Force
construction.

2. To obtain the rough -in measurements of a
urinal, you should consult the
manufacturer'e4ecification sheet.

--- 3. The water supply ipe to a urinal should be
3/4 inch in diameter.

4 Urinals should be installed with the lip 20 to
25 inches'above the finished floor line.

417. Given pertinent question about the water
rough -ii for a miter closet using a thishometer, write
brief answers in the spices provided.

Water Rough-In to the Water Closet. Water
closets require considerable flow of water to
maintain the necessary sanitation. The greatest
possibility of contamination exists at these fixtures,
because of the quick grOwth of harmful bacteria.
Piping systems for water closets must be installed

' according to the manufacturer's specifica0ons to
increase, their efficiency and minimize maintenance
costs. There are a number of different types of water
closets, but they are all flushed by either a tank or a
flush valve. In either case, the tank or the flush valve
requires a cold water supply.

To rough-in a water closet, get-a manufacturer's
specification sheet for a water closet equipped with a
flush valve. This sheet shows two views of the water
closet. You will have to assemble only one branch line
and one riser for the water closet, because it uses only
;old water. The riser comes up through the soleplate,
extends up the partition, and terminates 24 inches
above the floor. At this point it comes through the wall
no connects to the flush valve mechanism.

. sere are no set standards that will cover the rough-
ine- the water supply for tank type water closets. Each
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cQe5 1-7/
design will require its own dimensions; therefore you
can see how important it is to consult the
manufacturer's specification. sheet ,when roughing-in
any water closet. Tank type water closets use a 1 /2-
inch water sUpply,'and thoseusing a flush valvreusa
1-inch water supply.

Exercises (417):
1. How many views bf the water closet twill the

manufacturer's specification show?

2. How high should themater supply for a flush valve
type water closet be roughed-in above the floor?

3. What size water supply is used for tank type water
closets?

4. What size water supply is used for flush valve type
water closes?

5. What should be consulted before roughing-in a
water closet?

2.2. Installing Fixtures
You have learned how to rough-in the water supply

forfixtures. Now let's see how they are installed.
Each plumbing" fixture must be supplied with a

sufeient amount of water to operate efficiently. The
waste pipe must also be of the propeocapacity to carry
offthe water that is supplied to it quietly and quickly.
Remember that if you follow the manufacturer's
specifications when you install fixtures, you can't go
wrong.

418. From a list of statements, choose the correct
statements pertaining to the types, installation, and
maintenance of lavatories.

Lavatories. Laiatories are probably tpe most
widely used items of equipment in the plumbing field.
Careful consideration should be given to the
installation of these units. Yot must know the type of
equipment requiredto conneethentto the roughed-in
plumbing that has been previously installed. The 416

factors that affect the installation of these units ad
included in this section.



,

Fir,: 24 Lavatory supply connections.

Types of lavatories, There are many types .of
lavatories, but the wall-hung And pedestal types are
most commonly used. A wall-hung lavatory is
illustrated ,in figure 2-10! Lavatory bowls may be
circular, square, or oval shaped. They are usually
made of vitreous china but may also be made of cast
iron, sheet iron, or stainless steel. Enameled cast iron
is probably,the most common material used, because it

CHAIN
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kat' 2.12. "PO" type plug drain.

'of

4.s

'" Figure 2-13. Compression faucet.
-

is more sturdy and economical. The bowls usually
hold from I to 2 gallons of water. Normally, the
lavatory is supplied with both cald) and hot water.
Each lavatory is provided with a P-trap in the waste *
pipe, because they are not designed with integral traps.

Installatio'n of lavatories. Wall-hung lavatories are
suspended from a bracket attached to the wall. This
type of lavatory is the easiest to install and maintain. A

. rigid support is supplied by a 2" x 6" mounting board
that is fitted between two wall *Aids and nailed
securely in place. This mounting hoard is usually
installed when the waste outlet and water supply lines
are roughed in.

The overflow rim of a wall-hung lavatory should be
31 inches above the finished floor, unless otherwise
specified by" the manufacturer's specifications. When
you mount the hanger for a lavatoryybe sure it is level
and," if possible, centered overfie waste outlet.
Cad-ring the lavatory alines the tailpiece and P-trap
with the roughed -in waste outletin the wall under the
lavatory, as shown in figure 2-11. The size of the was e
line is usually' 11/4 inches. The exposed waste_
water lines are cluorELplated; therefore; virn yo
makeup the joints, use a strap wrenChto pr eni the
marring of.the chrome-plated piting and fitti . The
waste and supply pipes are connected after the 1 atory
is mounted inn the wall.

The "Pd"- type plug drain, shown in figure 2-12, is
used with some lavatories in Air Force installations.
This drain is installed by placing a, ring of soft putty
around the waste hole in the bottom of the lavatory
bowl'and then inserting the flange into the hole with
the threaded ,end projecting through the hole. A
rubber washer is placed over the thread's of the flange
and4 locknut'is screwed tightly against the lavatory
and gasket, which makes a tight seal. Next, the.
tailpiece and trap are installed with still joint nuts and
gaskets to complete the drain installation, as shown in
figure 2-11.
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Hot and cold water faucets are installed in the holes
provided in the top'orthejavatory. They may be the
individual type, as shown, in figure 2-13, or the
combination type, which is interconnected into one
common outlet with provisions for mixing or
tempering the water, as shown in figure 2-11.
- The faucets are sealed into the rim of the lavatory
with a rubber gasket and held tight by a coupling nut
which is sstrewed onto the shank of the valve from

. beneath the fixture. This coupling nut cannot tir,
reached with an ordinary wrench,.so a basin wrench
mustbe used. The basin wrench is a right-angle pipe
wrench'mounted on an extension bar which extends
the handle below the bottom of the lavatory bowl. It
may, be used to tighten as well as loosen the particulv
nut. The basin wrench may also be used on other nuts
which are hard to get at. After the faucets have been
installed, they may be connected to their respective
water supply lines. Each line is connected to the faucet
with a< jiffy connector, shown in figtu'e 2-14. This
connector is usually made of brass tubing and is
chromium plated. One end is equipped with abeveled
composition washer and a compression ring. During
installation, the connector is attached to the faucet by
inserting it into the shank of the faucet. A leakproof
joint is then made by slipping the beveled and
compression washers against the faucet shank and by
tightening the coupling nut with a basinlmench. The
compression ring protects the beveled irasher from
damage as the coupling nut is tightened. The other end
of the connector is fitted with the proppr fitting to

I

COMPOSITION
BEVELED WASHER 0.

COMPRESSION WASHER

Fqpiie.2-14. Jiffy connectors.
. .
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Figure 2-15. Drinking fountains used on Air Force installations.

connect to the water supplypipe. The usual procedure
is to connect the jiffy connector to the water supply
first and then to the faucet. After the connections have
been made, the water pressure should be turned on to
check for leaks. If you discover a leak, turn the water
off and repair it.

Maintenance of lavatories. The maintenance of
lavatories usually requires the cleating of stoppages in
the stiainer of the bowl and the trap of the drain pipe.
lithe stoppage occurs at the bowl strainer, pick it but
with `a hobk or small spoon. If the stoppage occurs in
the dap, remove the trap and clean it. If the stoppage
occurs 'beyond the trap, remove the trap and force a
sini5,. snake down the drain pipe fo clear the
o ction.

Exercises (418):
Choose the correct statements by placing a C in the

appropriate spaces.
1 The wallhtmg and pedestal type lavatories

are the most commonly used.
._... 2. Lavatories are only made of vitreous china.
_ 3. The overflow rim of a wall-hung lavatory

should be 31 inches above the finished
,floor.
The supply lines are connected . to the
lavatory with jiffy connectors.

5. An adjustable-jawed wrench is used to
tighten the coupling tut on the skaak. of the
lavatory valve. .

6. Maintenance of lavatories usually requires
.., ithe clearing of stoppages in the strameciancr

thi.
A

traP.

419. Provided a list of statements and response!
concerning the installation of drinking fountains.
match the correct response to each statement.

Drinking Fountains. Drinking fountains art
installed in theaters, d.ii ng facilities, recreatibr

A
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Figth 2-16. Drinking fountain installation.
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rooms, and other locations to providd a quick and
efficient method of supplying drinking water without
the use of Sanitation is the most important factor
to be considered in the seleCtion of a drinking
fountain. The 'drinking fountain must contain a
bubbler head which is located so that the user cannot
touch it with his mouth. The opening should project at,
least three-fourths of kit inch above the rim of th'6
drinking fountain so that the waste water will not
touch it. Furthermore, for thp ,purpose of sanitation,

Ir

Figitre 2-17. Automatic sirram reguluipr valve.

VALVE

a

Figure 2.18. eleas filler enactment.

the-stream of water should be so directed that it will
not fall back on the bubbler head.

Types of drinking fountains. Drinking fountains are
usually constructed of vitreous china or porcelain. The
wall-hung, pedestal; and electrically cooled are the
three types' of drinking fountiins. The wall-hung
fountain, as itinamemplies, is bolted to a mounting
board oft the wall. The pedestal fountain needs no
support but stanacupon its pedestal. The electrically
cooled fountain contins a refrigerating unit. Water
passp near the'refrigerating coils and is cooled before
it is supplied through the orifice of the bubbler head.
'The wall-hung and electrically cooled drinking

O
/ID

Figure 2.19 Built-in bathtub.
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fountains, 'shown in figure 2-14 are conunonlY,used
on Air foie irisufilations.

nstallation of anniang.ftnuuains..The-wall.hung,
pedestal, and electrically cooled drinldng fountains

be connected to a 'water supply and drainage
About thOnly difference in the fouBtains is

that the **Shuns type must be supported in a manner
;similar to that of a wall-huhg lavato.ry, and the
electrically cooled type must be connected to a source
of electricity. The electrical and pedestal types it on
the floor and titly or may not be bolted to it

\ The wall-hung drinking fountain is mount( as
shown in guy 2.16. As you can acerb the

pillustrationa unting board, hanger bracket, and
mounting screws are required for its suppint on the

A minimum size waste pipof 1 '/4 inches in
diameter is sufficient for drinking fouitains,-becafise,
they carry Only clear water and do not have any grease

. or foreign matter flushed through dent
A 3/11-inch water supply line is required for

fountains., Most fountains are fittecl.w0
self water valve to eliminate the usual waste of
water where fountains might otherwise be left running.
Underfeeding or owshooting fountain streams are
annoying to the tatet causedamage to the walls and
floors; therefore, most fountains are equipped with an
automatic stream regulator valve: *Yin to figure-
2-17, which provider a uniform; *balanced' water..
supply in spite of fluctuating pressure:- This wire has a
set. SCre611 under the cap nut that can bi adjusted to`-
obtain the desired-stream of water through the orifice.

chewing guin is often left in drinking fountains by
thoughtless users. For this reasons drinking fountains
should be equipped .with good quality` strainers to
prevent the passage of chewing gum into the waste

Pepi
Fountains that are located near food 'service linesht

mess hills have installed glass fillers similar to the one
shown in figure 2.18: Many of these glass fillers-arc
fittOwith a rubber-tipped, fork-shaped handle. The
uses -.des obtain"a glass of .water with one hand by

the glass against the fork handle to start fhb
flod* ofEwater. The glass filler has an aut&natic stream-

- regulating valve simihtt to the one lin the drinking
fountain and is adjusted in .the same way as::the
fountain.

Maintenanc4 of thinking fountains. The repair' of
drinking fountains is genetally Confined to cleaning
strainers, replacigg valve parts, and adjusting valves'.
The drain line does not need cleittingivith a force cup
very oiken, because' the fountain) is equipped with a
strainer. .

;
Exerdses (414):

Match the statements in column A with the
responses in column II by placing the appropriate
letter in each space.

ti

..Bathttdarand Shovotts.,Anation batlitub and
shower is oneof the most important installations in
any modern bUilding. A bathtub and shower
coinbinatiof furnishes watet by meanof a

the

and
spray nozzle. Two valves usually control the flow of
water:to 'these unitI "Ordinarily, when the valves are
opened, the water will run into the bathtub from the
bathtub faucet' However, when it is desired for'the
water to run thrOughthe' shower bead, the valves are
opened as for filling the bathtub, but in addition the
divertS villa is Jo.citteisi. in the bathtub fa** .
raised. This COmbination gives the bather two means,
of taking a bath. Some homes have the bathtub-shoyier
Combination' and others have the bithtuband shower
sepaia' te. The main reason for iittalling the bathttib
and shower combination is 'to cut down due cost of
installation. t.

.

Types of bathtubs. There are several types of
battubs on the market today. Some of them are the
recessed, 'Corner-recessed; sunken, and the leg tyre.
Tubs are in several sizec.rangingftom 4 to 6 feet

length, d are designated as right=vor lathand
= tubs, depen ng on the I, on of the drain. When

youlace the b, .1-ills on the right end, it is a
.:.. right-hand tub; if it is On the left end, it is a left-hand -

tub. Most bathtubs today are made of enameled cast
iron or enameled steel. The design most
commonly' used is the 'It-in type, shown in figure
2:19.
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A

1. Is the minimum size
-waste pipe for a drinking

2. °: is the size of the
water pup,* Apr a drinking

iotmtain
3. is the

t
distance the

bubbler head opening
should extend above; the
overtlow.rhn.

4. is MO number of
different types of dririking...
fountains.

Cohorm B

a. -;5/4 inch
b. 3
d. 3/8 inch
d. 1 V. inches,

, 4W. Choose correct statements pertaining' to the
Installation of bathtubs and showers. -

o ,

Installation of bathtubs. Modern cast:iron 'tubs are
designed to rest on the floor and normally span an area

-.from wall to wall. The tub sits firmly on the subfloor,
and the rim of the- tub. supported by a piece of
-2" x 4" nailell lengthwise on the studs, as town in
figure 2-20, o ,r supported by 2" x 4" blocks resting'on
the subfloor-litd nailed to the soleplateand studs, as
shown in figure 2-21. After the tub is _placed against
-the studs and the rim of; the tub is resting on its:
supports, check it to insure that it is level. If you use
shims to' level the tub, use tnaterial.that the weight of

. the tub will not cut or break.
1 4
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Filrure 2-20. 2" x 4" used is bathtilb support.

The tub drain and overflow is usually similar to the
one shown in figure 2-22: The drain assembly is
in:cal-:d in the space provided by the studs, at the end
oftheib. The overflow waste drains ire made of
chrome. Thehidden parts aremalie of rough brass and
bole `tubing. The fittings are 11/2 inches in dirtmeter
and' .pome with a pqp-up waste or a rubber -stopper
fastened to the overflow by a chrome chain. This drain

,.and overflow combination is connected to the drum or
P -trap with slip joint tuts and rubber washers to
off the leiks. The drain in the bottom of the b is
Leafed agriinst leaks with plumbeesputty rubber
ringsv

-'1111st

X 4" BLOCKS

SUBFLOOR

r X STUDS

Figure 2-21,.. Bloats used as a bathtub support.

02-0 9

Figure 2.22. Waste drain and overflow for 3 bathtub.

Maintenance of bathtubs. The maintenance and
repair of bathtubs is generally confined to the clearing ,'
of stoppages-In the traps and replacing leaking washerss°
and packings.

Types of showeri There ire two ge neral classes of
showers used for ..bathing, those which discharge into
the bathtub and, those which discharge into a separate
receptor or Hoer pan. The litter, strictly speaking,
constitutes a shower; and ,die other is 'simply
attachment to a bathtub, water supply. Both types are.
used in modiii homes today. The only reason for the
difference is economy; each accomplishes the same
purpose.

Installation of showers. The, faucst and shower
combination for a bathtub and shower is connected to
the hot and cold water linesttiat were installed when
the piping was roughed in. The manufacturer's
specifications should be used to determine the height
of the riser. The height, however, may be specified by
the user. The'shower and bathtub piping and fitthlp
installedmithin the wall are made of rough braic thol

44
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Figure 2.23. Bathtub and shower piping arraggement;

o
which extend, through-the lininshed wall haves,g,
chropse finish. A typical bathtub and shower 'Unit is
shown in figure 2.23. When you make this type' of
bathtub and-shower insildlation, be sure to locate the -
bathtub spout from 2 to 4 inches above the rim of the

,
tub. Spacing the spout above the rim, of the tub
prevents siphoning of the water from the tub in case
the valve is left open and the water dropiat the same
time. This installation -prevents cross cohnection
between.potible ind nonpoiabliviter.

.

A cliverter is used in _the down -spoilt' of the- tub to
divert the water up through the, shower head when the
shower is being used. The diverter will return to the
normal position when the faucets are turned off.

The mixing valves in the-shower system are used to
supply a uniform temperature of water for the shower
or tub. The tempfrattureaf the water may be regulated

Figure Pressure-dbntrolled mixing valve.

between the limits of the temperature of the cold water
'supply and the hot water supply. Theseguipmept-used
to control the temperature of the water the manual,
pressure, and the thermostatic mixing valves.

a. Manual mixinNve. The manually controlled
mixing valve actually nsists of two -handroperated
valves in one body with ag outlet for both valves which
feeds the showei head7The valves are curried
to control the temperature of the' witer. The use of
manually cohtrollea' valves requires a piping
arrangement similar to the one shown in figure 2-23,
This water - tempering setup does not give protection

nst sudden changes ot temperatute due to slugs of

o01

,

Figure 2.25.
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Thermostatically oantralled mixing valve.
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Figure 2-25. Types of shower heads.

hot Or cold water caused by varjring'pressure or Water
temperature in the supply. lines.

b. Pressure mixing valve. The pressure-controlled
mixing valve, like the one shown' in figure 2-24,
consists of a brass mixing chamber which contains a

'sliding piston. The piston is provided with jets to allow
hot and cold water to pass through them and mix when
the handle of the valveis operated. The setting.of the
handle controls the water temperature by establishing
the mixing ratio. A change in pressure on one side of
the piston causes the piston to move. This increases the-
flow from the low-pressure supply to maintain a nearly
constant pressure. i410

c. Thermostatic mixing valve. The thermostatically
controlled mixing valve, similar to the one shown in
figure 2-25, is sensitive to changes inhOth temperature
and pressure. The temperature'of the Water delivered
by ,the valve remain constant regardless of the

SUPPLE PIPE

FLUSH El:00W

.GLOBE VALVE

Figure 2-27.°Floor-mounted water closet.
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Figure 2.28. wall mounted water closet.

temperature sd pressure changes in the hot and cold
water lines. Tfie thermostatic mixing Valve is used for
showers only.

d. Shower heads. The shower head is attached to a
45° fitting which is mounted on a chrome pipe. There
are two general types of shower heads, circular and
economy. The circular spray head, shown in figure
2-26, has a restricted nozzle which provides a finer
spray and uses less water. Both shower heads have a
ball-and-socket joint for adjusting the direction of the
spray. Shower heads are usually made of chrome- or
nickel-plated Wass. Newer types of shower heads are
being made of plastic and have the adimntage of being
noncorrosive) There is a tendency for. d'epdsas to form
on,the shower head because of the chemical content of
water. Therefore, occasional maintenance is required
to keep them functioning properly.

4

Maintenance of showers. The maintenance and
repair , of showers consists generally of clearing
stoppages and replacing faucet washers or completes
valves. Normally, stoppage in a shower drain is caused
by an accumulation of hair and scum. These may be
cleared by removing the strainer and using a force or .1,

sink .snake to dislixigethem. You may find leaks in the
wall sections or in\ the floor of a shower after a long
period of time. Waterproof the deteriorated pans to
stop .the leaks. if.the pans are corroded beyond repair,
remove and replace them.

Exercises (420):
Choose the correct statements by placing a

checkmark (V) in the spaces provided.

21'7
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I. When facirig a bathtub, if the drain opening
is on the rig! side it is a right -hand tub.

2 The only way to support a bathtub itto nail
a 2" x lengthwise on the studs.'

..... 3. The drain and overflow combination is
connected to the drum or P-trap with slip
joints and washers. .

4. If you were going to install a bithtub faucet,
you should install the' spout 2 to 4inches
above the overflow rim of the tub.

..... S. The thermostatic mixing valve is sensiti9e to
pressure only.

6. Maintenance of showers consists of
, repairing faucets.apd clearing stoppages. sd

421. Given pertinent questions pertaining to water
closets, write brief answers in the spaces provided.

Water aockets. Water closets are constructed so
that flushing will siphon out the cOntentseThis action
also siphons the wattle-out of the trap seal, but the trap
is resealed lIkthe refill provided from the closet tank.

The sa.nitaIiotrof the building will be impaired if
-the water. closet is installed incorrectly. In other
words, there is likely so be a smelly mess. Because of
the sanitation problem involved and the possible
damage or inconvenience caused by the improper
connections, you must kttow how to install a water
closet correctly.

,Types of water closets. Water closets may be either
floor mounted or wall mounted.
, a. Floor-mounted water closet. The floor-iptinted
water closer, shown in figure 2-27, is probibly:the
oldest type. It is the old standby and is used more than
any of the others. For flushing purposes, it may be
equipped with a water tank or a flush valve. The, tank
may be mounted on the wall or on the back end of the
water closet bowl. Water closetflush valves aralually
installed above the water closet bowl at a height which
is convenientfor the user. Water closet bowls are also
constructed differently.. Some use less water than

Figure 2.24: Common washdown closet bowls

218-

,_,..Figure 2-30. Siphon Jet closet bowl.

others; some are quieter in their flushing action; otners
are constructed with large traps to reduce clogging.

b.. Wall-mounted water closet. The wall-rno&tect
water Vet, illustrated in figure 2-28, operates,on the
same - principles as the floor-mounted It is
designed with a tank mounted on the back of thecloset
bowl and il~ usually referred to as,-i)close-eoupled
water closet. However, a wall-mounted skater closet
may be procured with a water flush valve instead of a
tank. The flush tank is .used more extensively_In
residences; whereas the one equipped with a flush-,--="--
valve is used in public places.

The wall-mdunted water closet is hed- to e4
wall with a chair carrier that is a le. This feature
of the chair carrier h wall-mounted closet
to be set at a eight from the fldoi.

,*
-Water closer bowls. There are many diffiient types...

of water closet bowls. Some of them are .the common
washdown bowl, washdown howl with jet, reverse trap
bowl, and the siphqn jet bo*All of these water cl
bowls are installed in the sar4panner, but they der 4
in their flushing action. ;s,

a. Washdown bowl. The lie-A-down bowl, slown in
'figure 2.29, is the simplestrype of water closet bowl.
The trap is at the front of the bowl and is somewhat
smaller than in other types, since the ,proper -
functioning of this bowl dep%ds upon siphon action
alone. During the flusking action of this water closet,
the water flows from inlidtioethLoxim down the side of
the bowl through the integral trap and_ out of the
fixture. - , v.

b. Washdown bowl witha"The washdown'bowl .

with .a jet is similar in apparance to the common
- washdown bowlit has a different flushing action.
The unit has a sm hoje in the bottom that delivers a
direct jet,or stream of water into the upper aim of the_
trap, which Starts a siphoning action immediately upon
the flushing of the unit.

c. Reverse trap bowl.. The reverse top bowl is
similar to the washdown bowl except that the trap is at
the,rear of the bowl. This arrangement lengthens the
bowl andgives it a more pleasant appearance. it h
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Figure 2-31. Water closet flolt tank.

more water than the washdown and is quieter in
operation.

d Siphon jet bowl. The siphon jet bowl, shown in
figure 2-30, is the most expensive, the quietest in
operation, and the most efficient water closet bowl. It
is similar in appearance to the reverse trap bowl, but it
maintains almost a full bowl of 'water. Very little of the

Inside surface of the bowl is left uncovered when the
water is at rest in the bowl.,

Flushing mechan isms. Cold water for flushing a
water closet can be supplied to it by a closet tank or a
flushometer type flush valve. The closet tank is used
most in residential water closets.'A minimum amount
of wateris used with this tank to flush the water closet

`3' for quiet and efficient operation. Flushometer type,
flush valves ,are more advantageous in installations

noise` and econthicyp.are not particularly
important. .

, ,

a. Water-closet tank. The water cloiet tank is made
of vitreoui china with a rempiable,cover and internal
working parts, as shown in figure 2-31. The primary
key for the operation of the closet tank is thelloat
vale, called. a ball cock, which causes the closet tank
to refill, automatically and which shtits off the water
when the closet tank is full. Thd mechanism that causes
the ball cock to shut off has a flush tank ball float

C2/3
which moves up with the water level in the closet tank
and closes the ball cock when the proper level is
reached. The outlet from the closet tank into the water
closet bowl is throurfi a small unit known as a Douglas
valve. The Dougl a? valve is a copper valve with a
mechined seat. It is screwed into the bottom of the
closet tank. A flush tank ball keeps the valve closed
except during the actual flushing process. The flush
tank ball is connected to the trip lever by a series of
copper wires or rods which, when the trip handle is
operated, raise the flush tank ball to begin the flushing
cycle. The flush tank ball, which is full of air, remains
in the raised position until the water level in the closet
tank falls below it and allows gravity to return it to its
seat.

b. Flush valves. Most of the water closets used in
the Air Force are equipped with flushometer flush
valves for flushing the bowls. The flushometer valve is
a compact and efficient mechanism for delivering
water under pressure directly into the water ()closet
-bowl. This type valve gives a quick, automatic flushing-'
action, and the amount of water delivered can _he,
adjusted. Theretre several types of flushometer valves
used by the Air Force.

Installation of water closets. To properly install' a
water closet, the plumber should refer to the working
drawings furnished by the manufacturers. of the
plumbing fixtures.') Ability to read. blueprints in
general will enable you to visualize these simple but
necessary directions. When installing a water closet, it

. is customary to install the closet bowl first and then the
water supply units, such as the water closet tanks or
water flush valves.

a. Setting the water. closet bowl. There are a
number of different methods of installing a closet
b2w1:to the waste line; however, closet flanges, as
shown in figure 2-32, are used in the installation of
Air Force plumbing. The flanges are screwed or
caulked to the closet bend. The edge of the flange has
holes for screws to attach it to the-floor. Other holes in
the flange are used to bolt the water closet down when
it is installed.

FOR CALKING
OVER 4" PIPE

Figure 2.32. Closet-bald flanges.
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Figure 2-33. !walling compound and a wax ring gasket.

To set a bowl that is held by two closet bolts, you
simply place the bolts-in the flange slots provided.
However if the bowl requires four bolts, place the
closet over the flange on the floor and mark the
location on the' floor for the additional front bolts.
Install the bolts into the floor at the places marked. If
the floor is wood, vie toilet bowl bolts, which. have
coarse threads on one end =to be screwed into the floor
and machine dutads on the other. On a tile or
concrete floor, set the heads of the bolts in previously
piepsred holes and 11 them with cement to the level
of the floor.

When yo turn a closet bowl upside dowedUring
installation, set it on some wood strips or newspapers
so that it will not get scratched. Be careful when you
handle a closet bowl,,.because it is made of vitreous
china and will break easily. After you turd the bowl
upside down, place a layer of compound completely
around the rim, at the base and a prepared wax ring
around the discharge opening, as shownAn figure

-ha

Figure 2.35. Chair carrier for a wall-hung water closet.

2-33. In case of an emergency, you may use rubber
gaskets or putty around the discharge opening of the
closet bowl.

The compound ring should be about 1 inch thick
and arranged on the outlet rim of the bowl so that it
will squeeze inward. This is done by rolling the
compound toward the inner edge of the rim. If the
floor is not level or if the floor has been raised above
the top of the closet-bend flange, use two wax rings.
,Now, lift the bowl and set it down over the flange,
making sure that the wax ring stays in place. Continue
lowering it straight down into its final position. Press
down on the top center of the bowl. Use your full
weight and twist it lightly to settleilit into the
compound and also to settle it firmly on the floor,'as
shown in figure 2.34. The closet bowl should be
perfectly level when settled. Use'a level if you are in
doubt. Wedge the bowl to level it if necessary. If you
use wedging, be sure it does not lift-the bowl and leave
air gaps in the compound abound the bowl. When the
bowl is squarely seated over the seals, bolt it down to a
snug fit. Do not tighten, the bolts too tight, because you
may crack the bowl flange.

A wall-mounted water closet is attached to the wall

Figure 2.34. Installing r closet bowl.

by a chair carrier, similar .to 'the one shown 'in figure
2-35. The chair carrier is positioned and bolted to the
floor. The foot carries the weight of the entire closet
independent of the walls and drainage connections. A
standard fitting is used to make the connection
between-die-drain and the closet bowl after the chair
carrier has been bolted down. The fittings are for 4-
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-Figuje 2-36. Closet tank elbow connection.

closet bowl and is held to the bowl by two bolts, as
shown in figure 2-38. The water supply pipe is located
between the.bolts and drops the water directly into the
bowl. A 'specially designed gasket is installed between
the tank and bowl to make the connection waterproof.
The bolts are tightened from underneath the closet
bowl. DO not apply too much pressure when you
'tighten these bolts, because you will probably crack th:-.
bottom of the tank or the back of the bowl. The wator
supply pipe is installed in the tank in a manner similar
to that of the wall-hung closet water tank.

d. Attaching a flush valve. Water closet flush valves
are usually mounted next to the wall above the back
end of the water closet bowl, as indicated by the
manufacturer's specifications. The inlet of the valve is
connected to the riser, and the valve handle is usually
positioned to the left or directly toward you when you
face the wall. The water supply pipe leading from the
valve to the water closet bowl is usually a chromium
plated pipe. A chromium 'compression stop with a
lockshield and screwdriver slot is installed between the
flush valve and the water supply for the purpose of
shutting off the water when the flush valve is to be
removed.

inch iron or soil pipe. The bolt holes in the chair
carrier are slotted to facilitate the installation of the
closet bowl. °

b. Hanging the wall type closet water tank. A wall
type closet water tank is usually installed after the
closet bowl is set in place and after the wall is finished.
Checkthe manufacturer's specifications for the height
at which the wall-hung tank should be installed,
referring to the particular closet with which the closet
tank is a unit. Mark the height of the tank on the wall.

Now, slip the water closet elbow, shown in figure
2.36, into the inlet opening on the back of water
closet bowl and tighten the slip joint nut tightly to
provide a firm connection to the clopt bowl. Raise the
closet tank to its approximate position and insert the,,,
free end of the water closet elbow into the Opening in
the closet tank. Line the tank up with the bowl and
fasten it to the mounting board on the wall with closet
screws.-Make sure the tank is level, and tighten the slip
joint nuts on the water closet elbow until leakproof
joints are formed in the connection between the closet
tank and the water closet.

After,the tank has been firmly attached to the wall,

connect, the water supply pipe to the tank inlet with a
jiffy connettorras- shown in figure 2-37. The jiffy
connector used here is the same as the connector used
-to connect water supply to the faucets of a lavatory;

When the water closetbovil and the closet tank are
iri tailed, flush the assembled unit several times and
check for leaks. Repair the leaks if any appear and
place the cover on thecloset rank.

c. Miuiting a close-coupled closet water tank. The

close -cop's closet water tank sits on the back of the .

50

After the flush valve has been installed and the
water closet bowl set, you will have to adjust the valve
for proper operation. The flushing action on both the
piston and diaphragni type flush valves should be set at
a maximum of 10 seconds. This gives the most

Figure 2.37. Closet tank water supply line.,
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Figure 2.38. Mounting a close-coupled tank on a clout bowl.

desirable flushing time for water closets. To make this
setting, adjust the screw in the top of the flushometer
for the length of flushing time, and adjust the valve on
the water supply for volume. After the water closet and
tank or flushometer has been installed, test the system
for leaks and smoothness.of operation.

Maintenance of water closets. The maintenance of
water closets is usually confined- to removing '
.stoppages in the trap of the closet bowl- and the.
replaceinent of wom.and corroded.parts in the flush

,*.tanks .and valves. Every 'attempt should be made to
remove stoppages frortviater closetbowls with.a.force_
sip or closet auger first If these methods fail, the
closet bowl should be removed arid turned upside
down to remove the object from the traps.

Occasionally a flush tank ball (float may have to be
replaced because it becomes water-loggedas a result of
a hole caused by corrosion. Corrosion may also attack
the trip control wireshi$the tank. When 'they break,
they-must be replaced. The flush tank ball becomes
worn by Constant reseating of the Douglas valve and
shoulbe,,,replaced once each yea's or as required.'
Sometimes -the -tank ball= cock (float valve) leaks. In
this case, die, ball cock washers must be replaced. Be
sure t0' readjust the tank mechanism when you replace
any of the parts: The units in flush valves also wear,
and must be removed and replaced. When you repair
flush valves, follow the manufacturer's directions.

E.:remises (421):

1. Name the two types of water closets.

2/6
3. List the four flushing actions of water closet

bowls. -

a.
b.
c.
d.

4. What is the primary key for the operation of a
water closet tank?

'5. What is used to attach the water closet to the
drain?

2. What type of fitting is used to attach a wan-
mounted water closet to the wall?

4
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'6. What is 'used to4connect the water supply to the
closet tank?

,

Figure 2.39. Wall-hung urinal.
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7: At what maximum time should a flush valve be urinal. Iron or ,.steel bolts are not used, because tcy
corrode rapidl when exposed to the acids that are
present around urinals. The wall-hung urinal often 11.13
an integral trap. The flushing action may consist-of a
washdown or a siphon jet action. The wall-hung urina:

8. What should be used to rentelattipages from offers the possibility of severe fouling of the
underneath it from careless users, because of its hei,31:t
from the floor. Therefore, when you set the
urinal, the rough-in of the waste pipe must be at the
correct height so that the urinal will be easily
accessible to the user. The lip of the urinal should he
from 20 to 25 inches from the floor. If the rough-In
already installed in the building will place the height,
of the urinal above or below these generai
measurements, the rough-in should be brought in at
the proper height. When a urinal is to be hung on th.,
wall by screws or bolts, a mounting board must be
installed to provide firm support.

The installation of a pedestal type urinal, as shown
in figure 2-40, is similar to installing a floor-mounted
water closet. The rough-in is made with a 4-inch closet
bend and floor flange. The urinal is sealed to the floor
flange by using a wax ring on the underside of the
outlet. The fixture is then fastened to the floor flange
with brass bolts and brass chrome-plated nuts.

The big advantage of this type of urinal is that there
is less trouble with stoppages because of its large
discharge opening and drain:

The cost of installation is niore, but it is usually
cheaper in the long run because it requires less
maintenance.

Urinal flush mechanisms. Flushometer valves are
used to flush urinals. These valves arc devices which
dischhrge a predetermined quantity of water directly,
from the supply line to the urinal fixtures for flushing
purposes. The valves are self-closing and actuated by
directiiater pressue It takes water directly from the
water supply/pipes to flush the fixture. These valves use
less water titian hand-adjusted continuous-flow units
and can be operated at intervals of only a few seconds.
There are several types of flush valves, including the
piston and diaphragm types, which were discussed in
the material on maintenance of valves under objective
411.

Maintenance of urinals Urinals become fouled very
rapidly. This may be minimized by cleaning the urinal
every day with some type of strong soap or
disinfectant. Cigarette butts,,,cigar butts; and chewing

K1? i '41

water closet traps?

422. Identify the true statements concerning the use
and installation of urinals.

Urinals. The latrine wall and floor areas where
urinals are, installed should be constructed of
nonabsorbent materials to withstand damage from
acidic deposits and overflow of the urinals. Urinals are
constructed of vitreous china or with a glazed
porcelain finish. Enameled iron will not stand up
under the usage to which these fixtures are subjected,
and the strong detergents used for cleaning. and
sanitation will eventually wear away the enameled
finish.

Types of urinali There are several types of Urinals in
use. The urinals most extensively used on military
installations are the wall-hung and pedestal types. A
wall-hung urinal is illustrated in figure 2-39

Installation of urinals. The wail-hung urinal is
suspended from the wall with four liolts or screws and

.* hting approximately 2 feet from the floor. Bolts or
screws made of brats are always used to install a

CX A-064

Figure 2.40. Pedestal urinal.

1-
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gum are dropped into urinals. Although the stainer
catches much of this material, an 'occasional article
slips past the strainer into the trap. These objects may
Clog the trap or waste pips and came the urinal to
overflow. If this occurs, remove the obstructing
material- by draining the trap or using a foiCe- cup or
auger. In'extreme cases, you may-have-to-remove the
urinal and use a snake to clean the waste pipe,

If the valves do not operate properly, they may be

0

1
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-4.11.rty or out of adjustment. Replace the diaphragms
and gaskets when necessary and adjust the valves for
proper and economical operation.

If any maintenance or repair work is required on a
specific model of a flush valVe; iris wise to consult the
manufacturer's specifications and recommendations
on repair procedures and the types of terials and

lasicets that should be used during operation.

Exercises (422)
Identify the true statements by placing a T in the

appropriate spaces.
I. The most extensively used urinals in Air

Force installations are the wall-hung and
.Pbc.kaiat

2. The lip of the urinal should be from 20 to 25
inches from the floor.

3. The rough-in for a pedestal urinal should
havea 2-inch closet bend and floor flange.

4. The piston and diaphragm flushometers are
used to flush urinals.

5. Urinals need very little maintenance.

2.3. Testis; %%ter Supply Systems
Now that you know how to rough-in the water

- supply system and iow to install the fixtures in the
system, let's learn, how to test the system for-leaks.

Oa

After the water supply system has been installed and
the piping checked for proper hanger alinement or
evidence of shifting, the system must be tested to insure'
that there are no leaks present. This is especially
important when piping is tlb be concealed in walls or
ceilings. If a leaky joint is sealed in the building
framing, the water could very likely run for a
considerable length of time and cause extensive
damage before it is discovered..

Water systems are tested at least twice before the
system is put. into operation. They are tested
immediately after the rough-in piping is installed and
again after the fiitures are installed. Both tests are
important, but- the rough-in is the most important,
because it will disclose a water leak that would -
otherwise show up only after doing its damage inside a

.

I.
.
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4113. Provided a list of statements aisociated with
testing water systems, select the correct statements.'

Testing the Water System. ,The piping in a water
system, both cold and hot water, must be watertight.as
well as airtight. The rough-in of a cold and hot .water
supply system. is illustrated in figure .2-4r. This
illustration shOws the fittings awhich leaks May
occur. It is best to check the system when the pipes are ft

4
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Figgie 2.42. Union and nipple.

exposed, as shown in the figure. When copper tubing is
used in the water system, the testing procedure is the
same as for, steel pipe. A leak in a system that uses
coppOr tubing is most likely to befound at a soldered
joint. Fittings that are threaded are ,fine grained and
soft, contain a natural lubricant in the_metal, and are
self-sealing when properly tightened. This is why leaks
are less likely at threaded joints than at soldered joints.

Thezc are several methods that can be used to m e
these tests. The most common.metho er
test and, air test.

Water test: When the water test is used, theorisers
and openings must be capped-or plugged to hold the
water in the mains and risers. The hot and cold water
piping is usually tied-together at a fixture so that both
the cold and hot water systems may be tested.
Generally, new piping is tested by the line prisItire
that is used in the main water lines of the installation.
However, extensive pressure of 2515r 50 ponds may
be added to the system by the use of a force pump. If a
pressure pump is used, a pressure gage should be used
to maintain the proper pressure. Do not apply
excessive pressure if old piping has been connected to
new piping, because it may open weak places in the old
piping.

After the water pressure is applied to the system, the
caps and plugs on did ends of the mains. and risers
should be loosened one at a time momentarily to allow
the trapped air in the lines to escape. If this is.,,not
done, the es compressed and holds thewater
back, k chingthe extreme ends of the
lines, there a true test. In case leaks

- develop atter turn e water supply off at the
nearest shutoff valve and make the needed repairs.

Air test. There are two types of air tests, the high -
`pressure and the ldw-pressure. The type of air test used
depends upon the type of system.

a. High-pressuretest. When you make an air test on
.high-pressure systeths, seal off the openiNgs and pump
air into the piping system. Shlikoff the air supply when
the gage reads three' times thiSvorking pressure'when
yoti are testing new construction. The pressure gage
must hold the same reading for at le 10 inutes to
be satisfactory. '

.Leaks prabablj, can be located by listening for the
sound of leaking air' (hissiiirsound). If you cannot
hear the sound, eachjoint must be tested individually.
This procedure i's.a*nplished by applyiqg soap and
water to the joint wial ibrush. Air escaping from the

joint will cause Babbles to form, which will indicate
\the location of the leak. If the temperature is 32° F. or
'less, water cannot be used for this teit. So, in freezing
temperatures, use linseed oil instead of soapy water.

b. Low- or normal-pressure test. When you test a
low- or normal - pressure system. add 25 to 50 pound.,
of air to the working pressure of the pressure air test.
You may use a pressure gage or a mercury column on
the low- or normal-pressure system when you make
this test. The pressure is indicated by the number of
inches the mercury has risen in the column. One inch
of mercury equals one-half pound per square inch.

Repairing leaks in water systems. After you check-the
system for leaks, make the necessary repairs. You ivill
find most leaks at the joinfi. In some cases leaks are
caused by leaking valves, whereas in other cases they
are caused by pinholes in the piping. Pinholes may
develop during the manufacture of the pipe or because
of the effects of corrosion.

a. Repairifig a>lealcias joint. If a leak develops in a
joint, tighten the pipe in the fitting at this point. This
cannot be dorft easily, unless the section of pipe was
assembled with, a union like-the one shown in figure

(f 2-42. If there is a union in the pipe, loosen' it and
screw the pipe into the fitting a few turns, then
retighten the union. This should stop the leak. If the

:.i

A* pipe is not fitted Witfr'a union. you will have to cut the
pipe in order to tighten the joint. But this is not all.
You will have to install a union where you cut the
pipe. To do this, cut the pipe with ahand-operated

attpipe cutter or hacksaw within 5 inches of the fitting, if
possible, so that a short nipple can be used. Now,
insert a new section of pipe, if the system is old, or
rethread the section if the system is new. Put the
section and nipple together with a union after the
leaking joint is tightened.
-76b. Repairing pipes. If a small pinhole or crack is

fopnd in a pipe or fitting, the section must be replaced.
-A If there. is- no union on the pipe, the pipe must be cut
1 with a pipe cutter or hacksaw within 6' inches of the

fitting or valve so that short nipple can be used.
Insert a section .of pipe, union, and short nipple to
make up the length of pipe taken out.

Figure 2-43. Using two wrenches to disassemble piping
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When you find a leak in a rating, cut and remove
the pipe and replace the damaged fitting. Thread the
section of pipe, install the pipe and nipple in the
fittings, and connect the pipe after you install the
union.

c. Repairing leaking - valves. Valve failures are
generally caused by abrUke_wear, abused spindles,

. accumulation of deposits, careless operation, damaged
seating elements, destructive dust and dirt, corrosion,
and insufficient lubrication.

Leaks may occur at the pipe and valve connection,
the valve seat, around the stuffing box, and at the
body-bonnet joint. slrepairs should be made at the first
sign of a leak. Usually tightening a leaking joint will
correct the situation. Other repairs or remedies are the
replacement of gaskets or renewable parts, repacking
stuffing boxes, or regrinding valve seats.

If the valve must btreplaced, you will have to cut
the pipe within 6 inches of the valve so That the short
section can' be replaced with a standard nipple. The
valve is then replaced with a.new one. Thread the cut
end of the pipe, replace the pipe joint and nipple, and
connect the pipe together with a union.

d Repairing copper tubing. When leaks occur at "a
soldered type joint in copper tubing, drain the tubing
and resolder the joints. If compression type joints are
used in the system, just tighten them with a wrench.
When a section of copper tubing has to be replaced,
use copper sweat or forged brass couplings, rather than
a brass union, to connect two pieces of tubing the same
size"together.

Exercises (423): .

Select the co statements by placing a C in the
spaces provided.

1. New piping generally tested by the line
pressure used n the main water lines.

2. When, performing the,watet test, you shoilild
loOsen caps andAplugs one at a time to allow
trapped air to escape.

3. There are three types of air test used on.
waterer. systems.

4. The high - pressure air test is performed at
three times the working pressure, of the
system.

5 When you perform the high-pressure test,
the gage must hold 5 minutes.

6. When performing the low-pressure air test,
, you should add.50 to 75 pounds of pressure

to the system.
7. %eh repairing leaks in screwed joints, you

. should cut the pipe within 6 inches the
fitting and install a union and nipple.

2-4. Recovery of Plumbing Equipment

YOU have completed he section on testing water
snooty systems. Now let's complete this roughing:in of
water supplies and insNlations of fixtures buiiness by
learningabout the rec.olery of pluthbing equipment.

c,20?0
AtIome time or other. you will be responsible for

disassembling water service lines as well as waste lines
to save reusable plumbing material and equipment.
You must be able to disassemble pipe connections
without damaging the pipes, fitting, and fixture. You
must also be able to determine if pipes, fittings, and
fixtures can be reused in another installation.

424. PAM a list of procedures related to draining
plumbing systems, select those which are correct,

Draining the-System. Before a water or gas system
is disassembled, it must be shut off from the water or
gas supply tcr,=reduce the pressure. To drain a water
supply system, close the service valve where the service
pipe enters the building. This service valve is usually
equipped with a drain hole through which the water
drains from the building pipes after it is closed against.
the supply pressure. The water in the pipes may be
allowed to drain through the drain hole in the valve if
quick draining is not required. If quick draining -is
required, then the service valve should be closed and
the highest faucet in the system should be opened to
admit air in the system, and the lowest faucet should be
opened to allow the water to escape from the system.
After the water stops draining from the Slower faucet,
the remainder of the water in the system will drain
through the drain hole in the service valve.

In some cases, if the highest faucet is not opened, or
unless the system is equipped with .an automatic

. vacuum breaker, the closing of the service valve and
opening of the lowest faucet is apt to draw water into
the supply system. Water may be drawn from the water
closets; whose valves are operated by water pressure,.
and from fixtures with faucet openings below the
upper edge of the bowl.

The closet tanks and water heaters must be drained
individually in order to completely drain a water
supply syttem. Closet tanks may be drained by flushing
the-closet with the water in the tank. The remaining
waterin the tank below the outlet should be removed .

..., with a sponge or cloth. The closet traps may be
emptied by forcing tjae water out of them with a force
pump or a plungerp. The remaining water may be
removed with a sponge attached to a wire.

The fires mist be out before hot water heaters and
similar tanks are drained. These tanks usually have a
drain valve or plug at the bottom, and an air valve at
the top thiough which air entert-the :tank while the

v water flows out of it. If the tank is not equipped with
an air valve, loosen part of the piping at the top of the
tank to admit the air. Connect a garden hose to the hot
wa er tank drain valve to carry the water to the outside
of e building. ., . .

as lines are novdrained, but shutoff valve at
the meter must be closed. After you close the valve, it
is a good idea to disassemble the piping at this point
and cap the meter outlet line. This precaution is taken
just in case someone turns on the gas while part of the
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pipes are disassembled. A situation of this kind could
cause an explosion.

';b
_

Exercises (424):
Indicate which *of the following procedufes are

correct by placing a checkmark (V) in the appropriate
spaces. .

1 To drain a building water supply system, the
service valve. should be closed where the
pipe enters the -

2. To. aid in draining the system, you should
open _the hightst faucet, after the stop and
waste is shut off.":"

3 Drain the water heater back through the coldr
water supplypipe. v

4 After the closet tank has been flushed, the
remaining water should be removed with a
sponge or clOth.

.425. Given. questfons concerned with disassembling
plumbing systems, write your answers in the spaces
provided. > J

o-
'Disassembly of the System. The most logical
thetltid 6f pipe, disassembly is to start at the highest
point in the system by removing a fixture and
beginning at a riser. This is just the reverse of the way
the piping was installed. Another method of pipe
disassembly is to start at a pipe union and remove the
'pipe both wayi from that In cases when it is not
desirable to start at a fixture and work batk, or when a
pipe union cannot bifound to start disassembly from,
you may have to cut the pipe at the desired location
and begin disassembly either way from this point.

Be careful when you are removing fixtures so that
you will not break or chip them. You must also be
*careful when you are removing water supply and waste
pipes from .fiXtures, because \ the connections are
t probably corroped..Use a strap\or adjustable wrench
to remove any kind of chromium,' brass or copper
pipes and fittings. Aftef .the pipes have been
disconnected from a fiXture,semove it from the wall.
In some cases, the fixture may be removed by
unscrewing the lag screws, whereas in others*it may be
lifted ffom its bracket. The bracket should be removed
at this time and tied to the fixture. This precaution is
taken to assure that you have the proper ;bracket when
the filtture is installed again. When the fixture has been
disconnected, carry it away a sufficient distance So that
it not get marred or broken during the disaaembly
pr. tire.

When you remove galvanized or black iron pipe,
Use two wrenches to unscrew each connection, as
shown in figure 2-43. Be sure to use an adjustable
wrench on hexagonal pipe fittings. Sometimes the
connections may be rusted and corroded to the extent
that they will not unscrew, In this,case. you may have

A

to strike the surface of the fitting with a hammer to
loosen it at the threads. Do not grike cast-iron fittings
too hard, because you may crack them. Cracked
fittings are useless. When you unscrew threaded pipe
and fittings, be sure you do not damage the pipe. The

'pipe wrench will daiiage the-pipe and fittings if it is
allowed to slip. This procedure is likely to mar the
pipe, which causes the :surface ,to become grooved.
Marring the pipe in dvsaway will weaken it, cause
greater corrosion actionipt marred surfaces, and leave

. sharp projections which are apt to scratch and cut the
.hands of persons handling them. Careless disassembly
can bend the pipe or damage the threads. Even though
the pipes and fittings are made of tough materials, they

\ are-very easily bent and dented.
During the disassembly of copper pipe and fittings,

apply heat from some type of torch to melt the solder
inure joints. Every precaution must be taken to avoid
Starting a fire when heating the pipes and fittings that
are located near the flammable structural parts of the
building. Be sure that the lines Are drained befoie you
heat the pipe. In' the flist place, the pipe and fittings are
hard to heat with water in the lines; and furthermore,
when the joint is disassembled, the heated water may

. run out and scald you.

When you,disassemble cast-irgn soil pipe, you. will
,have to remove the lead and oakum from the joints.
The tools required to tin-Caulk a joint depend upon the
location, of the pipe. The operation may require the
use of either a lead pickout iron and a ball peen
hammer, or &torch and a metarpan to catch the melted

/lead from the joints.
Where the work is near a wall or some other similar

construction and there is danger of i'fire if a torch-is
used, you should use a lead pickout iron and a ball
peen hammer. Removing the lead from theiiiint with a
pickout iron is a very.slOwMethod that shduld be used
only when necessary.

In most cases, anoxyacetylene welding torch is used
to melt the lead from the caulked joints. -The torch
should be used as little as possible in1 order to
minimize the- chance of causing a fire. Y'61i" should
have a hand-pump water extinguisher within ..easy

- reach when you are melitipg lead joints, because the
water in the building will be shut off.

. Before melting the lead from the joints, plaCe
metal catch pan under the joint to catch' the lead.
Later, lade the lead into small containers to form
easy-to-handle cakes or ingots for reuse. During this
operation you must wear both gIOves and goggles. If
you are not familiar with the heating torch' you are
about to use, have your supervisor show you how to
light it and adjust the flame to melt lead. Start melting
the lead by applying the' flame at the top .poutt of the
lead ring, and let it wash down to the bottom and into
the pan. The hot lead assists-in melting the lead as it

%washes down over the unmelied lead below. Melt the
lead down firstign one side then the other. The greatest
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amount of heat is'at the tip of the inner cone of the
flame. Your attentioq,must be centered on the work
you are doing and not on something else when you are
using any type of torch. Use a sledge or similir heavy
.hammer to break pipe and fittings that cannot be

'6 removal by any other method. At times there is no,
advantage in saving a.piece of pipe or fitting, because
The.time required to rbtneke it or the cost of the labor
plus the time would not make itworth while.

'After the various pi have been removed, remove.
the hangers, brackets, an other pipe anchor irons. Be
sure.that there are eno personnel detailed'to carry
the equipment when you move tht -sections of piRelb
an outside area in order to prevent `ut-idue stain and
possible injury to 'any of the men. thegmen assigned to
carrythe sections of pipe out of the building must wear
gloves to 'pro.fect their hands against cuts and burns.

Exercises (425)r'
Use the spaces provided for writing your answers to

the following questions.

1. What is the most logical method of disassembling
a plumbing system which has no unions? ,

3

2. Suppose you havea pipe in a crawl space* which
needs to be removed, and it has no union: What
would you do to remove the pipe?

3. What should be used to remove lead froin a
caulked joint where there. is danger of fire if a
torch is used?

4. What safety equipment should you use when
inelting lead from jOinti?,

01.

5. Where is the greatest amount of heat in a torch
flame?

r

Since threaded pipe is the most commonly used
plumbing mateiial; let's discuss it -first. When you
inspect threaded pipe, examine it to determine if it is
straight. If it is bent, it may be impossible to.turn it
when it is installed again. For this reason it should not
be used. Salvage the sections of pipe that are straight.
These sections may or may not be rethreaded at this
time. If you determine that the pipe is reasonably
straight, examine it for dents, cracks, and damaged
threads.

If the pipe is not dented or cracked; and the inside
is free of scale andcorrosion, you may assume that the
pipe is good enough for reuse. Scaled and corroded
pipe should be,discarded. Since the process of cutting
threads on a pipe weakens it in that area, it is
important that the threaded area be given a thotough
inspection. Flattened, stripped, and damaged threads
should he restored by cutting off the damaged threads
and 'witting. new ones. Early failure of galvanized
pipe may 6e expected when the galvanized coating is
damaged or destroyed. This applies to the outside as
well as the inside surface of the pipe.

Threaded fittings should also be carefully
inspected. Those that have internal, threads should be,
examined to determine if they have been stretched by
being tightened excessively during previous use. It is
not advisable to reuse stretched fittings, because it is
alinost certain that they will cause leaks. Internal
thhads in fittings should be examined to determine if
they are in good shape. If the threads have been cross-
threaded, the fitting should be discarded. All -threads
should be checked for corrosion action, such as rust.
Rust eats away metal and may cause imperfect threads,
Rust-damaged fittings should. be discarded; however, a
light coating of rust on the threads does not ruin the
fitting.' Threads in this condition can usually be
cleaned up with threaders and taps.

Use an adjustable wrench on the hexagonal heads of
the valves when' you unscrew brass, bronze, and
copper type valves and fauceft from pipe. If you use a
common pipe wrench for this operation, you will
probably squeeze Or squash The body ends of the valve
to the point that you will not be able to thread pipe)
into the valve again.-Furthermore, squeezing the Valve
body will ruin the valve by distortibg the valve seat.

Reclaiming cast-iron pipe and fittings depends
upon their tondition, Usually, they are inspected
visually and- checked by sounding them out. Inspect,
them, and if you do not see any defects, tap them with
a hammer. Remember that when you tap a pipe jer
fitting with a hammer, a clear ring indicates it is not
cracked and is usable; a dull sound indicates it is
cracked and shouldliot be used. Usually cast-iron pipe
must have a hub,and a sufficient length to be usable.
The extent\owhich pipe with or without a hub can be
reused will depend upon the job. Often these short,
pieces van be used again.

After the fixtures have been disconnected from",the
supply and waste lines and the pipe and fittings
disassembled, take them to a central area to be sorted..

426. Identify the correct statements pertaining to
inspecting and cleaning pipes, fittings, and fixtures.

Inspecting and Cleaning Pipes, Fittings, and
Fixtures. After the materials have been thoroti hl
cleaned, they should be examined to determine if they
can be reused.
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Like items should be segregated and made ready for
-cleaning. Clean the fixtures, pipes, and fittings to.
remove rust, scale, corrosion, dirt, and other similar
for substances. Usually, rags and a steel brush are-
sufficient to do the cleaning, but in some cases you
must use an approved Air Force leaner.

Place usable pipe in pipe racks for future use, and
dispose of as scrap metal the pipe that is not usable.
Stow the usable fittings in the proper bins, and make
scrap metal of the unusable fittings.

Exercises (426):

Identify the correct statements by placing a
checkmark (.J) in the appropriate spaces.

6
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Scaled and corroded pipe sho uld be
discarded.

2. v Cross-threaded fit tings should be kept for
reuse.

3 If a 'fitting has a light coat of rust on the
threads, the fitting is ruined.
An adjustable-jawed wrench should be used
to unscrew valves. ,_ 5 A dill ring indicates cast-iron pipe is
cracked.

6 Ustally cast-iron pipe must have a hub and a
suffitienelength to be usable.. _ 7 Fixtures, pipe, and fittfngs must be cleaned
to remove rust, scale. corrosion, and dirt.
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Copper Tubing and Brass pipe

A FEW YEARS AGO galvanized iron was the only
type of piping used in plumbing water supply systems,
but today copper, tubing is rapidly. replacing
galvanized iron pipe in modern plumbing water supply
systems. Although the copper _pipe or tubing costs
more, its extra costis more than offset by its not having
to be rephibetras often. Imagine yourself Outing a
low-cost iron pipe under a concrete slab foundation.
A few laters, later when the pipe rusts through, how
much of the'replacemenecost do you think will be
coveredby the .original cost savings?

In your job in the Air. Force, you will be installing
copper- tubing. You will enjoy working with this
tubing, because it is light in weight and easily installed.
The jointi 'steamily made and are as permanent as the

itself. Another thing you about copper
tubing, is its lack of resistance to flow. This tubing
offeri less resistance to water' flow than galvanized
don pipe. Therefore, when you install copper tubing

. instead of galvanized iron pipe, you can use; smaller '

tubing and still deliver thesame amount of water to the
point of discharge.

As a plumber, you will also be working with brass
and copper pipe. This pipes recommendedfor a'wide
range of domestic, commerical, industrial, and special

-4 purpdse installations. You will also enjoy working
I with brass and copper pipe, because it is easily joined

. together by standard threads or by brazing, In working
with brass and copper pipe, you-will find them very
economical because of their long life, low friction loss
to water flow, and high tensile strength to withstand

. pressure or stress. rt
This chapter-covers cutting, bending, and flaring

-copper -tubing. ft also- covers cutting; reaming, and
threadirig copper and brass pipe.

e '4 r-

CHAPTER 3

427. Use the spaces provided to answer pertinent
questions concerning the fabricatidn of copper
tubing:

Fabrication of Copper Tubing. You will be
woricing with copper tubing frequently, because it has,
become very popular in the construction of plumbing
systems. Therefore, you must know how to cut, anneal,
and join it with special fittings.

Cutting copper tubing. Before you bend copper
tubing, it must be cut the correct length. This
operation is usually performed with a regular tube
cutter, but_ aftne.:toothed hacksaw (32 teeth to the
inch) blade may be used if the tubing is clamped in a
vise or a properly designed jig. After you cut the
tubing, restore the inside diameter of the tubing to its
brigjnal size by removing the burrs caused by the tube
cutter. The burrs are usually removed with a reamer
'that is attached to the tube cutter, but a rattail or a half-

J

. 3-1. Copper Tubing
In Chapter , itof this volume we covered the types of

copper -tubing and sweat' soldering. Now letli learn
smile other methods of fabricating copper tubing. In
thit paragratil cover cutting; bending, and

-*Raring-copper tubing.

a
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round file may be used when a regular reamer is not
available. Be sure'ure ihe end of the tubing to be flared is
cut off squire and that the insideind outside surfaces
of the tubing are smooth. Use steel wool or- emery
cloth to smooth the surfaces if they are rough.

Bending copper tubing. The copper tubing used for
water lines is soft enough to be formed into desired
bends where it is necessary to change the direction ofa
line. Copper tubing may be bent by hand, but the
slightest excess pressure at one °particular point will
flatten or kink the tubing and render it useless. The
portions of hard-tempered tubing to be bent must be
annealed (softened). This, can bedone .by heating the
pottion of the tubing to be bent to a dull recolor with
a blowtorch andihen cooling it with rags soaked in
water.

opper tubing that'is properly annealed bent
by and when sharp bends are not desired, Tubing will

ally collapseduring the bending process if a tubes
rider is not used, or if the tubing is not filled with

some kind pf easily removable material such as sand.
a. Bending tubing with sand. Probably one of the,

simplest methods used to bend soft copper tubing is to
fill it with sand. The sand in the tubing keeps the wall

4
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Figure 3-1, Bending Wing filled with sand.

from collapsing during the bending process. To bend
the tubing after it is filled with sand, place it on a
lanch and ,gip it as shown in figure 3-1. Bend the
tubing a little at a time and work your thumbs toward
the center of/the bend, as shown also in figure 3-1. Do
not try%to 'make the complete bend by applying
pressurOrom only one position. This procedure will
probably kink the tubing even though it is filled with
sand.

b. Benign tubing with a bionding block. Another
methociused in bending soft copper tubing is with .the
use of a bending block of the co size, as shown in
figure 3-2. The block is mounted on a table or some
other solid structure. During the nding operation
the end of the tubing is inserted in the loop, and by
using ,both hands the tubing.is gradually formed over

-the contour of the block. : .

A

c. Bending tubing with a spring. Still another
method that is used by the plumber to bend soft copper
tubing without buckling it is to use a flexible bending
spring. This operation is performed by placing the
correct size of. flexible bending spring over the tubing,
and gradually f min it with the thumbs, while the
cubing" is held anst at table or solid flat surface, 'as
sho in figure 3- . , 'vs

.".PIPE BENDING FORM

SPRING TUBE BENDER

Figure 3.3. Bending tubing using a spring

d. Bending tubing with tube benders. The tube
benders are considered the most practical way to bend
copper tubing. Benders for soft copper tubing are
manufactured in many different sizes and typet. The
proper method for using the tube bender is illustrated
in figure,3-4. When you, ace tubing in the bender.
raise the right handle of tote bender as far as it will go
so that it rests in a horizontal position, as shown in
figure 3-4tA. Raise the clip and piece the tubing in the
space between the hiMdle slide block a:Ate-boding
forM. Now, place the clip over the tubing and turn the

4 `c

Figure 3-2. Bending tubing ever a ...figure 3-4. 'Bending t bing with a tube beeer.
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Figure 3.5. Expansion loops.

handle slide bar about its pin and to the right, as
shown in figure 3-4,B. Note that the zero mark on the',
bending form will coincide with the mark on the slide
bar. Next,' continue' to turn the handle to the right
(clockwise), as shown in figure 3.4,C, until the tubing
is bent to the desired angle. You may make behds of
any angle up to 180° with the tube bender.

To remove the bent tubing from the bender, lift the
handle slide bar back to its horizontal position and
raise the clip. This frees the tubing so that it can be
removed from the bender.

Erpatsion loops. Expansion loops are installed in
copper tubing Water supply systems to allow for
'vibration, and expansion and contraction dtie to
temperature &loges. Two example's of oexpansion
loops that are m e with tube benders are shown in
figure 3-5.

Miring copper tubing. One easy and satisfactory
method of joining copper tubing is to flare the ends of
the tubing and press the flared, end against the tapered
surface on the fitting. Then screw the compression nut
up tight over the end of the fitting, as shown in figure
3.-6. An advantage of this type of,connection is that it

- is easily disassembled when it becomes necessary to
o

^'K

pure 3.6. Flared tubing, compression nut'. and fitting.
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Figure 3.7. Placing tubing in allating block.
b

.
make repairs. The only thing you have to do to
disassemble this connection IS to select the correct size
wrench,' unscrew the compression nut that makes upi
the compression type connection, and separate the
fittings. ,

When yo u make a flare on copper tubing, you must
take every precaution to produce an airtight and
watertight joint. First, measure and cut the tubing to
the proper length with a tube cutter or hacksaw. Then
remove the burr within'the pipe and'clean the surface
to be flared with emery cloth or steel wool. Copper
tubing can be flared with a flare block or with a plug
type flare tool.

a: flaring' copper tubing with a flaring block.
Before a flare.is made on tubing, slip the compression
nut on the tubing and insert the end of the'tubing into
the correct size hole in the, flaring block. Then extend ,
the end of the tubing above the face of the block the
wall thickness of the tubing; a,s shoWn in figure 3-7.
This procedure allows enough tubing to spfead over
the taper of the fitting. Next, attac,b the clan to the
flare block and center the flaring fate over The end of
the tubing, as shown in figure 3-8. Force flaring
face against the flaring block by rotating the handle on
the clamp clockwise. :This causes the end of the tubing
to expand just enough fit into the compression nut
and over t4eend of the fitting."--

Figure 3.8. Positioning the clamp and making the flare.

91



Figure 3.9 Putting the flare plug into the tuning.'

-10

Flaring copper tubing with a flaring plug.
Flaring _tubing with a plug type flaring tool farms the
same type flare as that, forpied by the flaring block. As
in the Previous flaring method, the tubing must be cut
the proper length agcl the burrs removed. Slip the
compression nut over the end df the tubing and insert
the plug tyie flaring tool into the end of the tubing,
shown in figure 3-9. Now, hold the tubing in your lefE
hand and strike the end of the plug with a ball peei'
hammer, as shown in figure 3-10, until the ,desired

41are is formed. It, is Important whin you are making
the flare oruthe tubing check and be sure that you do
not expand the flare laiger than the insiOe of the
codipression nut. The flare should slip freely into the
compression nut when it is properly formed.

r. Assembli,of, a Joint. After the tubing hits been
properly flared. assembly of the joint is,simple. To
make the joint, requires a fitting that is threaded and
formed 6n both ends to receive the flare of the tubing.
Some fittin'gs are designed with only one end to receive
the Hare. whereas others have a regular tapered- 'pipe-`+
thread to fitAhe threads in a casting or pipe. When the
proper fitting is obtained, .place the flare against the

.Figure 3,10. Hitting the flareplug with r hallpeen hammer

(:)..1-7

Figure I .3.1 Assembly of a flared join;

fitting, as shown in figure 3 -11. Next, slip, he
compression nut against the flare and screw it on the
fitting. This operation squeezes the flare of the pipe
between the fitting and compression nut, as shown in
figure 3-12, making a watertight and airtight joint
When these joints are properly tightened with two
wrenches they will withstand a pressure of 3000
pounds per square inch.

Wrenches that are used to tighten these joints
should fit snugly to avoid damaging the connection.
No tool should be used that will mar or scar either the
tubing or fittings. Calrmust be exercised` during the
tightening process to prevent stripping of the threads.
It is always advisable to use two wrenches when
tightening or loosening these fittings to prevent

''twisting the tubing. It isoot necessary to use excessive
pressure when tightening these connections, because
copper and brass fittings are soft and the metals
contain a certain amount of lubricant of their own
which seals them together with a minimum amount of
pressure.

Types of ,flared fittings. There are many types of
flared fittings that the plumber can use when he is

_,,Installing a water supply_system using copper tubing.
Some of the flared fittings that are available are
illustrated in figure 3-13.

COMPRESSION NUT

.r."*"."'

FITTING FLARED CAPPER TUBE

. Figure 3-12,
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Cross section of a flared fitting.
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Figure 3-13. Types of flared fittings.

Swaging. Swaging is the piocess by which the end of
the one piece of tubing is stretched or expanded in
order that the end of another piece of tubing of the
same size will fit into it. (See,figure 3-14.) The joint
will then be sealed by soldering. By swaging the use of
a fining is eliminated.

The most important factor in joining tubing is to
have proper clearances between the parts. Ait easy slip
fit with the tubing should approximate the range of
.0015 to .005 inch. To insure proper centering of the
male part, insert it so as to evenly contact the shouger
of the swaged member. This insures a uniform

,;
4,,t1 i,'AtsSak A t 4.1'f,,jAArS, lAA,A» `,4

Figure 3.14. -Swaging.
a
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Figure 3-15. Swaging kit.

distribution of the solder with no voids and prevents
the solder from dripping into the inside of the-tubing,
where it could cause a restriction in the tubing or even
equipment damage. . ..

Swaging can be usedin close places, where there is
not room for fittings. A good swage connection will

, reduce the possibilities of leaks. .
The swaging kit consists of a swaging punch and a

swaging block illustrated in figure 3-15. The
'-"-----.1t-

-

T A-0 i a A

swaging punch has a small portion (called a pilot)
which fits easily into the inside of the tubing and a
tapered lead which connects this pilot with an enlarged
portion that is slightly larger than the outside diameter
of the tube.

Swaging should be accomplished as follows:
Use back side of block (side opposite bevel).
Clamp tube into proper size hole in block. ,
Extend tube above block a distance equal to the

distance from the bottom of the swaging punch to the
top of the bevel, as illustrated in.figure 3-16.

Hold block firmly in hand.
Using a hammer, drive the swaging punch into the

tube (swaging punch should be turned slightly after
each stroke).

The completed swage will have an inside diameter
slightly larger than the original outside diameter of 111;:
tube and should always have a depth at least equal to
the original outside diameter.

A swage should not be made within 1 inch of the
point where a flare or a bend is located. The swaged
portion of the tubing will have a double thickness,
making it very difficult to bend. In flaring, it may be
impossible to slip the flare nut back far enough on the
tube to properly clamp the tube into the flaring block.

If swaging is properly accomplished, it will make a
connection stronger than the tubing itself.

Figure 3.16. Swaging block
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Exercises (427):

'1. When a hacksaw is used to cut copper tubing, how
many teeth per inch should the hacksaw blade
have?

2. What should be done to hard-tempered copper
tubing before it is bent?

SOS

3. What is the purpose of expansion loops in copper
tubing water supply systems?

4. What is the advantage of having a system with
flared connections?

5, How far should the tubing be extended through
the face of the flaring block to make a flare?

6. When flared connections are, properly made, how(
much pressure will they stand?

7. How is a swaged joint sealed?

3.2. Copper and Brass Pipe
You have just completed the section on fabrication

of ,copper tubing. Next, let's wind up this fabrication
business by learning how to fabricate copper and brass

FiPe

42$. Given list of statements pertaining to
fabrication f copper and brass pipe, select the
correct StateINIS.

Fabrication of Copper- and Brass Pipe. Copper
and brass pipes[are used in pltunbing systems where
there is danger of excessive corrosion df steel or
wrought -iron ,pipe. Brass and copper pipes are
available-im various sizes and may be'cut, bent, and
threaded the same as steel pipe except for a slight
variation in the method.

65

Cutting and reaming copper and brass. pipes. Brass
and copper pipes may be cut with a conventional
wheel cutter, hacksaw, or a knife, and copper pipes are
of softer and more ductile metal than iron or steel. A
fairly heavy burr tends to form when they are cut with
iron or steel pipe tools. As a means of overcoming this
tendency, the conventional three-wheel pipe cutter can
be equipped with thin blades that will reduce the size
of the burr and also speed up cutting. A very
satisfactory tool.used to cut brass or copper pipe has
one thin blade and two wide rollers. This tool keeps
the burr within, reasonable limits.

A hacksaw may also be used without damaging the
pipe or forming a pronounced burr, but you must be
sure that the cut is' made square.across the end of the
pipe. A blade with 24 teeth to the inch is
recommended. This method of cutting pipe is slow and
involves a considerable amount of labor, therefore, it
is not common practice.

Knife cutters are recommended fort;cutting pipe
over 2 inches in diameter. They are fast4ecurate, and
produce no burrs. The self-alining guides on the knife
cutter assure a square cut, which' is necessary for
proper threading.

The burr left by the ordinary pipe-cutting tool
usually restricts the water -carry` ing capacity of the pipe
to a great extent. For this reason, brass or copper pipe
should ,always be thoroughly reamed before it is
threaded. If the pipe is not reamed, a restriction will
form'where impurities in the water may build up and
eventually entirely block the flow of water through the
Pipe. Tests made on a 1-inch-diameter pipe which wast
not reamed indicated a reduction in the inside
diameter of nearly 20 percent. Burrs left in smaller
sized pipe would show an even greater retardinLeffect
on the flow of water.

Small pipe may be reamed with a brace-and-bit type
of tool. For larger sizes, a ratchet reamer can be used
to better advantage. A slight bevel, left after removing
the burr, materially aids the flow of water through the
pipe and helps to reduce frictional resistance.

Threading copper and brass pipes. The dies
fused

for
threading brass and copper pipe should be clean and
sharp. DUll tools, broken die teeth,'or grit and chips
jammed in the die holder will cause the die to tear the
threads.so that they will_nbt be tight when assembled.
Furthermore, the use of excessive force when
assembling joints will not prevent leakage. Threads
must be the correct length and depthliorder to insure
strong, permanently watertight joints. If 'the dies are
properly adjusted, the threading operation should stop
when the end of the pipe is flush with, or projects one-
half thread beyond, the facd of the die. Pipes thread

'this mariner should enter the fittings easily endait
to run. up- three full threads by hand. a friction:1
type wrench should be used to screw the threads up the,
remainder of the way.

When cutting threads by hand, lubricating:the die



during the cutting process is very important. Coolants
such as lard, oil, or a soapy water solution will reduce
the effort required and will improve the quality of the
threads. When large sizes of pipe are threaded by
machine, some means of cooling should always be
provided. Dies, operating at.a tiigh temperature dut°
friction, have a tendency to dull and plug _up with
metal chips. In selecting an oil, it is well to remimber
that its function is to cool as well as to lubricate.

Exercises (428):
Select the correct statements by placing a

checkmark (V) in the spaces provided.
1. Copper and brass pipes are of softer and

more ductile metal than iron or steel.

$
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2 A satisfactory tool used to cut brass pipe has
two thin cutting wheels and one roller.

3 Knife cutters are recommended for cuttinr
pipes over 2 inches in diameter.

4. A slight bevel, left after removing the burr,
materially aids the flow of water through the
Pipe.

5 Torn threads will always make watertight
joints.

._ 6 A friction type wrench should be ustd to
tighten threaded brass or copper pipe.

7 When selecting a cutting oil, it is welt to
remember that its function is to cool as well
as to lubricate.
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CHAPTER 4

Insulation and Winforisidion of Plumbing

BENEFITS DERIVED from the use ofinsulation go
back thousands -of ,years to when primitive man in
.ticiPievid areas sirippedbark From cork trees to use for
the: roof "of 'his -.elude but. We can surmise that
primitive people observed that cork trees withstrfod
the severe tropical heat and concluded that the bark
would giake excellent protection from the rays of the

.sun.
, Sometimes the Air-Force has buildings on military

bases that are placed on' standby status (unoccupied).
As an Air Force plumber, it will be your job- to
winterize the plumbing systems in these buildings
where below freezing,temperatures occur. Therefore,
you must 'know .hOW- to winterize these systems
correctly to 'prevent- damage to therplumbing systems
and to insure-lhat the-buildings are readily available
folr'.48e Wh.efi'OeY:are-needectiOrl-,

in--ust- -will,--fiesze when the
temperature fillsto 32° or 'less if their are not pro y
proteeted:4Thit Condition' poses another problem f r
the Plamder.' In.the event the plumbing in a biiiI g
freeeis, you Wilt have to thawit out:bY one of several
methads. Youpitisi know -each method thoroughly to
prevent,' damage to;the Pipes during..the thawing
T-IteM.

.40*,
This chapter provides information on"

of insulation, instilatiori materials, in.stallatiOn- of
instilatkit4 maintenance of insulation, Winterization of
phimbipiroySians, ,,,thawing. frozen pipes, electrical
thawing, equipnient;'-and safety proceduret'lhat you
should obsetii when '.using high-amperage thawing

44. nation, of Pipes
.Now that you, know how to fabricate plumbing

systenis; let's find out why and how they are insulated.
Most' people . know the function of `insulation as

applied,oieleeirical wiring: The layman knows' that
-insulation on electrical:* is used to,keep the, current
within, theiiire'aiitItn;prevent it from contacting other
°bleats. )1:Ielhia.:.'knows. that refrigerators must be
insulized'.0.<*ain satisfactory operating efficiency..
,SO5we Can.Saji insulation acts:at a barrier which
bin ',,Orprevints the passage of heat, moisture, or
to ?

238
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429. Identify, the correct statements pertaining to
the purpose of insulation.

Purpose of Icon. The purpose of insulation is
primardrto p t heat passage from steam or hot
water,pipelines the surrounding air, or from' the
surrounding air cold water pipes. Thus, hot water
lines are insulated with the idea of preventing the loss
of heat from the hot water, whereas drinking water
lines are insulated .to- prevent the addition of heat to
the drinking water. Insulation' will prkrent the
accumulation of moisture by condensation on the
outsi eof cold pipes. An exyliple of condensation is
the onnation of droplets of moisture on the outside of

ofice water on a warm day. The some thing will
'to the outside of a pipe containing cold water

when theouttideaf the pipe is exposed to warm air.
Insulation will also prevent water from freezing in) a
pipe, especially Oen the pipe runs outside a building
or in a building without heat. -

Insulation, is also used on heating and air-
conditioning ducts. There are two kinds of duct
insulation, inside and outside. The outside insulation
is used for the protection of- heat, loss, whereas the
inside insulation is Used for protection against noise
and vibration from heating or 'air- conditioning
equipment. . - .

Insulation is-also used for the purpose of subduing
the noise made by the flow of water inside pipes, iiich.
as the flow of water from water closet discharges. This
type of insulation is especially desirable where
bathrooms are located directly above living rooms,
and in high bUildingt where the water must fall great
distances; especially white the water falls in the soil
stacks and headers. Another great demand today for
insulation is to protect refrigerated and chilled water
lines, used to cool electrical and motor-driven
'eqUiPinatit.

Exercises (429):
Identify the correct statements by placing a C in the

appropriate spaces.
I Hot water lines are insulated with the ideavfv-

preventing heat logs.
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Figure 4-1. Air cell insulation.

2. Drinking water lines are insulated to prevent
the addition of heat to the drinking water.

3. Insulation will not prevent the accumulation

0
of moisture by condensation on the outside
of cold water pipes.

4 The primary purpose of insulation is to
prevent heat passage from hot .pipes, to
surrounding air or from surrounding air to
cold water pipes.

5. Inside insulation is used to protect against
heat

Match the opriate types of insulation to
the job.

liaslatios Materials. Insulation is manufactured
in two general types: (1) rigid preformed sections and
(2) the blanket type., .

Rigid Preformed Rigid preformed sections are used
on pipe runs and for the protection of other objects
which they are designed to fit. Some oftlhe rigid type
of insulation that are on the market today are air cell,
sponge felt paper, cork, woodfeit, flex rubber,
Fiberglas, 85 percent magnesia, antisweat, and
frostproof.

Figure 4:2., Sponge felt paper insulation.
sa'"*
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Figure 4-.3. Molded cork pipe covering.

a. Air cell. Air cell pipe covering is made of fine
quality asbestos paper. The covering is generally used
to cover low - pressures Beam and vapor lines: Air cell
insulation is formed by layers of plain asbestos felt that
is altiaated with corrugated 'asbestos felt, with each
lamination or ply approximately 1/4 inch thick, Air.:
cell insulation is furnished in 3-foot lengths, unless
otherwise specified, mkt is covered AO a canvas
jacket, as shown in figurs 4-1,.

b. Sponge felt paper. §ponge felt paper is
composed of. asbestos paper with a maximum amount
of sponge evenly distributed Within it, as shown in
figure 4-2. It has approximately 37 to 43 laminations
to the inch and is uniformly round, rigid, and closely.
constructed. Sponge felt paper is manufactured to fit
most pipe sizes. It comes in 3-foot leogtb,s and from 1

to 3 inches in thickness. Sponge felt paper can behz
purchased in blocks of straight and preformed shapes
to be used on valves and fittings.

a Cork pipe covering. .Cork pipe covering is a
granulated material that is processed from the bark-df
cork trees. When it comes to aditantages, no other
product can match all the benOts of molded cork.
covering. A piece of cork pipe.coVering is illtistrated
in figare 4-3. This pure,, clean, granulated cork is'-
compressed and molded to the exact size and shape,.
and finished with a, coating of plastic 4$phalt. Cork .
pipe coveting is akideal covering for brine, ammonia,
ice water, and all. kinds of col water lines. It has
excellent insulating qualifies over a wide low-
teniperaturt range. Cork pipe covering will not rot or
support combustion, and is clean, sanitary, and odor -
free.free. It is available in a wide variety of sizes anststapes
that can be used on various sizes of pipes andlittings.

d. Woolfelt. Woolfelt if made ciliated fibers of
wool, wool and fur, or hair worked into a compact.
material by pressure rolling. It is,uced on cold ,water
service and hot water return lines. Woolfelt pieforitied
prpe covering is manufactured in thij!knesies of 1 /2 to
1 inch, with a canvas jacket, akdiSovm in figure.4-4. It
is manufactured in 3-foot lengths to.;accommOdate
straightruns of pipe. s -

o
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Figure 4.4. Woolfelt pipe covering.

e. Flex rubber. Flex rubber insulation, shown in
figure 4-5, -is a tough flexible rubber material

'--- constructed of millions ofuniform closed cells. It has
good insulating qualities, good cementing qualities,
excellent weather aging qualities, midis ideallor the
prevention of sweating of 'cold water lines. In
addition, it is water and flame resistant Flex rubber

"insulation is recommended for covering tubing used in
refrigeration and cold water lines in homes as well as
in industrial plants and commercial buildings. This
rubber insulating material comes in fandom lengthi
with a wall thickness size of 3/8 to 3/4 ineb. It is made
to-ftt pipe sizes *to 4 inches.

f Fiberglas.' Fiberglas pipe insulation, shown in
figure 4-6, is composed of very fine glasi fibers brad
and formed tOgetherbitan inactive resin type mixture.
It is formed' into a -flexible hollow cylinder, and slit
along its tength,to -permit. appliCation to pipes or

4 ttabing. Fiberglas insulation is also shaped to fit small
boilers and pot water heaters. I is furnished in 3-foot
lengths withor without jackets. insulation comes

*-1 in thickneases,, from to 2 inches and will
`accommodatelirpes-fro 1/2 to 30 inchesFiberglas
insufatron haslong life: will not shrink, swell, rot, or

, hurn. It is emilY appli light in weight, space saving,
and has excellent inulting qualities.

g Magnesia insulation,, shown in figure 4.7, is
composed of approximately 85 percent pure carbonate
of magnesia and long threadlike asbestos' fibers. This.

it

f

?;
Figure.4-. Flex ruble? insulation.
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Figure 4.6. Fiberglas insulation.

insulation is manufactured by a scientific moress
under which the Magnesium carbonate is trartlfamed
into an expanded, light, bonded material. This process
gives it maximumestrength and uniformity, and causes
it to be light,in weight, which makes it the best
insulating material. Magnesia insulation is an
excellent material for high-temperature (550° F.) and
high-pressure steam lines. It is covered with a canvas
jacket and may be used on pipes up to and including
30 inches in diameter. Tbe efficiency of magnesia
insulation is approximately 90 percent when it is
installed on bare metal parts. Magnesia insulation can
be furnished with a heavier-than-standard canvas
waterproof jacket if it is to be exposed to outside
conditions or placed in underground work. Magnesia
insulation is, used in standard and double standard
thickness material. The standard thickness use4 for
171.inch pipe is 748 inch thick, and the double
standard thickness is 1% inches thick. The differ
in thickness of the standard and double standard will.
remain about the samekr all pipes up to 30 inches in
diameter. The double sMndard thickness is used more
extensivelyon high-ternperature, lines. Magnesia pipe,
coverintis made in sections 3 fest long with collars for
covering the end seams.

k Antisweat. Antisweat insulation, shown-in figure
4-8, is designed for use on cold water pipes. It keeps
the water colder in the pipes than most tyPes of
insulation, and if properly ibstalledi it prevents

240-
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Figure4-7. Magnesia insulation.
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Figure 4-8. Andsweit insulation.

condensation or -sweating of the pipes. The
outstanding feature of antisweat insulation is its
construction. It is composed of an inner layer of
asphalt-saturated asbestos paper, a 112-inch' layer of
woolfelt, two layers of asphalt-saturated asbestos felt,
another 112-inch layer of pure woolfelt, and an outer
layer of deadening felts combined with asphalt-
saturated felts. The outer layer has a flap about 3
inches long which extends beyond the joint to help
trfake a perfect seal. A canvas jacket is plaCed around
each 3-foot length,to protect the outer felt covering.

, i. Frostproof. Frostproof insulation, shown-. in
figure 4-9, is manufactured to be Used on cold water
service lines that pass through unheated areas and-
those exposed to outside weather conditions.
!Frostproof insulation is generally constructed of five
layers of felt. These layers include three of pure
woolfelt and two of asphalt-saturated asbestos alt. .

Frostproof insulation comes in 3-foot lengths, and is
VA inches thick with a canvas cover.

Blanket type. The blanket type insulation is
manufactured in strips, sheets, and blocks. It is used to
wrap around objects that are irregular in shape and for
large, flat areas. Blanket insulation is designed to
insulate against heat lolls' and' protect against fire. This

.type of insulation is used on boilers, furnaces, tanks,
drains, driers, ovens, flanges, and valves. It comes jn

Blanket insulation comes ;n different' widths and
thicknesses, depending on the type of equipment to be
insulated. It resists vermin, rodents, and acid, and it is
fireproof. The asbestos type will stand more heat than
the other types. Therefore, you should use it on high-
temperature equipment and where Nprotection is
required against an open flame.

r,

Exercises (430):

Match the insulation in column A with. the
statement in column B .by placing the appropriate
letter in the blank space provided.

asbestos paper rolls, asbestos cardboard sheets,,..
woolfelt and hairfelt rolls, asbestos cement blocks, air

fiX11 rolls, aluminum foil rolls, irregular preformed...,
:6yerititiand-asbopitos powder..

instead of canvas. When cheesecloth. is installed, a
paste must be used to glue if in place. Enough
cheesecloth, should extend over the end of each
preformed, 3-foot section to cover the joints. If the
cheesecloth is smoothed properly after' the paste is
Applied, it makii a good uniform installation.. After
the insulation is properly installed, metal straps should,
be used to hold the insulation firmly in place, as shoWnA
in figure 4-10. Thele metal straps should be at least
3/4 inch wide, and the maximum distance, they.should
be spaced apart is .18 inches. Where the insulation
..needs to be kept clean, it may be necessary to paint it
With a special type ?of white enamel paint. This glossy
wpe of finish will make it easier to keep the insulation

an:cle
%

I2
_3

4.

5.

Column A

Used to cover low-
pressure steamlines.
Used to insulate
brine and ammonia

*lines.
Used to insulate
refrigeration and
cold water lines.
Used on high-
pressure steam lines.
Used to insulate ir
regular )objects and
flat areas.

Column B

a. Cork insulation
b. .,Flex rubber insulation
c. Blanket insulation
d. Air dell insulation
e. Magnesia insulation

431. Choose correct statements relating to the
installation of insulation. .

Installation of Insulation. When insulation o be
installed on pipes, radiators, tanks, or boilets, the
plumber should understand the 'procedures well
enough to do the. job quickly and efficiently. He
should also- know the maintenance that is requited to
get the maximum benefit from they equipment
insulated.

Installing pipe covering. Pipe coverings, illustrated
in figures 4-3 through 4-11, indicate some of the types_
of covering available to the plumber today. These ,

coverings are easily installed, because each section is
split in, half and has a canvas cover.twi a flap for
quick sealing. Joint collars arefurnisheci cover joint
seams on insulation exposed to outside conditions.

Cheesecloth is used on some types of insulation .

Figure 4-9. Frostproof insulation.
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Figure 4.10. Pipe insulation showingfileUll straps.

tIlex,rubber insulatiOn can be installed on pipes and
tubing- by slippingthe insulation over the piping when
it is being =ambled or by slitting the rubbel
lengthwise, as shown in figure 4-11, and sealing it
together with cement Before flex rubber insulation is
installed on iron or galvanized pipes, tile pipes should
be painted with an asphalt base primer to prevent
corrosion caused by condensation.

Installing covering on tirrlves and fittings. Valves and
fittings are covered with wool, felt, magnesia cement,
or mineral wool cement of the same 'thickness as the
pipe covering. These materials are molded intoshape
to conform with the rest of the insulation. Ifmagnesia
or mineral wool cement insulation is used, the
insulation is covered with cheesecloth to help bind and
hold it in place.

Installing covering on boilers and 'tanks. If boilers
and storage tanks are unjacketed. -they should be
covered with an approved insulation. Only insulation

o° W'hich bas teen approved by the 4kir Force can be used.
Some of the approved types of insulation for tanki and
boilers, are magnlisia,cmiperal wool, calcium silicate,
.cellular IT,tass, or some other approved mineral
insulation at least 2 inches thick., ,

c

Figure 4-11. Installing flex rubber insulation.
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Insulation may be either of the block or blanket

type and 'must be ely wired in placed in an
approvol Manner. Insu tion lied to the outside of
a boiler or storage shoul be applied over 11/2-
inch wire mesh which Is held way from the Metal
su!lace by metal spacers that provide an air space of at
least 1 inch. When blanket or block type material is
used, the joints in the insulation should be filled with
magnesia, mineral wool, or some other' suitable
cement. The surface of the insulation should be
covered with a thin layer of hard-finished cement,
troweled smooth, and reinforced with 1 lis-inch wire
mesh. ~

Exercises (431):
Choose the correct statements by placing a C in the

appropriate spaces:
1 When cheesecloth is installecTra paste must

bF used to glue it in place.
2 -One 'rich metal straps should be placed'

inches on insulation._ 3 Befo flex rubber insulatioNs installed on
iron or galvanized pipes, the pipes should be
painted with an asphalt base primer.

4 Magnesia, mineral wool, calcium silicate,
aid cellular glass are approved insulations
for insulating boilers and tanks.

5. Insulation applied to the outside of a boiler
or storage tank should be applied over 11/2-

. inch wire mesh.
6 The joints on blanket or block insulation

should be taped masking tape.

4.32. Provide brief answers- to questlo
to maintenance of insulation.

pertaining.

Maintenance of 'Insulation.-Very little
mainterianpi is required on insulation if it is properly
installed. Insidation exposed to weather and subjected
to damage from sharp objects will require frequent

-.inspections andsome maintenance. If the.canvas cover
gets torn or punctured, it should be patched with
another piece of canvas. The paste for installing a

/patch on insulation that is used inside buildings should
not be used to apply a patch' on insulation ekposed to
outside weather conditions. Use a weatherproof paste
for outside insulating jobs.

When a leak is detected in a pipe system covered
with insulation,' a considerable amount of work is
required to make the repair. Enough of the insulation
must be removed to uncover the damaged pipe, and the
pipe must be removed and replaced. ,When the pipe has
been reinstalled, usually with a union the pipe and
union must be insulated with the same typp of
insulation as that used for the rest of thesystem.

During an inspectinp you may find loose straps or
loose insulation material around CiiNos and fittings.
The straps should be retightened. and the loose

71
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insulating material should be replaced or pasted down.
Proper installation of insulation and frequent
inspections will minimize maintenance problems
prolong the service life of the insulation.

Exercises (432):

1. What type poke should be used to patch insulation
that is exposed to weather?

-

2. What type of insulation ,should be installed to
reptiice insulation thatlias been cloyed due to a
leaking pipe?

./
3. What should be dope when loose insulation straps

are discovered during an inspection?

°

4-2. Winterization of Plumbing Systems

Sometimes the Air Force has builslings that are
vacant for one reason' or another. In locations where

i freezing temperatures occur,' it will be riur job tOr .
'winterize the plumbing systeirl to preitnt damage to
the piping and fixtures. In cases where 'a ,building's
plumbing system has frozen, you will have to thaw out
the frozen system.

433. Identify the true statements pertaining' to
(hawing frozen pipes.

Thai/log Frozen Pipes. Pipes inside a building
freeze when the building is left unheated or when the \.
lines are located in unheated spaces. Measures to \
prevent pipes from freezing inheated buildings should
be taken when the lines are installed. If freezingdoes
Occur, the best methOd of thiwing the frozen section
dependa,upon its location and accessibility. The only
way to thaw a frozen pipe is to apply heat, but there are
many ways of applying dieleat.

Heat applied to a frozen pipe must be applied first
at either end or both" ends of the .section which is
frozen. 'If it is applied at or near the middle of the '
frozen-section, the expansion of the heated water
.against the remaining ice may burst the pipe. When
you thaw a vatersupply pipe; start at the supply end
'mid work toward a faucet. The faucet-should be kept
Open to relieVe the pressure on the section of thepipe,
beingthavied:Wlien you thaw a waste or drain pipe,
%4oilc from the sewer en4 toward the fixtuie.

Thawing pipes with boiling water Probably the most

common and the least dangerous method of thawing
frozen is with boiling water. It is considered an
effective means, but safety precautions must be-. , e

4,

Figure 4-12. Hot water applied to the outside of a frozen pipe.

adhered to wherf you handle boiling water, because if
you splash it on yourself or your coworkers, severe
burns may result. There are several ways in which
boiling water may be applied to thaw pipes. Probably
the simplest way, if the pipe is exposed, is to wrap it
with rags or burlap to obtain a suitable thickness. Then
keep the wrapping saturated with boiling watec:This
method is shotvn in gure 4-12.

' 72'
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Frozen water supply pipes that are located where
heat cannot be readily applied to the outside of the .
pipes hre often thawed by pouring hot water through a

4

Figure.4-13. Hot watet,appliediothe inside of a frozen pipe.
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rubber hose inserted insid the pipe, as shown in.figure
4-13. To use this method. it is necessary to close the
service valve and then remove a faucet, valve,'br fitting
to open the exposed end of the pipe. The rubber hose
is pushed into the pipe as.far as possible and a funnel is
inserted in the hose. Hold the funnel above the end of
the pipe and pour boiling water into it against the ice
in the pipe. As.the water flows into the pipe through
the hose, the surplus will escape through the opening
where the hose is inserted into the pipe. Usually this
water must be caught in a pail or by some other means
to prevent datirage to, or flooding of. the structu re.
The end, of a flexible rubber hose may be worked
around one elbow by twisting and pushing it, but to get
the hose farther into the pipe may require the removal
of some of the fittings and pipe lengths. Turin on the
service valve whenever you think the line is thawed. As
soon as water flows from. the supply, the hose may be
pulled out. Keep the service valve open enough to
maintain a small,flow of water while'you reassemble
the pipe connections. If the dater flow is stopped
immediately, the pipe is likely to freeze again before it
is cleared of ice.

Thawing pipits with chemicals. Chemical cleaners,
such as sodium hydroxide used to clear clogged drain
pipes, generate a great deal of heat when they are
mixed with water. These chemicals will often prove
effective in thawing the ice in a frozen drain or waste
line. They are poured into the pipe in the same manner
as though the pipe were being cleaned. However,
larger quantities of these chemicals are required to
thaw a frozen pipe than are required to clear a clogged .
drain pipe.

Thawing pipes with a torch. A mmon method of
thawing er pipes, though dang, ous because of the
fire ri it involves, is to play the flame of a torch along
the fr zen part of the pipe. To thaw a pipe with a

$ 02 31
torch, open the faucets in the line and apply heat at

M one end of thevitie. Work along the entire length.
Heat the pipe until the water runs from the faucet.

° Allow the water to run for some time so that the line
does not freeze again when the water is turned off.
When thawing pipes with torch, you must take every
precau ion to avoid setting the building on fire.

Tha ing pipes with-building heat. Where the freezing
is due t the failure of the heating system, the easiest

_ method of thawing pipes is to repair the heating plant
,first. Then, maintain a. high temperature in the

building until the frozen pipes are thawed. If freezing
has broken a pipe, as soon as the pipes are thawed, shut
off the water at the meter or at the nearest fixture riser
below the ruptured section. Then repair the pipe which
has been cracked.

Thawing Pipes with electricity. Thawinefrozen water
pipes with low-voltage .electricity is by far the hest
method. It is not only convenient but it is faster, safer,
and cheaper. This method works satisfactorily with
both steel and copper pipe and copper tubing. It thaws
the ice in pipes regardless of their location, including
those buried in the ground or concehled in walls.

. , Whenever an electric current is passed through a
wire, pipe, or other conductor, resistanc
encountered. This resistance creates heat
xample, you have probably notiped how an el

card that is overloaded becomes %Vann. This is ca
b resistance in the wire which generated heat in the
cor

S
Con
atte
pipe
heati

T
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eel is a rather poor conductor pf electricity.
iderable resistance is encountered when
pting to pass an electrical current through it. In
thawing, enotIgh current must be used to cause

f the, pipe.
eamperes and time needed to thaw.steel pipe of
nt sizes is.shown in figure 4-14. For any given

w

ii"
o

4 (
PIPE SIZE --\__.

AVPROXIMATE
TIME REQUIRED

1/2 inch 3/4 inch 1 inch 1 1/ 4 inch 1 1%2 wch
/
2. n.:11 .

200 amps 270 amps 400 amps 3 - 4 Minutes
li

./-
150 ' 200 300 400 amps 6 - S Minutes

I
125 .." 170 250 340 400 amps ,p 1 8 - 12 Minutes

100 135 20° 270 . 320' 440 amps c' 12 - 16 Minutes

.
75 100 150 200 240 330 25 - 39 Nrinutes

*

50 6/7 100 135 1 o0 22&220 t 1 Hour -.
s

r .
4.

. at

Figure 4 -t4

.

Chart showing amperes and time required to thaw steel pipe.
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C CLAMP

Figure 4.15. Method of connecting conductors to a pipe.

heating rate, the current in-amperes is in proportion to
the weight of the steel pipe. ,

When; thawing any type* of pipe with electrical '
equipment; it is a good practice to first isolate the,
frozen section of pipe. This is easily dOne inside a
'bUilding:by: back tracing the pipes. If all the water
outlets in the housefail to operate, usually-the service
_lice from the curb bOr to the buildingis 'frozen.
,' Good electrical connections are necessary when

thawing pipe with ,electrical equipment. The point
where thecables arelattached to 'the pipe must be
thciroughly, cleaned. This is easily accomplished by

thepipe with coarse emery cloth. Make sure
odic connections are tight to preyent arcing and burning-
a hole in the Either special pipetkawini clamps
or ordinary C-clamps areexcelfer for connecting the -
cables to the pipes (see fig. 4-1.1. Cwrent user& thaw
pi* may be produced by either an electrical
transformer Omani electrical generator, 'Figure' 4-16.
.sip a transformer used for thaw;ng pipes.

Copper pipe requires more current than steel. pipe
for the same amountof thawing time because it
better conductor of electricity. For 1/2-inch copper
pipe, add 10 percent more current to the values shown
in e 4-14 than for steel pipe. For 3/4-inch copper
pi , add 25 percent more current.

The amount of current, either ac or dc,, transmitted
:by a pipe varies;with its length. The_Shorter the pipe,
thesreater the current flow for a given voltage: As the
length, of the pipe increases, the .flow of current
decreases.,When the current (amperes) is doubled, the
heating rate is four times as fast; and when the current
is tripled, heating is nine times as fast:

1101.\ 1...

WALL PI.UG
110 OR 220 AC

II

'TRANSFORMER II

II

FROZEN I
PIPE

Figure 4-16. Thawing a 'rater supply pipe with a transfo cr.

The cables carrying the current from the thawing
unit should be connected at the nearest convenient
point in the piping system that will place the, frozen
section of pipe in the electrical circuit, as shown in
figure 445. For thawing mains, it is usually possible
to make connections to fire plugs, curb service cocks, ,t,
etc. House service -pipes are (usually thawed by
connecting one cable to an exposed pipe in a room and
the other to the curb service cock. In other cases, the
setontf cable may be connected to an exposed pipe in
an adjbining building. Many cases have been known
where two or more service vipes have been thawed
sfinultaneously by locating the cable connections to
place the systems in the same circuit.

A Point, to remember when thawing frozen water
pipes with electrical equipment is to leave a faucet
open. This will permit the warm water from the
unfrozen parts of the pipe to flOwpalt the ice'as soon
as a thin film next to the pipe has melted. This flow of
water, plus the heat from the current, will-thaw the rest
of the ice.
. Electrical thawing eq ent. The,electrical thawing
eqiiipment used for ave household plumbing is of
the transformer type. It is des'gnee to operate on either
110 or 220 volts alterriating current, which is found in
most barracks, mess halls, and residential buildings.
This, type of thawing equipiiientsives excejfent 'results
on short lengths of pipe up to 11/2 inches in diameter.
A transformer mitt set up to thaw a water syspply pipe,
within a wall' that serves a water closet is shown,in
figure 4-16, The transformer leads are attached to the
pipe so thatihe-frozen sec,tion,of the pipe is within the
circuit. ATter;the leads are properly connected to the
pipe. the current istu-ned on and adjusted by. turning
the rheostat to the desired voltage.

-, A gas-ensine-driyen welder of at least 250 amperes
capacity is better than the transformer unit for thawing
larger and longer pipe runs. It will suoply the higher
current required for this purpose and can be used
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Figure 4-17. Ettgine-driven' welder connected to thaw a street

supply main. .
(

.

where electrical power is not readily available, since it
operates on gaioline. Sind, a welder can be used for
welding as well as for pipe thawing, it is useful the year
round. An engine-driven electrical welder set up for
thawing a street supply main is shown in figure 4-17.
As you, can see in the illustration, one lead is
connected to the curb box and the other- lead is
connected to the fire plug. Usually the gas-engine-
driven welder operated by the welder, but the
pluniber tells him the value of the current needed to
thaw the specific pipe. }

Cables froth the generator, of the engine-driven
welder should be kept as short as possible and- of

.° V64
adequate size to handle' the current involved. The
recommended cable sluts for various 'distances are
shown in figure 4-18. Note that thef.able sizes become
progressively larger with increasea cable lengths and
increased, 'current flows. When using direct current,
the cables should never be coiled, because the induced
magnetisinAvill causfra reduction in current output.

Same 'safely precautions that? you should observe
when' you use high-amperage thawing equipment are as

'yo Bows: - .

Don't touch any Connections while the machine is
in operation.

Watch the meters v,ery closely. To avoid damage
to the generator, operate the generator at about 75
percent rated amperage.

Keep the connections tight. I.,o'Ose connections
get hot and reduce current flow.

Connect the conductors as close to the frozen ,
area as possitle. A small empty pipe in the circuit may .
get` verrhot before a 4arge pipe will thaw. This
condition could melt s soldered joint in copper pipes
or set fire to combustible materials that,are nearby.

If the electrical wiring in a building is grounded
in two places, a. par4,flel low-voltage circuit may be
established through the groUnded neutral conductor.
If this happens, the wiring may jet hot and start a fire
in the building. Disconnect the gitund at one end of
the electric wiring systent while you are thawing pipes.

Exercises (433):
Identify the true st&tents by placing- a T ititthe

appropriate spates. 1

1. 'To thaw a frozen water pipe; you should
start at the supply end and work toward a
faucet.

.DISTANCE.IN FEET FROM WELDING MA(.34NE. . .
....
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___
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2. It is not necessary to-close the service valve
when 'using the boiling water, funnel, and
rubber itose.method to thaw frozen pipes._ 3 Sodium hydroxide may be used to thaw
frozen drain pipes:

4. The bestimethod'of thawing frozen pipes is
low-voltage.electricity.

5 Steel pipe requires more current than copper
pipe for thawing.

6; A point to remember when thawing frozen
water pipes with electrical equipment is to
leave a faucet open._ 7. The electric thawing equipment used for
average household plumbingistlet le
transformer type.

=if i .
;

Drain:ng the waste system. The traps must be drained
of waste waters to prevent them from freezing.
However, these traps must be refilled with some
antifreeze solution to keep sewer gas from entering the
building: Antifreeze used in automobile radiators for
a givenoutdoor temperature is suitable for filling
when e same temperature is to be guarded again

effective, is a mixture of glycerin and wate
Any o e glycol antifreeze preparations are high

Alcohol and water or calcium chloride and water ma
also be used. An alcohol mixture should be used for
temporary protection or replenished frequently;
because alcohol wilyiyaporate after a short time and. -..

ave the traps unprotected. For this reason, it is better
to-use glycerin or glycol, since neither evaporates when
in'solution under normal conditions.

TrapS fitted with cleanout plugs are easily drained
by removing the plug. Traps without cleanout plugs
may be emptied with a suction pump, by using a small
hose attacimi to a bulb -syringe, or by siphoning the
water with a small rubber hose. To siphon a trap, the
hose is filled with water and both ends are pinched
shut while the hose is taken to the trap. One end must
be inserted into the trap as soon as it is geleased before
the water runs out of thetng. The other end is held
at a point as far as possibleVlow the water level in the
trap and'released, whereupon water from the trap will
be drawn out through the tubing.

Drainage lines shoUld be buried below the frost
*level to prevent, kem from freezing. Where this is
impossible, the lines should -be insulated -sand , the
insulation wrapped in a moistureproof covering.

434. Provide brief answers to questions pertainipg
to winterizing plumbing systems.

Winterizing Plumbing Systems. Plumbing systems
that are exposed to freezing temperatures must be
protected to prevent bursting of the pipes and
equipment. When the heating system is cut off, the
'water in the pipes and traps must be drained to prevent
damage to the plumbing systtm. Even though the pipes
are covered with insulation and the fixtures are
protected in a building, the wiles in them will freeze if
the temperature goes low enoufgr,-therefore, it is best
to winterize the plumbing system to protect it from
damage.

Draining the water supply system. To drain the water
supply system, the servicevalve' where the service pipe
enters the building must be closed. This valve may
have its own handle or may require the use of a
wrench. Many service and shutoff valves have a drain
hole through which water will drain from the building
,pipes when "the valve is closed. With, :the.service or
shutoff_valve closed, the highest faucet in the system
shOtifd be openedio admit air, and the lowest fixture
faucetishould be opened to allow the escape of water.
After the water,ceases to flow from the lower faudet,
the Itemainder escapes through the drain hole in the
shutoff valve.

For complete drainage, the water closet tanks must
be emptied: The tanks are emptied by flushing, and
the water remaining3beliftWthe outlets is removed by
sopping it up with a cloth or sponge.

Hot water tanks and water heaters should be
emptied only after the fires are out. These tanks have a
drain valve near tbe'bottom, and a union in the line to
the%eatEr is opened tonllow air to enter while the
water flows out of the tank. For tanks that do not have
these cocks, you will have -to admit air into them by
u nscrewin&a, fitting above the tank.

Water tanks are often drained by attaching a garden
hose to the drain valve of the tank and draining the
water to the outside of the building.

_ 76.

Exercises (434):

1. What faucet should be opened after the seriiier
valve has been closed to admit air to the system?

2. How are water closet tanks. emptied for
winterizing?

AM*

3. What fitting is opened to allow air to flow into the
water heater when draining? ,

4. What should the trap -be refilled with after the
water has been removed?'",

5. How can traps without cleanout plugs be emptied?
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Water Heaters, Dishwashers. Steam Kettles,
Sinks, and Auxiliary Plumbing Equipment

THERE WAS A TIME when hot running, water. in a
dwelling was considered a luxury, and very few
people, even those who were -*considered well-to-do,
weweble to afford this-convenience:- -Sanitation
standards of today, however, require the installation of
sonic type of hot water system in the humblest of
dwellings. Hot water is also needed for industrial
purposes. Think of your need for hot water each day.
Your shave and shower, the dishes from each meal,
and your laundry all need and use hot water.

Dishwasheri and steam kettles are labor-saving
machines used -in Air Force and commercial kitchens.

.Both machines do their jobs quickly and efficiently,,
and are sanitary in performing their specific jobs.
Because of their widespread usage, it is advisable that
you acquaint yourself with these machines and learn
how to install and maintain them.

When you install kitchen eqUipinent such as kitchen
,sinks, slop sinks, scullery sinks, two - compartment
Sinks; and grease traps, you should inspect each unit
before you install it to see that it is in good operating

CHAPTER 5

V.

condition. If the equipment is new, procure the
manufacturer's rough-in specifications and follow the
suggested installation procedures. However, if the
equipment is- used -and you-are-installing-i
location, you will to determine how to install it r
and the materials that are required. to make the
installation. It will be up to you to do the job.

This chapter covers the types, installation, starting,
and maintenance of water heaters. It also covers
construction, installation, operation, and maintenance
of dishwashers, steam kettles, and sterilizers. The
installation and maintenance of kitchen slop and
scullery sinks are discussed. The chapter will also
cover the construction, installation, and maintenance
of laundry tubs, grease traps, laundry machinery, and
auxiliary plumbing equipment.

5-1. Water Heaters
When you install water heaters, you should check
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_Figure 5.1. Water-back hot water system.
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Figure 5-2. Furnace coil hot water system.

0

the units beforehand to determine the equipment that
is needed to make the installation. Do. not start to
install the'unit until all the equipment that is required
is available. Be sure to procure the rough -in
specifications for the equipment that,you are going to
install.

, Water systems that are installed incorrectly will
cause you" iinany maintenance problem's. Many
installations .of thee past and some of those installed
today are giving only a limited amount of satisfactoiry
results. This condition is due largely to a lack of

*knowledge on the plumber's part of the principles
Involved.

, . .

43$. Mark the \correct statements about various=
types of water. heaters.

Types of Water Heaters. Water -heaters ':can be
grouped in three categories: (1) range boilers.: (2) gases
fired instantaneous heaters, and (a) storage type gas
and electric-heaters. Themore common and standard
types of heating devices are the water-back, furnace
coil, 'coal, auxiliary gas, instantaneous heater, and
underwater line heater. Each of these heating devices
must have a water storage tank. The tank can be a part
of the unit or an'auxiliary tank.

Water-back neater. *.The water-back ter-heating
system, ,shown in figure 5-1, was proba y the first
method Used in heating water for domestic use. The
csit:iron heating unit was installed on one side of the
firebox of krange that was used for both heating and
Cooking. The unit had waterways or channels for thevs
CircuatiorrorthFiirater.'The wateitback was very

V
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Figure 5.4. UndetWater heater system.

efficient but has become obsolete because newer and

more modern heating devices are used.
Furnace coil heater. Most furnace coils are

constructed of black steel pipe, usu*iy 1 inch in

. diameter, formed in the shape of a "U," as shown in
figure 5-2, This is,the most commonly installed
,heating device. This does not mean that it, is the, most

efficient type of heating unit. The furnace coils are
placed in the firebox of"a heating furnace directly
above the live fire. The water circulates through the

coils, which heat the%ter as it is used from the faucet.

This type_ofteating device is used more commonlrin

the Northern- States where homes are equipped with

coal-burning basement type heating furnaces.
Auxiliary gas heater. The auxiliary gas heater, shown

in figure 5-3, is oftenlised in conjunction with another
heating unit. Thin unit- may be installed with the
furnace coil ,typi heating unit to supply hot water
during the time the furnace is on standby., The
auxiliary gas heater is constructed of. cast-iron into

which is fitted_a 3/4-inch copper coil. The heat is
--suppliecl.by a gas burner located at the bottom of the

coil, as shown infigure 5-3. This heater must be
equipped with ascent flue to cam away the dangerous

and objectionable gases and odors. The heater is

connected ma hot water storage tank similar to the

one indicated in figures 5-1 and 5-2.
Instantaneous water hewer. The instantaneous water

heater is not as popular as the auxiliary gas heater
because of its high 'cost of operation. This heater is

e used mostly in installations where plenty of hot water

is required at short intervals. The instantaneous water.
heater consists of a cast-iron body in which many feet

Of copper coils, are installed. The coils in the heaterFe
'heated by a gas burner which is located at the bottom

of me:coils. This heater is equipped with water valves

which open and close as thepwater,is drawn from .the
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Figure 5.6. Typical construction of an electric water heater.

faucets. It has a fully automatic gas and water system.
The instantaneous heater must be vented-because of
the exhaust gases that are injurious to human beings.

Underwater line heaters. Underwater line heaters are
used in domestic water systems where hot water or
steam is used for heating a residence. The'body of the.
heater is constructed of cast iron witli 4a built-in copper
coil. The inlet and outlet openin of the coil are
connected to the boiler heating plant below the
waterline. The boiler water flows around the coils and
heats the water. An underwater heater system- is
illustrated in figure 5-4.

Solar heaters. Solar hegters are coils mounted on the
roofsolbuildingsso that the water flowing.through the
system can be-heated by the sun.Thii type of system is

DRAICOCK

ays

used more extensively in oriental countries and has
proved very efficientoespecially in climates where the
sun's rays are very hot. Often auxiliary heaters are
Installed in the system to heat the .water.during the
winter months or during cloudy weather. When you
install a solar heater, make sure that the sun coils face
south and are set at the proper angle to get the
maximum benefit from the sun. The top coil should be
at least a foot below the bottom of the storage tank to
insure that a sufficient amount of water remains in the
coils.

Automatic water heaters. The , mostcommon
residential heaters are water-heating units that are fully
automatic. Whether the heaters are operated by natural
or artificial gas, kerosene, or electricity, they are the
most satisfactory heating systems on the market today.
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They are compact units and are manufactured in
different shapes and sizes with tank capacities of 10 to
82 gallons, and in exceptional cases, even.largeFor.
example a small house trailer may have a 10-gallon
water heater, whereas a 4-apartment complex may
require a water heater of more than 100 gallons. These
water heaters have many felures that will keep them
operating for a long poriod6of time with a minimum
amount of Maintenance.

a. Gas water heater. The gas water heater, shown in
figure 5-5, consists of a tank, burner, and flue. The
tank is made of galvanizeeiteel and is tested at 300
psi, with a working pressure of 1271/2 psi. The tank is
covered with an insulation which; in turn, is covered
with a sheet of galvanized steel casing. The casing has a
baked enamel finish. The flue in the tank has a
deflector that baffles the burned gases to extract as
much heat energy as possible. The draft hood is
designed to prevent dbItindraftsand updrafts of the gas
fumes during the operation of the heater. The
temperature control is automatic and has only two
positions of operationthe burner is full on or
completely off, with only the tiny pilot light burning.
The temperature control dial, is designed with an
arrow indicator, which can be set at any temperature.
from 80° F. to 180° F. The tank is equipped with a
drain cock to which a garden hose may be connected
for flushing and draining operations. The complete
water heater has a safety gas control which shuts off the
main burner gas supply if the pilot light is
extinguished. The air control to the burner is the only
adjustment of the burner flame.

b. Electric water heater.sThe electric water heater,
shown ip figure 5-6, is constructed in a manner similar
to the gas water heater. It may be equipped with one or
more heating elements. These elements may be located
in or around the tank. The electric wiring is made with
a special heat-resistant asbestos covering. The
temperature of the water is controlled by a thermostat.

c. Kerosene water heater. The kerosene water
heater, shown in figure5-7, is also similar in design to

the gas water heater. In genera'', it consists of a tank.
flue, and burner. In addition, the heater is equipped_
with a glass fuel container which holds kerosene. This
is inverted over a pressed steel support. Kerosene is
supplied through two channels to the heating units.
Two valves which are located immediately 5elow-the
fuel container control the supply of fuel to chize
channeli: one controls the supply to the pilot,and the
other controls the supply to the main burner only.
Thus the burner may be turned completely off after use
and the pilot may be left burning, which makes
reignition possible by merely opening the main burner.
valve. Tie burner produces an ifitensely hor, blue
flame, free from carbon and soot:

.
Exercises1435):

Mark the correct statements by placing an
spices,provided forlhowthat are correct.

'1 Water heaters can be placed in three
taidgories. ._ 2 The water-back water-healing system was '
probably the first method' of Heating water
for domestic use.
Most furnace coils are constructed of
galvanized pipe.

4 The instantaneous water heater needs no
vent.

3

5' The top coil of a solar system should be at
least 1 fopt below the botto of the storage
tank._ 6 The gas water heater is tes at 300 psi.

,All electric water healers have only one
. heating element.

436. Provided a list of responses,' and situations
relating to the installation of water,beaters, match
the responses to the situation..

Installation of Water Heaters. When you install a
hot water heater, you are responsible for determining
the location of the heater, unless it is specified in the

.

Building
.

,-)?Sllons Per Person Per Hour

Residence
Factories
Schools
Apartment s
Barracks
Offices .

.
Dining Facilities

.

.

\
8 to 10 .

4 to 6

2 to 4
6 to 8

8 to 10
4 to 6

7 to 10

Figure 5-8
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Chart showing an estimate of hot water used per person.
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Faure 5-9. Pipe hookup to water heater.

blueprints. You ate also responsible for determining
the$ize of pipe,to heti.* for the cold and hot water
lines and for connecting the heater to a power supply.
After it has been installed you must -Check its
operatioh.

locating the, heater. If this is a new installation,
check the blueprints or plans for the correct location
of the water heater. -You will find that it is a good
Practice to locate water heaters and tanks as close as
possible to hot-water risers to shorten the distance that
the water must flow to reach the fixture. This
procedure will reducer to a minimum the amount of
cold water that must be drawn before hot water will
reach the faucet. If you cannot place the water heater
near the riser, the efficiency of the hdr water 'system
can be improved by covering lonpipelines with some
type of insulation.

Sizing the heater. To determine the correct size
*ate?' heater or storage tank' fOr a particular
installation, you must consider three things: (1)"the

83
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design of the building, (2) the number of occupants,
and (3) the heating capacity of the unit.

a. Practical consumption. Practical tests have
"revealedthat the-amountoriused- by - an
individual will range from 2 to 10 gallons per hour. Of
course, this depends upon the type of building in
-which the system is installed and the purpose for which
the water is used. A considered safe estimate of hot
water required per person' according to the type
building is shown in the table in figure 5-8.

The values given in this table are based on, water
consumption for average uses. In a building such as a
laundry, the size of the hot water system should 'be
based on the water consumption of the individuals that
work in the laundry building. The hot water
consumption for swimming pool shower' rooms is
based on the number-of individuals that the pool can
accommodate.

b. Storage-reservoir. If a storage tank is used, the
size of the tank is determined by the size.of the heating
unit and the type of users. A large heating unit that



Figure 5-10. Water heater venting arrangement.

covers a large area may heat the water quickly and not
require 4tich a large storage tank.

Setting up the heater. Most manufacturers supply
rough-in specifications for their_water heaters so, that
thespipes-c.art -be alined 'accurately -with-the-treater
Oides:7A flame type water heater should be located
Wherean- adequate amount of air is available for
combustion. Local codes should be complied with
before placing heaters and flues near combustible
materials;' other requirements shrld also be followed
carefully. A typical installation of an automatic gas-
fired water heater is illustrated in figure 5-9..

A water heater should be set as nearly level as
possible. If the legs are not adjustable or if jacks are
not provided to compensate for sloping floors,. .a
concrete base should be built to take care of the slope.

Venting the heaters. Each flame type water heater
should be equipped with a suitable draft' diverter or
vent as. shown in figure 5-10. This prevents a
downdraft from affecting combustion or extinguishing
the,pilot light-It is a good practice td locate a flame
type water heater where it can be vented through the
roof or into a chimney. If the flue is 'connected to. a
chimney,' die- flue slope' should not be less-than-1/4
inch per foot. A 3- or 4-inch flue is:large enough for
the type of water heater used for domestic purposes.
You should use a larger flue for water heaters used in
commercial establishments. If a coal or oil burner
"heater- is used, the, flue should be 4 to 6 inches in
diameter.
-

.

Connecting the water pipes. The heater. outlets for
connecting the hot and cold water pipes are marked on
top of the heater near the opening. If the outlets are
not marked, the hot water outlet is usually on your left
as, you face- the front of_the heater. The cold water
supply pipe should be at least 3/4 inch (inside
diameter) ,and-should have a gate valve placed near the
tank id`curoff the water supply. The hot water'
'from the heater should be at least I /2 -inch galvanized--
pipe or 112-inch copper tubing. Unions are plated in
the hot and cold water lines to disconnect the lines
quickly when it is necessary to replace the heater. An
overflow or drain drip pipe is usually connected to the
temperature pressure-relief valve and extended down
to within 6 inches of the floor.

The pipe for an electric heater is assembled in much
the same way as that for a gas heater. It is a good
practice to install the pipe first. Also, the elec &icians
will usually install the outlets before the heater is
installed. The electric heater is leveled the same way as
a gas heater.

After the hot and cold water pipes have been
propeily-installed, the system must be filled with water
and checked for leaks. If a leak is detected you should
repair the leaking joints.

Connecting the gas supply. Gas lines are installed
within a building in the same manner as water lines:
that is, the black iron pipe for the gas system is cut,
reamed, and the joints are coated with joint compound
the same as for galvanized water pipe.

Black iron pipe is largely used in gas distribution:If
galvanized pipe is -.used, the gas will cause the
galvanized coating to flake off and ina'y stop the flow
of gas through the fixture orifice.

a. Gas pressure for water heaters. The three types
of working pressures used in gas systems are low,
intermediate, and high. Normally, the Air Force uses
intermediate pressure. Intermediate pressure is
normally distributed at pressure up'to 20 psi. Working
gas pressure for hot water heaters is about4 ounces:
therefore, a service or pressure regulator is installed in
the gal' line to lower the pressure to 4 oungs.

b. Hookup fo4as line. The minimum size black
iron gas pipe thatihouid be connecteckto a gas water
heater is 1/2 inch. A union should be installed in the
lines to permit easy disconnection when it becomes
necessary to replice the heater. Some city codes may
permit the plumber to install a short length of copper
,tu6ing to the heater to take the placeof the union. A
plug type 'valve (gas cock) 'should also be installed in
the line so the .gas can be cut off when it becomes
necessary to remove or service the heater. When you
install gas lines, be sure that they are supported with
the proper hanger supports. Also keep in mind that
you dO not use any type of. soldered joints. Only
approved threaded pipe and fittings or flared tubing
should be used.

c. Testing for gas leaks. After the gas line has been
properly installed and before the system has been put

*2-515'
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Figure 5- I I Automatic safety devices for a gasfired wa r heater

into service, it must be tested.for leaks. Leakage of, gas
is wasteful and constitutes a serious hazard. Therefore,
you should check a gas system even more closely than
you would a water system. When testing a gas system.
the plumber usually adds some element such as
peppermint to the gas to give it an odor so that he can
detect the leaks. Frequently, the gas leaks for long
periods of time before it is detected when this type of
test is used. The simplest test for leaks at joints or
valves is the application of soap suds to the suspected
area. Bubbles will appear'on the pipe surface if there is
a leak: If a leak is .detected, it should be repaired
immediately.

Exercises (436):
Match the responses in column B with the situations

in column A.

Column A Column 8

I. Location of a water
healer in 'a new tn.

a. Three to four inches in
diameter

stallation b. One.half inch
2 The flue for an oil

burner water should
c. As close as possible to the

hot water risers.
be d. Four to six inches3. The flue for a e. One-fourth inch
domestic water
should be

f. Three - fourths inch

4' The minimum size of
-- water supply for a

water heater
5. The minimum size

gas pipe fora water
heater is

O

6 The flue slope should
hot be less than

cS
437. Given sothe essential steps for starting a water
heater, arrange them in the order that they should be
perforled, beginning with the first.

Starting the Hot Water Heater. Before the gas
cock is opened, make sure that the thermostat is
opening and closing. This'is determined byturning the
adjusting dial back and forth on the low temperature
end of the scale.until a click is heard. The clicking
sound indicates that.' the thermostat is operating
properly. .After this test, set the thermostat-adjusting
dial to normal (140° F!') for ordinary use. --- ,

A gas-fired water heater should-be equipped with
some typeof safety control, as shown in figure 5-11; to
get thee maximum protection from--gas fumes-, --The
automatic control shuts, off the gas to the main burner
when the pilot light gbes Out. As long as the
thermocouple is heated by the pilot light, it will keep
the main burlier valve open; but when the pilot goes

tout; the thermocouple cools off, causing the gas valve
to the main burner to close. The thermostat that
extends into the hot water tank controls the gas to the
main burner if the pilot light stays on. This thermostat
is controlled by the temperature of the water inside the
tank. After the pilot light burns for about 5 minutes, it
should be adjusted to a soft blue flame about 112 inch
high. this is accomplished by adjusting the pilot air
shutter on some models and an adjusting screw on
others. At the time you adjust the pilot light you
should adjust the main burner so that it will hale a soft
blue flame. This is accomplished by regulating the air
shutter.

Water heaters made by different companies have
different types of heating units and automatic controls.
You will be required to make certain adjustments on
various types of water heaters. When ,you make the
adjustments, follow the instructions given on the metal
service plate mounted on each water healer, and

56
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Figure 5.12. Overall view of a dishwashing machine.
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'' 5. Door handle. -
3.- Dish rack.,
7. Overflow pip* and cap.
8. Steam injector valve (steam heated model).
9. Tank drain valve.

19
10. Pilot light gas valve (gas heated model).
11. Gas burner (gas heated model).
12. Cu burner'ialve (gas heated model).
13. Steam' injeetor (steam heated model).
14. Scrap trays.
15. Lower revolving spray arm.

.%.Legend

1. Hot water inlet valve.
2. Upper revolving wash spray arm.
3. Wash and rinse control handle.
4. Hand wheel for removing wash spray arm.

16

15

°VI

13

12
11
10

16. Lower rinse sprayer.
17. Wash spray nozzles.
18. Rinse, spray man:fold.

4

Legend

3. Wash spray tube locking pin.
2. Scrap baskets.
3. Wash spray tube clean out cap.
4. Rinse spray nozzles.
6. Rinse spray revolving unit.
6. Wash spray tube.
7. Wash spray manifold.

DETAIL A - SPRAY

a
Figure 5.13. Cross section of a dishwa.shIng machine.

always keep in mind that to obtain the proper
efficiency of any type of water heater, it must be
properly installed and adjusted.

Exercise (437);

1. Arrange the following actions in the order that
they should be performed.
a. Set thermostat to 140° F.
b. Adjust pilot light to,soft blue flame about 1/2

inch high.
c. Make sure thermostat is opening and closing.
d. Adjust main burner to have a soft blue flame.
e. Stirt pilot light.

438. From a list of statements pertaining to
maintenance of water heaters, select those that are
correct.

Maintenance of Water Heaters. There is very little
maintenance required by water heaters. The storage
tank on self-contained water heaters should be flushed

--every-6--months--to removescaler-deposits; and 7--
conosion that has accumulated inside the tank. The
relief valve should be opened during inspection to
insure proper operation, and the relief drain should be
'checked to insure that it is not plugged by. debris or
capped. The flue should be inspected to see that it is in
proper position. The burners should be cleaned and -

adjusted when necessary. A properly adjusted burner
will conserve costly fuel and will insure longer life for
the heater. The magnesium anode should be inspected
and replaced when necessary.

Electric water heaters should also be flushed and
the anodes checked. The electrical Wiring should be
checked for worn insdlation. Also the elements should
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be taken out and cleaned periodically. A small amount
of preventive maintenance will insure a much longer
life for any water heater.

ExercIses (431):
Select the correct statements by placing an X in the

%
appropriate spaces.

Water heaters should be flushed every 6
months.

2- -Anodes in Water heaters never need
replacing.
The relief valve on a water heater should be
opened during inspections.

4. The wiring on electric water heaters should
-.111Ccited when performing maintenance

inspections.
Electrical heating elements should not be
cleaned.

5-2. Dishwashers *. 474:

Now that you know how to install, operate, and
maintain water heaters, let's find out how. the
dishwashers that are used by the Air Force are

led, operated, and maintained. -

Dishwashers are used too clean and sterilize soiled'.
and tableware. Spray type dishwashers used by

the Air o are available in double-tank automatic
models and single-tank semiautomatic models. Before
you install a dishwasher, you should understand some

-No of its construction features. A dishwasher is
constructed of metal and consists of wash and rinse
tanks which are mounted on a supporting stand or
frame. It is equipped with a motor-driven centrifugal
water pump, piping, valves and controls, and a

. mechanical mans of conveying racks of dishes
through the machine.

439..,Naie the types of dishwashers used in AF
meatballs and state the preferred final rinse

otemperinre.

. Constriction ofqs,Dishwasher. Dishwashing,
machines are used to wish and rinse kitchen utensils in
a quick,- sanitary, and lent ,manner. They are
manufactured in many different types, but the single-
and double-tank types-are the most commonly used in
Ail( Force- meatballs. An overall diagram of a
dishwasher ,is shown in figure 5-12, and a detailed
mechanism of a similar dishwashing machine is
illustrated in figure 5-13. Usually the components of a
dishwasher are the body, .tanks, *eh and rinse
chambers, hot water booster, wash and rinse sprayer
tubes, waterflow control handles, water mixing valve,
doors, racks,-conveyor, strainer trays, overflow pipes,
drain control handles, pumps, control switch, and
thermometer. The hot water booster is probably the
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most irriportant component of the dishwasher. Its
function is to furnish final rinse water at 180° F. to kill
any bacteria that may be left after the washing process.

0

Exercises (439):
1. Name the two types of disgiashers that are used in

Air FetIness halls.

2. What temperature should the final rinse be on a
dishwasher?

4.0

440. Provided a list of situations associated with the
installation of dishwashers, choose those that are
correct.

Installation of a Dishwasher. The manufacturer's
specifications should be followed as closely as possible
when you install a dishwasher. In some cases, you may
have to request additional instructions.

Locating the machine. Dishwashers should be
located in aom or area specifically, designated for
dishwashing/purposes. The area should be well
ventilaied, properly drained, and free from
interference from other activities. The rough-in
plumbing for new installations should be installed
according to the measurements fa supply openings
recommended by the manufacturer. When you replace
a dishwasher, you may have to alter the existing
plumbing, unless the new machine is an exact
replacement.

Leveling procedure. It is very important that
dishwashers be installed perfectly level. Floors are not
always level, especially when floor drains are installed.
When the exact location of the machine it determined,
it should be set on temporary blocks and leveled. After
the machine is leveled on the blocks, the final and
permanent leveling should be performed by adjusting
the legs of the machine to the contour of the floor.

Some dishwashers have 'adjustments inside the wash
and rinse chambers for leveling the sprayer tubes. The
sprayer tubes should be leveled to insure efficient
operation.

Connecting the drain. The next step in installing a
dishwasher is to connect the machine drain to the
sewer. Normally, a grease trap is not required if the
dishes are prewashed by hand. If a grease trap is
required, the dishwasher drain should have a straight
run. You should use as few ells as possible when you
make the connection. Two-inch pipe and fittings
should be used for the drain.
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Connecting the water supply. Most new. dishwashers
comef rom the, manufacturer with the water' supply
inlets tagged Tor identification. Connect the' ltpt water
inlet to the hot water supply, and the cold water supply
line-to the cold water inlet on the machine. These
connections are made with galvaniZed steel pipe,
copper, or plastic.

Most dishwashing machines are *equipped with
boostetheatin units fortaising thetemperature of the
rinse water. Vs' le heating units should be inspected and
adjusted for proper performance. Moit of thethe.ating-
units are automatic in operation, and the temperature
is controlled by a thermostat. Steam, gas, or electricity
may be used as a source of heat.

When steam is used, the booster consists of a steam-
heated copper coil and norrhally delivers 5 gallons of
hot water per minute. The unit operates satisfactorily
on a steam pressure of 35 psi. A gage is mounted in the
steam line to register the steam pressure. When you
install a dishwasher, inspect the steam coils to see that
tl.......2eure well mounted and in good condition. This
type of booster requires only steam and water
connections. Ws

Gaburneis are used as the source of heat on some
boosters. When gas is used, check the components of
the gas system and die piping and valves for leakage.:
The soap test may be used for these checks. Clean out
the holes in the burner with a nonmetallic tool. Open
the burner cock to the full open position and adjust the'
gas orifice and the air shutters until a soft blue-tinted
flame is obtained. 'Adjust the flame to the deilied
height.

CAUTION: Before you light a gas-fired unit be
sure the'valves are closed and the unit has been aired
out. Apply a lighted match to the-pilot or burner
immediately after you turn on the gas.

ElectriCal heating elements may be used in some
boosters. When a dishwasher comes equipped'with an
electrically powered booster, the power requirement is
usually the same.as that for the eleCtric motor inthe
machine: Examine the element and the insulation for
defects or visual damage. .

The building hot water supply may be inadequate
for the proper operation of dishwashers in some
installations. You have to install an auxiliary booster
in the buildiriffililit water lines to increase the volume
of hot water. These boosters are available insseveral :
sizes, and you should install one with a sufficient
output capacity for the particular installation:

Dishwashers that nave a steam-heated water booster
must be connected to a steam supply. One-half-inch
black irony pipe is .used for this connection. A
condensate return trap should be installed in the
return line.

Domestic dishwashers are connected 'only to the hot
water supply and drain. These dishwashers have a
heating element built in for the final rinse. Dishwasher
waste stpuld discharge through an airgap_to pfeyent_

AIR GAP
DRAIN. GAP

1410"

*012

ASSEMBLY,.

REAR
WALL.1

FLOOR

FLEXIBLE
DISH- DRAIN

WASHER

PUMP if

"7-DRAIN P. INSTALLED IN DISHWASHER
DRAIN LINE & .CONNECTED TO A DISPOSAL

CKA -072 A

I

figure 5.14. Domestic dishwasher installation.

waste from backing up and contaminating the dish
compartment, as illtistrated in figure 5-14.

Operation of the dishwasher. The° 'dishwasher, and
lines and valves should be given a final visual
inspection before thcmachine is operated. After the
water reaches the operating temperature, the machine
should be started. Check the operation of theconveyor
and the sprayer assemblies. Trays of dishes should be
run through the machine and the hecessary
adjustments should be made. Replace the inspection
doors and make a final check to,see that the machine is
level,

NOTE:. Complete operating instructions fpr.. the
particular model and type of dishwashers instailecitin'
an area should be posted near the machines.

ExerCises (440):

Choose the correct situation by placing a C in th.6-
appropriate spaces.

I Airman Jones installed a dishwasher in a
messhall. He installed it in a well-ventilated
area with a floor drain, and the area was free
from interference from other activities. He
used the manufacturer's 'specification as a
guide.

2 Mr.- Wilson installed a dishwasher in the
main messhall. He used I' /: -inch iron pipe'
with additional elbows to add to the flow of
the drain.

3 Sergeant Cummins installed- a dishwasher
that has a steam-heated water booster. He .
used '/2 -inch black iron piping to make the
connection for the steam to, the washer.

4 Mr. Monti installed a domestic dishwasher
without using anairgap in the dram.
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1. Safety valve and trapped air release.
2. Steam outlet valve.
3. Water inlet valve.
4. Lid.
5..Steam inlet valve.
R. Draw-off faucet.

Figure 5-15. Conventional steam heated kettle.

'

S-S: Steam Kettles
Steam-jacketed kettlei are importaneunits that are

used by cooks in preparing food. They are' ideal for
cooking large quantities of food quickly. You are
responsible for locating and installing the kettle so_that
it will serve the personnel who are tieing it in the most
efficient manner.

442. Choose the ,true . statements related to the
construction of steam kettles.

Construction of Steam Kettles. Generally
speakilig, there are three types of steam-jacketed
kettles: steam - heated, gas-heated, and electrically
heated kettles. These kettles gre illustrated in figures
5-1 ;5,16, and 5-17. Steam kettles ar'e manufactured
in 40-,604:%and 80-gallon capacities, and operate
on a s pressure of 30 to 4p pounds per square inoh

.(psi). components of the'steamjacketed kettle are
the hiller and outer shell, cover, safe, valve, drain-off
fautet, steam supply valve, strainer, low-water cutoff,
pressure control, glass. gage, air vent, and pressure

441. Provide brief answers topertinent questions on
maintenance of disInrashers.

Maintenance of a :,14 masher: The dishwasher
requires a considerable ailOunt of maintenance. This

'maintenance may include repairing water leaks,
cleaning spray nozzles, adjusting gas° burners, oiling
motors, cleaniqg screens, adjustings._ conveyors,
repairing valves, etc. You should procure and follow
the manufacturer's instructions when you perform
maintenance on a dishwasher.

The screens and drain pipes of the dishwasher
become plugged with broken glass and food particles.
The operator of the dishwasher has the responsibility
for keeping the screen clean and free of debris.*The
plumber will maintain the water and wastepiping to
and from the dishwasher.

Exercises (441):
.

1. What source of information should' be consulted
when performing maintenance -on dishwashers?

t t,
Tho has the responsibility for keeping the screens

cleaned in a dishwasher?

. . u3.,Who has the responsibility for maintaining' the
water and drain pipes to dishwashers?

gage.

1. Water jacket gauge glass.
2. llrawolT valve.
3. Wati.,7 jacketAvater level mark.
4. Water inlet valve.
6 E!ettrical eontul
6. St, am pressure. gouge.
7 Salety valve
8 'Nipped air release pet.coelc.
0 Low water cbtolf valve. .

10. Inspection dOor.
II. Gus WI OSPC valves.

vaNe push button.
13. regulator.

'Figure 5-16. Gasheated steam kettle.
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1. Drain -of faucet.
2. Electrical switch button.
3. Signal light,
4. Electrical control' box.
5. Thermostat.
S. Water 'inlet. valve.
1. Steam pressure gauge.
8: Safety valve.
9. Water jacket gauge glau.

10. Trapped air,relesee pet-cock.
11. Water jacket, water level mark.

,
figare 5-17. Electrically heated'steam kettle,

Exercises (442):
Choose the true statements by placinka T in-the

appropriate space(s). _

I The three types .of jacketed kettles are the
steam heated, gasteated, and fuel healed.
Steam kettlei are manufactured in capacities
ranging from 20 to 80 gallons.

3 Stearn kettles operate on 5 to 10 pounds of
pressure.

4. The safety valve, drain-Off 'faucet, and.

pressure gage are components of steam
kettles..

, 443. Select the correct statements concerning the
'a installation of conventional steam kettles.

c25-,5"--

Steam supply. To control the incoming steam when
repair work is being performed, a steam control valve
may be installed in the steam inlet line near the kettle.
Most manufacturers recommend that a pressure-
reducing valve be installed in 1.1,asteam supply line
near the kettle to reduce the pressure if the steam
supply pressure is greater than the working pressure
stamped on the kettle.

Steam condensate. The steam condensate return line
should be connected to the steam outlet on the kettle.
It is advisable to install a suitable steam trap in the
condensate return line near the kettle.

NOTE: Do not install a vapor vent pipe on the
kettle.

Water supply. The water supply pipe should be
installed near the kettle. If the kettle is tapped for a
water connection, install a globe valve in the cold
water supply line near the kettle and provide an airgap
in the line where it runs downward into the kettle. If
the kettle is not tapped for a water connection,
terminate a cold water line at an unobstructed swing
spout faucet so that the water can flow into the kettle
when .required. Where there are many kettles installed
in one area, install swing spout faucets between the
kettles so that each faucet may serve two kettles.

After the kettle has been installed, it should be
checked for proper operation. See that the steam is not
'leaking anywhere and that the thermostats are set
properly and operating.

'
Exercises (443)(

, "Select the correct statements by placing a .0 in the
spaces proirided. .

1 The Steam kettle sho'uld not be bolted on a
sloping floor.
You should follow the manufacturer's
instructions when installin.a opventional-
steain kettle.

3 It is not advisable to install a steam trap in
the condensate return line near the steam
kettle.

4 Whe
ire there are ,several steam kettles

installed in a row, you should install a swing
spOut,faucet betien the kettles so that each
faucet will servo two kettles.

_ 2

444. Answer pertinent. .questions relating to
maintenance of conventional steam kettles.

Installation of a conventional Steam kettle: The
conventional steam kettle, shown in figtire 5- IS, is.'
operated by 'steam from a steam boiler, Follow the
manufacturer's installation instructions when you
instalLthis tYpe of steam kettle.

Location oft* kettle. The kettle should be bolted onc
a slopinpfloor near a floor drain so that the water used
toyashthe kettle may drain away.

'

Maintenance of a Conveitional Steam Kettle. The
maintenance of a conventional steam kettle is mostly
done by, diningtall attendants. It ineludes the Cleaning
of the interior surfaces and the straincriiili soap and
Water each time it is used: The users should also clean
the drain-off pipe and did drain-dff valve each day. If
the kettle is not used for a few days, it should be
checked for steam valve leakage.
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When there is an indication of valve leakage,
remove the faulty valve and inspect the seat and disc.
Clean the valve seat and disc, and check to see if the

. leaking condition has been stopped. If the valve
.continues to leak, reface the disc or replace the unit.
When you reinstall valves after repair, place a few
drops of light oil on the valve packing and the valve
stem. If the drain valve is damaged beyond repair, it
should be replaced with another valve similar in
design. (Do not replace a drain valve with a common
gate valve. Once a year,,or more often if necessary, the
safety valve must be checked under operating
conditions. If the valve does not operate properly after
it has been cleaned and reseated, it must be replaced
with a new safety valve. Steam trap repairs are usually
made to remedy failures caused by leaking discharge
valves or punctured floats or buckets. Other causes are
improperly operating parts. Causes of failure are
generally corrected by cleaning and refacing the seat of
the discharge valve. Some steam traps have a small vent
in the bottom of the bucket. Do not seal this vent,
because it is required for proper operation of the trap.

Exercises (444k
1. How often should the drain-off pipe and drain-off

valve be cleaned when in use?

2. If a steam kettle has not been used for a few days,
- what should be checked?

1

3. How often should the safety valve on a steam
kettle be checked?

,
445. Given statements concerning the installation
of a gas-heated steam kettle, mark the true'
statements.

Instailcation of a Gas-Heated Steam Kettle. The
gas-heated steam kettle, shown, in figure 5-16, operates
on steam just like the conventional steam kettle but
makes its own steam from the heat produced by the gas Operation and Maintenance of a Gas-Heated
which it uses. In this way it is a self-contained unit. Steam Kettle. When the kettle is installed, you should
The gas - heated steam kettle is more dangerous, to check it for operation. The gas and the. primaiy air ,

operate than the conventional steam kettle because it supplied to the burners should be properly
burns gas. Gas may explode or cause suffocation/ proportioned for efficienroperationy. Open the burner

Location of the gas-heated steam kettle. The gas- r cock to the full open position and adjust the gas speed
heated steam kettle should be installed in a depressed orifice and the mixer shutters until a soft blue-tinted

our- arc.d near 4 drain-in-a-manner-similar-to-that-of--flame-is-obtainekTurn-the-flarne-to-a-position-where
the conventional steam kettle. itjust touches the kettle. If the flame is too high, it will

Gas supply. The gas-heated steam kettle should be produce a fine soot which is apt to deposit on and
connected to the gas main with a line large enough to damage the kitchen equipment and utensils.

supply the maximum amount of gas that the burner
requires. Tables showing the pipe sizes required to
serve gas-heated units with either natural or
manufactured gas are provided by the manufacturer. A
gas shutoff valve should be installed near the kettle. It
should be equipped with a safety guard so that the gas
cannot be turned oil accidentally. An adjustable,
spring-loaded gas pressure regulator must be installed --
in the gas line as near the kettle as possible. After the
regulator has been installed, it must be adjusted to the
correct pressure. '

Venting a gas-heated steam kettle. The venting of the
kettle is important and is accomplished by installing
the kettle under a ventilating hood. You should extend
the vent pipe full size from the vent connection of the
gas burner to the underside of the hood. If there is no
ventilating hood, install a full-size vent pipe-from, the
vent connection of the gas burner the roof.
Install a draft diverter in the vent pipe, and make sure
that the vent pipe is unobstructed. Be sure that the
fumes and gases cannot be blown back into the-
building by downdraft.

Water supply. If the kettle is designed with a water
supply tap, install an airgap in the vertical supply line
near the kettle and a globe valve above the airgap.
Connect this assembly to the kettle. If the kettle does
not have a tap, terminate a water line at an accessible
height above the kettle and install an unobstructed
faucet at this point to permit water to flow into the
kettle when desired.

Exercises (445):

Mark the true statements by placing a T in the
appropriate space(s),

1 The gas-heated steam kettle is the least
dangerous of all eam kettles to operate.

2 A gas shutoff valv should be installed near
The Mettle.

3 Gas-heated steam kettles need no vent pipe.
4 Steam kettles designed with a water supply. tap should have an airgap installed in the

vertical supply line near the kettle.

446. Provide brief answers to questions pertaining
to the operation and maintenance of gas-heated
steam kettles.
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The maintenance performed on gas-heated steam
kettle is similar to the maintena,Rce.performed on the
conventional steam kettle. However, in addition, the
gas burner and the pilot light should be cleaned every
week. Disassemble the burner assembly and clean the
holes through which the gas passes with a nonmetallic
tool. This type of tool is used to keep from enlarging
the holes.

Exerciiei (446):
1. What ccilor should the flame be when the gas

burner is properly-adjusted on a gas-fired steam
kettle?

b

2. How high should the flame be adjusted on the gas-
heated steam kettle?

3. HowNittten should the pilot light be cleaned on a
gas-heated steam kettle?

447. Identify the true statements pertaining to the
installation of an electrically heated stekm kettle.

Installation of an Electrically Heated Steam
Kettle. The electrically heated steam kettle, shoWn in
figure 5- I 7, operates on steam just as the conventional
steam kettle, but the energy used to convert the water
to steam is produced by an electrical current. This
kettle is a self-contained unit just like she gas-heated
kettle. Since it is operated by electricity, care should be
taken to avoid shocks from the current.

Location of the electrically heated steam kettle. The
electrically heated steam kettle should be located in a
convenient place in the kitchen near a drain and where
a supply of water arira-sotirce--ofetectrical-powerire
readily available.

Electrical supply: The electrical connection to the
kettle must be made by a qualified, electrician. He
should install .the necessary wiring, switches, and
circuit breakers according to the codes that.are being
followed for the particulararea.

Exercises (447):
Identify the true statements by placing a T in the

appropriate, spaces.
I. The'electrically-heated steam kettle operates

on steam just as the conventional steam
kettle.

2 The electrical steam kettle is not self-
contained

3 The electrical steam kettle should not be
located near a drain._ 4 The electrical connections to the electrical
steam kettle should be made by a qualified
electrician.

448. Given a list of statements pertaining to the
operation and maintenance of electrically heated
steam kettles, distinguiilivbetween those that are
correct and those that are incorrect.,.

Operation and Maintenance of an Electrically
Heated Steam Kettle. The electrically heated steam
kettle is operated by an electrical current and
controlled by a thermostat. Set the thermostat to the
desired degree of heat. Do not set the thermoStat
beyond 285° F., because the safety valve is set at 40
pounds of pressure, which is equivalent to 287° F.
Close the petcock under the safety valve when the
steam begins to escape through it. When the heat in the
kettle reaches the desired degree which is set by the
thermostat, the red signal light will go off. This shows
that the unit is ants proper temperature.

The electrically heated steam kettle is cleaned in the
same manner.as are the conventional and gas-heated
steam kettles. Be sure to turn off the electrical power
to the kettle before you clean it. Failure of the
electrical element is a_ job for the electrician. If it
-cannot be repaired, it should be replaced wilt a new
element or a new kettle. The electrical kettle is not
used as much as the other types; therefore, most
your installation and maintenance will be on the
steam- or gas-heated steam kettles.

Exercises (448): -.

Distinguish between the correct and incorrect-
statements by placing a C in the spaces provided for
those that are correct and an I in the appropriate
spaces for those that are incorrect._ 1 The electrically heated steam kettle is

controlled by a thermostat.
2 The thermostat on the, electric steam kettle

should not be set Beyond 285° F._ 3 Failure of the electrical element is a job for
the phAmber.

4. The eleetricalcettle.is used more often than
other types of kettles.

5-4. Sinks, Laundry Tubs, and Laundry Equipment
Now' that`you know how to install and maintain

steam kettles; let's consider some other units that are
used 'in the kitchen, in connection with the kitchen
units, and in the laundry. These units are sinks,
laundry tubs, and laundry equipment.
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Figure 5.18. CouAtermorted sink.

449. State remdiedtinformation 4rettalaing to the
installation and maintenance of kitchen sinks.

Kitchen Sinks. Kitchen sinks are manufactured in
number of different patterns to be used for specific
purposes. The type most frequently encountered is thE
sink shown in figure 5-18. It is made of either.
enameled steel, enameled cast iron, or stainless steel
and is available in a number of different. patterns and
sizes. ft may have either a single or a double bowl.

11/4... 20

15%
20U

21"

42"

NOTE WATER SUPPLIES 'ii' PIPE.

Figure 5-19. Roughirrsp:cifications for a kitchen sink.

Figure
15;20;

Utility sink:

depending upon its size. Many flat-rimme4 sinks are
mounted by clamps and havea plastic counter top.

.Thit makes a colorful installation, but it is not as
durable nor as easy to keep clean as the 'skirted
enameled sink.

Installation of kitchen sinks. The rough -in
Specifications for a kitchen sink are shown in figure

.5.19. Always study the specifications before you s
install any type of kitchen sink. Even though youtave
installed other types of sinks, you must follow the,
specifications as listed by the manufacturer for the
particular sink that you are installing. ;

The kitchen sinic'is hung from a bracket which is
scresvedto a mounting board in a positidn so that the
sink,when mounted, trill be at a convenient height for
use. The distance between the floor and tits top of the
drainbaard should be 36 inches. After the Bracket has
been screwed into 'place, the sink is lowered into
position on the bracket so that The lugs cast on the back
of the sink fit down into the corresponding notches in

.the. bracket. The strainer and tail piece are screwed
into the sink bowl, and the trap is connected to the
rough-in waste. The last step in the installation of the
kitchen sink is to select a suitable faucet, install it on

d connect the water supply to it.the sink,

"Maim ce of kitchen sinks.4The m'ainten"ance of
kitchen sinks usually confined to the remoVal of
stoppages and the repair of water supply faucets.
Minor stoppages-irrttre-np--may-beremoved with a
force cut. If this procedure is not effective, remove the
stoppage through the trap cleanout. If the stoppage is
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beyond the trap, you may have to remove the trap and
run a sink snake down the waste pipe to dislodge the
stoppage.

Exerci.;es (449): 4

Whattyprof materials are kitchen sinks made of ?

2. The drainboara on a kitchen sink should be what
distance from the floor?

3. What is the last step in the installation of a kitchen
sink?

4. What tool should be used to remove minor
stoppages from kitchen sink traps?

450. From a given list of statements concerning the
Installation and malitenance of utility sinks, Choose
the cqrrect statements.

Utility Sinks. The utility sink, shown in figure 5-20

(sometimicalled slop or service sink), is used
especially for dumping mop buckets and washing
mops. It has a deep bowl and is generally constructed
of cast iron and finished in enamel.

Installation of utility sinks. The utility sink
installation is similar to the kitchen sink installation.
The utility sink is also mounted on a bracket and
mounting board. In addition to the hanger, the utility
sink also has a built-in adjustable stand trap which
bolts to the floor and provides a pedestal suppori. The
stand- trap should be adjusted to take most of the
weight off the hanger and prevent the unit from
sagging. After the fixture has been set in place, the
waste line is connected to the water supply. Then, the
unit is ready for use. Typical rough-in specifications
that will aid the plumber when installing a utility sink
are shown in figure 5-21.

Maintenance of utility sinks. The maintenence of
utility sinks is the same as for kitchen sinks. You will
probably be called to clear clogged drains of fix leaky
faucets.

Exercises (450):
Choose the correct statements by placing a C in the

appropriate spaces for thilse that are correct.
I Utility sinks are used especially for dumping

mop buckets and washing mops.
2 Utility sinks are designed with shallow

bowls.'

HANGER

15"

.4" 4.
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7½"
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2214"
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FLOOR LINE

12"

,_13"

15"

FINISHED WALL LINE

3 PIPE

to1/2

NOTE: WATER SUPPLIES 1/2" PIPE

Figure 5-21. Rough-in specifications forottp{hu sink.
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Figure 5.22. Scullery sink.
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.

3. The stand trap on a utility sink should be
adjusted to take most o? the weightuff of the
hanger.

4. The maintenance of utility sinks is the same
. as for a kitchen sink.

5. Utility sinks are generally constructed of
plastic.

451. Identify the true statements related to the
installation and maintenance of scullery sinks.

Scullery Sinks. Scullery sinks (see fig. 5-22) are
large deep vessels that are used to wash vegetables and
pots and pans. They are usually constructed of
galvanized sheet iron or stainless steel. These sinks are
manufactured in due, two, and three compartment
types. Since these sink( are used to wash greasy pots
and pans, the waste must drain through a grease trap
(see fig. 5-23). A scullery sink does not need a fixture
trap, the grease interceptor acts as a trap for the
fixture.

Installation. Scullery sinks are not commonly found
in residences. They are installed in large kitchens such

- -

SWINGING SPOUT SOAP TRAY
FAUCET \

N7Eir-Th COMPARTMENTS

FLOW CONTROL

as clubs, cafeterias, and military messhalls. Consult the
rough-in specifications for the scullery sink you are
installing before you connect the water and drain
tines. If a food grinder is installed on a scullery sink, it
mist discharge directly into the building drain through
a P-trap, Food grinders should not discharge into a
grease interceptor.

Maintenance. Maintenance on a scullery sink
consists mainly of cleaning the grease trap, repairing
the food grinder, unclogging the drain, and repairing
the faucets.

Exercisii (451):

Identify the true statements by placing a T in the
appropriate spaces.

I Scullery sinks are constructed of galvanized
. sheet iron and stainless ad.

2. Scullery sinks are only manufactured in one-
and two-compartment sizes.

3. The manufacturer's rough-in specifications
should be consulted before the water supply
is connected to the scullery sink. ,

4 Food grinders should not be discharged into
a grease trap._ 5. Scullery sinks are used to wash yegeta6les,
pots, and pans.

452. ChOose the 'correct statements associated with
-the installati9n and maintenance of laundry tubs.

Laundry Tubs. Laundry tubs are usually installed
.in basements or in utility rooms and are used for
soaking, washing, and rinsing clothes.

Construction of laundry tubs. Laundry tubs are made
in single- and double-compartment styles. They are

' usually constructed of concrete, like the one shown in
figure:5-24, but a unit made of enameled iron is
sometimes used. Laundry tubs are usually supported
by metal stands.

VENT

I

OVERFLOWS
itEASE

INTER-
CEPTOR

NO FIXTURCTRAP NEEDED.
GREASE INTERCEPTOR IS A TRAP.

Figure 5.23 Scullery sink installation.
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Figure 5.24. Double-compartment laundry tub.

Installation of laundry tubs. Before you begin to
install a laundry tub assembly, be sure to refer to the
manufacturer's installation specifications. The
installation specifications for a typical set of laundry
tubs are illustrated in figure 5-25.

When you install a laundry tub, first assemble the
metal stand by.bolting thi components together. Place,
the stand in a convenient location in front of the
rough-in piping, Place the laundry tub on the stand. Be
sure you have plenty of help for this operation. When
the tuli is set on the stand, shift it so that the P-trap can
be connected to the tailpiece of the stub. Be sure the
laundry tub is set evenly on the stand and that the legs
are properly shimmed. Some laundry tubs are
equipped with special bolts located at the bottom of
the legs which are used to level the tubs. Laundry tubs
come with cast-in waste connections with nickel-
plated brass strainers, rubber stoppers, and a 1'h -inch
tailpiece.:The P-trap foi laundry tubs should be of
heavy brass construction with a cleanout. It should be
assembled in a manner similar to that for a lavatory
trap. The installatibn of the tub is completed by,
connecting a swing type combination faucet to the hot
and cold water supply lines to provide water for the
fixture. Usually the faucet is provided with a Hose bib
which permits the attachment of holes.

Maintenance of laundry tubs. The maintenance
performed on laundry tubs is the same as that for
sinks.

Exercises (452):

Choose the correct statements by placing a C in the
appropriate spaces.

1. Laundry tubs are manufactured in three and
four compartments._ 2. The first thing to do when installing a
laundry tub is to assemble the stand._ 3 Laundry tubs come with cast-in waste
connections.

4 The P-trap for laundry tubs should be of
`,..% heavy brass.
5 All laundry tubs are equipped with

adjustable legs.

453. Given statements pertaining to installation and
maintenance of laundry equipment, mark the correct
statements.

Laundry Equipment. The major items of laundry
,equipment used at Air Force bases include washers,
extractors, tumblers, presses, ironers, and starch
cookers. Most of these units are automatic but must be
attended by operators. Usually theses machines .
operate on electricity or gas, but steam and hot watee
mayalso be required.

Laundry washers are used for washing fabrics, such
as clothes, curtains, bed linen, etc., by mechanical
operation. A laundry washer consists of a motor-
driven, perforated cylinder which revolves inside the
shell. The perforated cylinder washes the fabrics by
tumbling them. The filling and draining-of...the-wash
water is auto*tic. Laundry washers are of different
sizes, depending upon their requirements.

tr 9tt

et,

NOTE. WATER SUPPLIES IA" PIPE BEND

Figure 5.25 Laundry tub roughin mtmiurcments
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Installation. When you install a laundry washer,
refer to the manufacturer's installation prOcedures.
they are not available, install the machine in this
manner. PO'sitionthewasher before it is unorate Set
the 'near drain, level it, and bolt it to the
floor. the cold and .hot water supply lines,
drain, and Imotor leads. Check the rotation of the
cylinder and lubricate the parts. Operate the machine
and make the necessary.adjustments.

Extractors are-machines which remove most of the
water from ,fabrics by centrifugal force. An 'extractor
consists of a motor-driven, .perforated, galvanized-
steel/basket, open at the top, which rotates within a
metal shell. The size of an extractor is` determined by
the inside diameter of the basket measured in inches.
When yoti install an extractor, refer to the
manufacturer's installation instructions. If they are not
available, follow the installation instructions for a
laundry washer, since these directions are applicable.

Laundry presses and ironers are Used to finish
(iron) certain types of fabrics. There are a number of
dillerent kinds of presses and ironers; however, they
all operate on the same p *nciple. Most presses. and
ironers are constructed f a steel frame, which
supports the steam" cham rs, table, and operating
mechanism. The steam hers are,in the head and
back of each unit, and are. designed for a steam
working pressure' of,approximately 100 psi.

-When you install a steam press or ironer, refer to
the manufacturer's installation insttuctions7If they are
not available, follow the installation procedures
applicable to laundry washers.

Starch cookers cook starch for use in the laundry.
The cooker cOnsists of an inner and outer shell of
corrosion-resistant metal separated by insulation. A
brass draii-off cock is provided in the side at the
bottom of the shell to remove prepared starch. A
starch cooker of this type may be designed in a variety
of sizes, depending upon the requirements- of the
installation. When you install a starch cooker, refer to
the manufacturer's installation instructions. However,
if these instructions are not .available, install' the
cooker in a manner similar to that for a 'laundry
washer. In addition, install a steam supply and
condensate line.

Maintenance. Maintenance of laundry equipment
will consist. of repairing valves, tightening anchor
bolts, unclogging drains, replacing worn parts, and the
replacing equipment.

Exercises (453):

4. Liundry presses operate on 50 psi.
--r- 5 Starch cookers are equipped with a brass

draw-off cock.

o.2

-5-5. Auxiliary Plumbing Equipment

As a plumber, you will be responsible for installing'
and maintaining auxiliary plumbing equipment. This
equipment includes pumps, pneumatic lines,
pneumatic sewage ejectors, and water meters. You will
also be anchoring these units to floors, walls, and
different- structural members' of the building.

454. From a given list of tratements concerning
water pumps. select those that e correct.

Pumps. For the purpose of our discussion, pumps
ate divided into three groups: the well, circulating, and
sump pumps. Most of these pumpt are similar in
design.

Water well pumps. Water well pumps are usually
vertical, centrifugal, or turbine pumps driven by
electric motors. The motors may be mounted above or
below the water level. When the pump motor is
mounted above the water level, it is called a submerged
pump. Pumps with the motor mounted below the
water level are submersible pumps. Submerged pumps
are usually used for shallow, well pump ,operation,
whereas submersible pumps are used for deep well
operation because of their adaptability to different
depths.

The submerged pumps are of the centrifugal
vertical type. Their motors are generally mounted near
the well head,and are coupled to the pumps by a shaft.
The length of the shaft depends on the depth 'of the
well. Since long pump shafts vibrate, it is better to use
the subtersible type of pump for deep wells.

The submersible, centrifugal pump, shown in'figure
5-26, is of the, multistage, vertical design. Each stage
consists of a bowl and impeller. The pump impeller,
impeller shaft, and bowl asembly are made of
stainless steel to prevent corrosion. The pump shaft is
connected directly to the motor by a splined coupling.
The motor is loCated below the pump and takes the
thrust of the pump on a thrust bearing. The motor is
designed specifically for submerge4 operation.

- Operation of the motor out of water is apt to cause it to
burn MIL Submersible pump motors are usually three-
phase, 60-cycle, and. operate- on either 220 or 440
volts. ,Some small, pump motors use 110 volts. These

Mark the correct statements by placing ap,,X in the . motors are liquid filled and prelubricated at the
spaces provided._ I. Washers should be positioned before they:

arc uncrated.
Z. Washers need no leveling when installed;

they are self-leveling.
3. Extractors remove water from clothes by

centrifugal force.

97

factory 'add require no servicing before operation.
Water well pumps must always be installed according.
to the manufacturer's specifications.

Circulating pumps. Circulating pumps are used to
pump water for different purposes. These pumps are of
the centrifugal type with a single stage and have a
horizontally split case, as shown in figure 5-27. The

a
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Figure 5.26. Centrifugal. submersible well pump.
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Figure 5-27. Circulating pump.
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pump impeller is of the doubre suction type (inlet on
each face 'of %impeller), made of bronze, and is
mounted. on' a shaft which extends the width of the
pump:The impeller is set -in the casing with very little
clearance Wearing ThIgs are piovided in the ,casing

--zadimpeller-to-maintain the prover ruhrtingclearairce-
-and to minimize wear between the moving and. ,
stationary parti of the 'pump. Pump packing and
stuffing boxes are located on each enci of the impeller
shaft where it extends throiigh the pump casing. One
end Of the shaft terminates in a Dearing. The other end
of the shaft passes through a bearing and ii splined for
attachment of the flexibleAgoupling That connects the
pump to the motor. Cirmating pumps must also be
installed according to manufacturer's specifications.

Sump pumps. The sump pumps that you will be
required to service are, like the well pumps, the
submirged and the submetsible.

The submerged,. centrifugal sump pump is of the
vertical type, similar to a well water pump, with the
-motor mounted above the liquid level. A centrifugal,
submerged sump pump is shown in figure 5-28. Most

.98
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switch that, in turn, operates the pump motor.

The other type of sump pump is the submersible
type, shovM in figure 5.-29. The motor in this pump is
hermetically sealed so that it can operate in a liquid
such as. water. The pump is similar.tp the deep well
pump, with the motor positioned Ws,/ the pump in
the water kri tifrstimp. These sump pumps are usually
made of stainless steel to prevent corrosion. Sump
pumps are used to remove, wastes..
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Figure 5.28. Centrifugal, submerged sump pump.

Maintenance of pumps. Water pumps should be
maintained in accordance with the manufacturer's
instructions.' When pump capacity slacks dff
noticeably, the pump should be careffilly checked. If
the impeller and seal parts are worn beyond the limits
recommended by the manufacturer, the parts should
be replaced The reconditioning of a ,pump should
take place when it is on standby. If this procedure is
tot practical, the pump -4190 be removed and
replaced with. a spare. Mineemaintenance, sucli%as

lightening the packing nuts, may be done when the
pump is in service and running. The packing may be
replaced when the pqmp-is-not-Operating:

Exercises (454):

. Select the correct statements by placing a C in the
appropriate spItC.O.

Pumps "with .the motor mounted .below the
water level are submersible pumps.

2. The length of a pump shaft depends upon
the hOrsepower of the motor;

. 27 0

3. Manufacturer's specifications should always
be followed when installing pumpi:

4 The pump impeller for a circulating pump is
of the single-suction type._ 5 Most sump pumps are operated by a float-
controlled switch.

6,- Redonditioning of pumps should take place
when they are on standby.

455. Given pertinent questions relating to
watermeters, provide brief answers:

Watermeters. Watermeters are devices that
measure and record the amount of water that flows
through a pipe. They are used to record the amount of
water that is used by a consumer. The construction of a
watenneter is shown in figure 5-39.

In. 'buildings with basements, watermeters are
usually installed just inside the basement wall. A stop-
and-waste cock is provided to shut off the water in a
building when the water supply system needs to be
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Figure 5-29. ,Centrifugal submersible sump purlm.
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Figure 5-30. Cross section of a water meter.

drained. In buildings without basements, watermeters
are installed in buried meter boxes which are placed
somewhere between the curb and the building. These
meters are installed below the frostline to keep them
from freezing. The meter box is made of cast iron and
is equipped with a lid that is self-locking. The box is
buried over the meter with the door 'flush with the
,surface of the ground. A watermeter is installed in the
water line between two sections of pipe. The fittings
on the pipe ends are screwed, as appropriate, to the-
inlet and outlet connections on the meter. Be sure that
you place the meter in the line so that the arrow on the
case points in the direction of waterfiow.

To read a meter thatis installed in the ground, the
meter box lid must be unlocked with a special keThe
amount used is indicated.on the dial.

Watermeters require very little maintenance. They
usually work satisfactorily for years unless they are
damaged by freezing 'or a hard blow. When a,
w eter fails to operate, it is usually removed and

wt t a new or recon s iuone nit.

(455):

1. What is the purpose of watermeters?

4

3. Of what types of materials are meter boxes made?

4. What should be done when a watermeter fails to
operate prOperly?

456. Provided a list' of statements pertaining to
pneumatic sewage ejectors, choose the trot
statements.

Pneypiatic Sewage Ejectors. Pneumatic sewage
ejectorilare vessels that collect waste below ground
level and force it to a place of disposal above ground
level. They operate on air pressure. The amount of
waste they are capable of transferring is determined by
the size of the unit-. A diagram of a pneettrtatic sewage
ejector is shown in figure 5-31. The pn matic sewage
ejector is installed in the line between two sections of
pipe by connecting the pipe fittings to the appropriate
inlet and outlet connections on the sewage ejector.

Thel pneumatic sewage ejector consists` of a main
body or pot. inlet and outlet openings,An air pressure
connection, electrodes, and an inspection opening.
The pot is constructed of welded carbon steel in the
form of a cylinder with a dished top and bottom. The
inside of the pot is free from burrs or rough edit-a%
which might obstruct the free passage of solids and
rubbish usually found In sewage. The inlet and outlet
openings are usually *flanged to facilitate, the
attachment of valves. A check valve is installed next to
the sewage ejector pot, and a gate valve is installed next
to the check valve. The gate valve stops the flow of
sewage through the pneumatic sewage ejector pot and

°um.
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2. Where are watermeteit .installed when the
building has a basement?

100 .

Figure 5-31. Pneumatic sewage ejector.
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check valves during maintenance and repair. The air
connection on the top of the sewage ejector is used to
admit compressed air Into the pot to force sewage out.

The sewage ejector is controlled by a solenoid valve
which opens and closes automatically on a signal from
electrodes inside the 'pot. There are two oft these
electrodes, one short and one long. The sewage ejector
does not operate continuously, but rather in cycles. As
the.sewage enters the sewage ejector, nothing happens
until the sewage reaches the upper (or short) ,electrpde.
When this occurs, the solenoid valve is energized, and
compressed air is delivered to the sewa ejector to,
empty the pot. When the sewage level dro below the
end of the long electrode, the solenoid val e opens to
shut off the air and release the air pressure from the
pot to the atmosphere. This operation completes an

-ejection cycle of the sewage ejector .

Sewage ejectors must be inspected and maintained
if they are to, operate properly. One of these
inspections is to determine how long it takes to empty
the pot. This is done by pressurizing the pot. The
discharge time should be within the limits of the
normal operating time of the sewage ejector. If it takes
longer than normal. it is an indication of an
inoperative valve or an obstruction in the line. Air
leaks in the line reduce the action of the pot. The
check valves should be checked periodically. They are
held' open sometimes by foreign matter which allows
the waste to flow back to the inlet line. Clean check
valves that are leaking: replace valves if cleaning is not
effective. The electrodes should be removed
periodically and cleaned of the grease and foreign
matter which usually accumulate on them. The inside
of the pot should be cleaned when necessary.

Exercises (456): \
Choose the true statements by placing a T in the

appropriate spaces._ I Pneumatic sewage ejectors are vessels that
collect waste below ground level and force it
to a place of disposal.

2 Pneumatic sewage ejectors operate on water
pressure.

3 The inlets and outlets on pneumatic ejectors
are usually flanged.

4 There are two electrodes inside the pot of
the pneumatic sewage ejector.

5. The check valves on the 'outlet side of the
pneumatic sewage ejector.' never need
inspecting.

451. Given a list of statements concerning
pneumatic and vacuum lines, choose the correct
statements.

Pneumatic and Vacuum Lines. Compressed air
and vacuum are required to operate various types of
instruments, devices, and equipment at most large

1

installations and especially at missile sites. In some
cases, air pressure is used to operate pneumatic valves,
transmitters, and various types of controllers. It is also
used to pressurize domestic water systems and sewage
ejectors. Aerators depend on compressed air for their
operation, and demineralizers depend on it for
regeneration. To keep these units operating efficiently,
you will be required to install and maintain pneumatic
and vacuum lines that serve these`units...

Pneumatic controls or instruments, to oerate
efficiently, must be connected to a regulated air
'supply, The air must be clean and dry and-have the,
props'. pregsure. The installation must be planned to
prevent water, oil, or dirt from entering the system and
contaminating the units.

Compressed air systems usually operate on
pressures up to 100 psi. This pressure may or may not
be reduced before it is used by the various instruments
and devices. Copper tubing.and copper or steel pipe
may be used to fabr,icate air lines. Steel pipe and its
threaded fittings are usually galvanized as a protection
against internal corrosion, which is often bad because
of moisture in the air. Flared type connections should
be used when you use copper tubing.

The tubing, pipes, and fittings must be clean inside
and free from burrs. Thread compound should be
applied to the male threads. The supply header should
be pited,fronij/8 to 1/4 inch to the foot toward a
draufqhelp remoxe entrained oil and moisture. Low

',sections of the pipe system should be-equipped with
water traps or dritinvalves to collect the condensed
moisture.

Gate valves are generally used in headers and
principal branches, and globe valves are installed at
hose connections and other outlets. A large receiver
tank is provided sometimes at a reciprocating
compressor outlet to reduce the air pulsations created
by the compressor and to serve as a separator to collect
moisture.

Pneumatic lines are installed in the system by
connecting them to the inlet and outlet openings of
units in the system. These lines must be supported to
reduCe vibration, which may cause the pipes to crack
and break. The lines may be anchored to the building
structure with clamps, braces, and brackets.'

Pneumatic pipes and supports should be inspected
periodically and the necessary maintenance

'performed. This maintenance may include the
replacement of pipes, fittings, and gaskets. When you
are maintaining copper tubing, the work may consist
of soldering the fittings and tubing. Silver soldering
may be necessa , depending upon the specifications
for the type fittings and lines. It will be your
responsibili o it leaks that occur in tubing by
the insertion of liar type c nections. You will also
be required to replac ecti e sections of screwed ,::,1
galvanized=iron pipe. After you repair a pentmatic
line, apply pressure and test it with a soap solution to
determine if it is still leaking.

I 0 I
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Exercises (457):
Choose the correct statements by placing a C in the

spaces provided for those that are correct.
1. Pneumatic controls and instruments must be

.connected to a regulated air supply to
operate efficiently.

2. Compressed air systems usually operate on
pressures up to 50 psi.

15.

3. Copper tubing, copper pipe, and steel pipe
may be used to fabricate airiines.

4 Soldered joints should be used- to make
connections on copper tubing.

5 Cate valr are generally used on headeri
-and principal branches._ 6 Supply headers should be pitched 1Afto 4'
inch toward a drain.

.1102
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Preventive Maintenanie
and CorrosiotrCordrol

Er
CtHAPTER 8

a

.e, ONE OF THE MOST important jobs , you Each tiiie has a, maintenance' section that is
.,,

4 , t perform, as an Air Force plumber is 'preventive responsible for preVentive maintenance. This section

4 maintenance for the various plumbing installations on includes such trades as plumbing, sheet metal, heating;
the baset.You make periodic inspections to.determine electrical .work, carpentry, and painting: Preventive ,

'the nited.,.gr repairs or the replacement of damaged ,, maintenance keeps buildings in repair and equipment
pipes and fittings. You perform minor repairs to,, in usable condition,nand prevents breakdowns which
preyent major damages from developing. Therefore, it '4 would slow operations or stoP them,,completely:. . ' 0 /

is. of great importance that you understand; what i.
....

preventive maintenance is and hovw it appjiel to Air
,,

Force phfinbing systems: .. o
of

The followmrparagraph is quoted from forther 458. -Prom a given list otstateisents associated with

President Herbert Hoover. - ,
inspection of phinthing systems, choose tho'se that

. .5 . .
. . are correct. .

li is .only through the ilintination of waste and the :fit
increase in our national efficiency that wean hopn,to lower ,- Ins?eclion Procedrrses., When inspecting any
the coot of living on the one hand and raise our standard of phimbing,installation, you 'shoUld conduct a visual-
living on the *Aber. The elimination of waste is a totaLasset.
It .has no Iiibilities.. 0

inspection first, noting alpepairs reqrequired. The minor
repairs'should be' made immediately, and the ornajOr

"'Along that same line, Master Pluinber Stormy repairs or reptcementi .should be scheduled and
Welithers_said, -"Corrosion will do pore damage 41,6 completed as-soon as' possible. During inspectibn,

months to Force plumbing and equipment than an special attention should be given to ,corrosion, rust,

enemy agent. can 'do in % gam. To a plumbing splitting or cracking of pipes or fittings because of t

specialist, corrosion is our number one enerriY." The freezing, excessive strain, etc. such damage should be
...-

mission, Of the Air'Force will be jeopardized if some . corrected

vital system is rendered unserviceable by corrosion. When 'the visible and exposed piping have been

SOsyciu.see, you will play an important role in meeting
inspected, then the pipes in unlighted places must be

the mission of the' Air Force by controlling corrosion
checked. This means that a light must be used to

in plumbing systems on your base: , ,. - 000 'complete the inspection. ,Do not use an open flame

This chapter covers procedures for inspecting unless you aiesure that there is no'danger of explosion .

plumbing installation, pipes out of alinement, types of 'or fire. An electric safety light, such as an electric drop.

, pipe damage, temporary pipe repairs, and permanent cord, is much safer. 4 is usually hardy! to find leaks

pipe -repairs.. `Its also 'covers uniform corrosion, located darkaareas, and especially in cases where the6,

localized corrosion, and compositional 'corrosion. It ' leak is extremely slow (suchss sdrop every 10 to \20

tells how corrosion affects metals thaate under stress;
minutes) -or the water pressure is too Tow to .cause`a ,.

.- steady drop. Oneinethod of locating these lealisis .bydiscusses; corrosion caused by ,nliloneitroIytes and
electrolytes, materials-least likely to be affected, `by , placing a piece of white paper under the suspected

scale and corrosion,' coatings 'and. wrappings for leak. If there is a leak, the paper will be 'stained after

corrosion protection, galvanic cathode protection, and the water dries.

oo

field test equipment for cathodic protection; and Quite often a 'pipe will leak on one floor level and

explains maintenance pf anode systems and impressed water will seep to the level below. This situation calls

current systems.
.... _________for_other_methods of- deteition, :such as plating your ,

. ear against the pipe?nd-tricingthe sound to the leak.

.
The plume of the sound willincrease as you near the

Preventive Maintenance " 6 dernage;The sound may also be increased by using a
Thepreventive maintenance program is conducted strip of wood as a resonator. place one end of the

throughout the Air Force and at every Air'Force base. Wood against your ear and the other against the pipe

103
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attd trace the sound to the leak iii the same manner as
by the ear method: Id large buildings it is sometimes
difficult. td find leaks. In such cases, you will have to
resert to other methods to detect and magnify the
,sound devloped bra water paitinythrough the

71.- holes or cracks in the pipe.-
.

*, Pipes our of alinement. When a plumbing system is
installed in a building, the pipes are placed in a
horizontal, or vertical position, or at some other
desfred angle. It is also intended that they will remain
in that posttion permanently unless for some reason
they must be cicanged. If a building sags, leans, shifts,
or settles unevenly, it is likely that the pipe will be

`'-! forded out of its properalinement. When this happens,
, an excessive strain is placed upon the pipe that may
4:::'seentually damage it. Since the strength of pipe is

reduced%considerably where it is threaded, cracks and
breaks usually occur in this area. Pipes

with
are not

properly blocked, braced, or supported with hangers
will vibrate, and the vibration may cause cracks or
breaks at the joints. Therefore, keeping installed pipes
in proper alinement and well' supported is very
important in preventing costly repairs.

Types of pipe damage. Pipes can be damaged in
Many different 'ways, but we will cover only the
damage to, pipes that thelplumber can prevent when
installing a pltimbing system. Often a -plumber is
careless in doing his'work, and failurei-Occur quickly
after the instaliation is completed. When installhig a
section of:pipe, the plumfier -sometimes finds it to be
somewhat short. He then decides to back off one or
more of the fittings to make the proper connection.
Once pipe and fittingp are turned up tight, only slight
unscrewing will lOoden the joint 'enough to cause a
leak. Pipe dopes ndt used to seal leaking joints: they
must be tightened properly. Sometimes damage is the'
result of turning or tightening fittings too tight,thereby
stretching the fitting to the extent that'it cannot be used
again to make a sealed.joint. Ovettighteting fittings.
wilValso cause them to crack. Damage commonly
"found in the threaded area of pipe consists-of crossed,
torn*flittened, mashed, stripped,-of chipped threads.
"Thig is ustiallycaused by dull die cutters or insufficient
lubricaqt while the threads are being cut. Fittings with 9

stripped threads are a result of excessive tightening or
cross:thrtading.

tTenetor'ary pipe repairs. Leaks in, a. pipe system
requite either temporary or permanent repairs. Small
or slov.trflowing leaks may be stopped by temporary

2,.repairS". 'These repairs are intended to be relied on-for
t2 only a short length of,time, polkibly for a day or even a

shotter period. Majdr repairs must be regarded as
permanent repairs; ariej when they' are made, the'
system should be as good as it. was when it was
originally' installed. The neiv replacement can be
expected to give satisfactory service for the life of the
material used in the repair. However', since-the rest of .

the pipe system is old, more leaks are apt to occur any : Ftgurc,6- I. Repairing 1 holt in

time. For this reason, it is desirable to replace any pipe
which seems to be weak because of the action' of
corrosion. Before you make any kind of repairs on
plumbing systems, be sure to shut off the water and
relieve the pressure from the system.

a. Plastic tubing. Another way to make a temporary
repair in a pipe is to replace the damaged section with
plastic tubing. Cut the pipe on either side of the leak
with a hacksaw or a regular. pipe "'cutter, if working
space permiti. Now, remove the damaged pipe section
and replace it with a length of tubber hose or flexible
plastic tubing by slipping the ends over the pipe and
securing them with hose clamps. as shown in figure
6-1. The inside diameter of the hose or tubing must be
equal to the outside diameter of the pipe. One-irich
automobile hose fits 3/4-inch pipe, and 3/4-inch
garden hose fits 112-inch pipe.

b. Caulking with lead; Cracks and small holes in a
pipe or fittings may be repaired by filling them with,
lead. Successful caulking is more difficult than using '
iron cement.

1.

PLASTIC TUBING

HOSE CLAMP

PIPE

. c, -
.
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a pipe with plastic tubing.
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Figure 6-2. Repairing a hole in a pipe with a rubber pad. piece of
sheet metal, and a Clamp.

c. Rubber pad. Holes in pipe and fittings may also
be repaired temporarily by covering the pipe with a
rubber pad which is held in place by a sheet metal
piece and a suitable damp, as shown in figure 6-2.

d. Rubber tape. Another way to temporarily repair
a small hole or crack in a pipe is by `Wrapping it with
several layers of electrician's rubber tape, as shown in

figure 6-3.
e. Wood plugs. Sometimes small holes are filled

with wooden plugs. The plug is driven into the hole
after it is drilled or reamed, as shown in figure 6-4.
Hardwood is the best wood to use for making the plug.
After the plug is driven into the hole, swell
because-of the absorption of moisture from within the
pipe. This prevents the plug from being forced out of
the pipe by,water pressure.

f Sheet metal screws. The use of sheet metal screws
is an easy way to dose holes in pipes,*tanks, and
similar equipment temporarily. To make a repair with
a metal screw, placio small rubber washer on the
screw and 'turn `tt into the hole with a
screwdriver. The screw will form its own threads as it

. --

Figure 6-3. ftepa\i\rin a hole in_a pipe with electrician'S tape.
o

2
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Figure 6-4. Repairing a ?foie in a pipe with a wood plug or sheet
metal screw. 7

is screwed into the metal. Screw it into the wall of the
pipe or tank.far enough so that the rubber washer will

make a seal.
g. Lever arrangement. Another improvised method

of repairing a hole in a pipe is by a lever arrangement,
as illustrated in figure 6-5. Pressure is applied over the
rubber pad to stop the leak.

h. Pipe clamps. Emergency pipe clamps fastened
around the pipe, showir in figure 6-6, is another way to
repair pipe temporarily. The. emergency clamp is a
malleable iron cylinder halved, hinged along one side,
and fitted with bolts on the other. A rubber gasket
completes the clamp. To repair a pipe with an
emergency clamp, select the right size clamp, place the
gasket over the hole, and place the clamp around the
pipe and over the gasket. Insert the bolts and turn the
nuts doWn fingertight. Now, use a wrench to tighten
the bolts completely. This clamp can be used either
aboveground or underground. The emergency pipe
clamp makes a dependable repair, but it is not used for
a permanent repair in the Air Force.

.

6

4

Figure 6.5 Repairing a hole in a pipe by a lever arrangement.,



Figure 6.6. Emergency pipe clamp.

Permanent pipe repairs. Permanent pipe repairs
should be made with pipes and fittings that are the
same size and quality as the original installation. To
make a permanent pipe repair, disconnect the pipe line
at a convenient point, such as a union, and remove the
damaged pipe. If there is no union, remove the
damaged section of pipe by cutting it with a hacksaw

'or a ilegular pipe cutter. Cut the pipe at least 4 inches
from a fitting, as shown in figure 6-7, A; then unscrew
the ends. Cutting the pipe at least 4 inches from a

c.27/

fitting gives you working room to thread this short
length and use it when you reassemble the pipe. The
new section is made up of two lengths of pipe, one of
which may be part of the old pipe and a union, which,
when assembled, should equal the length of the old
pipe, as shown in figure 64,B. A single length of pipe
can be installed only when the old length of pipe is

disconnetted at a union. A similar procedure is
followed when a branch line is cut into an existing
line, except that a T-fitting is required-between two
new lengths, as illustrated in figure 6-7,C. This
assembly must also be equal to the original length of
pipe that was removed.

1/4

Exercises (458):

Choose the correct statement by placing a C in the
appropriate spaces.

1 A method of locating extremely slow leaks is

to place a piece 1/43f white paper under thek,
suspected leak.

2 When buildings settle, strain is placed on
piping systems.

3 Once pipe and fittings are light, slight
unscrewing will not loosen the joint enough
to cause a leak.

LENGTH OF PIPE REMOVED
.1
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figure 6.7 Replacing pipe
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Figure 6-8. Galvanic cell showing internal galvanic action.

0

4 Temporary- repairs are intended to last an
extended period of time.

_..5 Hardwood is the best wood to use for
making plugs for temporary pipe repairs.

6. Permanent pipe repairs should be made with
pipe's and fittings that are the sarne quality as-
the original installation.

6-2. Corrosion Control

The deposit of scale and the action of corrosioniiii
pipe lines, structures, and liquid- and gas-conveying
equipment is a problem of vast itnportance and should
be corrected as soon as pos,sible. In our homes, scale
clop water heaters and pipes, while corrosion and its
producjs eat away the metal Walls of these units,

"pausing leakage. The Air Force,.as yell as industry,
has similar problems but4they art much greater.
Instead of naintaining-a few feet of pipe as we do in

our homis, die Air Force maintains miles and miles of
pipe. Therefore; if the effect ofcorrosion on A iF.Force
equipment can be decreased, a substantial saving can
be made.

45?. Piovided a list of statements and responses
concerned with types of corrosion, match the
responses to the statements,

Types of Corrosion. Man has had corrosion
problems to contend wail ever since he started making
articles out of metal. For thousand of years: the only

fact known about corrosion was that it would affect
some metals more than others. For example, iron, one
of the most abundant and useful metals, corrodes very
IIII.,Whereas metals such as gold, platinum, and
srer corrode very little. In later years, men began 40
study corrosion to find out what caused it. As might be
expected, many theoriek were proposed to .explain
corrosion and its causes. Amonrthe many theories,
the electrochemical theory is most generally accepted-
as an explanation of coercion.

The electrochemical theory of corrosion is best, .
ewxplained by the action that takes place in a galvanic..
cell. A galvanic cell can be proaucet. by placing two
dissimilar metals in a suitable electrolyte, as sh8wn in
figure 6-8. The resulting electrochemical ruction
develops a potential difference .between these metals
which causes one metal to be negative or anodic and
the other metal to be positive or cathodic. In a dry cell
battery, the.zinc can is the anode and the carbon rod
the cathode. Now:when an external electrical circuit is

completed, current flows from the zinc case into the
electrOlyte. taking. with it particles ofziiic. This is an
example of galvanic corrosion of the zinc case.. It is.
this electrochemical action which illustrites the
electrocheinical thedfy.

Corrosion may be divided into several types, such
as uniform iorrosion, localized corrosion; and
Compositional corrosion. Each one of these will be
explained in the following paragraphs. 10

Uniform corrosion. Uniform corrosion is caused by
direct chemical attack. An example of this type of
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Figure 6.9 Corrosion clue to mill scale

corrosion is zinc exposed to hydrochloric acid. If you
examine the surface df zinc in a solution of
hydrochloric acid. you will find that the entire surface
is corroding. Furthermore, if the zinc is left in the acid
long enough. it will be dissolved by the acid.

Localized corrosion. Localized corrosion is caused
by the electrolytic action of a galvanic cell. 6 local
galvanic action is set up when there is a difference of
potential betweeq the areas on a metallic surface which
is in an electrolyte. Localized corrosion may be, in the

form of pits, pockets, or cavities due to the
deterioration or destruction of metal.

Localized corrosion may devel* under a number
of various conditions when different types of
equipment are buried in the ground. Some examples of
localized corrosion are discussed in the following
paragraphs.

a. Corrosion due to mill scale. The mill 'scale

embedded in the walls of iron pipe during Its

manufacture is one cause of pipe corrosion It actually
becomes the anodic area. the iron pipe the cathodic
area, and the moist soil the electrolyte. as shown in
figure 6-9. Current leaves the iron pipe wall, passes
through the electrolytic soil to the mill scale and
returns to the iron pipe. This electrochemical action
causes severe pitting of the pipe metal at the anodic
areas. Continued action of this type will eventually
weaken. the pipe to the extent of failure.

b. Corrosion due to cinders. Another type of
corrosion occurs when iron pipe is laid,in a cinder fill
in direct contact with the cinders. The cinders and the
iron pipe constitute, the dissintilar metals. ThC.pipe
forms the anodic area. the cinders the cathodic area,
and the highly ionised soil serves as the electrolyte,
The current .leaves the pipe through the soil to the
cinders and returns to the° pipe. Severe corrAion
occurs at the points where the current leaves the pipe.

c. Corrosion due to dissimilarity of pipe surface.
This type of galvanic corrosion occurs when there are
bright or polished surfaces on some areas of the pipe

4,
ob,

walls in contact with suitable electrolytic soil. These
bright surfaces become anodic to the remaining pip:
surface. In highly ionized soil, the polished surfaces
corrode at an accelerated rate, thus weakening the pipe
at that point. These bright surfaces might have been

caused by a pipe wrench which slipped and scarred or
scratched the pipe when it was assembled. The cutting
of threads on both ends of a coupling may expose
shining surfaces that corrode easily. Corrosion in the
threads will eventually cause holes in the pipe wall

d. Corrosion due to different soil conditions. This
is a general corrosion problem, especially prevalent in
highly alkaline areas. Corrosion currents go from the
pipe wall Into compact' soils and enter the pipe wall
from light. sandy soils. The intensity of the corrosion
currents and the resulting rate of corrosion at the
anodic areas of the pipe are directly proportional to
the conductivity of the soil.

e Corrosion due to stray currents. Direct current
circuits that pass in and out of an electrolyte usually
cause stray currents, many of which are a direct cause
of corrosion. This condition poses the greatest

problem in the vicinity of electrical transportation
systems, electrified coal mines, or manufacturing
plants where the direct current distribution system
requires a ground as a complete or partial circuit
return. If A metallic structure such as a tank or pipe
line is laid in such an area, a large galvanic cell is
created. This makes a perfect setup for corrosion.
Corrosion does not occur at the ,point where the
current enters the structure. because it is cathodically
protected. However, at the section where the current
leaves the structure. severe stray current corrosion
occurs. Over a period of a year, this type of corrosion
has been known to displace as much as 20 pounds of
pipe wall for every aMpere of %urrent.

j: Corrosion due to bacteria. Biologidal corrosion
is another distinct type of corrosion which is caused by
electrolytic or galvanic cell 'action. It is the
deterioration of metals by corrosion processei which
occur as either a, direct pr an indirect result ofrthe
metabolic activity of certain minute bacteria.
particularly in water or soil environments. These
Organisms that cause bacterial corrosion are bacteria,

'slime, and fungi. Microbiological cOrrosiye action in
the soil is due to physical and chemical changes in the

. soil- caused by the presence of these organisms. Some
Bacteria types are responsible for the productionof
a. ctive galvanic cells. These bacteria are mostly found
in highly" waterlogged, sulfate-bearing, blue clay soils.
The -bacteria concentration, as well as the corrosion
rate, varies considerably with the different seasons of
the year. Cast-iron and steel pipe are corroded mostly
by sulfide production.

Compositional corrosion. Compositionarborrosion.,
alters the composition of metals. Some of the specific
types of compositional corrosion are discussed in the 4.
followM,paragraphs.
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a. Dezincification. This is a selective type of
corrosion which occurs in copper and zinc alloys.
When alloys of this kind (brasses) are exposed to this
type of corrosion, the zinc dissolves out of the alloy
And leaves only the copper. Some pipe fittings are
made of brass, and dezincification attacks may weaken
these fittings to the point of failure. The solution that
dissolves the zinc may be impure water or oil that acts
on an electrolyte.

h. Graphitization. Another type of compositional
corrosion is graphitization or graphitic softening. It is
a peculiar form of disintegration which attacks grey
cast iron. Cast iron is an alloy made of iron and
carbon:4 the carbon being in the f9rm of graphite
When cast iron with such a composition is subjected to
graphitization, the iron dissolves out and leaves only
the graphite. This action leaves cast-iron pipes and
other similar equipment weakened mechanically.
However, after graphitization, corrosion occurs. the
graphite pipe may last for many years if it is not
subjected to any inechanical forces or sudden
pressures. The action of this type of corrosion is
similar to dezincification.

c Hydrogen embrittlement. Hydrogen
embrittlement is a term applied to metal that becomes
brittle betause of the action of some form of corrosion
which causes the formation of hydrogen on its surface.
When hydrogen forms on the surface of steel, the
action of the hydrogen may form blisters or actually
embrittle the metal. It has been demonstrated that
hydrogen liberated near the ..surface of steel in an
ejectrolyte will liffuse Into the metal quite rapidly.
The hydrogen up ry the steel is in an atomic
state and Causes the steel to beCome brittle.

When the production of atomic hydrogen on the
surface of the metal stops. the hydrogen leaves the
metal in a few days and the metal again regains it
Original ductility.

It has been found that carbon steels are affected by
hydrogen embrittlement according to ttre hardness in

the steel. The harder the metal. the greater is the
susceptibility to hydrogen embrittlement. Hydrogen
embrittlement in carbon steels is also increased by the
presence of stresses. . .

Corrosion affects metalsthat are Under stress. The
action caused by stresses on a pipe line or structure is

due to the shifting of the various rocks and soils of the
earth. Usually a complete pipe line is not under stress.
certain sections are under stress 'white adjacent
sections are not. Because of ittese pressures and
strains. localized electrochemicg action takes 'place.
The section of the pipe or structure under stress
becomes anodic. whereas the unstressed' sections
become cathodic. In this way. the pipe under stress
begins to corrode and weaken because of the action of
corrosion.

Corrosum caused by nonelecavlytes. Nonelectroly tes
are materials that will not conduct electricity. Thege

materials include nonelectrolytic vapors, liquids, and
bacterial organisms. Since they do not conduct
electricity, they do not, in themselves, cause corrosion.

a. Nonelectrolytic gases and vapors.
Nonelectrolytic gases and vapors usually must be
subjected to high temperatures before corrosive action
can take place. Hydrogen sulfide causes scaling of iron
at temperatures from 1400° to 2000° F. High-
chromium-alloy steels resist this type of corrosion
best. The only remedy for this type of corrosion is to
keep the gases away.from the metal or use a metal that
can resist corrosion.

High-carbon steels are attacked by hydrogen at
temperatures above 750° r This hydrogen combines
with the carbon grains in the steel and causes the metal
to weaken at the grain boundaries between the iron
and carbon.

Oxygen will combine directly with most metals at
high temperatures. The temperature at which oxygen
will combine with the metalkdepends mostly upon the
type of metal. In the process of cutting iron with an
oxyacetylene torch, the oxygen combines with the
iron.

b. Nonelectrolytic fluids. Nonelectrolytic fluids
include such liquids as pure water, lubricating oils.
fuel oils, alcohols, etc. These fluids 'do not cause
corrosion, but corrosion does occur in storage tanks
that contain these liquids and pipe lines that carry
them. The ,corrosion is not caused by the
nonelectrolytic liquids, but by the foreign products'in
them. For example, rf-impure water is introduced into
an oil pipe line, the water will cause the inside of the
pipe to corrode. The water collects on the inside of the
pipe, because the pipe is usually cooler than the oil. In
a storage tank, the water will settle to the bottom of the
tank, because it is heavier than the oil, and will cause
the bottom to corrode. Hydrogen sulfide and sulphur

-dioxide may also be introduced to the pipe line to
add to the corrosiveness of the water that collects on
the metal. The only way to prevent corrosion from this
solace is either to coat the inside of pipe line and
tanks with a protective film or to remove the water
from them.

c. Bacterial organisms. Bacterial organisms may
also cause microbiological corrosion. Colonies of
bacteria that live close to the metal surface 15,

stationary slimy deposits produce corrosive substances
such as carbon dioxiae, hydrogen sulphide, ammonia.
and ,organic and inorganic acids. Thesecorroding
substances are found only in the locality of-thecolony

and may be undetected in the surrounding N:vate6 or
soil. Bacteria which cause corrosion in this way need
to produce only small arrioqpts of corrosive produc,ts
for lOcalized attack. However, colonies of bacteria°
that do not produce corrosive products may act as a
protective film around the metal, causing ilnequal
distribution of electrical potential, whidh gives rise to
local anodes and cathodes. In this way.. the production
of local cells will Cause increased corrosive action..
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Biolcigical corrosion is extremely difficult to
control, since the organisms are very resistant to
normal methods of sterilization. Probably the most
logical method to reduce microbiological corrosion is
by the use of some barA coating between the
environment and the metal.

-Corrosion caused by electrolytes. An electrol)ae is
any- substance that conducts electficity. It conducts
electricity because it contains ions which carry
!electrical charges, either negative or positive. and
which move in etearical fields. Some of the more
important electrolytes are discussed in the following
paragraphs.

a. Atmospheric conditions. Corrosion due to
atmospheric conditions is caused mainly by the water
in the atmosphere. Pure water is a nonelectrolyte, but
because it is a universal solvent, it is not found to be
pure very often. Rain water is considered to be pure.
but this is not true. As rain falls to she ground, it
dissolves gases out of the atmosphere .and becomes
impure. For this reason, any water vapor in the
atmosphere is also impure. If a .piece of metal is
exposed to atmospheric air, and the metal is cooler
than the air, water vapor from the air will collect on
the surface of the metal. The layer of water on the

, metal may be so thin that it cannot be seen, but there is
enough of it, if impure, to start corrosion. In this case,
when the gases. dissolve into the water, the water
becomes an electrolyte. When metal is exposed to an
electrolyte, galvanic cellsare produced on the surface
of the metal, since there are impurities in it. Each one
of these cells starts to act on the metal, causing
corrosion by electrochemical action.

b. Water and water solutions. If metal is exposed to
water or.water solutions, corrosion is likely to occur if

, the water or metal is impure. If the water or metal is
lure, corrosion probably will not occur, however,
these conditions seldom exist in nature. Impurities in
the water and metal produce galvanic cells which Cause
corrosion.

c. Chemical agents. Chemical agents such as acids
and salts also cause corrosion. When these agents are
present in the environment, direct chemical attack on
metal is the result. -For example, if a piece oT zinc is
exposed to hydrochloric acid, a definite chemical
reaction takes place. The zinc and hydrochloricacid
combine, producing zinc chloride and hydrogen. This
action continues until the zinc is completely dissolved
or the acid is too weak to act on the zinc. Corrosion in
this case causes the zinc to dissolve.

oo

Another example ,that may be timed to illustrate,
corrosion 'through the use of a chemical agent is to
place alurIpinum in a lie solemn. 4The lye will pit
(corrode) the aluminum as long as chemical action
continues between the aluminum and lye.

Exercises (459); .

Match the statements.in column A to the responses
in column B t) placing the appropriate letter in the
space provided.

3

5

' ,,hemn 4

Corrosion caused by
the electrolytic ac-

tion ot a galvanic
cell.
Corrosion cauaby
direct .heroical` P at-

tack
Alters the ,ornp6si-
non of metals
Causes scaling of
iron at temperatures
trom I300'' to 2(11)0:
F
Any substani.x that
conducts electricity

.a

460. Select from a
likely to be affecte

(,1102111

a L nitorm comNon
h Compositional corrosion
c. Localized corro.ion
d An electrolyte
e Hydrogen sulfide

en list of materials those least
v scale and corrosion.

22c

Materials Least Li, y To Be Affected by Scale
and Corrosion. Whenever the plumber installs various
types of plumbing equipment in areas where corrosion
is active, he should try to select equipment which is
made of materials least affected by it. To "prevent
electrochemical action in plumbing equipment, it
should be made of giaterials that-are not affected by
electrOlysis. Plasticirmaterials such as polyethylene

\ polyester and polyvinyl chloride are not acted upon by
corrosion. Glass is another material that isnocatted ,

on by corrOsion*. This is why hot water tanks are lined
with glass. Other materials used for the manufacture of
pipe which resist corrosion are vitrified clay, cement, °

fiber, asbestos, and rubber. Glass fibers reinforced
with epoxy or polyester resins are also resistant to
corrosion.

Dielectfic bushings may be installed to stop
electrolytic action in plumbing systems or wherever
dissimilar metals are used. These bushings are made 'Pr
nylon and are usually colored. They' withstand
pressures to I 00,si and temperatures up to 300° F
The bushings.are usually placed in pipe systems its
recommended by. he manufacturer. Some of the
!petals least likely to'Ipe affected by corrosion are
copper, brass, Monel..and stainless steel.

Exercises (460):

Select from the following list of materials those
least likely to be affected by scale and corrosion by
placing an X in ;he appropriate space(s)

l Glass pipe
Plastic pipe

3 Iron, pipe
4 Copper pipe

Brass pipes
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6. Cast-iron pipe
7 Monel pipe
8. Steel pipe

461. Given a list of coatings and wrappings used for
corrosion protection and a list of jobs, match the
coatings or wrappings to the appropriate job.

Coatings and Wrappings for Corrosion
Protection. Coatings and wrappings are- commonly
used to combat corrosion on exterior piping systems.
There are many different types of coatings, such as
asphalts, coal tars, plastics; mastics, greases, and
cements. These coatings are considered to be
insulating materials, but each is not effective in all
environments. Each one was developed for a certain
type of corrective environment.

Asphalt coatings. Asphalt base coatings are the most
common type of protective coating used. They are
produced from petroleum residue and natural sources.
Asphalt base coatings can take considerable abrasion,
impact, and temperature changes without creating a
corrosive condition. However, they absorb a
considerable amount of water and dissolve easily into
a form of petroleum product'.

Coal tar coatings. Coal tar coatings are commonly
used on pipe lines. They possess continuity, hardness,
adhesion, and corrosion resistance. Coal tar coatings
are less expensive than asphalt coatings. They do not
have a very good impact resistance, and a wide
tempetature change often causes the surface to crack.

Paint coatings. Some of the most important paint
coatings are coal tar, asphalt, rubber, and vinyl.

coal tar paints have the outstanding characteristics
of low permeability and resistance to electrolytic

\ reaction. They are not affected by the action of water. ,
These paints are recommended for piers, marine
installations, flood control structures, sewage disposal
plants, and industrial concrete iifpe linei.

Asphalt paints are weather resistant and durable
against industrial fumes, condensation, and sunlight
action. Because of their resistance against water
solvency, they are used on steel tanks and concrete
reservoirs.

Rubber base paints are very resistant to acids,
alkalies, salts, alcohols, petroleum products, and
inorganic oils. The resistance of these products makes
them ideal for use on the inside of metallic and
concrete storage tanks. If these structures are
submerged in water or underground, a special form of
this paint should be used because of condensation.

Vinyl type paint is one of the many synthetic resin
base paints. These paints dry to a film that is tough,
abrasionproof, and highly resistant to electrolysis.
They are odorless, tasteless, nontoxic, and
nonflammable. The film is especially resistant to oils,
fats, waxes, alcohols, petroleums, solvents, formic
acid, organic acids, ammonium hydroxides, \ and
phenols.-Because df these vinyl characteristics, it is

a7
very applicable for tanks, pipe lines, well heads, off-
shore drilling rigs, pipe2in oil industries, railroad
hopper cars, dairy and brewery equipment, storage
tanks, and concrete exposed to corrosive
environments. °

Grease coatings. Grease is another material died to
form a protective coating on structures. It is usually
made from a petroleum base and resembles paraffin or
wax. Grease can be applied either hot or cold;
however, it must be protected by some type of
wrapping to keep the grease from being displaced or
absorbed by the backfill soil when it is applied to
underground surfaces.

Concrete coating?. Concrete coatings have been used
with success when properly applied to pipe lines to be
laid in highly, corrosive soils, such as areas containing
acid mine drainage or in brackish marshes. Well-
mixed concrete, usually a mix of one part portland
cement to two parts sand, may be applied to pipe lines.
The thickness of the coating applied. may be up to 2
inches. If the concrete is properly mixed and tamped
around the pipe, it may last 40 years. However,
concrete has a tendency to absorb moisture and crack.
which in many ways limits -its use. In fact, in places
where the coating cracks, electrolysis immediately
starts to corrode the metal. This corrosion can be
partially prevented by painting the pipe with a
bituminous primer before coating it.

Metallic coatings. Metallic coatings such as
galvanizing (iinc coating) are very effective in
protecting metallic structures or pipes against
atmospheric type corrosion. This type of *coating is
ideal for cold water lines and metals exposed . to
normal atmospheric temperatures. However, meta-6

such as iron corrode rapidly when used in high-
temperaturekquipment. The reason for this is that at a
critical temperature of approximately 140° F. iron
becomes anodic to zinc. This results in the iron's
becoming the sacrificial anode which corrodks readily.

Plastic wrapping. Plastic tapes for wrapping come in
rolls. \They may be procured in various widths to suit
the-user. The tape.is wrapped around the pipes before
they.arefaid in the trench. Thewrappings are applied
by a simple device that is clamped on the pipe and
turned,by the plumber. Pipe joints are wrapped after
the pipesare laid in the trench.

Exercises (461):
Match the coatings and wrappings'in column B to

the list of jobs in column A by,placing the letter(s) in
. the appropriate blank(s).

Column A Column B

I Cold water pipes ex- a. Vinyl type paint
posed to normal at- b. Metallic coatings
mospheric tem C. Rubber,base paint
peratures.

2 Inside of g concrete
storage tank.'

3 Brewery equipment.

I l l
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IN. BACK FILL

Figure 6-10: Galvanic cathodic protection

..t
462. Given ilist of statements relating to galvanic
cathodic protection, identify the true statements.

Galvanic Cathodic Protection. Galvanic cathodic
protection is kmethod used to protect metal structures
from the action of corrosion. As explained before,
galvanieelI corrosion is the major contributing factor
to the ..deterioration of metal by electrochemical
reaction. The area of a structure that corroders is the
anode or positive side of the cell. Corrosion occurs
when die positive electric current leaves the metal and
.enters the electrolyte. Galvanic cathodic protection is
designed to stop this positive current flow. When the
current is stopped, the corrosive action stops and the
anodes disappear. This type of protedtion depends
upbn the neutralization of the corroding current and
the polarization of the cathode metal areas.

Galvanic cathaiC protection is a means of
reducing or preventing the corrosion .of a metal
surface by the use of sacrificial anodes or impressed
currents. When sacrificial anodes are used, it is,gnown
as the galvanic anode method. If impressed currents
are used, it is known V the impressed current method.
These two Methods can be used Separately, or in
conjunction with each other; depehding upon the
corrosive characteristics of the electrolyte surrounding
the structure.

GalvaniC anode method. The galvanic anode method
of cathodic protection uses an electrode referred to as
a sacrificial anode,that cO)rodes to' protect a structure.
This sacrificial anode is electrically connected to and
placed in the same electrolytic area of the structure.

..

The anode used to protect iron or steel strictures
should be made of magnesium or zinc so that it will-
produce a sufficient potential difference 'to cause the
structure to become a cathode. The action of this type
of galvanic protection causes the electric current to
flow from the sacrificial anode through the electrolyte
to the structure to be protected. The electrical
connection between the two metals completes the

. circuit and allows the current to return to the
corroding metal. The sacrificial anode becomes the
anode of the established dissimilar metal galvanic cell,i
and the structure to be prdtected becomes the cathode.
The current from the sacrificial anode is intense
enough to oppose or prevent the positive current from
leaving the anodes in the structure to be protected.
These structure anodes are then suppressed, and the
metal in the structure becomes a cathode. The
prevention of these positive currents from the anodic
areas in the:structure reduces the corrosion rate to
ahnost'kertr"' ...

GaWanic cathodic protection is used in areas where
the corrosion rate is low and the electric power is not
readily available. A typical example of galvanic
cathodic protection is shown in figure 6-10.

Impressed current metho . The impressed Current
method of cathodic protecti n is designed to protect

ilarge metal structures lo ated in corrosive areas. With
tIkis method of proteCt n a, source of alternating
current is required. In addition. a rectifier is needed to
obtain the required direct-Current potential.

The basic principle of the impressed current
method is merely aft applicatuyn of the galvanic cell

112 °
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reaction. The component parts of this method are the
cathode, which is the metal structure to be protected;
the anode, made of suitable anodic material: the
electrolyte or ground, which is the ionized corrosive
material; and the rectifier and various connections
which serve to complete the electrical circuit. The
operation of this method depends on the rectifier,
which forces direct current fron't the anode through the
electrolyte (ground) to the metal structure to be
protected. This method causes the metal structure to be
the cathode, suppresses thb anodic currents from it,
and in turn prevents corrosion of the structure. An
impressed current method' of cathodic protectiori is .
illustrated in figure 6 -11.°

)

Exercises (462):
Identify the true statements by placing a T in the*

appropriate spaces._ I Corrosion occurs when the positive electric
current leaves the metal and enters the
electrolyte._ 2 WW1 sacrificial anodes are used, it is

known as the galvanic anode method.
3 The anode used to prixect iron or steel

structures should be made of copper._ 4 The impressed current method is designed to
protect small metal structures ,in
noncorrosive areas.

c.273/_ 5. The basic principle of the impressed current
method is merely the application of the
galvanic cell reaction.

6 The 'operation of an impressed current
system depends upon the rectifier.

463. Provided a list of field test equipment for
cathodic protection and related uses, match the field
test equipment to 19particular use.

Field Test Equipment for Cathodic Protection.
The items of field test equipment that the plumber uses
to make tests when installing, operating, and
maintaining cathodic protection systems are the volt-
millivoltmeter, inulticombination meter, resistivity
instrument, buried pipe locator, and protective coating
leak detector. This equipment is discussed in the
following paragraphs:

Volt-millivoltmeter. In corrosion and cathodic
protection testing in the field, it is necessary to
measure the potential of the structure being
investigated as compar the earth along the
structure and to other metalli structures. It is also
necssani_ta_measure the ential of rectifiers,
batteries, galvanic anodes, an sometimes potentials
along the earth's surface determine the distance
being protected. The tentials may vary from
millivolts to 20 volts or ore. Various types of
voltmeters are used for this purpose. One of these

Figure 6.11 Impressed current method 01 cathodic protection.
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men ts is the volt-millivoltmeter. It is a recording
instru nt designed with a chart that makes one'
revoluti n in 24 hours. The instrument will record the
variations in potential, and reveal the electrolytic
conditions around a structure.

Nfulticombination meter. The multicombination. .
meter is used quite often in cathodic protection work.
It is designed as a combination unit and actually
consists of more than one instrument. The meter can
be used as a high- resistance voltmeter, an ammeter and
milliammetat, ..a low-resistance voltmeter and
millivoltmeter, and a potentiometer voltmeter.

. The multicombination meter may be used to
measure galvanic anode current between an anode and
structure, galvanic current between structures. and
potentials as with other types of, voltmeters and
mi Itivoltrneters:

Resistivity instruments. Resistivity measuring
instruments are units used to test the corrosive action
of a soil. Tests regarding Sbil corrosiviry are necessary
when designing cathodic protection systems.
Informatidn from these tests is used to locate the most
corrosive areas where a pipe line is to be laid and the
most corrosive areas of an existing pipe line. 1t is also
used to decide the location for anode beds.

One of the simplest methods for making a resistivity
test is to use a single probe resistivity meter. It consists
of a probe with two electrokies, an indicating
instrument, switches, and the required wiring. To use
this instrument, the probe is inserted into the ground
and current is applied to it. The indicating instrument
gives a reading which indicates the corrosiveness of the
soil. .

Buried pipe locator. In the field of cathodic
protection work, it is necessary to locate pipes in order
to locate interferences in the cathodic protection
system. An electronic pipe locator is used for this
purpose. The main components of the locator are the
directional transmitter and the directional receiver.
Each one of these units is carried by an operator. The
operators are usually about 30 feet apart. During
actual operation the transmitter sends out signals
which travel along the pipe line. The receiver, in turn,
picks up these signals in varying intensities, depending
on the distance the operators are from the pipe. When
both operator's are directly over the, pipe, a maximum
response is obtained in the phones and on.the visual
meter of the receiver. Most pipe can be located easily
and accurately in this manner.

Protective coating leak detectt5r.IA protectivrcerating
- leak detector, referre0 to as a "holiday director," is

used to detect the ithperfections (holidays) in pipe
coati gs. The holiday leak detector is an instrument
which operates on an electric curzeht, When it is being
mov along a pipe that is covered by a coating or
wrapping, a completed circuit between it and the pipe
reveals a holiday and causes a bell to ring, or a bulb to
light, or a buzzer to sound.

Exercises (463):

Match the field test equipment in column B to its
particular use stated iii column A by placing the letters
in column B in the appropriate spaces in column A.

Column A

I Used to measure
galvanic anode cur-
rent between an
anode and structure.

2 Used to detect the
imperfections in pipe
covenngs

3 Used .to test the cor-
rosive action of a
soil.

4 Used to record the
variations in poten-
tial and reveal the
electrolytic condi-
tions around a struc-
ture. at

Column B

a Voltmillivoltmeter
b Resistivity instrument
c. Multicombination meter
d. Holiday detector

-1111°

464. Select the true statements pertaining to
maintenance of anode systems. ,

Maintenance of Anode Systems. The anode system
of cathodic protection requires very little maintenance
because it does not have a power source and does not.
have to be regulated.

Magnesium and zinc anodes, used in the anode
system'sometimes suffer local or self corrosion which
reduces their.efficiency. When their efficiency drops to
a minimum, they Must be replaCed. Anode life varies
from 5 to 30 years, depending upon the type of anode'
used. It is conservative to figure that about 17 pounds
of magnesium or 25 pounds of zinc are wasted away b'},
electrolysis from an anode per ampere year. Test
stations should be installed in the anodeSystem so that
the effectiveness of the cathodic protection can be
determined.

Exercises (464):

Select the true statements by placing a T in the
correct spaces.

I Anode life varies from S to 30 years._ 2 The anode system of cathodic protection
requires consnt maintenance-

3 'Test stations should be installed in anode
systems.

4 It is conservative to figure that about 17
pounds of magnesium waste away by
electrolysis per ampere year.

465. From a given list' of statements concerning
maintenance of impressed current systems, identify
those that are correct.

Maintenance of Impressed Current Systems. The
impressed system of cathodic protection requires

H4
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considerably more maintenance than the anode
system. This is because an electrical current is used for
the operation of the system: The current may come
from any ac source. Wind-driven generators can be
used to furnish the alternating current when it is not
readily available. The transformer rectifier used in the
system requires much less maintenance and servicing
than other sources of current. However, systematic
maintenance procedures must be used to keep these
units in operating condition,

The transformer rectifier set consists of two units, a
transformer and rectifier. The transformer is used to
step the high voltage down tcra value of 12 to 40 volts.
and the rectifier is used to e,hange alternating current
to direct current. Connections on this unit must be
kept tight.

6
The materials most often used for anodes mAth

impressed current are aluminum, high silicon. ,cast;
iron, and graphite. Scrap iron and steel maybe used
for anodes, since they waste away at a rate of 20
pounds per ampere year. Anodes must be replaced
when they are totally wasted away.

4

Insulated wire that resists electrolytic action must
he used to make the connections between the anodes
and the structures to be protected The insulation oir
existing current-carrying lines should be checked. and
if deterioration is evident, the wires should be
replaced. Overhead electrical lines should be checked
also to see that they are securely fastened to the poles
and that the connections are tight.

Exercises (465):
Identify the correct statements by placing an X in

the appropriate space(s).
1 The impressed current system requires

considerably less maintenance than the
anode system.
The transformer rectifier set consists of two
units, a transformer and a rectifier.

3 The materials most often .used for anodes
with impressed current are aluminum, high
silicon, cast iron, and graphite.

4 Insulated wire that resists electrolytic action
must be used to make the 6onnections
between the anodes and the structures to be
protected. .
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Fire Protection and Lawn Sprinkler Systems

THE INSTALLATION of fire protection systems is
one of vital importance. Construction of fire control
'stems is within the scope of responsibility of the
plumbing shop.

The Air Force has several thousand builaings which
require fire protection: so you see, adequate
khoivledge of the supply and distribution systems for
fire protection is necessary for all concerned. Without
proper operation and, maintenance of these systems,
the entire effectiveness of fire protection is nullified.

This chapter covers exterior fire protection systems,
inspection and maintenance of fire hydrants, interior
fire protection systems, maintenance of interior fire
protection systems, and lawn sprinkler systems.

7.1. Fire Protection System

Water is the most practical'extinguishitig agent` for
ordinary- structural fires. It absorbs heat rapidly' and
with greater capacity than most other agents used for
fire extinguishment.

466. Given a list of statements and responses
relating t exterior fire protection iystems, match
the responses to the statements. '-

Exterior Fire Protectiofl System.,Fire hydrants are
.art important part of the installation fire protection
system and must be kept in good working order at all
times. .

Fire Hydrants. Fire hydrants are manufactured in
several different types and models. However, the three
ism'.most important types are the flush, traffic, and

standard. 400,
,
The flush type hydrant, illustrated in figure 7- I; is

normally installed in holes, below grqund. level, with
the cover at ground level. This type of hydrant is ideal
for areas where there is heavy foot or vehicle traffic: It
is also used where abovegroufid hydrants would
distract from the appearance of the surroundings. You
will find thest, hydrants installed in such areas as
airtxiits, narrow streets( and sidewalks.
. The traffic model fire.hydrant, illustrated in figure
7-2, is designed to break away when, hit by a vehicle.
This feature Minimizes damage to i'xith, the vehicle and

7.4 .41

its occupants. This hydrant will break away without
loss of water.

These hydrants have breakable bolts and 2-

breakable coupling (on the stem) of the ground level:
In case of a collision, the top part of the hydrant V, ;I)

116

Figure 7.1 Plush type fire hydrant
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'Figure 7.2. Traffic type fire hydrant.

break away with.minimum damage to the hydrant or
vehicle. The main water valve remains seated because
it is held closed by water pressure. A broken hydrant
can be repaired easily and quickly by using a safety
flange repair ,kit. (See fig. 7-3.) This kit consists of
eight breakaway bolts, a breakable coupling, and a
standpipe gasket:.

The standard type of fire hydrant, shown in figure
ii'similar to the traffic model with the exception

of the breakaway feature. The other component parts
arethelame' and are interchangeable..

Most fire hydrants have one pumper nozzle and two
hose nozzles. The pumper nozzle is 4 inches in
diaineter and the hose no2zies are 21/2 inches. The
nozzles should face in the direction that is the most
convenient for Ilse. .

Afire hydrant is a v'eri7simple fixture. Howeyer,lit
does consist of over 40filifferent parts. A cutaway tire
hydrant with.the nantioof the parteli illustratedjin

Location of fire hydrants. Hydrants are usually
placed about 400 feet apart in housing :areas so hat
every building can be reached froM two hydrants with
notiiiore than 300 feet of hose. They are located about

117
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300 feet apart in warehouse and airfield-hangar areas.
The hydrant should. he at last 6 feet from paved road
surfaces, at least 3 feet from any obstruction, and not
directly in front of homes, entrances and drives.

Installation of fitOtydrants. As a plumber, you may
' be called upon ..to install a fire 'hydrant. During the

- installation procedures, you should consider the-
following factors:

(1)' The lowest outlet should be at least 18 inches
above the ground.

(2) The highest operating nut must not be more
than' 48 inches above the ground.
s (3) The water main feeding the hydrant must be 6
inches in diameter larger.

(4) An isolation valve should be installed betWeen
the water main and the *rant (see fig, 7-6): .

(5) The water line to the hydrant must be buried
deep enough to eliminate the possibility of freezing.

(6) The drainllole must be open...
(7) The hydrant should be braced-with a"kick block

opposite the water entrance. This is' to keep the
pressure from "blowing" the hydrant off the pipe. The
hydrant is braced by using concrete between the
hydrant and solid ground. -

(8) If the soil is sandy and unstable, attach the
hydrant to the water main with bridle rods and clamps.
The rods shcold be at least 3/44 diameter and
'coated with an acid-resistant pain

(9) After, the hydrant has been connected, pack at
least 7 cubic feet of crushed rocks around the base of
the hydrant. This is to insure thorough draining of the
hydrant.

(10), The earth should be replaced in layers 6
inches thick or less. Each layer should be tamped
thoroUghly before adding the next layer.

0

Figure 713. Safety flange repair kit.
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Figure 7-4. Standard type firitArant.
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Extending ,the height of a hydrant. Occasionally, it
may become necessary to raise the height,-of a fire
hydrant. This can be easily accomplished by the use of
an extension . kit. (See fig. 7 -7.) The' extension kit
consists of an extensiorr barrel, an extension stem
and the necessary bolts, nuts, and 'laskets. EatensiOn
kits come in increments from 6 inches to 4 feet.

1- .. . , .a .
Exercises (466): .

Match the statements in column A top the responses,
in column B by placing the appropriate letter(s) in the
spaces provided.

2.

3.

Colwun A

Diameter of the
pumper nozzle.
Diameterof the hose
nozzle.
Type of hydrant used
at airports.
Type of hydrant used
where there is a
possibility of colli-
sion.

Column' R

a, Flush '
b. 6 fief
c. 4 inches
d. 3 feet/
e. 2,/g inches
f. 18 inches
g. 48 inches
h. Traffic

....

Column 4

5. ,The minimum dp-
lance a fire hydrant
should be from a
paved road

6. The minimum dis-
tance a fire hydrant
should be away from
the nearest obtruc-
tion.

7 The maximum dis-
tance the operating
nut of a hydrant can
be above ground
level.

8. The minimum dis-
tance the lowest
opening of a hydrant
Qin be above ground
level.

4
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Figure 7.5. "(away of a fire hydrant.
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. Figure 74, Isolation valve.

467. Select the correct items from a list pertaining
to inspection end maintenance of fire hydrants.

Inspection And Maintenance of Fire Hydrants.
Inspection and maintenance of fire hydrants is
performed on I an annual basis. Each base has -a
recurring. maintenance program *hich identifies the
time to perform the inspection and what maintenance
is to be performed.

t

290

S

The variety of makes and models of fire hydrants
- necessitates listing data for each different type or make
of hydrants on base. Descriptive matter and operating
and repair instructions should be obtained from
manufActurers and filed for quick reference.

spection of hydrants. Inspection of fire hydrants
should be performed in peak flow periodg. usually in
the summer months. You should start your inspection
at the fire hydrant nearest the beginning of the bise
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water supply source, and continue through the system
until all hydrants and valves have been inspected. A
record should be maintained on each fire hydrant. The
records should be kept on AF Form 995, Gate
Valve/Hydrant Record, showing pertinent physical,
data including a sketch or drawing referencing the
location of the hydrant. . .

When inspecting fire hydrants, you should locate
the nearest valve to the hydrant. Most hydrants have an
iplation valve installed approximately 3 to 5 feet from
file base of the hydrant. This is to allow you to turn off
only the hydrant being worked on Instead of a block or
more of the water main. After you find the valve, you
should tighten the hose connection caps on the
-hydrant. Next, you should turn the hydrank all the way
on. With the hydrant full of water and -under main
presspre, you can inspect for any leaks and record
them for maintenance. Check all movable parts for
wear: for instance, the operating nut, the caps' for the

II, nozzles, the thread on the nozzles, etc.
The plumbing shop, in conjunction ,with tilt fire

department, shodld make a velocity pressure check -
and a residual pressure chtck during the inspection of
hydrants to determine the capabilities of the system for
fire protection. These pressure checks shbuld be made .,
in accordance with.AF Manual 85-13.

, Maintenance of hydrants, Hydrants can be
maintained by replacing all worft'or malfunctioning

.,
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(parts and seats through the top of the hydrant. Many
hydrants require special renches or fittings to
withdraw the lower parts. per tools should be
obtaidtd for every type of hydrant on the installavon

Recurring maintenance .usually consists of
lubricating the operating nut and replacing the
operating nut, hose nozzles with bad threads, noinie
caps, cap chains,. tfonnet. and flange gaskets. This type
of maintenance\ can usually be performed without
turning off the Isolation valve. tsecause the main water
pressure will keep the hydrant valve closed.

Other maintenance to the hydrants will require
turning the isolation valve off. Any maintenance
Uzi' olving those parts retained in the shoe of the
hydrant will require that the water be turned off?

If the hxdrant barrel dins not drain properly after
the hydrant has been turned off, either the drain hole is
plugged or the main 'valve is leaking. You 1 can

"determine if it is the main valve by pla 'ting your ea!-
against the operaUng nut and listening for the sound of
water rushing between the main valve and ring seat. If
you find that this is the problem, you should remove
the main valve and replace it. Usually the ring set, its
gaskets, and the drain valve facing need to be replaced
at the same time.

If you find that the drain valve is plugged, the
drant will have to be dug up and the stoppage

r oved. You will find that the stoppage is usually dirt

.
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Figure 7.8 Typical building tire sprinkler system

and rust. After the drain has been opened and you start
to back fill, make sure that crushed gravel is placed in
the hole to a point above the drain'opening: then finish
tilling the rest of the herte-withea%h in 6-Inch layers
and tamp each layer,

Exercises (467):

Select the correct items by/placing an 'X in the
spaCes provided for those that are correct.

I. InspectiOn of fire hydrants should be
performed during peak flow periods.

2. Villve and hydrant records should be
maintdmed on AF Form 995.

3. Velocity and residual pressure checks
should be made in accordance with AFM
85-14.
You can determineif the main hydrant valve
is leaking by watching the water fall in the
hydrant barrel.

5 Usually the ring seat, its gaskets, and the
drain valye.facing need to be replaced at the
same time you replace the main valve

468. From a selected list of statements concerning
interior fire protection systems, choose 'those that
are correct.

interior Fire- Protection Systems. The
requirements for proper ffre protection on an Air

r
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Force base consists of much more thanthe distribution
of fire extinguishers throughout buildings and the
moving of a few fireirlicks. You will also find fire
sprinkler systems inside many of the buildings on a
base. A sprinkler system automatically spreads water
over a burning part or floor area in a building. It will
,extinguishthe fire completely or hold it in check until
the fire departnient arrives. These systems are
automatically put into Operation by the breaking of
fusible links or the contact of

may
devices.

In addition, some systems may have manual controls
(see fig. 7-8).

The type of system to be installed in a building is
selected during construction planning. Otherwise, the
system must be installed or modified on existing
buildings. This is more expensive. In either' case, the
system should be selected and installed with the
following factors in mind:

Type ofbuilding (size, construction. material).
Occupancy (contents and hazards).
Heating tacilitlek and location.
Available water supply.

The wet pipe syslem The wet pipe sysilkn is filled
with water and connected to an adequate water supply
and the sprinkler heads are sealed. Heat applied to the
fused held causes the sprinkler heads to discharge
water on the area flow them. A waterflow tong on an
alarm valve indicates waterflow and alarms.

12) .
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Figure 7-9. Standpipe in building.

This is the simplest and least expeosive system. It is
suited for_locations where freezing temperatures_ are of
no concern.

The dry pipe system. i standard dry pipe system is a
modified version of the tiet pipe system. It has' a dry.,
pipe valve which is kept .closed by air pressure
instead of water pressurein the piping. Since there is
not any water in the piping, there is not any danger ot
frozen lines. An installed air compressor is used to
provide the pressure to hold the valve (sometimes
called the differential clapper) closed, .

Wheh the fuse in the sealed head melts and
separates, -the air pressure is released. The water
pressure then opens the dry pipe valve; and water flows -
through the piping and is distributed on the fire.

I

CND Craj

Domestic water supplies generally serve for
,firefighting purposes. The usual sources of supply are

:_water distribution systems, 'gravity tanks, and
--reservoirs. In some installations. two or more

independent water supplies may be provided 'for
greater reliability.

The pipes and fittings used for fire projection
N. systems should be suitable for the particular service

conditions. Where corrosive conditions 'exist,
consideration should be given to the use of pipes;
fittings, and hangers that ?esist corrosion.

The pipes and fittings- shourd,.. be clesignerksio,:,'
withstand the working pressure ofribe system \yh.ea
the system is itistalled;-it should be given a hydrostatic
Lest. This test is performed by applyingwater pressure
equal to 1 I/2,Aimes the system's normal operating
pressure with a controllable pressure pump.

Whenever there is an occasion to change sprinkler
heads, the water must be shut off. A valve that controls
the water for a certain section of the building is usually
placed in an accessible location. .When the water is
shut off, the sprinkler head may be unscrewed from the
water supply pipe and the new one installed. The
pipes, valves, and sprinkler heads should be checked
periodically for corrosion.

Deittge systerhs. Deluge systems are fire protection
systems that deliver large quantities of water for the
purpose of extinguishing a fire or to cool off
tquipment. These systems may deliver as Much as
1000 gallons of water per-jininute.

Deluge systems are usually controlled by some type
of sensors. One type of sensor consists of a sealed, tube-

Delays in action because of the timeoeeded to clear.
the pipes of air may be reduced by special exhausters
or accelerators. They operate simultaneously with the
dry pipe valve.

This system has the same extinguishing ability as the
wet pipe system; however, it is more complex and
Costly. It is installed where freezing temperatures are

Jr expected.

' Tide piping and equipment used for an automatic
sprinkler System must give the desired performance
undef any weather conditions. The National 'Board of
Fire Underwriters and similar organizations have
established'certain rules that should be followed when
installing a fire prbtection system.

Automatic sprinkler systems are usually installed by
plumbers urtder the supervision of an engineer.
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which contains air. This tube operates on 'pressure.
created when it is exposed to a'rapid temperature rise.
A rapid rise in temperature expands the air in the tube
quickly. which in turn builds up pressure rapidly. This
action trips a water valve which floods the affected
part of the installation witji water. However, a gradual
increase in temperature does not operate the valve.

There are several types of deluge systems. They vary
from. those 'used in commercial

i

buildings to those
found in missile sites. Deluge nozzles vary in design,
depending upon the cooling that they must perform.
Most deluge nozzles are full open at all times. Deluge
nozzles require very little maintenance. When they
become damaged they should be replaced. Usually the
nozzles are installed by screwing them into a pipe
fitting, or they may be bolted by a flange arrangement.

Standpipe systems. Standpipes, as shown in figure,
7-9, provide a constant source of water for first aid

( firefighting. Theyare designed to be used at all floor
levels by either building occupants or, the fire
department; but should not be relied upon for total.
extinguishment of a fire. They improve the prOtection
Of excessively high building and poorly accessible
areas.

Standpipe systems are classified as follows:
Wet pipe systems with open supply valve and

water pressure maintained'at all times.

L..) Dry pipe systems which automatically admit
water by opening a hose valve. .

Dry pipe systems activated by manual operation
of'remote-controlled devices at each hose stAtiona.

Dry pipe systems stipplied through externalwfire
department pumper connections. , .

Standpipe hose will be of .or 21/2-inch
unlined linen in 50-Toot lengths.

t = s

Exercises (468):

Choose the correct statements by .placing a C in the
spaces piovided for those that are cotrect.

I. The wet pipe fire protection system is the
simplest and least expensive.

2. The Idry pipe system is installed, where
freezing 'tempetatures are expected:

3. Fire systems are tested atIntee times their
working Essiure.

4. The deluge system may deliver up to 1000
gallons of water per minute.

5. The deluge system nozzles are in t1 closed
positi6n witen not in use.
Standpipe hoses should be 1/2 to 2.,./2 inches
in diameter acid made:of unlined liken.

I

. 469. From a' list of statements concerning
maintenance of interior fire protection systems, pick
those that are correct; .

,a. ,
.

. .
Maintenance -of inferior Fire Protection Syifemsr.

,Interior fire protation systenii require very little

29
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maintenance. but they should he checked periodically
for defective parts. .

Most maintenance will consist of replacing broken
sprinkler heads. To replace the heads on the et and
dry -pipe systems. you have to deactitiate the systenip
The fire department and the building custodian must
be notified before the system goes down for any
maintenance. You should make certain the
replacement sprinkler head is the exact type of the one
being replaced. Each system is designed to meet a
specific need. You surely wouldn't want to replace a
120° melting fuse with a 200° fuse. This would defeat
the purpose of the system.

The air compressor for a dry pipe system should be
checked regularly to insure proper operation. If for
some reason the system loses its air, it will fill with ,
water. making it vulnerable to freezing temperatures.
The clapper valve should be cleaned when 'deemed
necessary and worn parts replaced.

The heat sensors should .be checked at scheduled
intervals on the deluge systems and any defective parts
replaced. Also, the water reservoirs should be kept full
at all times,

The maintenance on standpipe systems will consist
of replacing old hoses and defective hose connections.

Exercises (469): ,

Pick the correct statements by placing an X in the
appropriate space(s).

1. To repkice sprinkler heads on the wet pd
dry pipe systetp.1, you will hay to deactivate
the system.
You should notify the base commander
before deactivating a, fire system for

8 maintenance. -
3.' Defective sprinkler heads should be

replaced with like items. .'
:4. The heat sensors on deluge systems never

need checking.
5 -Maintenance on standpipe systems will -

consist of replacing the hoses and hose --
connections.

7-2. Lawn Spunkier Systems

To keep a lawn fresh and beautiful, water is
required. Rainfall, which is preferred. cannot .always
be counted on to deliver adequate amounts of water at
the proper tithe. Continued long, hot summer weather
with little rainfall can destroy or ruin a beautif4tay.en,.
unless natuWs..supply of moisture can he
supiilemented of the proper time. To supplement the
water supplied by nature. you use lawn sprinkler
system.

s
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Figure 7.10. 'Combination baCkflovivreventer and'vacuum breaker.

470. Given a list of statemenp pertaining to the
installation of lawn sprinkler systems, choose those
that are-correct.

Installation of Lawn Sprinkler Syttems. Like all
other plumbing systems, lawn sprinkler systems must
be installed using good plumbing practices and codes.
The water source for a lawn sprinkler system can be
either domestic, a 'stream, or lake. At no time should
the domestic water system be connected to a
nonpotable water source. When the domestic' water

`supply is used as the source of a lawn sprinkler systerh,
there must be a combination backflow preventer and
vacuum breaker installed on the outlet side of the
sprinkler system's main control valve as illustrated in
figute 7-10. This will prevent the possibility of

. contamination due to' pressure loss in the supply
system. At the same time, it.will permit_the sprinkler,
system to drain through \ the" automatic drain valye-,.
which should be installed in the system at its lowest
point.

The types of piping that can be used/or lawn
sprinkler systems are copper, galvanized irbn/steel, or
plastic. With the improvements over the past years in
plastic, it is the most economical.

1 , The minimum depth of a system will beiat least,18
inches. Any piping'that contains water the yeararound
should be installed below the frost line. Whepplastic
piping is used, the trench should be free of stones and

.. other debris. - 4,
&

-

Tht type of sprinkle heads to be used will' be
determined by the engjpeers,at the time the plans are
drum. Thire are Many types and designs ofsprinkler
heads;° for instance, tbs pop-up,, stationary, and
oscillating. Their range one-eighth of a circle
to full circle. The oscillating head is used for large
areaslike golf courses and parks: whereas the pop-up
and stationary- types are used in close areas.

I

. ,:-Y4",

Exercises (470)i

c,2

Choose the correct statements by p iling a checkmark
(-0 in the appropriate spaces.

Lawn srfrinkler systems can get their water
supply from either u lake, stream, or
domestic source.

2. A combination ,backflow prevd nter and
vacuum breaker should be-installed on the-
outlet side of the main ,control valveof a
lawn sprinkler:,.whem- the domestic water
supply system is its source of supply.

e3.Copper is_th most economical pipe used for
prinkler systems. -

e minimum depth a sprinkler system's
-piping can be installed is 18 inches.

5 Sprifikle'r heads range from one-sixteenth to
a full circle.

471. From a given list of statements related to
maintenance of lawn sprinkler systems, select those,
titat are correct:

Maintenance of Lawn Sprinkler Systems. Lawn
sprinkler systems require very little maintenance. Most
of the maintenance is due to damage from lawn
mowers and careless', vehicle operators.

Each spring the systems should be checked to make
sure they are in working order. Damaged heads

'should be repaired or replaced as-needed. Visually.
but indirectly, inspeet-the piping bx. walking the line
while the pressure is on. Any leaks will usually cause a
saturated area on the/round. When this is found, you ,
should turn the system off and make the 'necessary
repairs.. Flexib14 plastic piping which is used on golf
courses tan he repaired by cuffing the-Fuplured section
oftt and replacing it with a ricw section of pipe, two
couplings. and two stainless sleet clamps.

124
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Metal pi can be repaired by cutting wit t13,e bad
section and replacing it with new pipe, using a union
or compr ion coupling to make your final
connection.

gxereises;(47 ):
Select the co ect statements by placing a C in the

apprdigiate spat
I. LaWn sprinkler systems should be checked

each spring for proper operation.

.a

,0*
L

rtw

of

12

2. Flexible plastic piping can be repaired only
, with stainless steel couplings.

3. When repairing lawn, sprinkler systems
which areconstructed with metal piping, the
final connection may be made with a
compression coupling.

4 Only one stainless clatip is needed to make a
. repair on flexible plastic piping which is

ruptured.
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400 - 1.
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CHAlTER11

,Answers for Exercises

Ar

.
0

Figure 1. Answer for objective 400. exercise 1.

40d 2. Quantity and quality bf water needed.. 405 1. b
400 3. .Domestic and industrial. 405 2. a

400 - 4. Flanged, threaded, and mechen Ical coupling. 4I5 - 3. a
.

401 1. Foundation pica; floor plan: roof plan; front, rest, 406 - 1. TWM
( and side elbadonx and a plot plan which shows the 406 2.

location of the building on the lot. - 406 3. I1V).4

401 - 2. A working drawing or sketch of the job. 406' - 4. TWM
401 - 3. Faunas. 406 - 5. r
401 4. No connection. 406 6. TWM
401 5. You generally take about 30 percept of tZ maximum

' fixture demand. 407 - 1. T
401 6. Shutoff valves. 407 . 2.

407 - 3.
402 - 1. T.O. . 407 - 4. T
402 .2. -
402 - 3. 4011 - 1. 'M
402 - 4: .. T.O. 408 2. DWV
402 - 5. 401 3. 1.

402 - 6. T.O. 408 4. Kt
402 - 7. ......._,

N.(

403 1. .`,/ '' 409. 1. T

403 2. ,.,/ , 409 - 2. F .
409 3. T40:- 3. 409 4. T.403 . 4. ,/ ' 409 - S. T403 .-5. ,/
409 6. f\ 4

404 1. T -
404 2. F 410 - 1. d, c, a, b
404 - 3. T ' 410 - 2. ' The fire department.
404 - 4. T 410 3. A diaphragm NM-I

4
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411 -.I. T
411 - 2. T
411 -1. F
411 4. T
411 5. F
411 - 6. T
411 -7, -F

I.

42
42

. st

.:. II. 42 16. 4

421 1. Floor-mbunterl and wall-hung.
/ 421 - 2. Chair carrier.

421 - 3. a. Washdown
411 8. T . b. Washddwn with Jet.
411 - 9. T c. Reverse trap.

41r. 10 T , , d. Siphon jet.
411 11. T 421.- 4-5, The float valve.
411 - 12. F 421 5, Closet flange.

421 - 6. Jiffy connector,
421 - 7. 10 seconds. -
421 8. Force aip or closo auger.

A 422 - 1. T'
CHAPTER 2 422 - 2. T .

422 - 3.
412 - 1. a. Types of ush devices used. 422 - 4., T

b. Prekure o water supply. 422 - S. :----
c Length of piping. ' . -
d. Number of fixtures. 420 I. C 14

e. Probable use factor of fixtures. . 421 - 2. C
412.2.. Friction. 423 - 3.
412 3.4 Increase the size of pipe. 423 - 4. C

423 - 5.
413 - 1. Between the curb and sidewalk. 423 - 6. ..
413 - 2. -At 10foot intervals or closer. 473 - 7. C
413 3. With 2" x 4" headers. . ..t

413 4. At each floor level. 424'. 1. ./
411 5. Pipe rot or clamps. 424 - 2. -,/
413 6. An air chamber. which can be made with a tpe, a piece ' 424 - 3.

of pipe, and a cap. 424 4. .,1
.413 7. Caper ,

425 1. Start at the highest point in the system by renling a

414 I. T filture and start with the.risers.
414 2. 425 2. Cut the pipe and unscrew it from both directions.
414 - 3. T 425 - 3. Ballpeen hammer and pickout iron.
414 4. 425 4. Gloves and goggles.
414 5. T . 425 - 5. At the tip of the inner cone.
414 _6. T

415 - I. C
4I5- 2. C te,

415 3.

416 - 1. C-
416 -3. C
416 .4. C

417 1. Two.
417 2. 24 inches.
417 - 3. I/2 inch.
417 4. 1 inch.
417 5. Manufacturer's specification sheet.

426 I.
426 - 2.
426 .-3.
4 ;6= 4.
426 5.
420 6.
426 - 7.

CHAPTER 3

6

427 1. 32. t
418 1. C -. ,. 427 i 2. It should be annealed.
418 2. 427 - 3. To allow vibrations, expansion, and contraction.
418 - ?. C 427 - 4. It is tasily disassembled when it becomes necessary to
418 - 4. C make repairs. ,r
418 5. I .4 427 - 5., The wall ihickners or thetubing
418 6. C 427 - fr. 3000 pounds per square inch.

, .. 427 7. By soldering. '.

449 - I. d
. 428 - I. -,/419 2. c

419 3. a 428 .-2. ...

428 - 3. ,/ V
.

419 - 4. b -
420 1. ,

'420 - 2.
420

128

428 - 4.
428 5.
428 6
4211 7 .1

298
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-cN2q3,..., CHAPTER 4 440. 2. -

440.3.. C

Manufacturer's instructions.
The operator.
The plumber.

. -

T .1

T

443. I.431. I. C. 443 - 2. C 4,431 2. . 443 3.
431 3. C 443 4.. C431 -4. C
431 5. C 444 I . Each day.
431 6. 444. 2. The steam valve.

444 - 3. Once s year

1. 4-29 - 1. C 1. 440 4.
429 2. C
429 - 3. . 441 1.

fre:-. 429 4. C 441 2.
429 - 5. 441 3.

430 I. d 442 I.
430 - 2. a 442 2.430 3. 'b 442 ;3.430 4. e 442 4.
430 -.5. c'

t

432. 1. Waterproof paste.A- 43202. The sone type insulation as that used 3r1 therm orsthe
system. . , . 445.1.

432 . 3. Theyshouldbetightened. 445 - 2.
445 3.

433 - 1. T / - 445 .4. T
.1 433 - 2. .,

4343 3. T 446 I . Soft blue. yy433 .4. T 446. 2. Until it just Ouches the kettle.
433 5. , 446 3. Every week.
433 - 6. T 9
433 7. T 447 -1. T

447 - Z.434 1. The highest faucet- 447 - 3.-434 - 2. By Moan' g and sopping with a sponge or rag. 447 4r T s.434 31=,-- The vision. .
434 4. Antifreeze. 448 - 1:* C.._ 434 5. With a suction pump. or by siphoning-the water with a 448 2. Csmall hose. 448 -3. I

448 .4. I *

449 - I. Enameled steel, enameled cast iron. and staudesseteel.
CHAFE-ER 5 449 2. 36 inches. -

449 - 3. The selection of a suitable faucet. its installation on the
435 I . X sink, and the connection of the water supply.
435 2. K, 449. 4. For cup. .
435 - 3. ...............
435 .4.
435- 5. X 450 I. C. 435 - 6. X ^-) 450 2.. 435 - 7. 5.

450 - 3. C.I 450 - 4. C
436 I. c 450 '5.
436 - 2. d <a ...

436 - 3. a 451 - I, T .
436 - 4. f 451 -2.
436.,5.-- '.b h

451 -,3. T, i
436 - 6. 'e . 451 -4.'

45,1 - 5. T
437 1 . ..c, a. e, b.,d . .... ,

452 .1." 438 - I. X- - 452 - 2. C
,

438 - 2. ' 452 3. C ..

438.3. X 452 - 4. C
438 4. X ... 452 5.

_438 5,
4_ 453 I. X ..-

439 - 1. The single-and double-tank types. 453 2.
439 2. 180 -F. 453 - 3. X

453 .4. ....LJ--
440 - 1. C 453 5. X

ii. .. .'
.
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- STOP-

., 3 .4.

- {for.-

-1.MATCH ANSWER
SHEET TO THIS
EXERCISE. NUM
BER.

55255 03 23.
EXTENSION COURSE INSTITUTE -

VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE
WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS AND FIXTURES

2. USE NUMBER 1 OR
NUMBER 2 PENCIL.

Carefully read the following: .

DO'S:

1. Check the "course," "volume," and "form" numbers from the answer sheet
addriss tab against the "VRE answer sheet identification number" in the
righthand colum'n of the shipping list. If numbers do not lnatch, take action
to return the answer sheet and the shipping list to ECI immediately with anote of explanatioti.

2. Note that numerical sequence on answer sheer alternates across from column
to column.

3. Agr
- a medium sharp #1 or #2 black lead pencil for marking answer sheet.

tie correct answer in this test booklet. After you are sure of your
ansvierspinsfer them to the answer sheet. If you have to change an answer
on the ans er sheet, be sure that the erasure is complete. Use a clean eraser.
But try to avoid any erasure on the answer sh6et if at all possible.

5. Take action to return entire answer sheet to ECI.
6. Keep Volume Review Exercise booklet for review and reference.
7. If mandatorily enrolled student, process questions or comments through your

A unit trainer or OJT supervisor.
11.If voluntarily enrolled student, send qiiestions or comments to ECI on ECI

Form 17.

DON'TS:

Don't use answer sheets other than one furnished specificallyfor each review
exercise.

2. Don't mark on the answer sheet..except to fill in marking blocks. Double
marks or excessive markings which overflow marking blocks will register as
errors.

3. Don't fold, spindle, staple, tape, or mutilate the answer sheet.
4. Don't use ink or any marking other than a 4'61 or #.2 black lead pencil.
NOTE: NUMBERED LEARNING OBJECTI E REFERENCES ARE USED

ON THE VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE. In parenthesis after each
item numbet$ on the VRE is the Learning Objective Number where the
answer to that item can be located. When answering the items on the
VRE, refer to the Learning Objectives indicated by these Numbers. The
VRE results will be. sent to you on a instead which will list the actual
VRE items you missed. Go to the VRE booklet and locate the Learning
Objective Numbers,for the- items missed. Go to the text and carefully
reviexthe areas covered by these references. Review the entire VRE again
before you take the closed-book Course Examination.

J.
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Multiple Choice
'

5
. 1. (400) What.type of pump is used to increase water pressure in a distribution

,system? '

a. Circulating.'. c. Sump.

b. Booster. & d. Diaphragm.

'2. (400) Which type valve is used to restrict the flow on a small service line?

a. Check.

b. Curb.

c. Globe.

d. Pressure-reducing.

3. (400) What type valve serves as a positive shutoff on a fire hydrant?

a. Branch. c. SeCondary.

. b. Gate. d. Master. r.
4. (400) What is the difference between making a lead joint and a sulfur joint?

4
The sulfur is not heated.

b. Lead requires a special oakum.
c. No caulking is required on a sulfur joint.
d. The lead joint requires no special tools.

5. (400) Which method of assembling pipe requires a gasket?

a. Flange. c. Union. \ail
b. Compression. d. Threaded.

. ,
% .

6. (4p1) What percent of the maximum fixture demalh is used as a general rule for
estimating the probable demand for small residences?

a. 10 percent. c. 30 percent.

b. 20 percent. d. 40 percent.

7. (402) Which of the folloping is a tabulated list of requiremNits for a job?

\ a. Blueprint. c. Takeoff sheet.
b. Identification ticket. d. Bill of materials.

8. '(403) What function does a corporation stop serve in a building water supply
sks-tem?

a. Inactive-Olpe endp
b. Accessible shutoff inside the building.
C. Takeoff point from the -Street water main.
d. Split section takeoff between the curb stop and the building.

9. (404), t is the largest opening that can be made with a self- tapping
machine\ hile the main is under pressure?

c. 3 inches.

Qiches. d. 4 inches.

10. (405) What is used to protect a corporation stop from strain or damage?

a. An expansion loop. c. A line block'.

b. A flexible connection. d. A perforated tape.

2
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11. (406) Which iethe best type of pipe to use when installing a 24-inch
temporary water main?

/
a. Vitrified clay. c. Cast iron.
b, Galvanized. ./ d. Asbestos cement. 4,, .

12. (407)! Which type coupling used on a small steel pipewtien a temporary ,maiit
must be installed in a hurry?

a. Compression. c. Snap clips.
Quick, twist. d. Threaded. f

13. (467)' Which tool is required when installing asbestos sleeve couplings?

. N a. Hub clamp.i c . Torque wrench.
b., Pipe jack. I d. Snatch block.

14. (408) What is the standard length of-hard-drawh copper tubing?

a% 5 feet. o. 15 feet.
b. .1.0 feet.

15. (408) WhiCh type copper tubing is identified by the color red?

I.a. K. c. M.
.` b. L. d. DMV.

. d. 20 feet.

16. .(410) What base organization must be not ied any time a,wAer main is turned".--,
off?

a. "Industrial engineering.
b. Equipment section.

c. Security police.
d. Fire deartment.

17. (410) Which type pump is used 4o remove water, mud, and rocks from an N.
excavation?

A.: Centrifugal'.
b. Diaphragm.

18. (411) What controls t he closing of thevalxe in the piston-type flushometer
valve?

a. Bypass. c. Relief.
Immo.

b. Diaphragm. d. Solenoid.

(411) Which part of a gate valve holds the packing that seals the bonnet
*against leaks around the stem?

c. Pneumatic.
d. Hydraulic.

a. Disc press.
by. Shaft ring.

,;-:,-; ,' 1

20. (411) Which type valve is used on a hot water tank to prevent hot.water fromr -
. , ' -backing up in the cold water line?

.
. -,..,4,

a.i'Ream. c. Quick-way.:,

-.. - 1 b. Check. d. Master control.

S.--
21. (412) Pipe friction in a water supply system

.
;;

.

c. Valve seat.
d. Stuffing box'.

a.reates bubbles.
)41capses a drop in water pressure.
c. causes rapid pipe wear.
d. increases water velocity.

. A. , .. .. t

0

'*' 0

P 0 3
....AI,0

,

1
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22. (413) What is installed in a water system to eliminate water hatmer?

a. An'air chamber. c. Vertical stop plates.
b. A quick-closing valve. d. Flexible connections.

23. (414). What fastening devices are used to attach a mounting bracket to a
concrete wall?

a. Steel nuts and bolts.
b. Masonry and common nails.
c. Lead sleeves and brass screws.
d. Pkastic inserts and steel screws.

24. (415). At what height in inches above the rough floor line will the center of a
mixing faucet for a bathtub be installed?

a. 12 inches.
b. 18 inches.

r. c. 24 inches.
d.' .30 inches.

25. (417) What size supply line should be installed for a tank-type water closet?

a. 1/2 inch. c. 1 inch.
b. 3/4 inch. d. 1 1/2 inches.

26. (418) Unless otherwise specified, how high is the overflow rim of a wall-hung
lavatory installed,.above the finished floor?

a. 25 inches. c. 3;, inches.

b. 27 inches. d. 33 itches.

27. (419) What minimum size waste pipe is sufficient for drinking fountains.?

a. 3/4 inch. c. 1 1/4 inches.'

b. 1 inch. d. 1 1/2 inches.

28. (420) Which of the following mixing valves assures the most constant
temperature to a shower head?

a. Pessure mixing valve.
b. Compound mixing valve.

c. Manual mixing valve.
d. Thermostatic mixing valve.

29. (421) Which of the following water closet bowls is most efficient?

a. ashdown. c..` Reverse trap.

4r'-gashdown with jet4r d. Siphon jet.

30. (421) Which method.is best when replacing a'water closet bowl on a floor that
has been raised above the top of the closet bend flange?

a. gaise the flange. c Increase the conpound.
/ b. Use two wash rings. d. Install adapter.

31. (421) What is the maximum setting time for the diaphragm type flush valve?

a. 5 seconds. c. 15 seconds. .

b. 10 seconds. d. 20 seconds.

32. (422) Which mechanism discharges a predetermined quantity of water directly
from the supply line to a urinal?

a. Aquaflow. c. Flushometer.
b. Douglas valve.. d. Pulsator.
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' 33. (423) When testing a low-pressure system, how many pounds of air is added to
the working pressure of the system?

-

a. 0 to,25 pounds. c. 50'to 75 pounds.
b. 25 to 50'Pounds:" d.' 75 to 100 pounds.

34. (424) If quick draining of a water system is required, the highest faucet in
the system, should be 4.

`a. open and the lowettfaucet should beopen.
,

closed and the lowest faucet should be closed.
c: closed, and the lowest faucet open.
d. open:and the, lowest faucet closed.

35. (425) Which type of wrench is best to use when disassembling chromium pipes?

a. Pipe.- c. Basin. '
b. Water pump. d. Strap:

36. (425) What point on an oxyacetylene torch produces the greatest amount of.
heat?

a. Center of the inner cone. c. Center of the outer cone?z..;;?,-1z4.
b. -Tip of the inner cone. 'd. Tit of theouter cone. .

..,...............,

.:-..&..3
37. (425) -What would be themost logical method to use in disassembling a

1-.. ..? plumbIng system?
)..

1.4 a. Start at the highest point in.the system.'
r7.-^ '' ' b. Start at the lowest point in the system.-_."....-:.

" s'...:11. c. Start at the center of the system and work both ways,-,-,-'.$-........:.

d. Start, with the largest section of the syStem....... ,.......IR'
a 1 , a

-t M- 38.' (426) What action is taken when an inspection reveals stripped and damagedI1
,

'threads on a pipe section?
.,.....-........ .

,
.--F-7-'1,. a. Reshape with a'tbreader:....=-1

b. Cut off the damaged area and rethread.
c. Install a.sleeve.!NM
d. Discard the section.

rt:r-Trl

ti

39. (427) What is the maximum angle copper tubing can be bent with a tube bender?

a. 450. /
b. 900,./

c.` 120°.
d. 180°.

40. (427) What additional item is required when flaring copper tubingiwith'a
flaring plug?

a. Butt plate. c. Hammer.
b. Hacksaw. d. Centein set.

\ 41.. (427) How is a swaged joint sealed?

a. By soldering. c. By flaring and fitting%
b. By brazing. d. With a jiffy connector.

42. (428) Which tool is recommended for cutting copper pipe over j inches in
diameter?

a. Tube cutter. c. Knife cutter.
b. Hacksaw.

. d. Three -wheel pipe cutter.

5 3O5
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'43. (429) What is the primary reason for insulating hot water lines?
w.

a. Reduce noise.
b. Limit cohdensatjon.
c. Prevent coldair from contacting pipe.
d. 'Prevent heat loss from the hot water.

.

44. k430) When covering a brine'system, which of the following coverings is best?

a4 Cork.
b. Flex rubber. a'. Wool felt.

45. (430) Which of the following is an excgllent material to insulate high-
pressure steam'lines?

a. Anti-sweat. c.' Magnesia.

b. Fiberglass. d. Air cell.

(431) What is done to iron pipe before-flex rubber insulation is'installed?

c. Sponge felt paper.

00

i. Cheesecloth is wound around the pipe.
b. Itzis painted with glossy enamel'.

c. It is painted with an asphalt base'primer. ..

d. A heavy grease is brushed on it. il

e i ,

47. -(432) After repair is made to an insAlated system, what type of insulation,is .

installed over the repaired area?

a. An asbestos liner. .

c b. A fiberglass patch kit. I

c. Quick set gamier.
d. The same type as is used on the rest pf system.

48. (433) From the standpoint of speed,safety, and economy, which is the best
method Of thawing frozen water pipes?

With chemicals. c. With electricity.

With a torch, d. With boiling water.

m
4 (434) What is used when winterizing a waste system to prevent sealer gas from

entering the buildint? 4

a. Glycerin and water. c. Caustic soda.

b. Mineral spirits. d. Sodium hydroxide.

50. (435) What are the positions of the automatic burner valve,during operation of
a gas water heater?

a. From 1/4 on.to,full on.
b. From off to 3/4 on.
c. Full off or fullon.
d. Varying between full off and full on.

51. (436) For increased efficiency, where should a water heater be located?

a. In a small room that is insulatedwith a vapor barrier.
b. As close as possible'to hot water risers.

c. In a well ventilated area.
d. Close to the fuel source.
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52. (436) What is the estimated amount of hot water used per person per hour in
t a barracks? I

a. 1 to 2 gallons c. .5 to 6 gallons.
b. 3 to 4 gallons. d. 8 to 10 gallons.

53. (436) Whattype of valve should be used on the cold water supply line to the
water heater?

4. Gate.

b. Plug.
c. Angler,-

d. Globe.

54. (436) In order to detect gas leaks, the plumber might add which pf the
followingsto the gas?

a. Smoke. c. ''Liquid 'soap.
b. Garlic. d. Peppermint.

55. (437) The thermostat of a water heater should be set at how many degrees for'
ordinary use?

a. 1.000.'F. c. 180° F.
bA 1400 F. d. 200° F..

56. (438) The storage tank of a water heatershould be .flushed every

a. 3 months. c. 12 months.
b. 6 months. d. 18 months.

.s .. .... 6
. '..6... of

. Z.: 57. (439) What is the most important component of the dishwasher?
,s...4,7-.v-i

-.I.:h.-W:3 es_ b. Overflow pipes. d. Hot water booster.

Z;67=2 a. Strainer trays. c. Water mixing valve.

:=2;,.
-.1 58. (440) When inspecting a dishwasher in.which gas is the source of heqt, what

test should you use to check the gas pipes and fittings for leakage?
: . I .

a. The soap test. c., The.matchntest.
b. The sound test. d. The peppermint test.

59. (1140) What component is installed in a diyhwelher system that has a steam
heated water booster?

a. Pressure relief valve. c. Superheated injector...needle.
b. Condensate return -trap. d. Dual tube saturator.

.

rs:.screens60. (441) Who has the responsibility of keeping the dishwasher clean and
free of debris ? -

a. Operator,
b. Plumbing specialist.

.s7c. Environmental support specialist.,
d. Dishwasher maintenance technician.

61.''(442) Which of the following steam pressures would be best for the operation of
a steam kettle?

a. 15.psi.
35 psi.

e

c. .105 psi.
d. 215 psi.

. .
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62. (443) If the steam pressure source is higher than the working pressure of a

'steam kettle, what.shouId_yowdo?

a. Call the source and'ask that they 'redAge thepressure.
b. Install an orifice in the steam line two feet from the kettle.
c

t
If the pressure is'1esS than double the working pressure,, take no action.
installnstall a pressure reducing valve in the steam inlet line near the kettle.

63. 0'43-445) .qhat typeof kitchen equipment shouldbe in a depressed floor area
near a floi:ir drain?

a.: Dishwasher. c. Scullery sink.

b. Water heater. d. Steam kettle.

64. (444) What equipment requires cleaning the interior surfaces and strainer with
soap and water each time it is used?

a. Steam kettle. 'c. Scullery sink.
b. Water heater. d. Dishwasher.

65. (446) The burner flame color of a gas-heated steam kettle should be

a. blue-yellow. c. soft blue.

b. yellow-blue. d. soft yellow,

66. (447) Who should install the switches and circuit)breakers during installation
of an electrically heated stean4ettle? '

a. Qualified electrician. c. Plumbing specialist.

b. Plumbing foreman. d. Supervisor on the job.

67. (448) What is the maximum thermostat setting allowed for an electrically
heated steam kettle?.

a. 212° F.' *c. 350° F.

b. 285° F. 4,re d. 425° F.

68. (449) When installing kitchen sinks, what is the distance between the floor and
the top of the drainboard' in inches?

-

a. 241 c. 33.

b. 10. d. '56.
if ,

69. (4110) What should be done to preventa utility sink ftsom,sagging?

a. Adjust tie-hanger.
b. Unscrew the legs.
c. ,Adiust the-itand trap.
d. Pla6e a wedge under the pedestal.

f
f

,

. I.
70.

t
fb

,

(451) In a mesS.facility, what sink is used wash vegetables, greasy pots,

and pans?
k.. 1

a,, 1 ervi e.4 c. Kitchen.

b"I' tility,'' d. Scullery.

-7]' 1,452).liow is a lauhdry tub level if it doesn't have leveling bolt at the

t ltottom 4fthe legs?
-,z

a. -Theta nger height' is adjusted. ..t .

b. Thm6w,,gs arephimmeth
o-. The stand trap is shifted. t<,

d. A wedge is pladed under the pedest3
. .

,

8
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72. 453) What is the approximate steam working pressure (psi)'for laundry presses

and irdiers? V

...

1.a. 15 psi. . c, 75 psi.
.\

b. 140 pii.
\.

d. 100 psi. .\

73: (454) What maintenance may be performed while a water peep is\operating?
..

Tightening the pump packing to.prevent excessive leakage. \

Adjusting the flexible coupling.
:,t'Removing a defective impeller.

Replacement of the pump packing.

a.

b.

c.

d.

\74. (455) When a water meter,fails to operate-1i, what action does the plumbing
specialist take?

.
. -

: 1

\He shuts-off the water supply tc the customer. .

He repairs the water meter just as fast as_he can. 1,
i

He fabricates a bypass connection and retorts the failure to the meter
reader.

. . 1

.

He removes the defective meter and replaces it with a new or reconditioned
meter.

,... .

.

. '

b.

c.

.d.

75. (456) When dues the pnemlatic'tewage ejector begin it operation- cycle?

v.a. When it is placed in operation as it runs cointinuously. -

b. ...When the pot is full and pressure is exerted on the check valve.
c. When the sewage lever raises up to, the upper electrode.

...-- ... d: When the pressure on the check gAlve overrides the valve spring pressure-

...::::-.... 76. 4057) When using air for pneumatic' controls and instruments, the air
, I s ( -

a. pressure must be highly variable.
..

VOIV b. must be Clean and dry.

must vary in relative humidity from 50-to 15 percent.
d. must possess,the characteristic'bf medium to high compressability.

.
.77. (4.57)

*

What type connections shOuld you use forcopper tubing used in pneumatic
-

.

and vacuum lines?'
. .,

a. Flared: c. Welded.
-b. Threaded. . d. 'Soldered.

..
. w- .

78. (458) What inspection do jou ?erflPIN,first when inspectinICg a plumbing

....._:k
,installation? e-

4,
.

?

a. Leaks c. -Corrosion.
b. tisuiI.

t

,

d. Pipe alignment./
. . .

79..
t

(458) A pipe is leaking on one floor and seeping to the level-below. What is
i. probably the best method of finding the leak? . / .

J ' A

80.

.
1

...

a. Visual inspectioR. A-- -.. . ,

b. Wear a white glove and run your hand along the pipe. ,,. .i`',

c. Turn the water off and on several times as a :helper observes the Pape.'
d. Place one end of a piece of wood against your ear and theother end against

the pige and trace the sound: .

, .-

(458) What usually causes stripped threads on pipe Plitting411

a. Inferior produdt.
Ir.. Unskilled worker.

309

c. Creesrthreading.
d. ImprOper tools.-
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81. (.458) When'making an
ft 'steel pipe that has,a

,could use?

a. A wood plug.
b. A pipe clamp.

.82. (459) Corrosion which

a. uniform corrosion?.
In localized corrosion.

,..30y.
4

emergency repair to an undergroUnd 2-inch cold-water
1-inch long crack, what is the best repair item that you

C. Ir9 cement.
A she4 metal screw.

as the result of'dirbct chemical attack

c. bacteria' corrosion.
d. dissimilarity'corrO Ion.

occurs

83. (459) Localized corrosion is:ihereult of

a. direct cheMital attack.
b. electrolytic action.

84. (459) ihat isthe most logical

a.

b.

c.

d.

C. soil Collej.e

d.

method used to redu e midrobiOlogfcIl

Painting the metal surface.
Spraying the licteria.
Shocking the BWEteria with'an electriccurrent.
Vibrating the metal with a vibrator at regular t

,

85. (460) Which of the following mdta ils s
4'.4

most likely

Steel. c.

Brass. d. ,Cppper.

a.

b.

86. (460) Which of the

a. "Plastic.
b. Cast iron.

is called

corrosion?

med'intervals.,

be affected by corrosion?

following pipe materials is most affected by corrosion?

87. (461) ;Which type coating is the.most

- a. Paint.

.c. Vitrified clay.
`d. Asbestos cement.

#

commonfor corrosion refection?

C. Asphalt.
b.- Rubber. dti. Coal tar .='

88. ,(461) Wftat ingredient mixture is used for concrete to be
a pipeline?

a. One part cement to two partstsand.
b. Two parts cement to one part sand.
c. One part cement to two parts sand to three parts gravel.
d. Two p cement to three parts sand to five parts gravel.

S

1*

used as a coating on

89. (462) What mews is used to protect Metalssiruc?Ures from corrosion?

a.

b.

Electromagnetism.
Preventive painting.

5
N.

c: 'Galvanic cathode ftotection.
d. Electronic syntheia.

90. (462) How does galvanic cathodic protectioncontrcl corrosion?

a, It stops the.positivacurrent flovk
,b. It stops the negative current,.flow.
c. It coats the corrosive metal area with zinc.
d. By changing direct current to altirnatingcurrent.

-.A.\
91. (462) When the galvanic anode method iS used to loeVent

what metal is used as the sacrificial anode? - -

a. Iron. 1 ..
f ci

i Magnesium.
dl Aluminumb.. Nickel.. Aluminum.

-
. 10 .1,

corrosion of ,iron
0

4
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'192. .(463) What instrument is used.to locate buried pipe?

a. Voltmeter.
b. Ampmeter.

c. Hydraulic pipe locatorA
d. Electronic pipe locator. I

93. (464) How much magnesium is 'wasted Away by electrolysis frog an anode per
ampere year?

a. 7.

b. 17.
.4

94. (465) What values of'voltage
cathodic protection?

a. 110- to 220-volts DC.
b. '110- to 220 -volts AC-

c.
4.

27.-

57.

are used in the impressed current system of

c. 12- to 40-volts DC.
d. 12- to 40-volts AC.

95. (466) Which type fire hydrant features breakaway bolts1/

a. Traffic.
b. Flush.

c. Standard.
d. Above ground.

m

96. (466) What is the diameter of-the pumper nozzle on a fire hydrant?

a. 1 inch. c. 3 inches.
b. 2 inches., d. 4 inches.

(466) How fat apart are fine hydrantS usual4 placed in housing areas?

a. 100 feet." c. 400 feet.
b. 200 feet. d. 800 feet.

98-. (466) The highest operating nut of afire hydrant can be a maximum of

a. 10 inches above ground., c. 4 feet above grotind.
b. 25 inches abOvegivund. d. 6.feet above grodbd.

V
99. (467) Uow often-should fire hydrants be inspebted to determine maintenance

requirements?

-

a.
-
Monthly. c. Semiannually.

b. Quarterly. ' d. Annually.

100.N.6.2).....Where should you start your inspection of the base, fire hydrants?

a. At the base civil engineering org ni ion.
b. At farkly.housing.
c. At the base water supply source.
d. At the hydrant bearing the smallest identification number.

101. (467) A record on each fire hydrant should be maintained on AF'Form

a. 995. 4 c. 1846.
b. 1050. d. 2020.

102. (467) A velocity preSsure °neck of fire hydrants is made by

a. the plumbing shop only.
b. the environmental support group.
c. the fire department only.
d. the plumbing shop and the fire department jointly.

r

sat
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103. (467) The fire hydrant continues to drain after the main valve is turned off.
How can-you tell if the ;lain valve is leaking?-

a. Make a visual check.
b. Listen for the sound of rushing water.
c. Use a leak detector tester.. N

_a_

d. Use a chemical tester.

104.,,(468) Which is the simplest and least expensive interior fire protection
System?

x+

a: Deluge. c. Wet pipe..
b: Standpipe. d. Dry pipe.

A

%. 105. (469) What is the most common maintenance problem of the interior fire pro-
tection system? c

a. Replacing corroded pipe.
b. Replacing broken'aprinkler heads. .1
c. Replacing packing on auxiliary high- pressu pumps.
d. Draining water from pipes to prevent corrosion from stopping sprinkler

heads.

. u7t

106. (470) What is the most economical pipe for a lawn sprinkler sysN?

0 a. Plastic. c. Steel.
br, Copper. d. Galvanized. ..,

.

107. (471) What causes most t the maiatenance. on,a plastic lawn.sprinkler
Nsystem?

N.

a. Gophers chewing on the pipe. .

b. Careless lawn tower and vehicle ope-rators.
c. Chemical action between the soil moisture and the pipe.moisture
d: Electrolytic action between tt* soil moisture and the pipe.

4,
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